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Summary

Image enhancement techniques are widely employed in many areas of professional and con-
sumer imaging, machine vision and computational imaging. Image enhancement techniques
used in surveillance video cameras are complex systems involving controllable lenses, sen-
sors and advanced signal processing. In surveillance, a high output image quality with very
robust and stable operation under difficult imaging conditions are essential, combined with
automatic, intelligent camera behavior without user intervention. The key problem discussed
in this thesis is to ensure this high quality under all conditions, which specifically addresses
the discrepancy of the dynamic range of input scenes and displays. For example, typical chal-
lenges are High Dynamic Range (HDR) and low-dynamic range scenes with strong light-dark
differences and overall poor visibility of details, respectively. The detailed problem statement
is as follows: (1) performing correct and stable image acquisition for video cameras in vari-
able dynamic range environments, and (2) finding the best image processing algorithms to
maximize the visualization of all image details without introducing image distortions. Ad-
ditionally, the solutions should satisfy complexity and cost requirements of typical video
surveillance cameras.

For image acquisition, we develop optimal image exposure algorithms that use a con-
trolled lens, sensor integration time and camera gain, to maximize SNR. For faster and more
stable control of the camera exposure system, we remove nonlinear tone-mapping steps from
the level control loop and we derive a parallel control strategy that prevents control delays and
compensates for the non-linearity and unknown transfer characteristics of the used lenses. For
HDR imaging we adopt exposure bracketing that merges short and long exposed images. To
solve the involved non-linear sensor distortions, we applya non-linear correction function to
the distorted sensor signal, implementing a second-order polynomial with coefficients adap-
tively estimated from the signal itself. The result is a good, dynamically controlled match
between the long- and short-exposed image. The robustness of this technique is improved for
fluorescent light conditions, preventing serious distortions by luminance flickering and color
errors. To prevent image degradation we propose both fluorescent light detection and fluores-
cence locking, based on measurements of the sensor signal intensity and color errors in the
short-exposed image. The use of various filtering steps increases the detector robustness and
reliability for scenes with motion and the appearance of other light sources. In the alternative
algorithm principle of fluorescence locking, we ensure thatlight integrated during the short
exposure time has a correct intensity and color by synchronizing the exposure measurement
to the mains frequency.

The second area of research is to maximize visualization of all image details. This is
achieved by both global and local tone mapping functions. The largest problem of Global
Tone Mapping Functions (GTMF) is that they often significantly deteriorate the image con-
trast. We have developed a new GTMF and illustrate, both analytically and perceptually, that
it exhibits only a limited amount of compression, compared to conventional solutions. Our
algorithm splits GTMF into two tasks: (1) compressing HDR images (DRC transfer function)
and (2) enhancing the (global) image contrast (CHRE transfer function). The DRC subsys-
tem adapts the HDR video signal to the remainder of the system, which can handle only a
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fraction of the original dynamic range. Our main contribution is a novel DRC function shape
which is adaptive to the image, so that details in the dark image parts are enhanced simultane-
ously while only moderately compressing details in the bright areas. Also, the DRC function
shape is well matched with the sensor noise characteristicsin order to limit the noise ampli-
fication. Furthermore, we show that the image quality can be significantly improved in DRC
compression if a local contrast preservation step is included. The second part of GTMF is
a CHRE subsystem that fine-tunes and redistributes the luminance (and color) signal in the
image, to optimize global contrast of the scene. The contribution of the proposed CHRE pro-
cessing is that unlike standard histogram equalization, itcan preserve details in statistically
unpopulated but visually relevant luminance regions. One of the important cornerstones of
the GTMF is that both DRC and CHRE algorithms are performed inthe perceptually uniform
space and optimized for the salient regions obtained by the improved salient-region detector,
to maximize the relevant information transfer to the HVS. The proposed GTMF solution
offers a good processing quality, but cannot sufficiently preserve local contrast for extreme
HDR signals and it gives limited improvement low-contrast scenes.

The local contrast improvement is based on the Locally Adaptive Contrast Enhancement
(LACE) algorithm. We contribute by using multi-band frequency decomposition, to set up
the complete enhancement system. Four key problems occur with real-time LACE process-
ing: (1) “halo” artifacts, (2) clipping of the enhancement signal, (3) noise degradation and (4)
the overall system complexity. “Halo” artifacts are eliminated by a new contrast gain specifi-
cation using local energy and contrast measurements. This solution has a low complexity and
offers excellent performance in terms of higher contrast and visually appealing performance.
Algorithms preventing clipping of the output signal and reducing noise amplification give
a further enhancement. We have added a supplementary discussion on executing LACE in
the logarithmic domain, where we have derived a new contrastgain function solving LACE
problems efficiently. For the best results, we have found that LACE processing should be
performed in the logarithmic domain for standard and HDR images, and in the linear domain
for low-contrast images. Finally, the complexity of the contrast gain calculation is reduced by
a new local energy metric, which can be calculated efficiently in a 2D-separable fashion. Be-
sides the complexity benefit, the proposed energy metric gives better performance compared
to the conventional metrics.

The conclusions of our work are summarized as follows. For acquisition, we need to
combine an optimal exposure algorithm, giving both improved dynamic performance and
maximum image contrast/SNR, with robust exposure bracketing that can handle difficult con-
ditions such as fluorescent lighting. For optimizing visibility of details in the scene, we have
split the GTMF in two parts, DRC and CHRE, so that a controlledoptimization can be per-
formed offering less contrast compression and detail loss than in the conventional case. Local
contrast is enhanced with the known LACE algorithm, but the performance is significantly
improved by individually addressing “halo” artifacts, signal clipping and noise degradation.
We provide artifact reduction by new contrast gain functionbased on local energy, contrast
measurements and noise estimation. Besides the above arguments, we have contributed feasi-
ble performance metrics and listed ample practical evidence of the real-time implementation
of our algorithms in FPGAs and ASICs, used in commercially available surveillance cameras,
which obtained awards for their image quality.



Samenvatting

Beeldverbeteringstechniekenworden breed gebruikt in professionele en consumententoepassin-
gen, visuele productie-inspectie en kwantitatieve beeldverwerking. Technieken voor beeld-
verbetering die worden toegepast in bewakingscamera’s zijn complexe systemen waarin bestu-
urbare lenzen, sensoren en geavanceerde signaalbewerkingmet elkaar samenwerken. Voor
surveillance zijn een hoge beeldkwaliteit en een zeer robuuste en stabiele beeldbewerking
onder moeilijke omstandigheden essentieel, daarbij gecombineerd met een automatisch, in-
telligent cameragedrag zonder tussenkomst van de operator. Het kernprobleem dat wordt
besproken in dit proefschrift, is het waarborgen van deze hoge kwaliteit onder alle condities,
met een bijzondere aandacht voor het grote verschil tussen dynamisch bereik van de scene en
het scherm voor beeldweergave. Voorbeelden van typische uitdagingen zijn scènes met een
hoog dynamisch bereik (HDR) en/of een laag dynamisch bereikmet sterke licht-donker ver-
schillen en slechte zichtbaarheid van details. De gedetailleerde probleemstelling is als volgt:
(1) uitvoeren van correcte en stabiele beeldacquisitie voor videocamera’s in omgevingen met
een variabel dynamisch bereik, en (2) het ontwerpen van de beste beeldbewerkingsalgorit-
men die de zichtbaarheid van alle details in het beeld maximaliseren zonder de introductie
van vervormingen. Bovendien moeten de oplossingen voldoenaan de systeemeisen t.a.v.
complexiteit en prijs van gangbare video surveillancecamera’s.

Voor een goede beeldacquisitie zijn optimale beeldbelichtingsalgoritmes ontwikkeld, die
gebruik maken van bestuurbare lenzen, integratietijd van de sensor en camerasignaalversterk-
ing (gain) voor een maximale signaal-ruis verhouding (SNR). Om een snellere en stabielere
controle van het beeldbelichtingssysteem te realiseren, hebben we de niet-lineaire “tone-
mapping” uit de signaalniveauregeling verwijderd en is eenparallelle regelstrategie ontwor-
pen die vertragingen vermijdt en tevens de niet-lineariteiten en onbekende overdrachtskarak-
teristieken van de toegepaste lenzen compenseert. Voor HDRbeeldbewerking passen we
“exposure bracketing” toe, die lang en kort belichtte beelden samenvoegt. Voor het oplossen
van niet-lineaire sensorvervormingen is een niet-lineaire correctiefunctie toegepast op het
vervormde sensorsignaal, bestaande uit een kwadratische polynoomfunctie met adaptieve
coëfficiënten die uit het videosignaal zelf zijn afgeleid. Het resultaat is een goede, dynamisch
gestuurde mix van lang en kort belichtte beelden. De robuustheid van deze techniek voor flu-
orescente belichting is verbeterd door het verhinderen vanernstige verstoringen door variaties
in helderheid en kleurfouten. Ter voorkoming van een degradatie in beeldkwaliteit wordt flu-
orescerend licht vooraf gedetecteerd en gecombineerd met fluorescentie “locking”, gebaseerd
op metingen van sensorintensiteit en kleurfouten in het kort belichtte beeld. Het gebruik van
verschillende filterstappen vergroot de robuustheid en betrouwbaarheid van de detector voor
bewegende beelden en de aanwezigheid van andere lichtbronnen. Bij het alternatieve algorit-
meprincipe van fluorescentie “locking” wordt gegarandeerddat licht geı̈ntegreerd gedurende
de korte belichting, een juiste intensiteit en kleur heeft door de belichting te synchroniseren
met de netwerkfrequentie.

Het tweede onderzoeksgebied is het maximaliseren van de zichtbaarheid van alle beeld-
details. Dit wordt bereikt door zowel globale als lokale “tone mapping” functies. Het groot-
ste probleem van “globale tone mapping functies” (GTMF) is dat zij vaak het beeldcontrast
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aanzienlijk verlagen. Daarom is een nieuwe GTMF ontwikkelddie vergeleken met con-
ventionele oplossingen, zowel analytisch als perceptueeltot een beperkte signaalcompressie
leidt. Het algoritme splitst GTMF in twee taken: (1) HDR beelden comprimeren in dy-
namisch bereik (DRC transfer function) en (2) verbeteren van het (globale) beeldcontrast
(CHRE transfer function). Het DRC subsysteem adapteert hetHDR videosignaal aan het
resterende systeemdeel, dat slechts een fractie van het oorspronkelijke dynamische bereik
kan verwerken. Onze belangrijkste bijdrage is een nieuwe DRC functievorm die adaptief
is aan de beeldkarakteristiek, zodanig dat details in donkere delen van het beeld simultaan
worden verbeterd met daarbij slechts een beperkte signaalcompressie in de heldere beeld-
fragmenten. Daarnaast past de DRC functievorm goed bij de eigenschappen van de sensor-
ruis, zodat versterking van ruis wordt beperkt. Bovendien wordt aangetoond dat de beeld-
kwaliteit significant kan worden verbeterd in de DRC compressiestap door toevoeging van
een lokale bewerking met behoud van contrast. Het tweede deel van de GTMF stap is een
CHRE subsysteem dat de helderheids- (en kleur) signalen in het beeld nauwkeurig afregelt
en herdistribueert, om het globale contrast van de scène teoptimaliseren. De bijdrage van de
voorgestelde CHRE bewerkingsfunctie is dat hij, in tegenstelling tot de standaard histograme-
galisatie, de beelddetails preserveert in delen van het beeld die weinig textuur bevatten maar
wel visueel relevant zijn. Een van de belangrijke hoekstenen van de GTMF is dat zowel de
DRC als de CHRE algoritmen worden uitgevoerd in de perceptueel uniforme signaakruimte
en worden geoptimaliseerd voor de visueel belangrijke beelddelen door de “salient-region”
detector, teneinde de relevante informatie goed over te dragen aan het menselijke visuele
systeem (HVS). De voorgestelde GTMF oplossing biedt een goede kwaliteit, maar behoudt
het lokale contrast in onvoldoende mate bij extreme HDR signalen en het geeft een beperkte
verbetering bij scènes met een laag contrast.

De lokale contrastverbetering is gebaseerd op het “LocallyAdaptive Contrast Enhance-
ment” (LACE) algoritme. Onze bijdrage omvat een multi-bandfrequentiedecompositie, die
het opzetten van het complete beeldverbeteringssysteem mogelijk maakt. Er zijn vier hoofd-
problemen die optreden bij “real-time” LACE processing: (1) “halo” artefacten, (2) ongewen-
ste signaalbegrenzingen (clipping) bij de beeldverbetering, (3) signaaldegradatie door ruis en
(4) de totale systeemcomplexiteit. “Halo” artefacten worden geëlimineerd door een nieuwe
specificatie van de contrastversterking met het toevoegen van lokale energie- en contrast-
metingen. Deze oplossing heeft een lage complexiteit en biedt excellente prestaties door
een hoger contrast en visueel aantrekkelijke beelden. Algoritmen die clipping van het uit-
gangssignaal voorkomen en ruisversterking reduceren geven een verdere verbetering. We
hebben een aanvullende discussie toegevoegd over het uitvoeren van LACE in het logarit-
mische domein, waarbij we een nieuwe functie voor contrastversterking hebben afgeleid die
de LACE problemen efficiënt oplost. De beste resultaten worden behaald wanneer de LACE
processing voor standaard en HDR beelden in het logaritmische domein worden uitgevoerd
en de beelden met een laag contrast in het lineaire domein. Tenslotte is de rekencomplex-
iteit van de contrastversterking gereduceerd door de toepassing van een nieuwe metriek voor
lokale energie, die op een efficiënte 2D-scheidbare wijze berekend kan worden. Naast het
voordeel van de complexiteit geeft de voorgestelde energiemetriek een beter resultaat dan de
conventionele metrieken.

De conclusies van dit proefschrift kunnen als volgt worden samengevat. Voor beeldac-
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quisitie moet een optimaal belichtingsalgoritme voor een verbeterd dynamisch resultaat en
maximaal beeldcontrast/SNR, worden gecombineerd met een robuuste belichtingsmethode
(exposure bracketing) die moeilijke condities kan hanteren zoals fluorescerende belichting.
Voor de optimale zichtbaarheid van beelddetails in de scène, is de globale tone mappingsfunc-
tie (GTMF) in twee delen gesplitst, namelijk DRC en CHRE, zodat een gecontroleerde op-
timalisatie kan worden uitgevoerd met minder contrastcompressie en detailverlies dan in het
conventionele geval. Lokaal contrast wordt verbeterd met het bekende LACE algoritme, maar
de prestaties zijn significant verbeterd door de individuele aanpak van “halo” artefacten, clip-
ping en ruisdegradatie. Artefacten worden gereduceerd door een nieuwe versterkingsfunctie
voor contrast, die gebaseerd is op lokale energie, contrastmeting en ruisschatting. Behalve de
bovengenoemde aspecten, is een bruikbare kwaliteitsmetriek afgeleid en is de real-time im-
plementatie van de ontworpen algoritmen in FPGA’s en ASIC’sgeı̈llustreerd aan de hand van
diverse toepassingen in commercieel verkrijgbare surveillancecamera’s, die prijzen hebben
gewonnen voor hun beeldkwaliteit.
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List of commonly used terms,
abbreviations and symbols

Terms and abbreviations

2D-separable calculationCalculation than can be performed as a sequence of independent
vertical and horizontal operations

AB Auto Black (control loop), sets the minimum value of the input signal to a pre-defined
black level

ADC Analog to Digital Converter (Conversion)

APS APproximation of the Sum of absolute differences (metric)

ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit

AVG Average luminance value of the image

BLC Back Light Compensation: technique enabling better visualization of dark image parts,
in scenes with strong back light

BrightnessAttribute of a visual sensation according to which an area appears to emit more
or less light (CIE-45-25-210)

CCD Charge Coupled Device (sensor)

CFA Color Filter Array (image)

CHRE Constrained Histogram Range Equalization (algorithm)

CIE L∗ Function that approximates the lightness response of the HVS, standardized by CIE
Committee

CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (sensor)

CMYG (Cyan Magenta Yellow Green) Complementary mosaic image sensor

CRT Cathode Ray Tube (display)

CVM Contrast Visibility Map

CVR Contrast Visibility Ratio

DAC Digital to Analog Converter (Conversion)

dB Decibel
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DG Digital Gain (control)

DR Dynamic Range (of the image): The ratio between the highest luminance value in the
image and the image noise level

DR Dynamic Range (of the scene): The ratio between the brightest and the darkest object in
the scene

DRC Dynamic Range Compression (function)

DSPDigital Signal Processing

EDR Extended Dynamic-Range (image)

Exposure BracketingTechnique for extending the dynamic range of the sensor by merging
images obtained by various exposure settings

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array

Gamma function (of a monitor) A power law relationship that approximates the relationship
between the encoded luma in a television system and the actually desired image luminance.
A nonlinear operation used to code and decode luminance or tristimulus values in video or
still image systems.

GTMF Global Tone Mapping Function

“Halos”, “Halo artifacts” Strong signal over/undershoots around edges, which distort im-
age appearance

HDR High Dynamic Range (image/scene)

HVS Human Visual System

HW Hardware

JNC Just Noticeable Contrast

JND Just Noticeable Difference

LACE Locally Adaptive Contrast Enhancement

LC Local Contrast (metric)

LCD Liquid Crystal Display

LD Local Deviation metric

LDR Low Dynamic Range (image/scene)

LightnessVisual impression of brightness

LSB Least Significant Bit

LSD Local Standard Deviation

LTMF Local Tone Mapping Function

Luma Gamma-corrected luminance signal

Luminance Physical measure of scene radiances in candela per meter square (cd/m2)

Luminance (in luminance chrominance representation): Achromatic (black and white) in-
formation in an image
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LUT Look Up Table

MSB Most Significant Bit

MTF Modulation Transfer Function (of the lens)

OECF Opto-Electronic Conversion Function

PA Peak Average (control)

PID control: Proportional Integral Differential type of control loop

PLL Phase Locked Loop

PW Peak White luminance value of the image

SAD Sum of Absolute Differences

SDR Standard Dynamic Range (image/scene)

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SW Software

VSHC Vertical Sum Horizontal Convolution (metric)

Notation and symbols

⊙ Element-wise matrix product

⊗ Convolution operator

f(x) Function with input argumentx

f−1(x) Inverse function with input argumentx

|x| Absolute value of variablex

xmax, xmin Maximum/minimum value of a variablex

a, b Control parameters of a DRC function

B(i) Bin-values of a histogram

Bk Band-pass output signal from kernelk

Bt Total LACE band-pass signal

c Control parameters to optimize a DRC function

Cw Weber’s constant

CV R Contrast Visibility Ratio

δ, δk Contrast gain factor (of thek-th kernel) for LACE in the loga-
rithmic domain

|∆Fk| Additive energy term to improve the basicV SHC calculation

E[x] Mathematical expectation of variablex
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EI , EC Intensity- and color-error signals

fCMP (x) Contrast compression of functionf(x)

fN Nyquist frequency

G Gain in a system

gDRC Control parameter of a DRC function, for proposedvariable-log
function,gDRC(x) = 1/(a+ bx)

Gmax, Gmin Maximum/minimum gain values

gmax, gmin Maximum/minimum differential gain value in all consideredhis-
togram segments of the CHRE algorithm

Hk High-pass output signal from kernelk

IL, IS Long- and Short-exposed input images

LC Local image Contrast metric

LC Average Local image Contrast metric

(m,n) Vertical and horizontal pixel positions in an image, respectively

M , N Vertical and horizontal kernel sizes in thek-th kernel,
respectively

RGB Color values of a pixel

s Scaling parameter used in prevention of signal clipping of LACE
algorithm

σn Standard deviation of the noise

tIT Integration time (of the sensor)

T a
k , T b

k Thresholds in Local Contrast algorithm, related to JNDs

U , V U and V component values of the YUV color system

V D Vertical Difference (energy calculation)

V SHC Vertical Sum Horizontal Convolution (metric)

Y Luminance value (signal) of a pixel

Yγ Gamma-transformed luminance signal

YAV G Average luminance image intensity

YAV G(n) Measured average luminance level at discrete time momentn

YCHRE Luminance signal after a CHRE function

YDRC Luminance signal after a DRC function

YGTMF , YG Luminance signal after a GTMF

YPWTH Luminance reference value of the PW signal in an image

YWLs Luminance value of the Wanted Level saturation



CHAPTER1
Introduction

1.1 Preliminaries

1.1.1 Background

Image enhancement can be best described as a collection of various techniques that are used to
improve the visual appearance and the subjective picture quality. In this process, the amount
of information in the original image is not increased, but still, the resulting image is perceived
as presenting more “visual information”, ideally without perceptual disturbances/artifacts. As
such, the resulting image is more suitable for certain taskssuch as recognition, compression
and segmentation, or is simply more appealing from the esthetic point of view. Typical im-
age enhancement processing involves for instance noise reduction, de-blurring and image
sharpening, as well as improving image brightness, color, contrast or gray level distributions.

Image enhancement techniques are often employed in variousareas like professional and
consumer imaging applications (TVs, PCs, digital video andstill cameras), medical imaging,
remote sensing, etc. Moreover, many image enhancement techniques can be used as pre-
processing steps in machine (computer) vision, computational imaging and image analysis
applications. In this thesis, our main focus is on image enhancement techniques used in
(surveillance) video cameras. The basic difference between professional surveillance cam-
eras and consumer cameras is that the users expect higher output image quality with very
robust and stable operation under various difficult imagingconditions, combined with more
automatic, intelligent behavior without user interventions. The absence of user control im-
plies that improvement methods have an autonomous operation, offering better visualization
of all relevant image details, regardless of the often difficult imaging conditions. The varying
imaging conditions lead to major problems with the flawless operation of the digital camera,
which are: (1) discrepancy between the dynamic range of input scenes and displays, and (2)
insufficient image contrast in all or some image parts.

In order to provide a viable solution for various perceptionand scene-related problems,
the dark image regions have to be enhanced and converted intothe range where a moni-
tor can display them correctly and where the Human Visual System (HVS) can effectively
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Figure 1.1: Simplified block scheme of a surveillance system.

perceive them. At the same time, the image contrast has to be improved also in various low-
contrast image parts. These aforementioned tasks should beperformed equally well for all
types of input scenes by means of various contrast enhancement functions. Ideally, all image
enhancement functions should analyze the video signal, itsdynamic range and statistics, to
perform content-sensitive automatic enhancement operations without artifacts. However, the
processing complexity in embedded video applications should remain low, which imposes
restrictions on the choice of the employed techniques and algorithms.

Fig. 1.1 presents a simplified diagram of a surveillance system, including the global
camera processing blocks. In the first step, a scene is captured through the lens and sensor and
digitized. In the second stage, a complete digital camera processing chain is placed, having
various signal processing steps, including image enhancement processing. After this camera
processing step, video signals can be displayed and recorded, where the traditional connection
from camera to display/recorder is made by coax cable. However, surveillance cameras are
becoming more and more networked cameras, meaning that theyalso have Internet Protocol
(IP) video encoders that compress video signals by e.g. an H.264 codec and directly send
them to a Local Area Network (LAN). From this network, video signals can also be observed,
recorded and further analyzed.

1.1.2 Security camera processing and applications

A. Typical user scenarios and image quality objective for security cameras

Security cameras are employed in many types of user scenarios, and are working continuously
24 hours a day, without fluctuations in image quality for years after installation. They can be
used in various indoor and outdoor environments, having standard vs. high-risk for damage.
In addition, cameras are often employed without special adjustments made from the out-of-
the-box factory defaults, while having unknown user scenario and variable scene lighting
conditions. For this reason,autonomouscamera behavior yielding the best possible image
quality is a prerequisite. To achieve good recognition of the scene content, a security camera
is therefore not showing the “true” scene as for example a human would observe it, but is
more interested in a good visibility of image details under all possible light conditions and
scene scenarios. Manipulating the image is therefore mandatory and allowed, as long as it
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improves the recognition of the scene content and context (see Fig. 1.2). In this sense, image
quality improvement for security applications is highly correlated with bringing image details
to the best possible visibility. Consequently, we need to have metrics to quantify quality in
terms of visibility of details and the absence of artifacts.For example, the quality of a video
signal can be estimated by strength of the local contrast andthe noise level. The increased
local contrast in images gives an improved scene recognition, but is often contradictory with
the desired low level of noise. Besides being a visual distraction, a possibly increased noise
level also burdens the IP encoder from Fig. 1.1 and increasesthe data rates, so it should be
well controlled. This leads to a conclusion that we need to optimize the balance between the
local contrast and the noise level in video signals.

As already mentioned, the camera is a part of a complete surveillance system connected
by coax cables or LAN network, and which also includes video recorders and various con-
trolling and video analysis SW. In security and surveillance imaging, the main application
objective is a good recognition of scene content and context. With respect to this, a good
detail visibility also enables and improves videoanalytic capabilities of the security sys-
tem [18] (see Fig. 1.3). This is particularly critical for scenes with low visibility of details,
as e.g. scene from Fig. 1.2 (a). This image can be further improved to increase visibility
of details as in Fig. 1.2 (b), but the complication in this case is the additional requirement
to have output images with the low level of noise and the absence of other artifacts. This
requirement is imposed in order to provide optimal working conditions for the video content
analysis modules.

One further example of a more complex use of the security cameras isEvent analysis,
that can be split in the following three parts (see Fig. 1.4):

• Detection- indicate something is happening in the field of interest,

• Recognition- classify exactly what is happening,

• Person identification- determine who is involved in the activity.

Currently, event detection is performed semi-autonomously, where the fully autonomous op-
eration of both video cameras and the remainder of the security system is a long-term goal
that is now only partially achieved. Our aim in this thesis isto design a video camera that is
autonomous in operation and can provide good image quality for further scene recognition,
to create pre-conditions for achieving the autonomous operation of the complete surveillance
system.

B. Video camera architecture

The professional application of security cameras fuels theimportance of image enhancement
steps. The task of enhancing contrast and sharpness is mainly achieved by global contrast
improvement steps (global tone mapping) and various image filtering operations. However,
in addition to these, many complex scenes (such as High Dynamic Range (HDR) and low-
contrast scenes) require local contrast enhancement (local tone mapping). As a prerequisite
to achieve the desired quality improvements, the input image signal needs to have a good
SNR, especially in the low luminance regions. With respect to the previous discussion, two
aspects of the camera processing are of particular interest: (1) the correct and stable image
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(a) Standard image of a security camera. (b) Improved image of a security camera.

Figure 1.2: Manipulating the image is actually very desirable in a security system [96].

Figure 1.3: Good performance of video content analysis depends on good image quality [96].

(a) Detection. (b) Recognition. (c) Identification.

Figure 1.4: Information obtained from a security system [96].
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Figure 1.5: Simplified block scheme a digital camera system.

acquisition for video cameras in various scene types, and (2) the optimal visualization of
all image details. This all should be achieved with the constraints of absence of human
interaction and low computational complexity.

The previous requirements are incorporated in Fig. 1.5, which presents a simplified dia-
gram of the relevant camera processing blocks of a digital camera system. For a more detailed
description of the video camera system we refer to Chapter 2.In the first stage, an image is
captured through the lens and sensor and digitized. To enable the correct operation of this
part, theexposure (level) controlalgorithm determines the opening of the lens diaphragm
and/or the integration time of the sensor, together with theapplied gain. With respect to level
control, lens operation is particularly challenging due tothe inherent non-linearity and the
unknown transfer characteristics of lenses. In the second stage, varioussignal preprocessing
algorithms are applied, such as for instance noise reduction and white-balance algorithms, in
combination with the color interpolation. The color interpolation is required because stan-
dard sensors can produce only one color component per pixel (for instance an R, G or B
color component) and this block interpolates the missing color components at each spatial
position. At the third stage, typicallyimage enhancementprocessing takes place and besides
the functions such as black level correction and sharpness improvement, also theglobal and
the local tone mapping operations are carried out. These tone mappingfunctions adapt the
dynamic range of the input signal to the display dynamic range and improve the global and
the local image contrast. The result of the previous steps isforwarded to the last stage of the
camera (post-processing), which corrects for the non-linearity of the display devices (gamma
correction) and performs video scaling, compression and video content analysis. In the fol-
lowing section, we provide more details on the aspects and the use of the mentioned camera
sub-systems (see Fig. 1.5).

1.2 Camera processing and enhancement aspects

This section describes the challenges of camera processingin more detail, with respect to
capturing video signals and the subsequent display on the monitor. Particularly challenging
are the low-contrast and the HDR scenes, where visibility ofscene details is poor without
good capturing and successive tone mapping steps. We first briefly discuss challenges of
capturing HDR scenes and the associated quality problems. Besides this, we also address
quality considerations for low-contrast and the regular scenes with respect to the desired
visibility of image details. The remainder of this section is dedicated to a short discussion of
global and local tone mapping methods and their corresponding challenges.

The dynamic range of an image signal generated by an image sensor based on CCD or
CMOS technology, is limited by the sensor noise level and thesaturation voltage of the sensor.
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This limitation becomes a bottleneck particularly for applications with a very large contrast
ratio, e.g. such as outdoor scenes with bright sunlight. In such cases, an extended sensor
dynamic range is required to obtain images with a satisfactory quality. The capturing of this
large dynamic range can be achieved by using special techniques for the sensor dynamic range
extension, such as e.g. exposure bracketing, the dual-pixel sensor, the multi-slope sensor, etc.
Each of these methods has its limitations and involves specific complexity-performancetrade-
offs. In order to successfully extend the sensor dynamic range, several problems have to be
solved, like motion and fluorescence light artifacts, sensor non-linearities, color distortions,
etc. These issues are addressed in Chapter 4 in more detail.

The correct display and good visibility of details is also constrained for Low-Dynamic
Range (LDR) and/or low-contrast scenes. A typical representative of this class is a “foggy”
scene with poor visibility of details. Ideally, these images should be processed such that they
provide a good contrast and discrimination of details in allimage parts. Contrary to previous
strong contrast improvement requirements, Standard-Dynamic Range (SDR) images should
be improved, but not drastically changed. The aforementioned image enhancement methods
needed to achieve quality improvement steps can be based on global or local processing.
Let us now briefly discuss several challenges involved with global and local enhancement
processing.

A. Challenges of global tone mapping

In the majority of digital camera systems, some form of global tone mapping is often per-
formed to map the potentially large scene dynamic range to a much smaller dynamic range
of the display device and to simply improve contrast and visibility of various image details.
The reason for this is that HDR signals from the sensor with dynamic ranges of e.g. 100 dB
exceed the capabilities of display devices by several orders of magnitude, as the display has
typically a dynamic range of 35-40 dB. An additional reason for the desireddynamic range
compressionis that image/video coding is also often employed in video systems, expecting
an 8-10 bit input image data with standard dynamic range.

The largest problem of global dynamic range compression methods is that they often
introduce extreme compression of a large portion of the input signal, which can significantly
deteriorate the image contrast. This compression forms an interesting challenge, and has re-
sulted in modified global tone mapping functions with limited amount of compression in the
high-brightness regions. An example of contrast loss resulting from global tone mapping is
presented in Fig. 1.6 (a) and (b). This image can be rendered by a different GTMF, such that
details in dark image parts are equally well visible, but bright details are more or less com-
pressed. This balance between dynamic range compression and local contrast compression
is crucial for obtaining a good output image quality, and is one of the important topics in this
thesis.

B. Challenges of local tone mapping

It is an accepted standpoint that not only global but also local contrast enhancement/compression
functions are necessary for the best image quality [89]. In case of HDR images, this is moti-
vated by the fact that GTMFs always introduce contrast compression to at least some image
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(a) GTMF with strong contrast compression. (b) Zoomed-in subfigure (a).

(c) Example of GTMF with weak contrast compression. (d) Zoomed-in subfigure (c).

Figure 1.6: Visual comparison between two GTMF with same visibility of details in dark image parts,
but different contrast compression in bright image parts. GTMFs with reduced loss of details are
preferred, as in subfigures (c) and (d). The input HDR image is“Bristol bridge”, courtesy of G.
Ward [63].

parts and we would like to restore this lost contrast and further enhance the image details.
Besides this, images with intrinsically low contrast (suchas foggy scenes) can only be suf-
ficiently improved by local contrast enhancement functions. Furthermore, reasons for using
local enhancement functions can be attributed to the reduced contrast sensitivity of the HVS
in dark image parts.

There are many types of local contrast enhancement and tone mapping approaches (for
an overview, we refer to Section 2.2 and [89]). One of the possible local contrast en-
hancement techniques is a multi-band processing system. This is a proven technique in
medical [101] [78] and military applications [92], as well as for general image processing
tasks [35][77][89][100] [25][66]. Multi-band processingis also attractive in security appli-
cations, since it can provide high-quality results and it does not have very high complexity,
enabling real-time performance [92][25].

Fig. 1.7 (a) presents a general block scheme of a multi-band processing system, where an
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Figure 1.7: (a) Multi-band decomposition with filter banks, with an individual band control for en-
hancement; (b) Local contrast enhancement can improve image visibility. However, excessive
“halo” artifacts can also be created, as in the upper part of subfigure (b). If contrast enhance-
ment is applied correctly, “halo” artifacts can be eliminated, as in the lower part of subfigure (b).

analysis filter bank divides the spectrum of an input signalY into a low-pass componentLP
and various band-pass componentsB1, . . . , BK . Multi-band processing allows a user to do a
selective enhancement in different bands. As a result, eachband can be separately processed
giving an output signalYo, providing more processing freedom than in the case when signal is
split into only two components: low-pass and high-pass, as in e.g. peaking [34] and unsharp
masking [83] techniques.

In this thesis, we employ a Locally Adaptive Contrast Enhancement (LACE) technique,
which is based on systems in literature [77] [92]. However, real-time LACE processing still
exhibits four key problems: (1) “halo” artifacts, (2) clipping of the enhancement signal, (3)
noise degradation and (4) potential overall system complexity. These problems have to be
solved in order to create a feasible image/video processingsolution. In particular, strong
edge over/undershoots known as “halo” artifacts can be disturbing, as they deteriorate the
overall image performance. An example of a locally contrast-enhanced image is presented
in Fig. 1.7 (b), but its quality is deteriorated by “halo” artifacts, which are visible around
squares in the image (top part of subfigure (b)). The same image can also be enhanced without
introducing “halo” artifacts, as shown in the bottom part ofsubfigure (b). In this thesis, we
aim at solving “halo” artifacts and the above-mentioned noise and clipping problems of the
multi-band processing schemes.

C. Examples of global and local processing

Let us now illustrate the effect and added value of global andlocal tone mapping, using
low-contrast and HDR images. A typical example of a low-contrast image is portrayed by
Fig. 1.8 (a). The visibility of details in this image is very low, especially in the city area
across the river. In surveillance applications, it is a pre-requisite to enhance all the details
and make them clearly visible to enable easy recognition. The global contrast enhancement
results shown in Fig. 1.8 (b) already yeld an improved image contrast, but may be further
improved. Fig. 1.8 (c) presents a result where in addition toglobal processing, also the local
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(a) Low-contrast image.

(b) Global contrast-enhanced resulting image.

(c) Global and local contrast-enhanced resulting image.

Figure 1.8: Low-contrast image “Shanghai”. The image resulting from enhanced contrast processing
shows much better visibility of details.
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(a) Input, gamma-corrected HDR image.

(b) Global contrast-enhanced resulting image.

(c) Global and local contrast-enhanced resulting image.

Figure 1.9: HDR image “Bristol bridge” (courtesy of G. Ward [63]). The image resulting from en-
hanced contrast processing shows much better visibility ofdetails.
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contrast enhancement step is performed, thereby offering clearly more detail visibility.
Fig. 1.9 (a) shows an example of a gamma-corrected HDR image with an estimated dy-

namic range of about 100,000. We can observe that details in dark image parts are not visible
without tone mapping steps. The global tone mapping result presented in Fig. 1.9 (b) offers
substantially improved visibility of dark image details, while the local tone mapping further
improves the local contrast of the image, giving the final result of Fig. 1.9 (c).

1.3 Scope and problem statement

1.3.1 Quality and system requirements

Up to this moment, we have discussed how to optimize visibility of all image details in video
camera images, regardless of the viewing conditions. The good visibility of details should
always be achieved, including the extreme cases when using HDR and LDR scenes.

The first main requirement is therefore related to ensuring the visibility of details when
using low-, medium- and high-dynamic range video scenes, that is the correct and stable im-
ageacquisition in video cameras under those varying circumstances. This main requirement
has two aspects: (1) exposure bracketing and the intrinsically desired SNR to enable further
enhancement processing, and (2) exposure (level) control.

The first aspect to achieve the desired visibility of details, is that the input image signal
needs to have a good SNR, especially in the low-luminance regions. This is mostly critical
for HDR input scenes, where the exposure bracketing can be used to extend the sensor dy-
namic range by lowering the sensor noise level. In order to successfully employ exposure
bracketing, several problems have to be solved, like motionin the scene, fluorescence light
artifacts and sensor non-linearities.

Besides the increase of SNR, the second important aspect of the camera system is the
optimal capturing of the scene by means of exposure (video level) algorithms, to achieve
stable, accurate and smooth exposure (level) control, especially due to the unknown, non-
linear transfer characteristics of lenses.

The second main requirement involves the enhancement processing, maximizing the vis-
ibility of details. We have discussed that a viable camera processing solution offering suffi-
cient quality and detailsshould include both global and local tone mapping methods. In this
way, the contrast optimization task can be performed for allimage classes. Both global and
local processing steps should be signal adaptive, to perform content-sensitive automatic tone
mapping operations without artifacts. One of the questionsrelated to global processing is the
type of the used global mapping function. For example, a logarithm or a power function can
be employed for global processing. Such functions are knowntechniques to improve visual
appearance in dark image parts [89]. The main issue is choosing the suitable global tone map-
ping function that fits to the use of security cameras, also knowing that exposure bracketing is
employed for DR extension and that local tone mapping will beperformed in addition to the
global tone mapping. In particular, we aim at defining the characteristics (shape) of GTMF
that enables good dynamic range compression but introducesless contrast compression.

The third requirement for enhancement processing is that a multi-band signal process-
ing system should be used to improve image contrast in a robust way. In particular, “halo”
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artifacts often occur with local contrast processing due tocontrast manipulations and they
can be solved by e.g. post-processing, edge preserving filters, or designing an algorithm that
specifically takes care of the “halos”. Due to complexity andperformance constraints, we aim
at solving “halo” problems by a specific design of the contrast gain function. Therefore, an
important aspect is the optimal type of contrast function that minimizes “halo” artifacts, but
also prevents noise amplification and clipping artifacts. Furthermore, to be signal adaptive,
the contrast gain function should use some measurement of local signal energy and contrast.
This implies the use of contrast metrics giving a good performance and having the low com-
plexity needed for embedded systems.

Besides previous aspects, it is an interesting question if multi-band local contrast im-
provement can also be made visually more pleasing, yielding“perceptually” improved im-
ages with respect to the HVS. In order to achieve “perceptual” improvements, we are not
interested in modeling the complete HVS, but only its major aspects, such as the Weber-
Fechner law for detail visibility.

The fourth requirement refers to the overall complexity. A video camera is a real-time
embedded system, so that the low-complexity requirement serves two general objectives:
(1) real-time performance, and (2) an efficient implementation with optimized HW costs.
Therefore, complex operations that cannot be realized under hard real-time constraints, and/or
consume too much resources in e.g. FPGA or ASIC implementation, are not allowed.

1.3.2 Research questions and system requirements

The previous system requirements can be specified more accurately and defined as the fol-
lowing Research Questions (RQ) and the corresponding System Requirements (SR):

• RQ1 How to design and operate image exposure (video level) algorithms and an
overall level control strategy for lens, sensor and gain, toachieve stable, accurate and
smooth level control, aiming at a controllable amount of signal clipping and high SNR?

• SR1 The level control strategy should provide a good solution for all types of im-
ages/video signals, including LDR, SDR, and HDR signals, and enable subsequent
image processing techniques to further improve the perceptual quality of the image.

• RQ2 How to improve the robustness of exposure bracketing, especially with respect
to fluorescence light artifacts and sensor non-linearities?

• SR2 The exposure bracketing operation should not compromise the image quality and
color fidelity and should jointly operate with the image exposure functions.

• RQ3a What kind of global tone mapping functions can be applied to the captured im-
age (video) signals to enable good DR compression and globalcontrast enhancement,
while introducing only limited contrast compression and loss of details?

• RQ3b How to extend the global image processing with the local contrast enhancement
in the form of the multi-band processing, to further improvethe image quality? In
relation to this, the question arises what is a suitable local energy metric to drive the
local contrast enhancement, and how can local contrast processing operate in a more
perceptually uniform way?
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• SR3 This global and local processing steps should provide a goodcontrast impression
and color quality for all types of images/video signals, yielding good visualization of all
image details. At the same time, they should avoid signal clipping, noise amplification
and “halo” artifacts.

• SR4 The complexity of the overall camera system and the deployedsignal processing
costs have to be low.

1.4 Contributions of this thesis

Contributions to automatic exposure (level) control
This thesis analyzes and provides a detailed description ofthe complete exposure (level) con-
trol system for lens, sensor and gain control used in video security cameras. We have also
derived the recursive control type that provides anadequatecontrol mechanism for the expo-
sure control of the sensor and gain control. Adequate control means that the multiplicative
nature with respect to depending on the input image brightness is incorporated in the control
system design. This has resulted in a recursive control algorithm, which has shown a good
performance in the conducted experiments.

The stability, accuracy and smoothness of the level controlis improved by two aspects.
First, we separate the video-level control system including sensor, lens and gain, from the
enhancement (tone mapping) control functions, so that nonlinearities of the tone mapping
are removed from the level control loop. Second, we deploy a parallel video-level control
strategy, in which gain is controlled in parallel with the lens, to prevent control delays and
react promptly on the non-linearity, stability and accuracy problems of the control for the
lens. These two aspects allow us to efficiently employ the exposure strategies that maximize
the SNR of the video signal, to improve image contrast and introduce a controlled amount of
signal clipping.

Contributions to creating robust HDR video
We have two contributions concerning HDR video. First, to improve the effectiveness of
the exposure bracketing technique and increase the operating range of the sensor, we correct
the non-linear sensor output by applying a specifically designed correction function to the
distorted sensor signal. The value of this approach is not only the application of this function,
but also that it is designed by estimating parameters of a model to linearize the sensor signal.
By doing so, the model can be tailored to a specific sensor applied in the camera. This
correction function realizes a good, dynamically-controlled match between the long- and
short-exposed image.

The second contribution is involved with artifact reduction in HDR video. To prevent
luminance flickering and color-errors with the exposure bracketing technique in the presence
of fluorescent light sources, a fluorescent detector is proposed which measures intensity and
color errors occurring in the short-exposed image. In case of positive detection of such light
sources, the corrupted image parts can be removed from the video signal. There is an alterna-
tive solution to this problem that maintains the SNR advantage of exposure bracketing. For
this purpose, we have investigated an alternative algorithmic principle of fluorescence lock-
ing which ensures that light integrated during the short exposure time is constant over time
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and has a correct color. This is achieved by employing a PhaseLocked Loop (PLL) to syn-
chronize the sensor capturing with the mains frequency. This synchronization is successfully
established in most cases, however, a high robustness of this system is difficult to achieve
when various motion and light change interferences occur simultaneously.

Contributions to the design of global tone mapping functions
We have developed a new GTMF and have illustrated both analytically and perceptually that
it exhibits only a limited amount of contrast compression and detail loss, contrary to the
conventional solutions. The proposed GTMF also eliminatesexcessive contrast changes and
noise deterioration, as well as preventing the loss of statistically small but visually relevant
details in the output image. An interesting spinoff of this work is the adapted framework for
testing both global and local tone mapping functions for theintroduced contrast changes, that
is applicable to any tone mapping function.

The proposed GTMF is split into two tasks: (1) compressing HDR images and (2) en-
hancing the (global) image contrast. Our GTMF solution leads to effective dynamic-range
compression and contrast enhancement results which are automatically adapted to the signal
and content sensitive. Furthermore, we have developed an algorithm for better detection of
salient regions, which is robust to noise. The operation in the CIEL∗ space and the focus
on the salient regions enable perceptual uniformity of the GTMF and maximize the relevant
information transfer to the HVS.

Contributions to local contrast enhancement
First, we have found attractive ways of performing contrastenhancement, supported by both
analytical and perceptual considerations. The overall contrast performance can be improved
in both dark and bright image parts when performing the (multi-band) LACE enhancement
in parallel to the gamma function, while adding its output both before and after the gamma
function.

Second, we have realized “halo”, clipping and noise reduction by a new contrast gain
formula based on local energy, contrast measurements and noise modeling. Our “halo” so-
lution achieves very similar effects as when using the edge-preserving filters: it strongly
enhances small and medium-size edges, while not changing large edges. However, our result
has a much smaller computational complexity. The savings incomplexity can be summa-
rized as reducingM × N multiplications per kernel computation toM + N additions plus
one multiplication. Furthermore, by employing the noise model of the imaging sensor to
better distinguish noise from the relevant image details, we can effectively prevent the noise
amplification. Moreover, we prevent signal clipping by locally lowering the contrast gain
only at places where clipping would occur, thereby maintaining the high level of contrast
enhancement elsewhere.

Third, we provide results and discuss performance of LACE inthe logarithmic domain
and compare it with the performance of LACE in the linear domain. For operating in the
logarithmic domain, a new contrast gain formula is derived,that introduces an efficient gain
limitation and can effectively suppress image over-enhancement and “halo” artifacts. For
HDR and standard images, working in the logarithmic domain yields a better noise per-
formance and strength of contrast rendering, which is better matched to the Human Visual
System (HVS). Alternatively, LACE in the linear domain can give better visibility of details
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in low-contrast scenes.
Fourth, we have compared the overall proposed processing scheme with state-of-the-art

methods, and we have concluded that our processing method provides excellent results for a
wide class of images, unlike some other methods. We have clearly found that our process-
ing system can achieve much higher values of the contrast enhancement compared to other
methods, especially in the texture regions, while maintaining a good noise performance. The
average contrast advantage is in a range of 47%–185%, and canbe adjusted for each applica-
tion and image type.

Contributions to local energy calculation
In order to provide a simple Local Deviation (LD) energy metric for LACE, we have studied
the complexity and performance of various LD metrics, and wehave chosen LSD and SAD
metrics for further improvements. Using the generalized mean inequality, it is found that
the performance of the SAD metric is better than the contrastenhancement performance of
the LSD metric for the texture regions, but worse for the large-edge regions, resulting in
somewhat larger “halo” artifacts. We have derived an efficient way of computing the LD
metric, called APproximation of the Sum of absolute differences (APS), that has beneficial
properties: low complexity (2D-separable) and an excellent performance. The APS metric is
optimal regarding the performance, since it converges to the SAD calculation in the texture
regions and approaches the LSD metric in the edge regions.

1.5 Thesis outline and scientific background

In this section we present an outline of the chapters in this thesis and summarize the con-
tributions of the individual chapters. Moreover, the scientific background of each chapter
is motivated by the publications used for writing that chapter. The structure of the thesis is
presented in Fig. 1.10. Chapter 2 describes the video camerasystem in more detail, where
we first concentrate on HDR imaging and exposure control, andthen on global and local tone
mapping. In Chapters 3 and 4, we present the first stage of the camera processing: image
acquisition and exposure (level) control of the video camera. The focus of these chapters is
the optimal acquisition of video signals having either low-, standard- or high-dynamic range
properties. The chapters particularly present solutions to the problems encountered with
various non-linearities of lens, sensor and the exposure bracketing technique used for HDR
images. In Chapters 5 – 8 we discuss solutions for global and local tone mapping and contrast
enhancement of images. Several chapters are based on using multi-band LACE processing
dealing with contrast enhancement in various ways. In Chapters 9 and 10 we compare the
performance of the proposed camera system with state-of-the-art approaches and give con-
clusions. The remainder of this section summarizes the content of individual chapters and
indicates their relation to our publications.

Chapter 2 discusses challenges of high- and low-dynamic range input scenes and presents
an architecture of a video camera system. Here we briefly overview some of the important
functions performed in video cameras and present the background of automatic level con-
trol and the exposure bracketing techniques for extending the dynamic range of the sensor.
We also give a brief overview of global and local tone mappingtechniques and discuss the
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 2: Video Camera System

Chapter 3: Automatic Level Control for Video Cameras

Chapter 4: Extending Dynamic Range by Exposure Bracketing

 Chapter 5: Global Tone Mapping of Dynamic Range and Scene Contrast

Chapter 6: Locally Adaptive Contrast Enhancement (LACE)

Chapter 8: Perceptually Uniform LACE Processing

Chapter 9: Performance Comparison of the Complete System

Chapter 10: Conclusions and Discussion

Introduction and Problem Statement

Optimal Image Acquisition Without Artifacts 

Global and Local Tone Mapping Functions

 Comparison of  Results & Conclusions

Chapter 7: Energy Metrics for Local Contrast Enhancement

Figure 1.10: Structure of the thesis.

low-complexity and the real-time requirements for those techniques.

Chapter 3 presents automatic (exposure) level control solutions forstandard and HDR
cameras. We propose exposure control strategies to achievestable, fast and robust exposure
control, giving a good perception of image details and an increased SNR. In addition to the
conventional sequential control, we deploy a parallel video-level control strategy, in which
gain is controlled in parallel with the lens, to prevent control delays and improve reaction
behavior. The second half of the chapter is devoted to optimizing the resulting quality of the
control by improving the signal SNR and limiting the clipping.
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The contents of this chapter (including Appendix A) are published in IEEE ICIP 2006
Conference [18] and Eurasip Journal on Image and Video Processing - Special issue on
“Emerging Methods for Color Image and Video Quality Enhancement” 2011 [21].

Chapter 4 starts with motivating our choice for exposure bracketing to extend the dy-
namic range of the sensor signal. Then we propose a solution for sensor non-linearity correc-
tion by developing a function that is based on modeling the non linearity. This model can be
tuned for different sensors. The second part of the contributions in this chapter are concerned
with fluorescent light in the scene and avoiding the associated distortions of exposure brack-
eting. We propose a fluorescent light detector and also an algorithm for locking to the phase
of the fluorescent light.

Various contributions presented in this chapter are published in the proceedings of the
IEEE ICCE 2008 Conference [22], the second 2008 issue of the IEEE Transactions on Con-
sumer Electronics [24] and a special issue of the Eurasip Journal on Image and Video Pro-
cessing, dealing with “Emerging Methods for Color Image andVideo Quality Enhancement”
2011 [21].

Chapter 5 discusses our solution for global tone mapping that consists of a dynamic
range compression function for adapting to the display monitor, and a global contrast en-
hancement function based on the constrained histogram equalization principles. At the begin-
ning of the chapter, two types of global dynamic range compression functions are proposed:
a segmented function based on splines and an analytic function based on alog function. For
this log function, a special section presents a control algorithm for adaptation to the input
signal with respect to dark image regions and to maintain contrast and visibility of details.
The last part of the chapter deals with a global contrast enhancement function to fine-tune
and redistribute the luminance (and color) signal in the image to optimize the amplitude dis-
tribution and global contrast of the scene. In this chapter,we also define a framework for
evaluation of losses of local contrast caused by tone mapping functions and clarify a method
to achieve contrast preserving global tone mapping.

Various contributions presented in this chapter have been published as the paper parts
in the Progress 2003 Conference [19], SPIE-IS&T VCIP 2004 Conference [20], IEEE ICCE
2008 Conference [22], SPIE-IS&T Real Time Image Processing2008 Conference [23] and
the second 2008 issue of the IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics [24].

Chapter 6 first proposes several small improvements for the original multi-band LACE
algorithm, such as the placement of LACE with respect to gamma function, and further dis-
cusses the problems of “halo” artifacts within multi-band processing. We present a novel
non-linear contrast gain function that prevents “halo” artifacts, and clipping of the total sig-
nal, while adjusting the amount of local contrast enhancement depending on the user prefer-
ences. Using the noise model of the sensor, we propose a prevention mechanism for noise-
amplification as an extension to the new contrast gain function, which significantly improves
the noise behavior of the algorithm.

The contributions presented in this chapter are published at the IEEE ICIP 2007 Con-
ference [25], SPIE-IS&T VCIP 2008 Conference [26], IEEE ICCE 2008 Conference [28],
the first 2008 issue IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics [27] and SPIE-IS&T VCIP
2009 Conference [29]. The IEEE Transactions paper [27] received the Chester W. Sell award
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for the second best paper for the year 2008.

Chapter 7 presents a theoretical discussion of the influence of various local (contrast)
energy measurements on the final local contrast enhancementresult. The discussion ad-
dresses both perceptual quality and the absence of “halo” artifacts in the resulting images,
and it provides an evaluation of the computational complexity. We propose a novel local
energy measurement with low complexity, which offers the performance of the much more
complex local standard deviation measurement. The new energy measurement is based on a
special approximation of the SAD and particularly enables the calculation of the local energy
metric in large filter kernels.

The contents of this chapter is presented in the first 2008 issue of the IEEE Transactions
on Consumer Electronics [27] and the IEEE Journal in Selected Topics in Signal Processing
2011 [30].

Chapter 8 presents recent unpublished work on operating LACE in the logarithmic do-
main and compares it to the performance in the linear domain.We have found that working
in the log domain has advantages with respect to noise performance and it offers a contrast
rendering that is better matched with the HVS. It is found that LACE in the log domain out-
performs LACE in the linear domain in most cases, except for low-contrast images such as
foggy scenes.

Chapter 9 compares results of our complete proposed camera processing solution to
state-of-the-art methods known from the literature and engineering practice. Two types of
comparison are presented: (1) visual comparison, (2) comparison of visibility and increase
of local contrast using metrics such as the local contrast measurement, just noticeable con-
trast and visibility of contrast. Comparison results indicate an excellent performance of our
complete algorithm, which has the highest visibility of details in images, even though most
of the state-of-the-art methods are more complex and not suitable for real-time embedded
applications.

Parts of this chapter are presented in the SPIE-IS&T VCIP 2008 and 2009 Confer-
ences [26][29] and the first 2008 issue of the IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electron-
ics [27].

Chapter 10 concludes that it is possible to realize a real-time camera system that can
achieve good visibility of details and high values of outputcontrast, especially in the texture
regions, while maintaining a good noise performance and preventing “halo” and clipping
artifacts. We also state that, although the system performance is always a compromise, this
compromise can be set better if more versatile criteria are used. For example, we improve
global tone mapping functions by using local contrast and related metrics. At the same time,
local tone mapping steps are improved by applying the CIEL∗ global function to the signal.
In a future outlook we discuss that the pace of new sensor development enables the gradual
integration of image processing functionality into the sensor.

Appendix A presents the introductory part of the exposure (level) control system, while
Appendix B describes the measurement engine for detecting the presence of fluorescent light
sources in the scene. In Appendix C we present the framework for measuring local contrast
and visibility of details in images, and in Appendix D we discuss various LACE aspects and
derivations that are used in this thesis.



CHAPTER2
Video camera system

This chapter provides an overview of the most important camera functions, with a growing
emphasis on dynamic range processing. This means that not all functions in the camera
processing chain are discussed in depth, but we select thosefunctions that are particularly
important for handling and improving the perceptual impression of the output images, after
various forms of signal processing. After the preliminary overview, we discuss the exposure
control and the creation of HDR images, followed by some basic enhancement functions.
Most attention is devoted to global and local tone mapping, because these steps are the key
functions for good image rendering. Hence, these subjects will be discussed in a separate
section, where we will also include a short literature overview of relevant tone mapping
functions.

2.1 Overview of a video camera system

In Fig. 2.1, we show a simplified diagram of the camera processing chain. It starts with
Lens and Sensor blocks, which are directly responsible for capturing the input scene. These
blocks are followed by signal Pre-processing steps which include typical functions, like
noise-reduction and white-balance algorithms. At the sametime, an exposure control al-
gorithm regulates the opening of the lens diaphragm and/or the integration time of the sensor,
together with the applied gain. Using the optimal exposure strategy and exposure bracketing
technique on the sensor itself, we obtain both a good perceptual quality and a high Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (SNR) input signal which can be further enhanced even in the case of HDR
scenes. These operations form the basis of the exposure control of the camera and will be
detailed in Chapter 3. The Color interpolation block performs interpolation of the missing
color pixels at each spatial position and outputs the luminanceY and colorRGB values
at each pixel position, since standard sensors can only produce one color component per
pixel. Luminance and color signals are further processed inthe Enhancement control block,
which consists of the Global Tone Mapping Function (GTMF) and a Local Adaptive Contrast
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Figure 2.1: Global block diagram of the digital camera system, concentrating on functions of relevance
for this thesis.

Enhancement (LACE). GTMF performs e.g. black-level correction (Auto Black), Dynamic
Range Compression (DRC) of the input signal and global contrast enhancement in the Con-
strained Histogram Range Equalization (CHRE) block. GTMF is in general not sufficient
to provide the desired output image quality in terms of localcontrast, which explains why
local contrast enhancement (often called local tone mapping function) is performed. The op-
timal setting and a balance between global and local enhancement requires a broader test and
depends on the application (medical, surveillance, consumer, etc.). For example, for surveil-
lance, the use of high local contrast enhancement is attractive, since it reveals all the image
details, unlike for the consumer applications, where appealing images are more desirable.
Summarizing, a combination of global and local image enhancement is the best solution be-
cause defining the optimal balance between them is application dependent. The result of the
previous steps is forwarded to the camera gamma block, whichhas to compensate the gamma
of the display to prevent hue errors and enable the typical 8-bit encoding of the video signal.
This function is performed when the full-resolution RGB signals are available, which is after
the color interpolation step. Gamma correction is often performed as one of the last steps
in the camera processing chain, after all linear and non-linear operations have taken place.
Finally, some Post-processing steps are performed, like post-gain control, video scaling and
compression and video content analysis. Let us now discuss some particularly relevant parts
of the video camera in more detail.

2.1.1 Lens

Although a key focus in HDR applications is the creation of HDR images by means of the
special sensor and their further processing, it is often overlooked that the lens quality is of
major importance for high-quality images. Due to the lens flare and ghosting as well as inter-
nal reflections in the lens, various artifacts appear in the image which limit the dynamic range
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of the system. In addition, the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of the lens influences the
MTF of the complete camera system and reduces the sharpness and the contrast of the image.
Also, the MTF is the highest in the middle of the picture1, and degrades towards the image
borders. The lens MTF also depends on the diaphragm opening and is the best at about factor
of 8 times less light than fully opened (3 stops closed from fully opened). Since we need
to control the amount of light that reaches the sensor, we have to realize that the lens MTF
will vary depending on the diaphragm opening and that the MTFvalues at the majority of
diaphragm openings are much worse than the MTF value at the optimum opening. Only high-
quality lenses maintain reasonable MTF values at all diaphragm openings, but those lenses
are very expensive and we cannot deploy them in surveillancecameras. Hence, we need to
use adaptive image enhancement techniques such as peaking and contrast enhancement, to
restore a part of the lost resolution and degradation of the MTF.

Besides the lens quality and the variable MTF behavior, control of the lens opening for
the purpose of a correct exposure control is still a major challenge in the camera design.
Firstly, it is not clear what an optimal target exposure value should be, since it is an image-
dependent and user-dependent feature. Secondly, lens control is only one part of the exposure
control subsystem in the camera. Other parts of the exposurecontrol system are the control
of the integration time of the sensor and a gain control for the signal, which together form a
complex control system with mutual dependencies.

2.1.2 Exposure control and creation of HDR images

A substantial improvement in image quality is possible by exploiting an advanced exposure
control. At the same time, another important potential for ahigh image quality is in using
techniques for extending the dynamic range. We only briefly discuss both aspects in this
section, since we will contribute later with advances in both areas in the form of two chapters
on these topics.

The basic purpose of exposure control in the camera is to maintain the desired output
video level, regardless of the brightness and changes in theinput scene. Two basic aspects
of this control are thestaticbehavior which accounts for achieving the desired output value
and thedynamicbehavior which requires stability and speed of control. Thestatic behavior
of the exposure control is occasionally a problem: the real challenge lies in the dynamic
behavior and stability of the complex system, including lens opening control, sensor exposure
control and digital gain control. Furthermore, except for achieving and maintaining the target
exposure value set by the user, it is of interest to further optimize the image quality with
respect to the visibility of relevant details and obtain thebest SNR. This is why we propose
to overrule the target exposure value set by the user to improve the image quality.

The special challenge of exposure control resides in defining the optimal exposure for
the so-called Low Dynamic Range (LDR) and High Dynamic Range(HDR) images. In LDR
images (represented by foggy scenes), there is often an overall offset introduced in the image
and the signal itself has a lower contrast and dynamic range than the Standard Dynamic Range
(SDR) image. The solution for these images is setting the correct black level in combination

1In this thesis, we use the term picture and image interchangeably, irrespective of whether the source is video or
a still picture.
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with contrast stretching to improve the detail visibility.We will present some examples in the
next subsection.

The HDR images have a larger dynamic range than the sensor. Inthis case, with stan-
dard processing pipelines, we have to clip the input signal either in the dark part to enable
visualization of bright image parts, or the other way around. In most cases, it is decided to
overexpose the image and hence clip2 bright image parts to ensure visibility of all details
in shadow areas. Often, this action is called back-light compensation, due to its most no-
table application when looking through glass doors to bright outside regions, while trying
to recognize the persons entering inside. In this situation, the excessive light in the back-
ground (back-light) disturbs the good visibility of the important foreground object. Hence,
for standard video cameras, when this situation is detected, the scene is overexposed and
image enhancement techniques are applied to improve visibility of the important foreground
objects. These strategies are explained in Appendix A and Chapter 3. However, these types
of solutions applied in SDR processing scenarios always provide additional problems with
the exposure control loop stability and clip (bright) partsof the image. This is why the pre-
ferred solution lies in creating and processing the HDR images. HDR images provide an
improved noise level compared to the standard images and hence enable a full use of global
and local tone mapping techniques for visualization of details in both dark as well as bright
image parts.

In this context, we will consider a double-exposure system,where two images are cap-
tured with a short time interval in between. Those images aretaken with a short and a long
exposure time, where the ratio between the exposure times can be set to a certain value. The
combination of these two images results in a good SNR in the dark parts of the image, due to
the long exposure time of the second image. In addition, there is almost no saturation/clipping
in the bright parts of the image, since the first picture is taken with a short exposure time. In
the following stage, two differently exposed images are combined to create an output image
having an improved SNR that is necessary for an acceptable image quality.

We present this principle in Fig. 2.2. We can see that the slope of the sensor response
function versus input light intensity is proportional to the integration time. In case of a short
integration time, the slope of the response curve is low and the saturation level is high. At
the same time, the camera sensitivityIS , i.e. the ability to see dark image details above the
noise level, is low. A low camera sensitivity originates from the property that a high input
intensity is needed to exceed the noise level, meaning that noise masks all details in the dark
areas. With a long integration time, the opposite is valid: ahigh response slope ensures
a low saturation level and a higher sensitivity. The increased sensitivity can be seen from
the lower valueIL, where the response surpasses the noise level. The combination of the
two exposure images yields a high saturation level from the short exposure time and high a
sensitivity originating from the lowIL value. Hence, the total dynamic range of the sensor
is extended and we can capture scenes with higher dynamic ranges. However, combining
the two differently exposed images in the presence of motionand artificial light sources is a
difficult problem and will be discussed in Chapter 4.

2The term clipping refers to a restriction of a signal amplitude to a certain maximum value, where all signal parts
exceeding that maximum value are limited to that maximum value.
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Figure 2.2: The dynamic range of a sensor is limited by its saturation andnoise floor levels. The

transfer function of the short exposed image has a dynamic rangeDRS and the long exposed
image provides dynamic rangeDRL. Combining the two images increases the total dynamic range
of the sensor toDRmax.

2.1.3 Basic image enhancement functions in the camera

Image enhancement techniques are often used to improve the subjective picture quality with
respect to e.g. image contrast, color fidelity, noise performance and sharpness impression.
Non-ideal elements of the optical path (lens, sensor pixel size, optical low-pass filter, color
interpolation, up- and down-samplers, first-order hold of the D/A converter) deteriorate the
resolution and sharpness impression of the camera and the Modulation Transfer Function
(MTF) of the system. Besides this, noise from the sensor and other sources also degrade the
image, but this aspect and the associated noise filtering commonly applied in any modern
camera, is not further addressed here.

For a good overview of some of the generally employed image enhancement techniques,
we recommend [34]. In this subsection, we will briefly address two general techniques that
contribute to an improved contrast for a higher dynamic range impression, especially with
LDR images, and peaking for improving the MTF and the sharpness impression of the com-
plete system.

A. Black-level correction

Auto Black is a contrast enhancement feature that dynamically determines the most black
part of the image, and subtracts an offset such that the darkest part of the image is shifted
downwards to the desired black level. An example is presented in Fig. 2.3 (a), which shows
a video signal having a black offset. The Auto Black functionsubtracts this offset giving a
reduced average video level (Fig. 2.3 (b)). Subsequently, the exposure control compensates
this reduced average level by opening the lens further or increasing the integration time of
the sensor, or possibly using a gain control (Fig. 2.3 (c)). As a result, especially in foggy
scenes, the Auto Black function dramatically improves the picture contrast and hence the
quality. This can be observed in Fig. 2.4 (a) which shows a fairly low-contrast scene and an
example video line displaying the limited signal variations. After black-level correction and
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.3: (a) Video signal of a low-contrast scene; (b) Low-contrast scene after black-level correc-
tion; (c) Improved contrast after video-level compensation.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: Auto Black function in a camera. (a) Original foggy image (low-contrast scene); (b)
Improved contrast after black-level correction and level compensation. The inset shows an example
video line with the corresponding signal variations.

video-level compensation, visibility of details and localcontrast are significantly improved,
as can be seen in Fig. 2.4 (b), where the improved signal variation is clearly noticeable.

To avoid outliers in the correct measurement of the black level, a certain percentage of
the pixels with the lowest intensity (outliers) is discarded. However, black-level correction
offers a strong enhancement effect only if the darkest pixels in the scene have a significant
black offset. Otherwise, an alternative processing step inthe form of a global and or local
contrast enhancement is needed. Such operations are performed in the GTMF and LACE
blocks from Fig. 2.1.

B. Peaking

Peaking is often used for the sharpness improvement and correction of the MTF of the com-
plete system. It is performed by adding the high (band)-passversion of the luminance signal
to the original luminance signal, which increases the amplitude of the middle and high spatial
frequencies in the image. Peaking techniques have several versions and improvements which
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5: (a) Uncompensated multi-burst signal showing video frequencies of 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 and 6MHz; (b) Multi-burst compensated for a flatfrequency response; (c)
Overcompensation makes a much crispier image with improvedcontrast.

a.o. try to prevent noise amplification, excessive contrastand negative effects on human faces
(so-called “electronic ageing”) [34]. To achieve a good performance in the diagonal direction,
peaking should be performed by means of a 2D-inseparable filter.

The “loss” of higher frequencies in a deteriorated MTF in a standard imaging system as
discussed earlier, can be well measured and is shown in Fig. 2.5 (a). Peaking can partially
compensate for this loss, and an example is shown in Fig. 2.5 (b). It is also possible to
overcompensate lost frequencies, which creates a crisper and sharper output image, see for
example Fig. 2.5 (c).

2.2 Global and local tone mapping

Besides the previously discussed signal enhancement processing, the quality can also be im-
proved by specific processing (rendering) for optimized display of the image. In this section,
we pay more attention to global and local tone mapping, as these steps are the key functions
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for good image rendering. This is the reason why these subjects including the literature will
be discussed in a separate section.

For real-time imaging in surveillance applications, visibility of details is of primary im-
portance to ensure customer confidence. Visibility of details is obtained amongst others via
video signal enhancement accommodating for the widely varying light conditions and versa-
tility of scenes with a non-ideal luminance distribution. The primary task of such enhance-
ment is to improve perception, global and local contrast andit raises the visibility of details
in all parts of the scene to the highest possible level. For instance, if we display HDR scenes
whose contrast spans four or more orders of magnitude on a conventional monitor without
additional processing, results are unacceptable. Compression of the dynamic range is there-
fore a compulsory part of any high-end video processing chain because standard monitors are
inherently Low-Dynamic Range (LDR) display devices with maximally two orders of mag-
nitude in dynamic range. Moreover, glare from other light sources or simply streaking and
blooming effects of the image sensor are disturbing the darkest image portions and decreas-
ing the already limited dynamic range of displays, which in uncontrolled environments rarely
exceeds 50:1 or even 20:1. On the other hand, when observing LDR scenes on a monitor,
and the black-level correction is insufficient, then these types of scenes would benefit from
the extension of the dynamic range.

Besides these important quality considerations, specific system requirements have to
be satisfied. In real-time surveillance applications, the system should have a low compu-
tation complexity and offer real-time performance, even without any human interaction (au-
tonomous processing). This system requirement explains why almost all current algorithms
used in real-time video systems belong to the group of the Global Tone Mapping Functions
(GTMF), where one contrast-mapping transform function is applied to all pixels of the input
image. The largest problem of GTMFs is that they often introduce extreme compression of a
large portion of the input signal and significantly deteriorate the image contrast, so that they
make the resulting image looking rather pale. Also, there are often more complex situations,
where contrast can be poor in some parts of the image, but adequate in other parts, or when
the overall contrast is good but the local contrast is low, which suggests the use of the local
tone mapping.

In addition, there are other reasons why local tone mapping (enhancement) functions are
necessary, which originate from the properties of the HVS and HDR signals, camera and dis-
play devices, and image viewing conditions. One of the problems is that the gamma function
in the camera is actually not exactly equal to the inverse of the monitor gamma function.
For instance, according to the CCIR-601 Recommendation, the first 2% of the luminance
range is replaced by a linear function having a differentialgain of 4.5. This replacement is
introduced to improve the noise performance in the areas with the poorest SNR. In an 8-bit
signal representation, 2% of the signal range is equal to about 5 LSBs. We therefore have
to notice thatall the interesting dark signal parts in the HDR scene are strongly compressed,
of say, approximately 5 times. As a consequence, the rather dark parts of HDR scenes are
severely compressed and cannot be well visible. In addition, following the Weber-Fechner
law, the contrast sensitivity of the HVS in the dark image parts decreases significantly (mini-
mum noticeable contrast increases), making it even more difficult to achieve a good visibility
of details in these regions.
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Hence, it is an accepted standpoint that not only global but also local contrast enhance-
ment/compression functions are necessary for the best rendering quality and can provide
significant advantages [89]. These algorithms are called Local Tone Mapping Functions
(LTMF), as the image enhancement is depending on certain local signal statistics. In some
cases, the user accepts the loss of the naturalness of the scene to some extent, provided that
he is able to see all the details in the image.

The guiding principles of LTMF design are often to (1) preserve local intensity ratios,
which may correspond to surface reflectance changes, and (2)reduce large global differ-
ences, which may be associated with illumination differences. By following this principle,
LTMFs are designed to match the light adaptation of the visual pathways, which discounts
illuminance variation but recognizes surface reflectance variations. In LTMFs, the opti-
mal processing window size is often not known in advance and it also varies from point
to point. Addressing this problem has led to multi-scale methods [35][77][89][92][100]
[25][66]. However, because an edge includes many spatial frequencies, its multi-scale rep-
resentation is spread across many resolution bands. When scales of the multi-scale images
are enhanced/compressed independently, the reconstructed edge becomes distorted by “halo”
artifacts. If the enhancement is not tailored to the multi-resolution bands, decomposition and
subsequent reconstruction can lead to various quality problems.

As a conclusion, and to combat all these problems, we have to stretch the dark image
portions and convert them to the range where a monitor can display them correctly and where
the HVS can perceive them without problems. Besides this, wecan also create the necessary
space for displaying details in dark image parts, which should be well enhanced. At the same
time, image contrast has to be improved also in the bright image parts. These aforementioned
tasks should be performed equally well for both low-, medium- and high-dynamic range
images. This requirement demands a joint action of an exposure controller, sensor dynamic
range expansion and the global and local tone mapping enhancement functions. Ideally, these
functions should analyze the video signal and its dynamic range and statistics to perform
content-sensitive automatic exposure, exposure bracketing and tone mapping operations. At
the same time, we repeat that the complexity of the complete system must remain low to
enable real-time operation, while providing the autonomous processing. Because of this long
list of requirements, we will only discuss techniques that potentially satisfy these demands.
For a more extensive overview, the reader is referred to [89].

2.2.1 Global tone mapping functions

Various techniques have been proposed for handling the image input dynamic range while
retaining important visual information. In practice and literature, many attempts were made to
map the video quality requirements in a single transfer function. As only one global function
is involved, its inherent simplicity makes it suitable for real-time video applications. Due to
versatility of input scenes, it is required to be able to employ GTMFs with adjustable dynamic
range compression, which depends both on the image characteristics and the current dynamic
range value. In some cases, like with LDR scenes, contrast expansion is required instead of
compression.

The characteristic of GTMF can be for instance a power function, a logarithm or a
sigmoid function. A power and a logarithm function significantly compress details in the
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bright image parts while enabling visualization in the darkimage parts. For example, Diel-
hof et al. [36] and Meylanet al. [70] use a function that is similar to the gamma function
(y = c · √x, c = const), thereby compressing the video signal additionally in theupper part
of the luminance region. This makes it very difficult to recover sufficient details in succeeding
image enhancement stages. An additional disadvantage is that the average signal level will
be significantly elevated, thereby reducing contrast and creating a notion of overexposure. In
case of a reversed gamma modification curve (which is preferably used under foggy weather
scenes,y = c · x2, c = const), the opposite happens: the low-luminance region will be sig-
nificantly darkened, so that details in the dark parts loose visibility, and the high-luminance
region will be stretched.

To cope with excessive compression, Drago [37] modulates the base of the logarithm
between 2 for dark regions and 10 for bright image regions, thereby partially preserving
the feeling of high contrast. Alternatively, sigmoid functions can be used for HDR images
with extreme dynamic ranges –they compress details in both bright and dark image regions–
which is in general not desired in certain applications likesurveillance, where good visibility
of details in shadow regions is very important. To effectively create a sigmoid function that
introduces less compression in the bright image parts, a similar approach with modification
of the logarithm function can be applied. The sigmoid function is then based on a variable-
exponent power (gamma) function [75, 15].

Global histogram equalization and specification techniques [47] can also be used for
global tone mapping. They prove to be very powerful for certain types of images, but very
often lead to over-enhancement and detail loss. The underlying algorithms simply fail to
handle the diversity of the input scenes. This particularlyholds when details occupy a statis-
tically small fraction of the image, in combination with large uniform areas. Attempts have
been made to circumvent the encountered problems by interactive control of the user. How-
ever, our requirements do not allow human interaction and demand good performance under
most circumstances, while the previous algorithms do not have this behavior. This explains
why histogram specification and equalization need to be further modified. For example,
De Haan [34] described an algorithm in which only stretchingof the contrast was performed,
without really using the transfer function that is coupled to the histogram measurement. This
algorithm is optimized for TV receivers, using images that are mostly pre-processed in a stu-
dio. The result of such processing leads to rather mild imagechanges, which is insufficient
in our application employing HDR camera signals.

Kim [58] proposed to equalize the image separately for low and high luminance values,
compared to a medium level. This medium is either kept constant or altered depending on its
value. In this approach, it can happen that totally different types of transfer functions alter
pixels which are spatially very close and this property is not optimal for contrast enhance-
ment. In addition, equalizing only higher luminance valuesseparately without any control,
can lead to strange visual artifacts and loss of details in bright areas, since the algorithm is
trying to construct a uniform histogram from bright luminance areas only.

Finally, Ward [63] proposed in his histogram adjustment method a limitation of the trans-
formation function of the histogram, such that details thatwere not visible in the original
scene remain invisible in the processed image. As such, JustNoticeable Differences (JNDs)
in the real world are mapped to JNDs on the display device. This method has proven to
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achieve a good performance for many input images, but it cannot enable visibility of low-
contrast details and is computationally expensive.

2.2.2 Local tone mapping functions

An interesting approach [71] was recently presented by Monobeet al., where the local image
contrast is partially preserved in cases when compression of HDR images is performed. The
authors derived a contrast compression formula which they use to recover the local contrast
that is otherwise lost in the compression. Results are good but local contrast capabilities are
limited: only the highest frequencies are preserved. In addition, this method involves rather
complex calculations and is hardly applicable to real-timesystems. Also, we would like to
extend the enhancement to the middle- and low-frequency regions and would aim at stronger
enhancement capabilities.

Chang and Wu [16] observed that image enhancement with a contrast gain that is con-
stant or inversely proportional to the Local Deviation (LD), produces either “halo” artifacts
or noise over-enhancement, due to the use of excessively large contrast gains in regions with
high and low spatial activity. The authors developed a new method based on an extension of
Hunt’s image model in which gain is a non-linear function of the LD, yielding an emphasis
on the LD regions in which details are concentrated. Although promising, this approach has
a very high complexity, thereby making it inappropriate forreal-time implementation. In ad-
dition, no general rule is given to determine the optimal window size, which anyhow varies
from pixel to pixel. This problem points to the use of multi-scale methods.

Boccignone and Ferrao [10] proposed to measure contrast at multiple resolutions gener-
ated through anisotropic diffusion. Once local contrast has been estimated across an optimal
range of scales, its value is used to enhance the initial image. Similarly, Tumblin [100] used a
form of anisotropic diffusion during the decomposition process in an attempt to group edges
of similar spatial properties into one resolution image. A relatively similar approach based on
fast bilateral filtering was proposed by Durand and Dorsey [39]. Using an edge-preserving
bilateral filter, they can obtain an image base layer which contains information on low spatial
frequencies and high contrast edges, and use it as an estimate of the illumination image that
can be compressed. As such, they can preserve medium and highspatial frequencies of the
original image and avoid introduction of “halo” artifacts.However, although giving good re-
sults, the computation time and complexity are obstacles for employing all these approaches
in a real-time system.

Another multi-scale method based on photographic tone reproduction was proposed by
Reinhardet al. In their approach, luminance is first compressed by a sigmoid function, fol-
lowed by a digital counterpart of “dodging and burning” technique used in photography for
local contrast enhancement. In this approach, the biggest scale that does not contain out-
lier pixels is chosen as an estimate of the local adaptation level, so that also low-pass and
not only high-pass contrast can be enhanced/preserved without introducing “halo” artifacts.
Firas showed how Reinhard’s technique can be adjusted to make it suitable for real-time im-
plementation [51]. As such, this is one of the very few local tone mapping algorithms that
can operate in real time, however, we noticed that it cannot achieve the high levels of contrast
enhancement that we desire.

Narenda and Fitch [77] presented a real-time high-frequency enhancement scheme, in
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which they amplified medium and higher frequencies in the image by a gain that is in-
versely proportional to the amount of details (contrast), which we call Local Deviation (LD).
Schutte [92] introduced a multi-window extension of this technique and showed how the
window sizes should be chosen. This approach can achieve very good contrast enhancement
results, as it adaptively controls the enhancement gains based on the available contrast. For
this reason, it is called Locally Adaptive Contrast Enhancement (LACE). To enhance the lo-
cal contrast in an image, LACE processes an input imageY and creates the enhanced output
imageYo by means of a multi-scale algorithm, as described by:

Yo = Y +
K
∑

k=1

Gk · (Y − Fk). (2.1)

Here,K is the number of scales used,Fk is the local mean of the kernelk andGk = Ck/LDk

represents the contrast gain of thek-th kernel. The size of the filter kernels is in the range
from (2a1 +1)(2b1+1) till (2aK +1)(2bK +1), often increasing with two or three times at
each step when going to a subsequent scale (i.e.,ak = 2ak−1−1 orak = 3ak−1). Parameters
Ck are gain factors that control the enhancement level per kernel andLDk is the local energy
deviation of kernelk. The parametersCk for various values ofk are so-called nominal
contrast parameters, since we are effectively substituting the local deviationLDk of a kernel
with a nominal, constant valueCk. Essentially, image contrast improvement is obtained by
amplifying medium and higher frequencies in the image by a gain that is a non-linear function
of the local deviation. Prevention of excessive noise amplification is included, but the method
is not sufficient in case a higher noise level occurs or higheramplification factors are used.
Furthermore, prevention of clipping and harmonic distortions of the enhanced signal are not
included. In addition, multi-scale image processing techniques have a reputation of causing
“halo” artifacts and “halo”-artifact suppression is not addressed in the original approach.

A possible solution for quality enhancement is to apply advanced contrast control as
to enable a detailed analysis of the video signal. This allows us to be more specific for
controlling the contrast and avoid the introduction of any artifacts caused by the special signal
conditions. Because the original approach of Narenda and Fitch [77] offers good flexibility
and relatively low complexity, we will adopt it as a startingpoint for our local tone mapping
processing and use it in combination with global tone mapping to provide good contrast
output images.

2.2.3 Color correction for tone mapping

To preserve the perceptual impression and color balance after the application of GTMF of-
ten employed for the luminance channel, we have to adjust thechrominance components to
preserve color saturation. Extra gain on the luminance signal (but not on the color signal)
gives a de-saturated image, because the relation between luminance and chrominance has
been changed. Therefore, the color signal needs the same gain as the luminance signal, to
keep the same ratio and to maintain the original saturation.To achieve this, the local gain of
the GTMF that differs for each luminance input value is of importance. It is defined as the
GTMF output value divided by its input value, henceYGTMF /Y . This gain can be applied
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to U and V signals in the YUV color system or to the individual R, G and B color channels
separately [89]. It is also possible to increase the local saturation by applying the local gain,
only if it is larger than unity, as described in [34]. There are even more complex schemes
for color saturation preservation, for example, as presented in [68], where Mantiuket al.
described that the relation between contrast compression and the color saturation correction
that matches color appearance is non linear. They showed that a smaller color correction
is required for small changes of the contrast, which cannot be fully explained by the color
appearance models. This approach is beyond the scope of thisthesis.

2.3 Summary and outlook

This chapter gives an overview of the most important camera functions, with a growing em-
phasis on dynamic range processing and improving the perceptual impression of the output
images. The exposure control discussed at the start of this chapter is important for the stable
image acquisition of the camera. Additionally, an intelligent exposure control is also neces-
sary for capturing image details under variable scene conditions, particularly for LDR and
HDR scenes. Moreover, for HDR scenes, a dynamic range extension has to be performed to
stretch the dynamic range of the sensor.

The additional part of this chapter is dedicated to global and local tone mapping, because
these steps are the key functions for good image rendering. For global tone mapping, liter-
ature discusses functions like logarithm, power, etc. functions, which do not generally offer
sufficient quality for surveillance applications. This shortcoming will be addressed later in
this thesis with a contribution using an alternative function for dynamic range compression.
Besides this, we will contribute with a histogram-based function which is used for a general
contrast improvement. For local tone mapping, we adopt LACEas a starting point, but will
extend it with respect to the artifact suppression and strive for higher enhancement levels. All
of these improvements have to be suited for embedded real-time camera processing.
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CHAPTER3
Automatic level control for video

cameras

In this chapter and in Appendix A, we give a comprehensive overview of the fundamental
functionality required for image quality control of video cameras, dealing with control of
the lens, exposure time and gain. This control can be split intwo major areas: video-level
control and enhancement control. We propose a control system architecture, that performs
the lens and gain control in parallel. Our contribution to this control system involves the
improved saturation and peak white control algorithms for the video-level control subsystem.
The design criteria for the algorithms are maximizing the SNR and contrast, while reducing
signal clipping. With respect to the dynamic behavior of thecontrol, we aim at smooth and
stable control characteristics to overrule lens-control dynamic effects and nonlinearities.

3.1 Introduction

A good video-level control1 is a fundamental requirement for any high-performance video
camera. The reason is that this function provides a basis forall the subsequent image pro-
cessing algorithms and tasks, and as such it is a pre-requisite for a high image quality. With
“high quality” we mean that we pursue a high-fidelity output image, where all relevant scene
details have a good visibility and the image as a whole conveys sufficient scene context and
information for good recognition.

It is evident that a good image video-level control starts with a good exposure meter-
ing system, performing stable and correct control afterwards, and improving overall image
fidelity. Additionally, it should also align well with tone mapping and enhancement control.
The reader can notice that exposure metering and control is embedded in this definition, this is

1By video-level control, we mean the control of the image luminance level, often referred to as exposure control.
However, since we are also controlling exposure time of the sensor and value of the gain, instead of exposure, we
will use the term video level.
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the reason why we do not use the term exposure control. Since there are several contributions
in this chapter, the associated literature survey is given in the appropriate sections.

Appendix A presents the introductory part of the video-level system, where we describe
the exposure metering methods, types of signals that are used as the scene content descriptors,
as well as means to utilize these descriptors. From that discussion, we adopt signal types of
which the typical examples are the average, median and peak-white luminance levels within
measured image areas. The appendix also discusses different video-level control types used
for the control of the lens, integration time of the sensor and gain control, such as a PID
control, pre-calculated control based on the camera response function and recursive control.

The purpose of this chapter breaks down in several aspects. The main question that is
addressed is the design and operation of video-level control algorithms and a suitable over-
all control strategy, to achieve stable, accurate and smooth level control, avoiding switching
in operational modes and enabling subsequent perceptual image improvement. The output
image should have as good SNR as possible and signal clippingshould be avoided, or only
introduced in a controllable fashion. The level control strategy should provide a good solu-
tion for all types of images/video signals, including low-,medium- and high-dynamic range
images. One of the problems in the control system is the lens,as it has unknown transfer
characteristics, the lens opening is not known and the involved mechanical control is unpre-
dictable in accuracy and response time. As already mentioned, many other parameters need
to be controlled as well, so that a potentially attractive proposal would be to control those
parameters all in parallel and enforce an overall control stability, accuracy and speed. The
design of such a parallel control system, combined with a good integration with the tone map-
ping and enhancement part of the image pipeline, is one of thecontributions of this chapter,
which will be presented in Section 3.2. The presentation of the novel design is preceded by a
standard overall control strategy for lens, exposure time and gain.

The second part of this chapter is devoted to exploiting the full dynamic range of the sig-
nal under most circumstances. For this reason, we develop specific means to further optimize
the visibility of important scene objects, the amount of signal clipping and the dynamic range.
We have found that these specific means are more effective with a parallel control system.
We present three subsections on those specific means of whichtwo contain new contributions
from our work. The first subsection of Section 3.3 is containing an overview of level control
for standard cases and does not contain significant new work.It starts with an overview of ex-
isting typical solutions and strategies used for determining the optimal level control of HDR
images in standard video processing pipelines and cameras.These proposals overexpose the
complete image to enable visualization of important dark foreground objects. The key perfor-
mance indicator in these scenarios is the level to which we can we distinguish the important
foreground objects from unimportant background regions. However, these approaches come
with high complexity and even though they can improve visibility of important objects for
many HDR scene conditions, there are always real-life scenes where they fail. Another dis-
advantage is that clipping occurs in the majority of the bright parts of the displayed image.
However, for standard dynamic range video cameras, this is the only available strategy.

The second subsection of Section 3.3 presents the saturation control strategy to optimize
the overall image delivery of the camera, with the emphasis on an improved SNR and global
image contrast. The third subsection of Section 3.3 discusses the control of the amount of
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signal clipping. After presenting the initial clipping solution, thanks to the saturation control,
we propose a better solution for signal clipping control. Itcan be intuitively understood that
when the saturation control is operating well, the clippingof the peak signal values can be
more refined, making less annoying artifacts. The principleis based on balancing between
the highest dynamic range with the limited amount of clipping. These special modes in com-
bination with multiple-exposure techniques will prepare the camera signal for the succeeding
steps in the processing on tone mapping and enhancement functionalities, which are discussed
later in this thesis. Section 3.4 provides level control (exposure) strategies that are used to
improve the dynamic range of images. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 3.5.

3.2 Video-level control strategies

In this section we will discuss the strategy employed for overall video-level control of the
camera, which includes lens control, exposure control of the sensor and gain control of the
image processing chain. We will apply the concept of a recursive control proposed in Ap-
pendix A, intended for the control of sensor integration time and the gain, whereas the lens
is controlled by a PID control. First we will discuss a state-of-the-art sequential concept for
overall video level control. In most cases, to achieve the best SNR, sensor exposure control
is first performed and only when the sensor exposure time (or the lens opening) reaches its
maximum2, digital gain control will be used supplementary. However,in cases when the
video camera system contains a controllable lens, the system performance is degraded due
to the unknown lens transfer characteristics and the imposed control delay. To obtain a fast
response time, we will propose a parallel control strategy to solve these delay drawbacks.

3.2.1 Sequential control

In case of a fixed iris lens, or if the lens is completely open, we can perform video-level
control by means of changing the exposure timetET and digital gainG. A global control
model is proposed where, instead of performing these two controls individually, we have
one control variable, called integration time (tIT ), which can be changed proportionally to
the relative change of the video signal, and from which the new tET andG values can be
calculated. This global integration time is based on the proposed recursive control strategy
explained in Appendix A, and is given by

tIT (n+ 1) = tIT (n)

(

1 + k · ∆Y (n)

YAVG(n)

)

. (3.1)

In this equation,YAVG(n) represents the measured average luminance level at discrete frame
time moments3 nT , ∆Y (n) is the exposure error sequence from the desired average lumi-
nance value (wanted levelYWL) andk < 1 is a control speed parameter. Preferably, we

2The maximum sensor exposure time is inversely proportionalto the camera capturing frame frequency, which
is often 1/50 s or 1/60 s. Only in cases when fast moving objects are observed with the camera, to reduce the motion
blur, the maximum integration time is set to a lower value depending on the object speed. This value is for instance
1/1000 s when observing cars passing by with a speed of 100 km/h.

3We omit frame timeT in equations, to improve readability.
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Sensor GainY(n)=C(n)·tÉÊ(n-1) YËÌÍ (n)=G(n-1)·Y(n)
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Figure 3.1: Model of the sequential control loop for video-level control.

perform the video-level control by employing the sensor exposure time as a dominant factor
and a refinement is found by controlling the gain. The refinement factor, the gainG is used in
two cases: (1) whentET contains the non-integer parts of the line time for CCD sensors and
some CMOS sensors, and (2) when we cannot reach the wanted levelYWL set by the camera
user usingtET because we already reached its maximum (tET = T , full frame integration).

Fig. 3.1 portrays the sequential control algorithm. We haveto consider that one frame
delay (T ) always exists between changing the control variablestET andG and their effective
influence on the signal. Also, the control loop responds faster or slower to changes in the
scene, depending on the filtering factork. The operation of the sequential control is divided
into several luminance intervals of control, which will be described. An overview of these
intervals and their associated control strategy is depicted in Fig. 3.2, starting from the bright-
est regions depicted on the left-hand side of this figure, andevolving towards low luminance
values at the right-hand side. In this way, our explanationscovering an increasing amount of
control actions grow towards the right.

A. Lens control region

When sufficient amount of light is present in the scene and we have a DC or AC iris lens
mounted on the camera, we use the iris lens to perform video-level control. The DC iris
lens is controlled by a PID control type, whereas the AC iris lens has a build-in controller that
measures the incoming video signal and controls the lens to achieve an adequate lens opening.
When this lens control is in operation, other controls (exposure and gain control) are not used.
Only when the lens is fully open and the wanted video level is still not achieved, we have to
start using exposure and gain controls. A problem with this concept is that we do not have any
feedback from the lens about its opening status, so we have todetect a fully-open condition.
A straightforward approach for this detection is to observethe error signal∆Y . If the error
remains large and does not decrease for a certain timetcheck during active lens operation,
we assume that the lens is fully open and we proceed to a secondcontrol mode (Exposure
control, see at the top of Fig. 3.2). This lens opening detection (in sequential control) always
introduces delays, especially since timetcheck is not known in advance and has to be assumed
quite large to ensure lens reaction, even for the slowest lenses with large dead areas. Coming
from the other direction (Exposure controlor Gain controltowards theLens control) is much
easier, since we know exactly the values of thetET andG, and whether they have reached
their nominal (or minimal) values. In all cases, hysteresishas to be included in this mode
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Figure 3.2: Video-level control regions, where the Lens opening, GainG, Exposure timetET and
Integration timetIT are shown as related to the luminance input signalY .

transition to prevent fast mode switching.

B. Exposure control region (G = Gmin)

Assuming that we can deploy the exposure time only for an integer number of lines, we have:

tET (n+ 1) = TL ·
⌊

tIT (n+ 1)

TL

⌋

, (3.2)

whereTL is the time span of one video line and∆tET = tIT − tET represents the part of
thetIT that we cannot represent withtET . Therefore, instead of achievingYAV G = YWL =
C · tIT ·Gmin, we reachYAV G = C · tET ·Gmin. Hence, we have to increase the gain with
∆G in order to compensate for the lacking difference, and achieveYAV G = YWL by

C · tET · (Gmin +∆G) = C · tIT ·Gmin. (3.3)

This implies the application of an additional gain:

∆G = Gmin
∆tET

tET
, (3.4)
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so that the new gain becomes:

G = Gmin

(

1 +
∆tET

tET

)

= Gmin

(

1 +
tIT − tET

tET

)

= Gmin
tIT
tET

. (3.5)

C. Gain control region

In this region, the exposure timetET = tETmax = T (frame time), so that the compensation
of ∆Y is performed by gain. We reuse the form of Eq. (3.1), where thegain is equal to:

G(n+ 1) = G(n)

(

1 + k · ∆Y

YAV G

)

= G(n)
tIT (n+ 1)

tIT (n)
= Gmin

tIT (n+ 1)

tET (n+ 1)
. (3.6)

The last expressions are mathematically equal because we are compensating for insufficient
exposure time, so that

YAV G(n) = Gmin · C · tIT (n) = G(n+ 1) · C · tETmax ⇒

G(n+ 1) = Gmin
tIT (n)

tETmax
. (3.7)

The control strategy when using the gain is to compensate thelevel error as much as possible,
using the exposure time of the sensor and compensate the remainder of the level error with
gain. This implies that we do not separate exposure and gain regions but rather consider it as
one region, where the exposure time is limited to the maximumintegration of one field/frame.
We can also impose the maximum gainGmax, after which we switch to theLong exposure
control region, wheretET > T . The reason for this approach is that a too high gain would
deteriorate the image quality by perceptually annoying noise.

D. Long exposure control region

A similar control strategy is adopted for theLong exposure controlregion: if the parameter
settingtET = T andG = Gmax is insufficient for achievingYAV G = YWL, we have to
increase the exposure time, while keepingG = Gmax. In this case, we only have to find
a new exposure time (which is larger than frame timeT ), but now compensating on top of
tIT /Gmax. Effectively, the sensor will integrate the image signal over several field/frame
periods. We can also limit the maximum exposure timetETmax(> T ) to prevent serious
motion degradation.

E. Gain boost control region

If the integration time oftETmax is insufficient, the system moves the operation to the gain-
boost region, where the remainder of the gain is used. Now we keeptET = tETmax and
just calculate a new gain to compensate the video level that is obtained bytETmax towards
the desired video level that should have been obtained by theintegration timetIT . Typical
values are:Gmax = 4, tETmax = [4T, . . . , 8T ], Gboost = 16. The integration timetIT is
now confined to the range:0 < tIT ≤ Gboost · tETmax = 64 · T .
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Example of control realization.If the digital gain can be adjusted in 128 steps, the digital
value of the gain is computed by:

G(n+ 1) =
1

128

⌊

tIT (n)

tET (n)
· 128

⌋

. (3.8)

In the Exposure controlandLong exposure controlregion, the gain is fixed toGmin and
Gmax, respectively (except in theExposure controlregion for the compensation between the
achieved exposure time by integrating over an integer number of lines and wanted exposure
time). The exposure timetET accordingly becomes:

tET (n) = min

(

T,

⌊

tIT (n)

TL

⌋

· TL

)

(3.9)

for theExposure controlregion. For theLong exposure controlregion,tET is specified by

tET (n) = min

(

tETmax,

⌊

tIT (n)/Gmax

TL

⌋

· TL

)

, (3.10)

whereastET = tETmax in theGain boost controlregion.
The value of the theoretical specification of the past paragraphs is covered in several as-

pects. First, the overview of Fig. 3.2 is rarely or not discussed in literature, and it provides
ways for a large range of control of the luminance and with defined control intervals. Sec-
ond, the equations form a framework for performing specific control functions tailored to the
multidisciplinary system. Third, the equations quantify the conversion of exposure time to
gain control and finally video level.

3.2.2 Parallel control

Despite the clarity of the previously discussed sequentialcontrol strategy and the presented
theoretical model, the sequential control has considerable disadvantages: the reaction speed
and delays of the total control loop. As mentioned, the lens control operates according to the
“best effort” principle, but due to versatility of lenses with different and unknown character-
istics, it is difficult to ensure a predetermined reaction time and the absence of a non-constant
static error. To obtain a much faster control response and flexibly manipulate control modes,
we propose a parallel control concept, in which we control the lens in parallel with the gain.
Additionally, we can fully compensate the static error of the lens.

Fig. 3.3 portrays the diagram of our new parallel control system. The diagram reflects
also our design philosophy. In the first part, the lens/sensor and the digital gain algorithms
ensure that the desired video level is obtained at Point B instead of at the end of the camera
(Point D). This has the benefit that all enhancement functions, of which some are non-linear,
will operate on a user-defined setting and will not disturb the video-level control itself. If
these non-linear processing steps would be inside the control loop, the control algorithm
would be complicated and less stable. Hence, we separate thedynamic tone mapping effects
which take place in the camera from the global video level setting. Due to dynamic tone
mapping, the transfer function of the total camera changes depending on the input signal dis-
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the proposed parallel video-level controller and enhancement processing

chain.

tribution and the user preferences. We isolate these functions in the Enhancement (contrast)
control block of (Fig. 3.3).

The video-level control is now operating prior to the enhancement control and its ob-
jective is to make the average digital signal level at Point Bequal to the Wanted LevelYWL

set by the user. Afterwards, the enhancement control will further improve the signal, but
also lead to a change at the output level that is different from the controlled level at Point B.
However, the assumption is that this change is for the benefitof creating a better image at the
output. Finally, the digital gain control and post-gain control will stabilize the output video
level, and act as a refinement if necessary.

Let us now discuss the diagram of Fig. 3.3 in more detail. The video-level control is
performed by: (1) Front-end control involving the control of sensor Exposure Time (tET ) and
lens control (voltageV )), and (2) Digital Gain (DG) Control, which manipulates thegain4

parameterG. The DG control and ET control are performed as recursive (multiplicative)
controls in the same way as in the sequential control strategy and as proposed in Appendix A.
This approach is chosen since they follow (mimic) the natureof integrating light, which has
a multiplicative characteristic. The DC and AC iris lens controls are realized as a PID control
system, because their response is not multiplicative by nature.

In a typical case, the front-end and DG control loops share the same control reference
value (Wanted video Level,YWLA = YWLB = YWL). Let us further detail why we have
chosen to close the DG loop at Point B and the lens/sensor control at Point A in Fig. 3.3.
Generally, and as already mentioned, this choice separatesthe video-level control loops from
enhancement control loops (like Auto Black and tone mappingloops) and avoids introducing
non-linear elements (local and global tone mapping, gamma function) within the video-level
control loop. The enhancement control contains an Auto Black (AB) control loop, which sets
the minimum value of the input signal to a pre-defined black level. This effectively lowers

4Instead of digital gain, an analog gain control in the sensorcan also be used. However, for the sake of simplicity,
we will discuss the digital gain case only.
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the video-level setting after the wanted video level was already set by the user. This problem
is typically solved by closing the lens/sensor control at Point C, hence, creating effectively
a feedback control to the sensor/lens control block at the start. Unfortunately, this leads to a
control loop that includes other control loops like DG and AB.

This feedback structure is exactly what we want to avoid. Therefore, we implement a
saturation control which effectively increases the level at Point A, to optimize the SNR. As a
consequence, AB now becomes a feedforward loop which is muchmore stable and easier to
control. An additional benefit of having the AB control loop separated from the ET control
loop is that no additional clipping of the signal is introduced due to the corresponding level
rectification (compensation of lowered video level as a result of the AB control) by means of
the gain control (or perhaps increased lens opening or longer exposure time). When satura-
tion control is performed (as explained in the Section 3.3.2), the lens opening will be close
to optimal (without introducing additional clipping), so compensation for the intensity level
drops because the AB control is becoming obsolete.

Let us now briefly describe the control strategy for the parallel control system. By mak-
ing the wanted levels at Points A and B equal, henceYWLA = YWLB , we perform parallel
level control. This action improves general camera performance and speeds up the video-
level control. If the wanted video level after the sensor at Point A from Fig. 3.3 cannot be
reached due to exceeding the control range (maximum integration time or maximum lens
opening), the remaining video level gap is compensated the same way as explained in the se-
quential control. This process is also dynamic, as the gain control loop is usually much faster
than the Lens control, so that the wanted level at Point BYWLB will become equal to the final
YWL, whileYWLA will be converging slower toYWL. AsYWLA gets closer to theYWL, the
gainG returns to its nominal value, since more of the output level is achieved by the correct
position of the lens. The above discussion on the dynamics and the parallel control strategy
both hold for the general case. However, there are cases which are very specific and where
this strategy will not work sufficiently well. This leads to some special control modes which
will be addressed in the next section.

3.3 Defining optimal average luminance level: special con-
trol modes

The previously described overall control strategies aim atachieving the average image lu-
minance level becomes equal to the user-desired average level. However, there are various
cases when this scenario is overruled, for the sake of bettervisualization of important scene
details. In particular, the desired average image luminance can be set higher than the user-
desired average value. These cases occur when (1) HDR imagesare processed with standard
dynamic range cameras, or (2) in case of LDR input scenes. Contrary to this, if we wish to
control/limit the amount of signal clipping, the desired average image luminance can be set
lower than the user set value. Both sets of cases require a more complex dynamic control due
to the constant scene changes. This section describes special control modes for serving those
purposes.
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3.3.1 Processing HDR images with standard dynamic range cameras

In Chapter 2 we have described the problem of HDR scenes wherethe imaging sensor has
a lower dynamic range than the scene of interest. These low- to medium-dynamic range
sensors cannot capture the full dynamics of the scene without loosing information. In such
back-lighted or excessive front-lighted scene conditions, considerable luminance differences
exist between the object(s) of interest and the background.As a typical result, the average
luminance is dominated by the luminance of the background. Typical scenarios where this
situation occurs are found in scenes containing tunnel exits, persons entering the building on
a bright sunny day while the camera is inside of the building,or in a video-phone application
where a bright sky behind the person at the foreground dominates the scene. In these cases,
exposure problems are typically solved by over-exposing the image so that details in the
shadows have a good visibility. However, all the details in the bright parts of the image
are then clipped and lost. In case when no object of interest is present, the exposure of the
camera is reduced to correctly display the background of theimage. This processing is called
back-light compensation.

It becomes obvious that it is difficult to obtain correct exposure of the foreground objects
if the average level of the overall image is used. This is why areas of interest are chosen
in the image where measurements are made. The average luminance image intensity is then
measured asYAV G =

∑

iwiYAV Gi . Two basic ideas can be employed. First, we can use
selective weightswi that depend on the classification of the corresponding measured areas. To
correctly choose the weights, intelligent processing in the camera can consider only important
image parts, which are identified as regions containing moreinformation, based on features
such as intensity, focus, contrast, detected foreground objects, etc. Second, we can detect the
degree of back-lighting/front-lighting, as commonly exploited in fuzzy logic systems. In this
section, we will describe these ideas including several possible modifications. The contents
of this subsection is known from literature but it is added for completeness and providing an
overview. Our contribution will be discussed in the remaining subsections.

A. Selective weighting

To cope with the HDR scene conditions in case of a stationary video camera, the user is often
given the freedom to set the area weights and positions of several zones of interest. The
idea is to set higher weights at areas where the interesting foreground objects are likely to
appear, for instance at moving glass doors of the building entrance. In cases when the darker
foreground object is present in the zone of interest, it willdominate the measurement, as
the bright background will be mostly ignored and hence the image display will be optimized
for the foreground. This explains why it is important to correctly set the metering zones, or
otherwise, the object of interest will be underexposed and will vanish in shadows. We will
now describe two general cases of selective weighting: (1) static weighting, when weights
(and metering areas) are once selected and set by the user, and (2) dynamic weighting, when
weights depend on the content of the metering areas. It will be shown that dynamic weighting,
although more complex, provides better results than the static weighting.
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Static weighting

The user can assign higher weights to various areas of interest such that the desired amount
of back-light compensation is achieved and good perceptionof objects of interest is ensured.
Hence, if a certain object enters the area of interest, this is detected and the video-level con-
trol over-exposes the image so that object details become visible. However, there are two
principal disadvantages of this approach.

First, methods for back-light compensation detection and operation, that are based on
the (difference of) measured signals in various areas of theimage, have intrinsic problems if
the object of interest is miss-positioned, or if it leaves the area of interest. The consequence
is a severe underexposure of the important foreground object. To detect the change of object
position, areas of interest are often set several times larger than the size of the object. How-
ever, the average intensity level of the whole metering window can be so high and the size
of the object of interest can be so small, that insufficient back-light compensation occurs and
the object details still remain invisible. Second, the changed object position can also give
problems to the video-level controller, due to a considerable change of the measured signal
because of the large differences in weights of the metering zones. These problems can be
solved by dynamic weighting schemes.

Dynamic weighting

A first solution is tosplit the areas of interestin several sub-areas and to apply a dynamic
weighting scheme that gives a high gain to sub-areas that contain dark details and low gains
to bright sub-areas. Likewise, we can ignore unimportant bright sub-areas which can spoil
the measurement. To achieve temporal measurement consistency, sub-areas are usually over-
lapping, so that when the relevant object is moving within the area of interest, one sub-area
can gradually take over the high weight from the other one where that object is just leaving.
To additionally stabilize the video-level controller, asymmetric control behavior is imposed,
so that when a low video level is measured (dark object entered the area of interest), the
controller responds rapidly and the image intensity increases to enable a better visualization
of the object of interest. However, if the object exits the area of interest, a slow control re-
sponse is preferred, and the video level decreases gradually. Hence, if the considered object
reenters the area of interest, the intensity variation stays limited. It is also possible to give
priority to moving objects and non-static parts of the possibly changing image background.
For example, when an object enters the scene and remains static for a certain time, we stop
assigning it a high weight, so that the bright background is correctly displayed (the video
level is lowered).

A second solution employshistogram-based measurementswhich do not use various
areas to measure the signal. Therefore, they are not influenced by the position of the object.
Based on the histogram shape or the position and volume of histogram peaks, unimportant
background is given less weight [49][93] and hence the video-level control is primarily based
on the foreground objects.

A third solution is toadapt area weightsbased on the detected mode of operation. An
example is presented in [65], where the luminance difference between the main object and
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Figure 3.4: (a) Back-light compensation windows with corresponding weights that are varying based
on the degree of back-lighting; (b) relative weights are changed based on the detected state.

the background is detected and represents the degree of back-lighting, defined by

Db = [YAV G0
+max(YAV G2

, YAVG3
)]− (YAVG1

+ YAV G4
). (3.11)

Here, theYAV Gi measurements represent the average luminance values of various metering
areasi = 0, . . . , 4) from Fig. 3.4 (a). If the degreeDb is large, higher weightswi are assigned
to the presumed main object areas 1 and 4, than to the background areas 0, 2 and 3. This is
achieved by a transfer function presented in Fig. 3.4 (b), which shows the additional weight
of Regions 1 and 4, based on the degree of back-lightingDb.

The dynamic weighting schemes (sometimes also the static) can provide a good expo-
sure setting in many cases, but can also fail simply because they determine the importance
of a certain (sub-)area only by its average intensity value,which proves to be insufficient in
many real-life situations. There is an extension to these approaches that offers an improved
performance at the cost of additional system complexity. This extension involves a detection
of important image regions that is based not only on the intensity but also on other features
such as focus, contrast, detected foreground objects, etc., as with the content-based metering
systems. Still, in this case, higher measuring weights are given to detected important objects.
A second possibility is to use a rule-based fuzzy-logic exposure system, that incorporates var-
ious measurement types. These measurements include the experience of a camera designer,
to define a set of distinctive operating modes. In turn, thesemodes optimize the camera pa-
rameters, based on extensive expert preference models. These possibilities are discussed in
the following subsections.

B. Content-based metering systems

The second class of systems that is aiming at the correct display of HDR scenes in standard
dynamic-range image processing pipelines, is content-based metering. In this approach, the
objective is to distinguish relevant and/or meaningful metering parts in the image. The basic
problem of the conventional metering systems in HDR scenes is that large background areas
of high luminance are spoiling the average luminance measurement, resulting in an under-
exposed foreground. The dynamic-weighting metering schemes can partially improve this
drawback. However, a possible and more powerful approach would be to apply intelligent
processing in the camera to better distinguish the important image parts.
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In one of the approaches that is able to identify image regions containing semantically
meaningful information, the luminance plane is subdividedin blocks of equal dimensions.
For each block, statistical measures of contrast and focus are computed [7][6]. It is assumed
that well-focused or high-contrast blocks are more relevant compared to the others and will
be given a higher weight accordingly. In certain applications, features like face and skin-tones
can also be used for the weight selection [7][6][102]. In cases where skin tones are absent in
the image, classical average luminance metering is performed. This approach is often used
in video applications for mobile phones, or in general, whenhumans occupy large parts of
an HDR image. However, this rarely occurs for standard cameras. Especially in surveillance
applications, the complete person’s body is of interest, which is much larger than his face.
This is whyobject-based detectionand tracking is of high importance. Such background
estimation and adaptation systems discriminate interesting foreground objects from the un-
interesting background by building the background model ofthe image [18][95]. The model
stores locations of foreground objects in a separate foreground memory that is used to discard
background of the image from the luminance measurements. Incases when no objects of in-
terest are detected, again classical average metering is performed [59]. These object detection
models are much better than a simple frame-differencing method, since frame differencing
can only distinguish parts of moving objects, and when moving objects suddenly become
static, the detection completely fails. On the other hand, abackground-modeling metering
scheme enables much better results than the conventional approaches, since it is insensitive
to the position of an object in the image and it maintains a correct exposure of that object of
interest.

Let us elaborate further on object detection to provide better metering. The object-based
detection is already challenging on its own, especially with respect to correct and consistent
object detection and and its correct detection behavior when scene and light changes occur.
These changes happen by default when video-level control reacts to changes in the scene. For
example, if a person enters the HDR scene that had correctly exposed background, the person
will be displayed in dark color(s). After finding that the object of interest is underexposed,
the video-level controller increases the average video level rapidly to enable object visibility.
This action changes a complete image, which is a significant challenge for the subsequent
operation of object detection during this transition period. To avoid erroneous operation when
an image change is detected, the background detection module should skip such transition
periods and maintain the control as if it is measuring the image just prior to the reaction
of the video-level controller. When the exposure level and scene changes are stabilized,
regular operation of the system is resumed. During scene andexposure transition periods,
the object detection system updates the background model with a new image background
and continues to operate from new operation conditions. A similar operation mode occurs
when the object of interest leaves the scene. These scene-change transition problems can be
avoided by building the background subtraction models thatdo not depend on the intensity
component of the image [44], which unfortunately still is inthe experimental phase.

C. Fuzzy logic systems

Fuzzy logic can also be employed to achieve a higher flexibility, stability and smoothness of
control. Fuzzy logic systems classify an image scene to a scene type based on a set of fea-
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tures and perform control according to the classification. In this framework, a set of rules is
designed which covers a space of all possible light situations and apply smooth interpolation
between them. Fuzzy logic systems can incorporate many different types of measurements
which can be taken over various spatial positions, in an attempt to achieve an optimal and
smooth control strategy. Besides obvious measurements like peak white, average, median,
maximum, etc. intensities, less obvious examples of features that are used by fuzzy logic
systems are the degree of back- and front-lighting (contrast) in different measurement ar-
eas [50][74], colors of the objects and histogram shape [76], luminance distribution in the
image histogram [90] and cumulative histogram of the image [93]. Various areas of oper-
ation are established, based on these measurements and the system selects the appropriate
control strategy, based on e.g. open/close lens, set gain, use adaptive global tone mapping to
visualize details in shadows [74][90], etc.

Content-based metering systems and especially fuzzy logicsystems can offer a very good
and versatile solution for the difficult problem of obtaining an optimal image exposure, es-
pecially for standard dynamic-range image processing pipelines. However, inherently, both
exposure systems have rather high complexity and they completely determine the design of
the camera. Also, they are difficult to change, maintain and combine with other camera sub-
systems. An unresolved problem of both conventional and content-based metering systems
is the overexposure of the image to enable visualization of objects of interest. This drawback
can be avoided by using the sensor dynamic-range extension techniques such as exposure
bracketing, when capturing the scene and subsequent tone mapping for its correct visual-
ization [24][27][89]. However, prior to explaining these solutions, we will describe how to
employ the video-level control system in order to exploit the full benefit of these approaches.

3.3.2 Saturation control

At the beginning of this section, we have explained that in particular cases, the luminance
is set to a higher value than normal, which overrules the usersetting. One possibility to do
that is by saturation control. In this subsection we provideinsight into a saturation control
that increases the exposure of the sensor above the level needed to achieve a desired average
output luminance value. We also describe two approaches forthe compensation of this in-
creased luminance level. Essentially, in addition to the regular video-level control, to achieve
a better SNR, we propose to open the lens more than needed to achieve the wanted levelYWL

(required by the user), as long as signal clipping is avoided. If the lens cannot be controlled
dynamically, we can employ a longer sensor exposure time. This action increases the overall
dynamic range and is similar to a “white point correction” [70] or white stretch function [34].
The idea is to control an image exposure to achieve a Peak White (PW) image value equal
to YPWTH , which is a value close to the signal clipping range. This approach is particularly
interesting for Low-Dynamic Range (LDR) scenes, such as objects in a foggy scene (gray,
low contrast). We call these actions saturation control andwe can perform them only if the
original PW value is below the desired PW value, hence ifYPW < YPWTH . The desired
PW levelYPWTH should not be set too high to avoid distortion of the video signal due to the
excessive saturation of the sensor.

Our contribution is based on the previous statement that we aim at higher SNR, created
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Figure 3.5: Left part of Fig. 3.3, indicating the diagram for the proposed saturation control. The key
to the saturation control is that it increases the SNR by setting a higher reference video level at
Point A.

by a larger lens opening, without introducing clipping. Theapproach is that we introduce a
control loop with a dynamic reference signal, where the reference is adaptive to the level of
a frame-based PW measurement. To explain the algorithm concept, we will reuse a part of
Fig. 3.3, up to a Point C.

Algorithm description
The purpose of our algorithm is as follows. The saturation control is effectively performed
in such a way that it increases the wanted average video levelYWLA (from Fig. 3.5) to make
the PW of the signal equal to a pre-determined reference level YPWTH . This is achieved by
setting the desired average value after the sensor (Point A)to a new value that we will call
Wanted Level saturation (YWLs). The key to our algorithm is that we compute this wanted
levelYWLs with the following specification

YWLs = YWLA = max(YAV G ∗ YPWTH/YPW , YWL), (3.12)

The max function is used to enforce one-side control, which allows only output average
values higher than the one set by the user. The meaning of Eq. (3.12) is that this dynamic-
reference control loop modifies the desired average value ofthe loop at Point A with frame-
based iterations and effectively controls the camera videolevel to an operational point such
that the following holds: the measured PW of the image signalYPW becomes equal to the
pre-defined PW value, henceYPW = YPWTH . Hence, the system control acts as a conver-
gence process. As a refinement of the algorithm, we set a limitfor the level increase, i.e. a
maximum saturation level, which is equal tor · YWL, whereYWL is a wanted average video
level as set by the camera user. Parameterr ≥ 1 is a real number.

The rationale behind this control formula is that in the space of average and Peak White
measurements, the current state is represented as a point(YAV G, YPW ), of which the involved
parameters have the mutual relationYPW = gPA ∗ YAVG, wheregPA > 1. If only reflective
objects are present in the scene (no visible clipped light sources or specular reflectance areas),
gPA is nearly constant. Hence, we are effectively evolving the starting point(YAV G, YPW )
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Figure 3.6: Histograms of the original image and of the resulting image with saturation control and

two compensation strategies (negative gain and Auto Black control).

to an end point(YWLs , YPWTH ), where it also holds thatYPWTH = gPA ∗ YWLs . The
dynamic-reference control loop from Eq. (3.12) changes thedesired average video level and
converges to the average luminance level which correspondsto the peak white ofYPWTH (in
both operation points,gPA is identical). Only when PW is clipped to its maximum value, the
relation between the measuredYAV G andYPW is distorted compared to their actual relation
in the scene. In such cases, the PW measurement does not correspond to the real PW value
in the scene, but this only reduces the control speed and is hence good for the overall stability.

Consequence of the saturation-control algorithm
The increase of the video level after saturation control hasto be compensated to ensure that
the image signal does not entirely pass through the compression part of the gamma function
(wrong working point). Two approaches for compensating theincreased video level are pro-
posed: (1) set the gain value smaller than unity in the DG control loop from Fig. 3.5, or (2)
use Auto Black control (in the AB control loop).

In the first case, when digital gain is used for the compensation, the maximum saturation
level ofr · YWL is coupled to the minimum negative gain5 of 1/r.

The second option for the compensation of the increased level is the use of the Auto
Black control that sets the darkest parts of the signal to theproper black level. This process-
ing approach increases the amount of subtracted black level, as compared to situations when
only negative gain is used. A benefit of this approach is the increased signal contrast and the
corresponding improved image fidelity. However, the increased video level is not compen-
sated (in contrast with the negative gain concept) and the output video level is not constant
and is higher than the input level (for instance,YWLC > YWL in Fig. 3.5). However, we
claim that the improved image contrast is more important than the constant video level being
equal to the reference levelYWL, since the video level setting is anyhow subjectively set. Let
us now explain these two concepts for the compensation of theincreased level in more detail.

To better explain the effect of saturation control (compensation), we present Fig. 3.6.

5Technical camera experts call the situation with the gain smaller than unity, anegative gain, as the gain is often
expressed in dB units.
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Function 1 depicts the histogram of the original signal after the video-level control and Auto
Black control, but without the saturation control. After the saturation control (Auto Black
control is not applied), we obtain the image histogram, as depicted by Function 2, where the
PW of the signal is placed at the saturation levelYPWTH (chosen e.g. as 90% of the maximum
signal level). The saturation control expands the dynamic range of the whole signal in the
analog domain, leading to new digital values in the signal (opposite to the case when the
image signal is multiplied with a digital gain). We achieve abetter SNR, since we expose
the signal longer than needed to achieve the wanted video level of the user. The improved
SNR is needed for enhancement and tone mapping steps afterwards (enhancement control in
Fig. 3.3). Let us reconsider the above two options for saturation compensation, but now in
the framework of Fig. 3.6.

The first option to compensate for the level increase is basically equal to multiplying the
image signal with a gain smaller than unity. Consequently, we use the Auto Black function
afterwards, to compensate for the remaining image offset and put the minimum image lumi-
nance to the desired black level. As a result, the output image histogram is virtually identical
to the starting image histogram (depicted with Function 4).However, although the output
image has the same content, the SNR is increased because of the longer exposure time. Mul-
tiplication with a negative gain occurs automatically by the DG control loop, since the DG
loop reference level is set to the user selected level (YWLB = YWL in Fig. 3.5).

The second option to compensate for the level increase, is toshift the video signal down-
wards in amplitude by means of the Auto Black (AB) control, instead of compensating for
the increased video level. Hence, we achieve the correct black level (depicted withYblk at
the bottom left in Fig. 3.6), resulting in the output histogram Function 3. This compensation
strategy is enforced by settingYWLB = YWLA = YWLs . It can be noticed that the histogram
of Function 3 has a larger dynamic range, and thus better contrast than Histogram 4.

A disadvantage of the second option based on AB control is that it gives undesirable
effects in certain cases. Those cases occur in two situations: (1) large AB values are sub-
tracted in case of very foggy scenes and (2) color faders are used for video signals close to
the saturation level. Let us now address both cases.

• For example, if very large AB values are subtracted, this leads to increased noise visi-
bility. Photon shot noise that is dominant for higher signalvalues is proportional to the
square root of the signal amplitude and when the whole image signal is shifted down
by the AB control, parts of the signal with higher noise values are shifted to the lower
luminance values where lower noise amplitudes are expected6. This effect is further
amplified by global and local tone mapping functions, creating the impression that the
noise amplitude in the signal is quite large, giving a lower SNR impression. This can
be partially alleviated by reducing the strength of the image enhancement and hence
decreasing the perception of the noise.

• Non-uniform saturation effects always occur in (near) clipped parts of the signal. In
these cases, for CMYG sensors one line is clipped and the other is not, which cre-
ates non-linear effects and an artificial “contrast” between those lines. In some cases,

6This is not the case with saturation compensation using negative gain, since the noise is scaled back to its
original amplitude before saturation control.
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both lines are not clipped, but then the color fader, typically used in cameras, oper-
ates differently for subsequent lines (fading more color than in the other line). Some
color distortion effect can also be observed with a Bayer type of sensor7, where the
same effect can be observed for the saturation of individualcolor pixels. When the
AB subtraction is used, the increased contrast between lines (pixels) is not reduced and
becomes quite visible, but now at low intensity levels. Thisvisibility does not occur
when negative gain is used for the level compensation, sincethe “contrast” between
lines (pixels) is reduced.

To cope with these potential problems, an intermediate solution can be used where the AB
compensation is used completely if the compensation gap is small, and when large, a negative
gain is gradually introduced. This intermediate solution is not further elaborated here.

3.3.3 Peak-average based control

A. Standard peak-average control

The conventional video-level controller tunes the camera system such that an average lu-
minance level of the measured area (YAVG) becomes equal to a pre-defined Wanted Level
(YWL), that can be set by a user. One of the pillars of our “optimal exposure strategy” is to
additionally use a Peak White measurementYPW and achieve an average video level inten-
sity that leads to reduced or even no clipping of the video signal. This is especially beneficial
for HDR cameras which create a video signal having a sufficient SNR for subsequent local
and global tone mapping operations. We call this operation aPeak Average (PA) control. The
PA mechanism should lower the average (and PW) video level ofthe image to mostly avoid
clipping and only allow it in a small fraction which is acceptable for the user.

Let us first discuss a common approach for PA control. To achieve lowering of the video
level, one possibility is to mix an average measurementYAVG with an often much higher Peak
White measurementYPW , which results in the Peak Average measurementYPA, specified
by

YPA = (1− w) · YAVG + w · YPW , (3.13)

with w ≪ 1. This method substitutes the average measurement in the controller with the
effectively increased PA measurement, that now becomes thetotal level measurement, where
YPA > YAV G. Increasing the relative weight factorw leads to an increased importance of
bright pixels, which effectively results in an increase of the PA measurement. When detecting
the increase of the intensity measurement, the video-levelcontroller lowers the average inten-
sity of the image, enabling visualization of important bright pixels and resulting in thefewer
clipped pixels. The parameterw can be seen as a user-based setting, which tunes towards the
user preferences for a particular scene.

As a refinement, to ensure that the average video level will belowered only when clipped
pixels exist in the image, we make weightw dependent on the PW measurement, as in
Fig. 3.7. It is important not to lower the video level when very bright (or even clipped) pixels
are absent from the image. Hence, we introduce the weight factorwf such thatw′ = w · wf ,

7A sensor with alternating RGRG and GBGB pixel lines.
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Figure 3.7: Peak white weight factorwf is used to disable the use of PW measurement when it is small.

wherew′ is the new weight factor value andwf disables the usage of the PW measurement
for values whereYPW < YPWa and allows its full use ifYPW > YPWb

.

However, the previous common approach shows disadvantageswhen employing the PW
signal in such a way. This is particular critical as the PW value can change much faster than
the average value. Hence, the idea of mixing the potentiallyfast-changing PW measurement
with the average exposure measurement lowers the stabilityof control. This effect is giv-
ing significant problems to the lens control due to a non-linear nature of the lens transfer
characteristics. As such, a better solution of incorporating the PW information to minimize
the signal clipping is required and it can be obtained by employing the previously discussed
saturation control.

B. New proposal for a peak-average control

Our contribution is based on the previous requirement that we aim at creating video signals
with less or even no clipping. The approach is that we operatethe saturation control in paral-
lel with the peak-average control. As a consequence, we can modify the standard PA control
to make it simpler and more stable.

Algorithm descriptionThe purpose of our algorithm is as follows. When saturation con-
trol is used in parallel with the peak-average control, the overall control has two regions:PW
control region which is active whenYPW ≥ YPWTH , and thesaturation controlregion valid
for YPW < YPWTH . As the objective of the PA control is to lower an output average level to
reduce signal clipping, we now allow an output average values lower than the one set by the
user. Hence the maximum function is now not used, compared tothe saturation control only,
as given in Eq. (3.12). Hence,

YWLs = YAVG ∗ YPWTH/YPW . (3.14)

Instead of mixing the PW measurement with the average measurement, the PA control is
achieved by reducing the desired average video levelYWL to a value of Wanted Level peak
(YWLp ). The reduction is implemented with a scaling factorp, so that

YWLp = YWL/p, (3.15)
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with p > 1. For example, for a maximum signal clipping reduction effect, we can setp = 4,
no clipping reduction occurs whenp = 1, whereas the intermediate values are interpolated.
As a result, if the overall control is in thePW controlregion (YPW ≥ YPWTH ), the camera
video level contributing factors (lens opening, exposure time, gain) will be lowered and the
average (and PW) level of the image will decrease, reducing the amount of signal clipping.
However, if the PW level drops below the PW saturation level as in YPW < YPWTH , the
overall control will enter thesaturation controlregion, which will again increase the average
video level to make the PW of the signal equal toYPWTH . Likewise, lowering of the PW
level of the signal will be stopped andYPW will be set to the saturation level. This control
behavior can be imposed if we set the desired average video level at Point A from Fig. 3.5 to
a value

YWLA = max(YWLs , YWLp). (3.16)

The original proposal of a mixing-based PA control can have acontrol stability problem,
since unstable PW information directly influenced the measurement signal that was used in
the control. With the new proposal, the control stability isimproved, as we are modifying the
desired average video levelYWL instead. We can now impose better restrictions on the speed
of change of this desired value, as influenced by the value of the PW measurement.

3.3.4 Experimental results of the control system

In this subsection we present the experimental results of the proposed parallel control sys-
tem from Fig. 3.5. As discussed, the first feedback loop for controlling sensor/lens is closed
at Point A. Due to HW and measurement constraints, this loop has 2 frame periods delay
between the acquisition of the measurement and the actual signal value at the output. Be-
cause of this delay and due to potential problems with DC irislens stability, the sensor/lens
feedback control loop is tuned to have a slow response, to prevent oscillations. The second
feedback control loop is a fast gain loop closed at Point B of the system, and is realized with
a recursive control from Eq. (A.7) with recursion control speed parameterk = 0.8 (unity is a
fast response and zero freezes the update process). In the proposed control concept, this fast
gain control loop stabilizes the overall control behavior and increases the speed of the total
control.

In order to improve the SNR of the signal, we perform the saturation control via the
lens control loop, by employing the relationship presentedin Eq. (3.16) from the previous
subsection. Our control system has a 16-bit accuracy and a maximum signal value of 65,535.
The system parameter settings in this experiment areYWL=20,000 andYPWTH=40,000. As
a result of the proposed saturation control strategy, the lens control loop maximizes the SNR
of the signal by controlling the Peak White (PW) value of the signal at Point A towards
YPW A = YPWTH =40,000. Consequently, the Average (AVG) luminance levelYAVGA at
Point A is higher than the desired average video levelYWL. The second, fast gain control
loop ensures the desired average video levelYWL, so thatYAV GB = YWL.

Let us now evaluate the performance of our parallel control system approach for the case
of (1) a step function, and (2) the sinus input signals of various frequencies. The input scene
is characterized by its AVG levelIAV Gscene, and the PW levelIPWscene, while the sensor
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(a) Input image represented by its average video levelIAV G and Peak White levelIPW . The Peak White level
IPWscene of the scene is much higher than the clipping level 65,535.
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(b) Output image, represented by its average video levelYAV GA and Peak White levelYPWA at Point A in the
system from Fig. 3.5, and the average video levelYAV GB at system Point B.

Figure 3.8: (a) Test scene represented by its average and peak white levels; (b) average and peak white
levels of the output image, after the level control steps.

signal has its AVG levelIAV G, and PW levelIPW . When the input signal is not clipped in
the sensor, the scene and the sensor levels are equal, so thatIAV G = IAVGscene. However, if
clipping of e.g. the PW signal occurs, thenIPWscene ≥ IPW . The sensor clipping can occur
due to the high-dynamic range of the scene signal, and is morecritical for the PW signal.
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(a) System control response to a sinus input signal.
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(b) System control response to a sinus input signal with 4 times higher frequency.

Figure 3.9: Test scene represented by its input and output average levels at Points A and B: (a) input
scene is a sinusoid (b) input scene is a sinusoid with 4 times higher frequency.

In our experiments with the step function, only the PW signalis clipped, whereas the AVG
signal is not clipped, so that we only show the AVG signal of the sensorIAV G in the graphs.

Figure 3.8 presents the control system response to a step signal with a positive and a
negative transition edge. Figure 3.8 (a) depicts the input scene and sensor values of the PW
and AVG signals. At the frame time moment 100, the input average signalIAV G makes a
step from 1,000 to a value of 40,000, while the PW signal of thesceneIPWscene steps from
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1,100 to a value of 100,000. However, due to the dynamic rangelimitation of the sensor,
the PW signal is clipped to a maximum valueIPW =65,535. Finally, at frame time 200, the
scene returns to its starting values forIAV G andIPWscene . Figure 3.8 (b) depicts the output
behavior of the control system. The PW signal at Point A in thesystem (shown with the
dashed line) is slowly controlled towards a value ofYPWTH=40,000, which is reached in a
stable way at frame moment 70, whereYPW A = YPWTH=40,000. However, although being
stable, the control speed is slow. The AVG level of Point A represented by the dotted line
from Figure 3.8 (b) has a similar control behavior as the PW signal. The overall control be-
havior is improved by the second gain control loop, which reacts much faster and comes very
close to its final value ofYAV GB = YWL=20,000 already within several frames (bold line
of Figure 3.8 (b)). After the level jump occurring at frame time 100, the system slowly con-
trols the PW and AVG signals at Point A, which are finally stabilized after about 70 frames.
Again, the response is improved by the gain loop which controls the average luminance value
at Point B. A very similar control behavior is observed with the step-down of the signals oc-
curring at a frame moment 200. Summarizing, the fast gain control loop stabilizes the overall
control behavior and increases the speed of the total control.

In Figure 3.9 we present the results of a second experiment, where the system responses
to sinusoidal signals, shown with the bottom dashed line in both subfigures (Input signal).
In this experiment, the AVG and the PW vales of the luminance signal are equal (YPW A =
YAV GA), and we focus only on the AVG signals. Similar to the previous step-response case,
the first control loop maximizes the SNR of the signal by controlling the value of the PW
signalYPW A = YAVGA at Point A to be approximately equal toYPWTH=40,000. However,
due to the variable input signal and the slow control behavior of the first feedback loop,
the signal at Point A displays large amplitude oscillations, indicated by the dotted signal
YAV GA at the top in Fig. 3.9 (a). This behavior is largely improved and the oscillations are
significantly reduced by the second, fast gain control loop,yielding the total output signal at
Point BYAV GB (middle, solid line). In case when the input signal is a sinussignal with 4
times higher frequency (shown in Figure 3.9 (b)), a similar control behavior can be observed.
However, the amplitude compression of the oscillatory signal at the output is less effective.

The previous experiments clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed parallel
control concept. In the serial control concept, the output signal at Point B in the lens control
regions from Fig. 3.2 would be less attractive and equal to a value at Point A, since the
gain control (second feedback loop) would not operate in parallel with the first (lens) control
loop. This would imply that the system response speed would be the same as for the PW and
AVG signals at Point A, which is too slow for a good control. Furthermore, large oscillatory
behavior as shown in the experiment with the sinus signals would remain visible at Point B,
which is not desired. The achieved control speed and stability represent the first advantage of
our system. The second advantage comes from the saturation control strategy which increases
the SNR of the signal, since the PW and AVG levels at Point A arehigher than the output PW
and AVG levels. In this particular case, the SNR advantage isabout 6 dB, sinceYAV GA ≈
2 ·YWL. The key to our solution is that the SNR is improved by the higher amplitude level at
the sensor side, which is then corrected afterwards by the gain control loop, while maintaining
the SNR improvement.
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3.4 Optimal “exposure control” for images

In the previous sections, we have described the best way of performing level (exposure) con-
trol for video signals. However, in this thesis we will use test images to demonstrate the
effectiveness of several contrast and tone mapping algorithms in the image processing chain.
For this reason, we need to derive an optimal “exposure control” for images. The task of this
optimal “exposure control” is to match the darkest part of the image to the darkest display
luminance and similarly, to match the brightest part of the image to the brightest display lu-
minance [70]. This step is often called “black and white point correction”. We perform this
operation as a first step in the image processing chain, instead of theExposure controlfrom
Fig. 2.1. With respect to this, the “black point correction”is equivalent to the Auto Black con-
trol for video cameras, and the ‘’white point correction” isactually achieved by the saturation
control strategy in a camera. However, although “black and white point correction” improve
the image contrast, the image SNR remains the same, unlike with our proposed saturation
control for video cameras. To ensure robust operation, the darkest and the brightest parts of
the image can be defined asRGB signal levels, corresponding with for example 0.1% and
99.9% of the cumulative histogram of the inputRGB signal, respectively. Other percentages
can also be chosen, however, the values of 0.1% and 99.9% provide a good good visibility
of image details on one hand and the signal clipping at the boundaries of the image dynamic
range on the other hand.

If I represents inputRGB image values, andC(I) is its cumulative histogram scaled
to a range between zero and unity, we can define the darkest part of the image (Black point)
IB as a point for which it holds thatIB = {I|C(IB) = 0.1%}. Similarly, the brightest part
of the image (White point)IW is defined as an image signal amplitude for which it holds
that IW = {I|C(IW ) = 99.9%}. If values of 0 andImax represent the minimum and the
maximum values of the input image signal, respectively (forexample,Imax=65,535 in a 16-
bit image representation), then, similarly to [70], we can stretch the image signal such that
the darkest image valueIB is positioned to a zero output level, and the brightest imagevalue
IW is positioned to a maximum output levelImax. This behavior can be formally specified
as

Inew = Imax ·min

(

1,
max(0, I − IB)

IW − IB

)

, (3.17)

whereInew represents amplitude values of the new image, after the “black and white point
correction”. The image values below the black levelIB and above the white levelIW are
clipped to the output image range boundaries 0 andImax, respectively. For a simplified nota-
tion, the output image signalInew after this scaling step will still be calledI, and this signal
is an input signal to the image separator, presented in Fig. 2.1. After the image separator, we
calculate the luminanceY and colorRGB values of the image for each pixel. If the input
image already has all three color components at the locationof each pixel, the color separa-
tion step is skipped and only the transformation to the luminance domainY and color domain
RGB is performed.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter and in Appendix A, we have given a comprehensive overview of the funda-
mental functionality required for quality control of videocameras. This control can be split
in two major areas: video-level control and enhancement control. The control system is a
complicated system design which involves many system parameters, of which the most im-
portant ones are sensor and lens, gain, Auto Black and the remainder of various enhancement
functions such as tone mapping. The complication of the system resides in the fact that many
parameters are mutually depending on each other, both in terms of image quality, but also the
total control stability.

With respect to the architecture of the control system, we have adopted a system that
performs the control functions in parallel, but in a limitedcontrolled way, thereby avoiding
hierarchically nested control loops. The key limitation isthat video-level control is separated
from enhancement control. As a consequence and representing a major advantage, nonlin-
earities from the enhancement part and the Auto Black control are removed from the level
control loop.

In the video-level control section, the sensor/lens control is conducted in parallel with the
gain control. The first is significantly slower than the second control type, and less reliable
in accuracy and stability. Therefore, the gain control has been designed to react promptly
on the stability and accuracy problems of the lens control. Our objective is to maximize
contrast and SNR for the security application. This is best achieved by maximizing the lens
output at the input of the control system, while avoiding clipping effects or other non-linear
limitations. Reacting to the increased lens output, the contrast can be visually improved with
Auto Black control, while avoiding non-linearities of the sensor and clipping actions at the
base level of the video signal. There are cases with HDR scenes and standard dynamic range
sensors, where the above control does not lead to proper visibility of all image parts. For
those cases, we have provided an overview of commonly used techniques to overexpose the
scene and ensure good visibility of dark image parts. The content-based exposure techniques
potentially offer the highest quality in these cases, at theexpense of an increased complexity.

In this chapter, our contribution to this control system is to improve the algorithms for
the video-level control subsystem: saturation and peak white control. The key to our solution
for saturation control is that the user-defined average-level setting is overruled by our control
system. For low-dynamic range scenes, we achieve a higher video level than the user set-
ting to improve the SNR. The key to our solution is that the SNRis improved by the higher
amplitude level at the sensor side, which is then corrected afterwards by the gain control
loop, while maintaining the SNR improvement. The control algorithm for this concept has
a smooth characteristic, which integrates any dynamic lensbehavior, while at the same time
reacting to the scene contents in a smooth way on a frame basis. With respect to peak white
control, we optimize the amount of signal clipping in order to converge to a defined, desired
peak white level (set to e.g. 61% of the maximum value) for regular scenes. For extreme
HDR scenes, we pursue the same objective, but stop stop earlier in order to avoid too dark
input scenes for the remainder of the processing chain. The stop level can be set by a user or
manufacturer. The PW control offers a good stability and even if PW is clipped, this does not
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introduce control problems, but only makes the control slower, as validated in the presented
experiments.

The previous chapter has presented basically a lay-out of a camera system and its most
important functions. In this chapter, we have shown that with video-level control and sub-
sequent enhancement control, it is possible to maximize theSNR of the captured image,
while perceptually improving the visual quality, especially with respect to contrast and clip-
ping. However, the discussed techniques for doing this havetheir limitations and operate
well for standard and low-dynamic range scenes only. For standard cameras in HDR scenes,
to produce good visibility of dark foreground objects, back-light compensation strategies are
employed that selectively overexpose the complete scene, based on the detection of interest-
ing foreground objects. However, in these cases, we have to sacrifice image fidelity in the
bright image parts, which will be clipped to enable a good visualization of dark image parts.
The result is an HDR scene with clearly clipped areas. This problem will be addressed in the
next chapter in the following way.

Our approach will be to extend the dynamic range of the sensorby exposure bracketing.
The principle of the exposure bracketing is to capture two (or more) images of the same scene,
but with different exposure times and then merge them afterwards. The exposure bracketing
reduces the noise floor and increases the dynamic range of theimage (sensor).



CHAPTER4
Extending dynamic range by

exposure bracketing

To overcome the inherited problems of limited dynamic rangeof capturing devices, we discuss
a paradigm of HDR image creation. Particularly we focus on multiple exposure techniques
(exposure bracketing) using two exposure times: long and short. We explain challenges of
multiple exposure techniques, especially non-linearity of the sensor output, the presence of
motion in the scene and artificial light sources such as fluorescent lights. By measuring the
discrepancy between long and short exposed sensor outputs in real time, and closing the
compensation loop, we compensate the non-linearity of the sensor output and extend the
operating range of the system. To ensure sensor signal1 coherence and to handle presence
of fluorescent light sources, we have proposed two mechanisms: automatic fluorescent light
detection and fluorescence locking. Our experiments showedthat it is possible to design such
a detector as well as control mechanisms based on the PLL principles, which will give us a
good solution for complete creation and handling of HDR images, even in the presence of
motion and complex lighting conditions in the scene.

4.1 Introduction, background and motivation

4.1.1 Outline and background of this chapter

In the previous chapter we have described handling of the HDRscenes for standard dynamic
range image pipelines. The primary disadvantage of these procedures is that clipping of the
signal is introduced due to overexposing of the bright background for the visualization of
dark foreground (or vice versa). However, our aim is to achieve good visibility of all relevant
image details without introducing additional signal clipping. In particular, if we extend the

1The sensor output signal is a mixture of individual color samples, for instance R, G and B (a so-called Color
Filter Array (CFA) image). We will name this signal input imageI.
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sensor dynamic range, the image delivery can be optimized byusing the video-level control
to reduce or completely remove any signal clipping. Although being very dark, the resulting
extended dynamic-range image will have sufficient SNR for further tone mapping and visu-
alization of all image details. This extended dynamic-range image will be abbreviated in the
sequel of this chapter as HDR image or EDR image2.

In this introductory section, we first discuss some challenges of HDR scenes and then
briefly introduce several EDR techniques that enable successful capturing of HDR scenes. We
evaluate the complexity, performance and limitations of these methods. In particular, it will
be shown that non-linear methods of EDR creation are yielding fidelity and color distortions.
These considerations motivate the use of exposure bracketing as an EDR technique, since
this is currently the only acceptable solution for high-endreal-time camera processing in
terms of cost-performance. Therefore, we explain the exposure bracketing technique and
corresponding image merging of two differently exposed images in more detail. However, in
order to successfully use exposure bracketing, we have to solve three problems: (1) motion
in the scene, (2) non-linearity of the sensor output, and (3)the influence of light coming from
non-constant light sources. In the remainder of this introductory section, we briefly discuss
the influence of moving objects on the resulting image and present standard solutions for this
problem.

The following sections of this chapter focus on our contributions, which are address-
ing the second and third problem: non-linearity of the sensor output, and non-constant light
sources. In Section 4.2 we explain the sensor non-linearityproblem. In particular, we have
observed that functional relations from the short- and long-exposed images show two typ-
ical problems: (1) they are not collinear and well aligned, and (2) they exhibit non-linear
distortion when going into saturation. The previous effects lead to a discontinuity and color
distortion in the resulting sensor signal intensity curve3 and have to be corrected, for which
we present our solution based on curve fitting.

Afterwards, Section 4.3 discusses typical exposure bracketing problems, originating
from scenes with artificial light sources. These problems are image flicker and the intro-
duction of color errors in the short-exposed image. Two solutions are proposed for problem
handling: (1) the detection of fluorescent light followed bythe shifting of the short-exposed
image from the display range, and (2) fluorescence locking. The detection of fluorescent
light is based on the sensor signal intensity and color errors between the long- and the short-
exposed images. These errors exhibit sinusoidal behavior when artificial light sources are
present in the scene, but are easily disturbed by scene motion and light changes. For this rea-
son, our aim is to exclude motion and light changes and measure the sensor signal intensity
and color error amplitude, frequency and consistency of thedetection. When the detection is
positive, we remove the corrupted short-exposed image fromthe display.

The second proposal to improve the performance of exposure bracketing in the presence
of artificial light sources is fluorescence locking. The ideaof fluorescence locking is to syn-
chronize the exposure measurement with the mains frequencyand ensure that the moment
at which the short-exposed integration is performed, is optimally positioned within the flu-

2With these abbreviations, the HDR image can be seen as an EDR image with a sufficiently high extension.
3The sensor signal intensity value is actually the color component (sample) value of an individual element of a

sensor (for instance R, G or B color amplitude value).
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orescent light period. This guarantees that light integrated during the short exposure time
is constant over time and has a correct color, which is then not influenced by the variable
fluorescence light output and on/off switching effects of the fluorescent tubes.

In Section 4.4, experimental results are presented showingthe noise-reduction effect of
exposure bracketing. The results justify the need of exposure bracketing, particularly when
global and local tone mapping techniques are performed consecutively. Finally, we extend
our results into the future and conclude the chapter in Section 4.5.

4.1.2 HDR challenges and EDR techniques

The dynamic range of an image signal is defined as the ratio between the saturation value of
the sensor and the value of the noise level [24]. A good linearimaging sensor in CCD or
CMOS technology can capture scenes with the dynamic range of74 dB which is sufficient
for most applications. However, for HDR scenes, e.g. such asoutdoor scenes with bright
sunlight, a larger dynamic range should be captured by the sensor in order to obtain images
with a satisfactory quality. For example, the contrast ratio in a sunny outdoor scene can be
as high as 1,000 (60 dB). For the lowest level in that image, the SNR needs to be 40 dB
in order to achieve an acceptable quality. Therefore, the total sensor dynamic range should
be about 100 dB. For a given CCD/CMOS sensor, the saturation voltage (corresponding to
maximum image brightness) is fixed, leaving us only with the possibility to reduce the noise
level in order to increase the dynamic range. Creating such HDR images reduces the need
of back-light compensation strategies described in the previous chapter, since this image has
sufficient SNR for consequent tone mapping enabling good visualization of details in dark
image parts. The exposure control strategy with these images is to use peak white control
to prevent (excessive) clipping of the signal. Allowing some clipping can accommodate for
very bright light sources visible in the image.

To give an idea about HDR signal properties, we again notice that the dynamic range
in HDR scenes often spans more than 3-5 orders of magnitude. In the mild case, when the
contrast ratio between the brightest and darkest parts of the scene equals 1,000, its smallest
details after digitization will be equal to about255/1, 000 ≈ 1/4 of the least significant bit
(LSB) in the 8-bit representation. This is why 8-bit signal representations are not sufficient
and 12 or more bits per sample are widely used, as also the gamma function requires 2 extra
bits. With a 16-bit AD converter and using the exposure bracketing with an exposure ratio
between long and short image of 16 times, we can effectively obtain a 20-bit accuracy of the
sensor signal. If spatial/temporal dynamic noise reduction is used, the noise floor is further
lowered and this provides 6-12 dB of an additional dynamic range improvement.

Several commonly applied techniques exist for extending the dynamic range of the sen-
sor. Fig. 4.1 visualizes a graphical concept of the basic principles. We will briefly mention
the primary principles, for a broader overview the reader isreferred to [33].

• The logarithmic sensorhas a response that is inversely proportional to the incoming
light intensity and therefore has a logarithmic transfer function. It can match extreme
dynamic ranges as it does not require an integration time, but it suffers from fixed
pattern noise and an image capturing delay.
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Figure 4.1: Example of logarithmic, multi-slope and linlog sensor characteristics.

• The multi-slope sensorsimplifies a logarithmic response by a piece-wise linear curve
having usually three segments. It has several advantages compared to a logarithmic
sensor: the image capturing delay is limited, the dynamic range and transform curve
shape are programmable and it allows for a global shutter architecture4.

• The linlog sensorhas a linear behavior for low image intensities and a logarithmic
characteristic for higher intensities. This sensor type has a high complexity.

• The dual-pixel sensoris made of two interlaced arrays of pixels with different respon-
siveness (high and low). It produces two images acquired at the same time, which are
then combined in an EDR image. In some cases, a single sensitive element has two (or
more) storage nodes to store the multiple images. Although attractive, this proposal
still cannot achieve the desired 100 dB dynamic range.

• Linear pixel and exposure bracketingis a standard approach in which two (or more)
images with different exposure (integration time) of the sensor are captured after each
other, and merged afterwards. In video applications, thereare two general possibilities
for this action. If it is allowed to halve the frame rate, we can consecutively capture
the long-exposed image in the odd frames and short-exposed image during the even
frames (or vice versa). Otherwise, when preserving the frame rate, we have to capture
two images after each other during the same frame period. To prevent disturbances,
the long-exposed image has to be obtained during the active video period, and short-
exposed image should be recorded during the vertical blanking period5. This immedi-
ately poses a restriction on the duration of the short exposure image, which has to be
obtained before the end of the frame period.

Except the complexity and general performance, the color performance has still to be
considered in order to select the best method for EDR imaging.

Color performance of sensors with non-linear transfer characteristics
In color imaging, each pixel of the image is typically represented by a combination of three

4The intrinsic advantage of a global shutter is less shape deformation of moving objects and better capturing of
images with non-constant light sources.

5Some new CMOS sensor architectures allow capturing the short-exposed image during the active video period,
which can reduce image blur.
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Figure 4.2: Multi-slope sensor and an example of R, G and B values of colorpixels representing the

same color for three different input average light intensities (low, medium and high). When the
intensity of the pixels is changed, the resulting color values are changed in a non-linear fashion.
Here B’ and G’ represent linear sensor output values, which are not reached with this multi-slope
sensor, and the mutual relation between different colors iscorrupted.

color channels: red, green and blue. If a color sensor has linear characteristics, the perceived
color of the object is not changing when the intensity of the illumination or the exposure time
of the sensor are changing. For example, if the original color-pixel values are represented
by a triplet(R,G,B), after changing the exposure time (or illumination) with a factora, the
new color representation becomes(aR, aG, aB). Hence, the ratiosR/G, R/B andG/B
maintain constant. However, in the case of a non-linear pixel response (e.g. logarithmic,
multi-slope or linlog sensor), these ratios will vary and the color will be altered. An example
is presented in Fig. 4.2, where we show the R, G and B pixels representing the same color
for three different average intensity values, in case of a multi-slope sensor. We can observe
that when the average intensity of the pixel is changed, color values are changed non-linearly.
Values B’ and G’ represent the hypothetical linear sensor output values, which are not reached
with this multi-slope sensor, so that the mutual relation between different colors is distorted.
Similar effects can be observed for the other non-linear pixel response sensors.

Besides the color distortion problem, the use of non-linearsensors implicitly results
in specific non-linear characteristics (tone mapping) of the original image, which are not
desired for high-fidelity imaging, and have to be removed. Our objective is to freely choose
the transfer characteristics based on the image content, toachieve the best possible output
quality and visibility of details. For these reasons, we further employ exposure bracketing as
a method to extend the dynamic range of the image, since it canproduce linear sensor output
values with a limited amount of color distortions. In the following subsection, we will focus
on the exposure bracketing technique.

4.1.3 Exposure bracketing and image merging

In this subsection, we discuss exposure bracketing and the creation of double-exposed images
to reduce the sensor noise level. A popular concept known from the work of Alstonet al. [3]
is a double-exposure system, where two images are captured after each other. Images are
taken with a short and a long exposure time, where the ratio between the exposure times
varies from 4 to 32. For example, this is possible by means of aspecial sensor that physically
stores images captured with two exposure times by one sensor. The combination of these two
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Figure 4.3: (a) Example of a dual exposure process of an input sensor signal pixel intensity, where the
long exposure timeTL equals four times the short exposure timeTS . The top sub-figure portrays
the sensor output values for long- and short-exposed images, while the bottom sub-figure depicts
the corresponding SNR curves; (b) Images originating from two exposure times after weighted
normalization, when using switching between two exposures. The top sub-figure portrays the sensor
output values for a combined image, while the bottom sub-figure depicts the resulting SNR curve.
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Figure 4.4: Merging long- and short-exposed images into one image: (a) mixing; (b) hard switching.

images results in a good SNR in the dark parts of the image, dueto the long exposure time
of one of the captured images. Furthermore, there is almost no clipping in the bright parts of
the image, since the other image is captured with a short exposure time.

An example of this process is given in Fig. 4.3 (a), where we can observe a graphical
representation of an image taken with a long exposure time, which has a good SNR but it
is clipped in bright parts of the image already at low input levels. We can also notice a
short-exposed image, which is a standard image with a lower SNR, that is under-exposed in
dark parts. The long- and the short-exposed images are combined into a single image, and
the simplest way to combine them is to assign an individual weight to them, to retain the
luminance relations occurring in the real scene (see the continuing sensor signal intensity
curve in Fig. 4.3 (b) top). For example, if the long exposure time equals four times the short
exposure time, then we would give the short-exposed image four times more gain than the
long-exposed image, to retain the luminance relation. As a result, after combining these two
images into one image, the first quarter of the combined inputsensor signal intensity range
is derived from the long-exposed image and the other three quarters are derived from the
short-exposed image (Fig. 4.3 (b) top). Consequently, a difference in SNR between short-
and long-exposed image parts occurs (Fig. 4.3 (b) bottom)).

An additional important consideration is the detailed mixing or combining short- and
long-exposed images into one image. There are several possibilities by which multi-exposed
images can be merged. For a complete overview, we recommend the reading of [89] and
[102]. We will describe two basic methods: mixing of images and hard switching between
images. Fig. 4.4 (a) depicts a soft switch between long- and short-exposed images, where two
images are mixed in a transition region with weights proportional to their local sensor signal
intensity values. Fig. 4.4 (b) presents a hard switch between two images: if the input level
is lower than a thresholdIT , a pixel from the long-exposed image is used, and vice versa.
According to the example from Fig. 4.3 in which the exposure ratio of four was used, the
setting of threshold parameterIT is IT = (IT1 + IT2)/2 = Imax/4.

4.1.4 Motion problems and miss-registration with exposurebracketing

One of the problems when combining various exposure images is the possible occurrence
of motion in the scene, since the intensity of pixels changesover time due to the motion,
leading to differences between long- and short-exposed image pixels. Consequently, a miss-
registration appears and the linear relationship between two differently exposed images is no
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longer valid. In such a case, the mixing scheme performs moresmoothly, unlike the switching
scheme where miss-registration effects may become visible. When motion is absent from the
scene, it can be more advantageous to use a hard-switch threshold (Fig. 4.4 (b)), since then
the corruption of the SNR in the transition area does not occur. An example of how motion
can be handled in the image fusion process is presented in [55][89][70][64]. The easiest way
to partially solve the motion problem is to discard the long-exposed image part with motion
and use only the short-exposed image for those problematic pixels. Since the short-exposed
image is integrated over less time than the long-exposed image, it exhibits much less motion
problems, but it has a worse SNR. To improve the consistency of this approach and use a
single, short exposure for the complete moving object, an image-differencing algorithm can
be used, followed by a region-growing technique [70][64]. All the proposed methods can
improve the final exposure bracketing result. However, somemotion errors always remain
and can be observed for example as colored regions at the edges of moving objects.

Furthermore, most of these approaches work well for static digital images, but cannot
work well with digital video cameras, where large object or camera motion is involved and
no video delays are allowed. To solve for camera motion, Lasanget al. [64] proposed to use
a feature-based image alignment technique [64]. Unfortunately, its complexity prohibits the
real-time application, so that it remains a non-solved problem in real-time imaging.

In addition, the choice of using the short-exposed image when local motion is detected
can lead to much worse results in the presence of artificial light sources, such as fluorescent
lights. We will discuss this problem in this chapter, after having discussed the rectification of
the sensor non-linearity.

4.2 Combining long- and short-exposed images: sensor non-
linearity problem

4.2.1 Sensor non-linearity problem

In this section, we develop an algorithm to solve a problem ofsensor non-linearity, which
otherwise produces luminance and color error effects with double-exposure cameras. Let us
describe this problem in more detail.

The line graph from Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the functional relation between the input pixel
intensity level (x-axis) and the output signal (y-axis) of an image pickup sensor, whereIL
andIS represent the long- and short-exposed input images (Long, Short). Both curves show
a linear part and a part with non-linear distortion when going into saturation. Fig. 4.5 (b)
portrays a similar graph after two images are merged.

The process of double exposure imaging start with using a long and short exposure time.
The parameterR defines ratio between the actually applied exposure times (R = TL/TS,
whereTL is a long exposure time andTS is a short exposure time). In our proposal, the
short exposure time is equivalent to the sensor exposure time tET from Section 3.2, hence
TS = tET . During the image merging process, the values of theLongtransfer functionIL are
typically divided byR, resulting in a compensated long-exposed imageILc = IL/R. How-
ever, this normalization can introduce matching problems,as the compensated long-exposed
curveILc becomes saturated at rather low values of the light level. Todescribe this problem,
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we will use a modified normalization factor parameterRD, so that the normalization becomes
ILc = IL/RD. TheShorttransfer function, representing the functional relation between the
light level and the output signal related to short exposure time, remains unchanged. In case
of switching between long- and short-exposed images (as in Fig. 4.4 (b)), the resulting, com-
bined output signalIO can be obtained by making use of the following relations:

IO =

{

ILc if IS < IT ,

IS otherwise,
(4.1)

whereIT stands for sensor signal intensity threshold.

Since we control the HDR bracketing operation, the sensor output is linear in most of
its range, so we do not have to correct for the camera responsefunction [7][89]. However, it
is a well-known phenomenon that saturation effects occur for over-exposed areas in a long-
exposed image which bends the transfer characteristics, since too many electrons are captured
in one memory cell (pixel). The effect originates from the self-induced electrical field and
results in a distortion of the potential bucket of a sensor integration cell for high input levels.
The cross-over point of the transition between long- and short-exposed image is most critical,
since any discrepancy or mismatch at that point would introduce unacceptable color errors
and even the occurrence of colors in gray images or colorlessimage parts. Our aim is to
compensate this effect, so that both exposure parts become collinear. Let us further elaborate
on this.

The color sensors use color filters to create a color image. Inthe output signal of such
a sensor, the consecutive pixels can have different values as they are filtered with a different
color filter. Around the threshold levelIT , this results in a signalIO which originates from
pixels based on different input imagesIS or ILc. As the color decoding process may use the
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Figure 4.5: Basic principle of combiningLong- andShort-exposed images and signal distortions.
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Figure 4.6: Matching problems at the cross-over point of the short- and long-exposed image, depending
on the used sensor signal intensity normalization factorRD and ratioR between the long and short
exposure times.

differences between consecutive or nearby pixels, irregularities will create color errors6. In
our case, due to the non-linearity of the sensor output, the transfer function is non-continuous
at the thresholdIT when using the ratioRD = R to calculate theILc signal (see Fig. 4.6 (a)).
Furthermore, when this ratio is too small, as in Fig. 4.6 (b),matching problems are also
introduced. Moreover, even when the ratioRD is chosen to exactly matchIS andILc at the
thresholdIT (Fig. 4.6 (c)), the first derivative remains non-continuous(Fig. 4.6 (d)), which
still creates color errors. Therefore, we impose a continuity requirement in the broad sense
for matchingILc andIS functions, which is specified by:

ILc(I < IT ) ≈ IS(I < IT ), (4.2)

ILc(IT ) = IS(IT ), (4.3)

I ′Lc(IT ) = I ′S(IT ). (4.4)

Whereas the second and third requirements on continuity areimmediately clear, the first
needs a brief explanation. The first requirement is to ensurethat the function of the merged
images is basically linear or linear enough. The approximation in the relationship covers the
fact we can only measure this with limited accuracy to keep itfeasible for implementation.
Let us now present some solutions for copying with the sensornon-linearity, to satisfy the
three above requirements. This threefold satisfaction is called “matching” in the sequel.
Then, we will present our solution.

4.2.2 Sensor non-linearity correction

A. Conventional solutions for matching

One of the possible approaches to cope with the sensor’s non-linearity is to use minimum
AGC setting [56]. The idea is to calibrate the image sensor such that it operates only in the
linear mode (part) of the Opto-Electronic Conversion Function (OECF), by multiplying the
signal with a gain. Thereby, we shift the non-linear part of the OECF to the clipping range.

6This effect is much stronger for complementary-mosaic sensor types than for Bayer sensors.
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However, we noticed that the OECF non-linearity starts at anearly stage, so that this approach
can severely reduce the applicable dynamic range of the sensor. Other approaches [52][53]
try to overcome this problem by making a gradual transition over a certain range when going
over from long- (ILc) to short-exposed images (IS), instead of switching. This approach is
effectively mixing between long- and short-exposed images(as in e.g. Fig. 4.4 (a)), which
minimizes the discrepancy mismatch and color-error problems in the transition region. How-
ever, this idea has some drawbacks, as the noise in the short-exposed imageIS is much higher
(by a factorR) than in the normalized long-exposed imageILc. In order for the mixer to ef-
fectively bridge the discrepancy, thresholdIT1 has to be set quite low, and as a result, nearly
the whole mixing range would be dominated by the noise of the short-exposed image. This
operation sacrifices much of the precious low-noiseILc range. Hence, whatever the adopted
approach to combine the long- and short-exposed images (mixing or switching), the continu-
ity requirement going fromILc to IS should be preserved as good as possible, to avoid both
matching errors and SNR reduction.

B. Proposed algorithm for matching

The purpose of our matching algorithm is to correct the sensor nonlinearity and thereby en-
sure a smooth transition between the long- and short-exposed images. Our strategy is to
employ a correction function on the long-exposed image prior to merging it with the short-
exposed image. The curve of this function is compensating the non-linear sensor output such
that the resulting normalized transfer function of the long-exposed image (ILc) is linear and
exactly connects to the transfer functionIS and satisfies the continuity requirements in the
broad sense.

Looking at Fig. 4.6, it can be seen that the long-exposed curve to be matched shows a
parabolic behavior. Therefore, we propose a second-order polynomial function to compensate
for this behavior. For example, this is specified by:

y = x+ k1 · x+ k2 · (x− p)2u(x− p). (4.5)

The termk1x compensates the general charge distortion in the sensor (starting from the very
beginning of the input range) and termk2(x− p)2x>p (only valid forx > p due to a unit-step
function u) is compensating the very pronounced saturation of the output stage for high-
intensity values of the sensor signal. Hence, the parameterp is a sensor-dependent value and
can be found in advance, with typical valuesp > 50 % of the range. The proposed correction
function uses the factorsk1, k2 andp, wherek1 andk2 need to be found and dynamically
adapted, as the non-linearity of the sensor is temperature-dependent and in some cases also
image-content dependent. To find these parameters, the signals IS and ILc are measured
at defined levels and after some curve-fitting calculations,the parameters for the non-linear
correction function can be computed, so that they minimize any discrepancy between the
curves. Let us further describe an example algorithm for thecurve fitting.

An example algorithm and implementation details
We measure theIS andILc signals and close a feedback control loop such that the differences
between these signals become zero when a perfect match is achieved. The speed of the control
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Figure 4.7: Correction of the non-linearity of OECF and image combination.

loop is made very slow, so that any signal disturbances are filtered. In our implementation,
a software feedback loop is made using four measurement binswith a width of 1/64th of
the ILc range (Fig. 4.7). The values of the pixels falling in the binsare summed over a
frame time, from which the average values of normalized long-exposed imageILc and short-
exposed imageIS in a bin are calculated. The first bin is positioned atIbin1=50 % of the
threshold valueIT . From the first-bin measurement,k1 can be optimized in a feedback loop,
so that

ILc(Ibin1) ≈ IS(Ibin1). (4.6)

The second bin is positioned just below the threshold levelIT and the 3rd and the 4th
bin just above the threshold levelIT . Whenk1 is found and asp is fixed,k2 can easily be
computed with the use of the 3rd bin, so that

ILc(Ibin3) ≈ IS(Ibin3). (4.7)

The 2nd and 4th bin can be used to check if the optimization is correct or the bin posi-
tions should be changed due to a higher or lower distortion than expected. The final result
should be such that the contents of the corresponding bins inlong- and short-exposed images
are the same.

Alternatively, instead of employing feedback-loop based calculations, it is also possible
to measureIL andIS and make a suitable feedforward control. For example, first alinear
regression for the parameterk1 can be performed, followed by a second regression for the
parameterk2. It is important that the regression also ensures the exact match of theILc

andIS curves at the merging point. However, there are two reasons why this would lead to a
more complicated solution. First, it requires a more accurate modeling of the behavior, which
increases the complexity. Second, it requires a higher accuracy in the calculations and is more
computationally intensive. In contrast with this, a feedback-based system is inherently robust
and simple for the type of model adopted.
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C. Experimental results

Let us now present an example of our sensor non-linearity correction algorithm. Fig. 4.8 (a)
displays a real camera-output image with a sensor non-linearity problem. Visible luminance
and color distortions are occurring at the transitions between the long- and short-exposed im-
age. These distortions are aggravated by the presence of fluorescent light sources and by the
used complementary-mosaic sensor type which interprets sensor signal-intensity differences
as colors. As can be observed from Fig. 4.8 (b), an output image after non-linearity correc-
tion does not display short- and long-exposure matching problems. However, still some color
errors are visible in the (bright) image parts which are constructed from the short-exposed
image, due to the fluorescent light present in the scene. The problems occurring with the
fluorescent light sources will be handled in the following section.

4.3 HDR imaging problems with fluorescent light sources

4.3.1 Problem description

In this section, we develop a performance improvement for a double exposure camera in the
presence of fluorescent light sources, which may give luminance flickering and color-error
effects. Let us describe how this problem evolves.

The mixing of the short- and the long-exposed image as discussed in the previous section
presents problems in case of specific lighting conditions and motion. Problems occur in the
presence of artificial light sources, particularly fluorescents, where light intensity and color
are strongly modulated at twice the local mains frequency. If the integration (exposure) time
of the sensor is not a multiple of the period of the fluorescentlight source, the amount of
integrated light varies per field (frame), which results in temporal intensity flickering and
changing colors. The frequency of light flickering is either100 Hz or 120 Hz, according to
national mains standards, and can vary up to 2% of the mains frequency. To cope with this
problem, the sensor integration is set manually or a flicker detection mechanism is activated,
so that the integration time becomes an integer number of thefluorescence period (n/100 s
or n/120s consecutively, depending on the national mains frequency, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .). This
special operation is a valid solution in single-exposure time sensors, but not in multi-exposure
time sensors. For example, if the longer exposure time isTL =1/100s, the shorter exposure
time will be several times shorter (the exact relation depends on their ratioR) and will not
be adequate for the operation in fluorescence light condition. In this section, we propose
two solutions to improve the performance of a double exposure camera in the presence of
fluorescent light sources.

In Fig. 4.9, we can observe the influence of the fluorescent light source on the amount
of light in the image. In case of 50-Hz mains frequency, the output light oscillates with 100-
Hz frequency. If the long exposure time is not a multiple of the fluorescence period, the
amount of integrated light can vary per field/frame due to a slow drift in the mains frequency.
Here,TL andTS represent long (L) and short (S) exposure time periods, interlinked with the
ratio R, as inTL = R · TS. This is why a long exposure time has to be set to a multiple
of the fluorescence period, for instance 1/100 s in a 50-Hz mains area (as in Fig. 4.10) and
1/120 s in a 60-Hz mains area. For both integration cases, frequency/phase drift of the mains
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: (a) Example of the sensor non-linearity problem: visible luminance and color distortions
are displayed at the transitions between the long- and short-exposed image; (b) Output image after
non-linearity correction, which does not display short- and long-exposed image matching problems.
However, still some color errors are visible in the image parts which are constructed from the short-
exposed image, due to the fluorescent light sources in the scene.
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Figure 4.9: Due to a slow drift in the mains frequency or a variable exposure time, the amount of
gathered light varies over time. This results in a light flicker and variable coloration due to the
various positions of both long and short exposure times withrespect to the oscillation period of
fluorescent light.
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Figure 4.10: Long-exposure time is set to a multiple of the fluorescence light period (e.g. to 1/100 s or

1/120 s, depending on the mains frequency). The short-exposure time has a variable level output
and color content, depending on the sampling moment.

does not influence the amount of gathered light during the long exposure period. However,
although this provides a good solution for the long exposureperiod, the light gathered within
the short exposure period is inevitably sampled at various positions of the oscillation period
of the fluorescent light. Let us now detail on three problematic aspects when fluorescent light
sources appear in the scene.

• First, due to a slow frequency/phase drift, the amount of light gathered within a short
exposure time period is variable and can be observed as the low-frequency flicker in
brighter parts of the image. Furthermore, the inevitable sensor signal intensity differ-
ences between the long- and the short-exposed images in thiscondition are detected
and considered scene motion. For sensor signal intensitiesbelow the thresholdIT , the
resulting image would normally be derived from the long-exposed image. However, the
output image in these “motion” regions is constructed from the short-exposed image
to reduce motion blur, which introduces intensity flickering, even in the darker image
parts.

• Second, the output of the fluorescent light tube is also not constant in color, but has
different colors within the period. Depending on the type offluorescent light, e.g. when
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Figure 4.11: Measured intensity outputs of various light sources do not follow a sin2 characteristic.
Additionally, some light sources exhibit various distortions at the moments of on-off switching. The
left image presents light outputs of three fluorescent lamps, and the right image the output of a Sox
lamp.

switching on, the fluorescent light is more red and yellow (Period A in Fig. 4.10), while
at the peak of its periodic interval it is white (Period B), and at the end (switching off)
it turns blue (Period C). This property effectively createsvarious colors in image parts
that are normally colorless.

• Third, the outputs of the used light sources do not comply with asin2 characteristic, but
often exhibit various distortions at moments of switching on and off, as the measured
curves in Fig. 4.11. Consequently, our algorithm has to be very robust and should not
be influenced by all possible distortions and interferences.

We briefly outline a solution here, which is based on two stages, where the second stage
consists of two options. If fluorescent light is detected in the image, solving the problem
of low-frequency intensity flicker and variable colorationoccurring in the short exposure
periods, the first indispensable step is to make the long exposure time equal to a multiple
of the fluorescence light period (for instance to 1/100 s or 1/120 s, depending on the mains
frequency, see Fig. 4.10). This involves the detection of fluorescent light to determine the long
exposure time. Afterwards, in the second stage, we propose two following basic options.

1) Shifting the short-exposed image out of the display range: problematic image parts
which are constructed from the short-exposed image are removed from the display range as
much as possible, by modifying the gain control. Besides this, the image color saturation in
bright parts is reduced.

2) Fluorescence locking: This is performed such that the time interval where the short-
exposed image is captured, is always positioned at the optimal moment within the fluorescent
light period, namely at the peak (maximum) of the fluorescentlight output (see the dark
interval at the top in Period B in Fig. 4.10). Hence, we ensurethat light integrated during the
short exposure time is nearly constant over time and has a correct color (not influenced by
the fluorescence light source).

In the next subsection, we will discuss the first solution consisting of the detection stage
and followed by the first option of shifting the short-exposed image. Afterwards, in Sec-
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Figure 4.12: Proposed algorithm for detection of fluorescent light and shifting the short-exposed image.

tion 4.3.3, we will present the florescence locking proposal. However, the latter concept is
very recent immature work, of which only the concept is proposed and explained. Some
further details are found in publication [31].

4.3.2 Algorithm: detection of fluorescent light and shifting the short-
exposed image

Fig. 4.12 presents the concept of the proposed algorithm forthe detection of fluorescent light
in the scene and then applying the shifting of the short-exposed image out of the display
range. Although it is possible to manually trigger a fluorescent mode of processing, we omit
this option and directly pursue the design of an automatic fluorescence detector.

First, the luminance intensity and color errors occurring in the short-exposed image
are measured. These errors will show a sinusoidal behavior in the presence of fluorescent
light. However, motion in the scene and other light sources can significantly affect the sen-
sor intensity- and color-error measurements. For this reason, we have to perform filtering of
these measurements and ensure more accurate and reliable results. After the filtering stage,
we detect the frequency, amplitude and temporal consistency of the error signals. The algo-
rithm for the fluorescent light detection uses these measurement and makes a decision about
the existence of the fluorescent light in the scene. As a second step, when fluorescent light is
detected, we shift the corrupted short-exposed image out ofthe display range and apply color
faders to remove any remaining color errors. In the remainder of this subsection, we describe
the steps of the complete algorithm in more detail.

A. Sensor intensity- and color-error measurements

We have already discussed that in the presence of fluorescentlight, the long exposure time
should be set to a multiple of the fluorescence period. The intensity of the long-exposed image
will then be constant because the 1/100 s (or 1/120 s) integration time equals the duration of a
100-Hz (120-Hz) cycle of the fluorescent light source. The short-exposed image may contain
large intensity (luminance) and color errors, as it integrates only a small part of the squared
sine wave (for instance,10ms/R for the 100-Hz fluorescent cycle;R = TL/TS). If the
camera is not locked to the mains frequency, the errors will sinusoidally change over time.
To be able to detect fluorescent light conditions and to adaptthe dual exposure processing,
we propose two measurement types, which are performed each field/frame:

• Intensity-error measurements: calculate the amplitude differences between the long-
and the short-exposed pixels in several intensity regions of the sensor signal;
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• Color-error measurements: measure the color error by accumulating the differences in
color between the long- and the short-exposed pixels withina certain intensity range
of the sensor signal.

The differences in sensor signal intensity and color between the long and the short-
exposed pixels depend on the exposure times and phase relation between the exposure mo-
ments and the mains frequency. We can perform these measurements only in the sensor
signal intensity areas, where both long- and short-exposedpixels are not saturated (for sensor
signal intensity smaller thanIT in Fig. 4.4,ILc < IT ). Both sensor signal intensity- and
color-error measurements will display similar sinusoidalbehavior under fluorescent lighting
condition. A more detailed discussion and the actual implementation of the error measure-
ments are presented in Appendix B. Here, we briefly discuss these two measurement types.
To increase robustness, we will use the outcome of both measurement types simultaneously
for the fluorescent detection algorithm.

A1. Intensity-error measurements
The average values of the corrected long-ILc and the short-exposed pixelsIS in n sensor
signal intensity regions are accumulated. We also count thenumber of pixels that are accu-
mulated. The differences between these measurements atn sensor signal intensity levels can
be plotted as a waveform, which will show a periodic (sinusoidal) behavior in the presence
of artificial light in the considered sensor signal intensity range. We will call these intensity
differences Error Intensity signalsEIj for j = 1, . . . n, which are defined as:

EIj =
∑

ILc(x,y)<IT∧Mj

(ILc(x, y)− IS(x, y)), j = 1, . . . n. (4.8)

The parameterj refers to a specific sensor signal intensity range (e.g. a binin a histogram),
andx andy are pixel coordinates. In the previous equation, we use a pre-selection maskMj,
which only considers pixels within sensor signal intensityrangej. In addition, pixels from
the long- and short-exposed image that are very different from each other are rejected, since
they probably originate from differences caused by motion and light changes. Hence, mask
Mj is defined as

Mj =

{

1, ILc(x, y) ∈ I(j) ∧ |ILc(x, y)− IS(x, y)| < TI ,
0, otherwise,

(4.9)

whereTI is an empirically determined intensity threshold. The values of variousEIj mea-
surements will be used as input signals for the fluorescent detection algorithm.

A2. Color-error measurements
The color-error measurement involves the differences in color between the short- and long-
exposed pixels. For example, while color originating from the long-exposed image is white, it
changes from red to blue in the short-exposed image. We will call these color-error measure-
ments Error Color signalsEC . Color difference signals are created as the differences between
two subsequent neighboring pixels. For example, for a Bayertype of image sensor7, color

7Similar reasoning holds for the complementary mosaic (CyanMagenta Yellow Green, CMYG) sensor.
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Figure 4.13: The time variation of the averageCr andCb color differences measured in a small region,

in a typical scene with a fluorescent light source, withTC = 0.1Imax.

differences between R and G channels (R−G) can be compared (subtracted) for the long- (L)
and short-exposed pixels (S), and then produce the red errorECr signal. The same holds for
the difference of B and G color channels (B−G) between the long- and short-exposed pixels,
yielding a blue error signalECb . Each field/frame, these differences are measured separately
for red and blue lines and also the number of pixels that are accumulated, are counted. This
leads to the following specification

ECr =
∑

ILc(x,y)<IT∧MCr

[R(x, y)−G(x, y)]L − [R(x, y)−G(x, y)]S , (4.10)

ECb =
∑

ILc(x,y)<IT∧MCb

[B(x, y)−G(x, y)]L − [B(x, y)−G(x, y)]S . (4.11)

In the previous equations, we use pre-selection masksMCr andMCb, which only consider
pixels that have moderate color differences, to exclude as much as possible differences caused
by motion and light changes. Hence, maskMCr is specified as

MCr =

{

1, |(R(x, y)−G(x, y))L − (R(x, y)−G(x, y))S | < TC ,
0, otherwise,

(4.12)

whereTC is an empirically determined color threshold. A similar mask is computed forECb

color errors.
As mentioned, if color-error measurements show periodic (sinusoidal) behavior, this in-

dicates the presence of fluorescent light. Example color-error measurements according to
the above equations and conditions, are shown in Figs. 4.13–4.15, where parameterTC =
0.1Imax. The horizontal axis represents the time scale at frame resolution.

In Fig. 4.13, we present color-difference errors of the signalsCr andCb in a typical
scene with a fluorescent light source. In Fig. 4.14, we show the influence of motion on the
same color errors: a noticeable disturbance of the measurement can be observed, which can-
not completely be removed by theTC threshold. Finally, in Fig. 4.15, we depict the influence
of other light sources on the color-error signals. The errors shown in this figure are recorded
under essentially the same conditions as in Fig. 4.13, wherethe only difference in the set-up
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Figure 4.14: In the presence of motion in the scene, the above color-errormeasurements of the
previous figure are disturbed. ParameterTC is set toTC = 0.1Imax.
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Figure 4.15: The color-error measurements can also be disturbed by otherlight sources. Errors
in this figure are recorded under the same conditions as in Fig. 4.13. The only difference is
an active LCD screen visible in a part of the scene, causing high-harmonic noise. Parameter
TC is set toTC = 0.1Imax.

is an active LCD screen visible in a part of the scene, leadingto the high-harmonic noise
distortion superimposed on the sinusoidal waveform.

The described color and intensity measurement sub-systemsand a part of the filtering
was implemented as a sub-system in an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). The
corresponding block diagram of the logic is shown in Fig. 4.16. The blocks in the diagram
with inequalities are determining the selected pixels in the mask, where the filtering takes
place. Further implementation details of the detector diagram are presented in Appendix B.

A3. Removing motion, noise and other artifacts from the measurement signals

• Spectral filtering. Once measured, error signals should be filtered to remove allthe
spectral components that do not belong to the waveform modelof fluorescent light. If
we assume that the deviation of the mains frequency from its nominal value is±1%,
the filters have to remove all spectral components outside this range, such as the super-
imposed noise depicted in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.16: Fluorescent light detection block diagram of the ASIC implementation.

• Motion-effect and light-change filtering.Moreover, the remaining disturbances origi-
nating from motion or other light changes in the scene are filtered subsequently. For
example, when light(s) in the scene are switched on and off, and/or when large-scale
motion is present, the color-error measurement signals areconsiderably disturbed and
are not reliable. If any of these conditions is detected, measurements are disregarded
until the image stabilizes. In some cases, measurements arereset to accommodate
scene changes. All these consistency and reliability measures are implemented for
both the sensor signal intensity as well as for the color-error measurements.
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B. Fluorescent-light detection algorithm

The previously discussed sensor signal intensity- and color-error measurements are used as
input signals to the actual fluorescent light detection algorithm. Let us now focus on the
detection algorithm itself.

When intensity- and color-error measurements are showing periodic (sinusoidal) behav-
ior and as they are difference signals, the dominant mains frequency waveform is removed
by the substraction. Then, the resulting waveform shows thedeviations, i.e. a frequency de-
viation of maximally 1% of the mains frequency. The sensor intensity and color-error signals
should also have a significant amplitude, to indicate the presence of florescent light sources
in the scene. The detection strategy is thus to remove all thedisturbances and perform the fol-
lowing three measurements: (1)amplitudeof the error signals, (2)frequencyof those signals
and (3)temporal detection consistencyof the detected fluorescent light.

The amplitudeA of the error signals is measured by a robust envelope detector, that is
specified as follows:A = EMx − EMn, whereEMx = F (max(E)) represents the filtered
maximum value of the error andmax operation is performed on a sliding window with a
length that may be in the order of magnitude of up to thousandsof frames. In this equation,
F represents a filtering operation that excludes motion and other disturbances of the error
signals. Similar reasoning holds for finding the minimum errorEMn.

The oscillation frequency is obtained by calculating a period between two zero-crossing
moments. Actually, error signals do have a DC value that depends on the mains frequency and
on the scene contents. We have to estimate this DC value. Hence, points where the error is
crossing its DC level are used for sinusoidal period determination. Finally, we check whether
the calculated amplitude is significant and the frequency ofthe color error is within 1% of
the mains frequency for a certain amount of time. This duration measurement improves the
consistency of the detection. Despite the structure of the measurements, our experimental
results will reveal that sometimes complicated situationsoccur, which lead to special signal
patterns. This will be discussed in the experimental results of the fluorescent light detector
subsection (D).

In the special case when the fluorescent locking is used in combination with the detector
discussed here (described in Section 4.3.3), the error measurement signals are likely to be
constant over time and have non-zero values, which is then anindication of the presence of
florescent light sources in the scene.

Resuming with the normal case without fluorescent locking, if the above detection con-
ditions are satisfied, our fluorescent light detector provides a positive detection and we can
perform the procedure of shifting the short-exposed image parts from the output intensity
range. By doing so, we will loose the benefit of having an improved SNR as achieved by
the exposure bracketing. However, the intensity/luminance and color errors caused by the
fluorescent light can be quite severe and the choice for shifting results in a more stable image
quality. If we still would like to keep the benefit of exposurebracketing, we would have to
ensure that the output of the short-exposed image has constant intensity and color. This can
be achieved by means of a “fluorescence locking” procedure, which is proposed as a second
option for handling fluorescent light in the image. The locking procedure is discussed in
Section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.17: Principle of shifting the short-exposed image out of the display range. (a) Conventional
output image is corrupted in the short-exposed part; (b) using the gainG brings the short-exposed
image to the clipping range; (c) by closing the lens, the sameoutput intensity level is achieved.

C. Shifting the short-exposed image and reducing the color saturation

To avoid fluorescent-light problems, we now detail the solution of shifting the short-exposed
image out of the display range, so that only the long-exposedimage remains effective. Once
the fluorescent-light detection is performed, the following operations have to take place. Sim-
ilar to the single-exposure camera in the presence of fluorescent light, the long exposure time
TL is made equal to a multiple of the fluorescence light period. The long- and short-exposed
images are afterwards combined to a single output imageIO, as in Fig. 4.17 (a). GainG is
applied to the combined signal, so that the image parts constituted of short exposure (having
sensor signal input intensity higher thanIT ) are removed from the output range, which ef-
fectively results inIO = R · ILc (see Fig. 4.17 (b)). This implies the use of a gain setting
of, for example,G = R, and if the ratio of the exposure times isR = 4, then gainG = 4.
Consequently, the long-exposed image parts (having the integration time of e.g. 1/100 s or
1/120 s) will constitute the majority of the output signal (Fig. 4.17 (b)). If some parts of the
short-exposed image are left in the image, color reduction (fading) will be applied to those
parts to remove false colors. At the same time, the lens is closed in such a way that the same
average light output is achieved prior to shifting the short-exposed image (Fig. 4.17 (c)).

D. Experimental results of the fluorescent light detector

We present three examples of the performance of our fluorescence detection algorithm (Figs. 4.18–
4.20). The figures show sensor signal color(intensity)-error measurements and several de-
rived variables which are used in the algorithm. The signalAmplitude Fluorescentis an esti-
mate of the amplitude of theColor Error signal. We derive the signal amplitude by detecting
a robust positive and negative envelope of the color-error signal. To detect frequency shifts of
the fluorescent light with respect to the mains frequency, wemeasure the time between sub-
sequent crossings of theColor Error signal through a DC value of the color-error signalDC
Fluorescent. The signalDC Fluorescentis calculated as a robust, long-term average value of
the color-error signal. The valuePeriod Countis a counter that measures the oscillation time
(period) of the color-error signal, and is used to derive a period of the fluorescent lightPeriod
Fluorescent. Using the previous measurements, we can decide whether fluorescent light is
present in the scene, indicated by the signalDetected.

In Fig. 4.18, we show the detector response to a scene containing a fluorescent light
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Figure 4.18: Color-error signal and derived signals used for detection of fluorescent light. This figure shows measurements in case offluorescent light
with increasing frequency over time.
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Figure 4.19: Color-error signal and derived signals used for detection of fluorescent light. This figure shows measurements in case ofswitching
fluorescent light on and off.
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Figure 4.20: Color-error signal and derived signals used for detection of fluorescent light. This figure shows measurements in case when motion occurs,
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(a) Blue color errors in image parts, originating
from the short exposure time.

(b) Yellow color errors in image parts, originating
from the short exposure time.

(c) Color errors are removed from the image.

Figure 4.21: Color errors occur with fluorescent light, visible as time-dependent coloration, which can be for example: (a) blue; (b)yellow. (c) Result is
improved when shifting the short-exposed image and reduction of the color saturation is applied.
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source with increasing frequency over time8. In Fig. 4.19, we present the detector response to
florescent light that is switched off and on again. In Fig. 4.20, we show a more complex scene
which includes both motion, changing frequency of fluorescent light and switching other light
sources on and off. In all these cases, the detection is correctly performed. Fig. 4.21 presents a
test scene with fluorescent light, where color errors occur in the resulting image, originating
from the short exposure time. The color errors are visible ascoloration depending on the
capture moment, and which can be for example blue (subfigure (a)) or yellow (subfigure (b)).
When fluorescent light is detected, we apply the proposed shifting of the short-exposed image
from the display range and reducing the color saturation (aspresented in Section 4.3.2 C),
which results in an improved output image without color errors (subfigure (c)).

These experiments reveal in a clear way that the primary design challenge for a fluo-
rescent light detector is to provide a sufficiently high detection robustness. However, the
robustness of this system is difficult to achieve when various interferences occur simultane-
ously. For example, the combination of large-scale motion,sudden light changes and multiple
light sources with different behavior and phases, pose significant challenges for the detection
algorithm. To further increase the detection robustness, we need the above-discussed stabiliz-
ing mechanisms, like excluding pixels from motion, light changes, disturbing light sources,
etc. By using these precautions, we can preserve a correct detection. In our experiments with
various test scenes, we have observed a very high detection accuracy where only in about
5% of the cases the detector fails (in 1 out of 20 test scenes the detection is negative, but
there is fluorescent light at that moment in the scene). At thesame time, the false positive
detection rate is about 10% (in 1 out of 10 test scenes the detection is positive, but there is no
fluorescent light at that moment in the scene). The false detection rates are primarily caused
by large scene changes and significant scene motion, but as soon as these effects decrease,
the system recovers and performs reliable detection again.A solution in these cases is to ig-
nore the detection in case of large scene changes and significant scene motion. In most other
cases, when fast moving objects are not larger than 40% of theimage size as in standard user
scenarios, the detection is robust and correct.

The experimental results presented here show that a significant progress has been made in
an area that is not reported in scientific literature. This makes our contribution already highly
valuable, although we recognize that further research needs to be performed to clarify the
interdependencies between the mentioned parameters, so that a more reproducible algorithm
can be designed. Furthermore, additional robustness improvements would be advantageous.

4.3.3 Alternative algorithmic principle: fluorescence locking

In this subsection we present an alternative algorithmic principle for operation of the double-
exposure camera in the fluorescent light environment. What is presented here is not a fully
developed algorithm, but an idea that was partially tested since there was no further time
available. However, the results are so promising in some cases, that we want to present this
idea.

Fluorescence locking is a procedure of changing the camera operating frequency and

8The actual maximum drift in the mains frequency is 0.5 Hz in the experiment, which can happen in practice
when heavy equipment is connected to the network.
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Figure 4.22: Fluorescent locking conceptual block diagram.

phase, with the objective to synchronize the exposure measurement with the mains frequency,
such that the moment at which the short-exposure integration is performed, is positioned at
the optimal moment within the fluorescent light period, i.e.the interval for on-off excita-
tion. This optimal moment occurs at the peak (maximum) of thelight output (Period B in
Fig. 4.10). Therefore, we ensure that the light integrated during the short exposure time is
constant over time and has a correct color, which is then not influenced by the variable fluo-
rescence light output and on-off switching effects of the fluorescent tubes. Otherwise, due to
a frequency drift of the mains signal, integrated light in the short-exposed image changes the
color temperature and dominant color content over time.

The optimal read moment is achieved by making a feedback loopbased on Phase Locked
Loop principles (PLL), such that it assures the correct phase (read-out moment) of the short
exposure time with respect to the fluorescent lighting (see Fig. 4.22). In case that the correct
read-out moment is selected for the short exposure time, color errors are either constant, or
do not exist, so that an oscillatory (periodic) behavior of the color and intensity errors is
absent. The input for the feedback loop can be e.g. one of the sensor intensity- and color-
error signalsEI andEC between the long- and short-exposed images [31]. This proposal
using a PLL compensates for the phase difference between theoptimal read moment and the
actual read moment of the short-exposed image. In addition,there may be a slow frequency
variation of the mains frequency (usually up to 1% of a nominal value). The elegancy of using
one robust PLL-based control loop is that it can also lock to the actual mains frequency at the
same time. The fluorescent locking control is achieved by realizing two important aspects:

• Changing the camera system clock (and sensor)fsystem, so that it is locked to the
actual mains frequencyfmains, which is also driving the fluorescent light sources,
hencefsystem ∝ fmains andfframe = fmains, wherefframe is the frame frequency.

• Given the frequency lock, we adjust the camera sampling phase, such that the short ex-
posure time is symmetrically positioned about the peak (maximum) of the fluorescent
light output (Period B in Fig. 4.10).

There is another complicated situation in the lighting, that occurs when multiple light
sources appear in the scene, operating at different phases of the mains frequency. When such
multi-phase fluorescent light is present in the scene, the camera will lock to the phase that
gives the largest output signal. Usually, all mains signal phases are running synchronously
with each other and if the camera locks to one of them, their mutual synchronization will be
maintained. This means that light sources having a phase other than the one the camera is
locked to, will have a constant phase relationship and will be giving a constant light output
and associated color.
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(a) Fluorescence locking off. (b) Fluorescence locking on.

Figure 4.23: Scene with fluorescent light, when: (a) fluorescence lockingis off; (b) fluorescence locking
is on.

Figure 4.24: Original HDR image.

Figure 4.25: (left) HDR image after global tone mapping and without localcontrast enhancement
showing decreased SNR; (right) image with improved SNR, using the exposure bracketing. The
noise improvement is marginally visible after printing.
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The conceptual results of the phase locking procedure are promising and a quick im-
mature experiment has revealed that we can achieve a constant intensity and color output.
However, this is recent, ongoing work of which the results are still emerging. For example,
tuning of the PID loop and its correct operation under all circumstances is a complicated mat-
ter and still under investigation. The biggest challenge lies in removing all the interferences
to the measurement errors, as for instance presented in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15. A considerable
advantage of phase locking is that we still enjoy the benefitsof an increased SNR due to the
exposure bracketing technique, which enables us to performoptimal tone mapping and im-
age enhancement techniques. An example of the effect of fluorescence locking is presented
in Fig. 4.23, where subfigure (a) shows fluorescence errors asvisible coloration in the image,
which is removed when fluorescence locking is employed (subfigure (b)) and the correct read-
out moment for the short exposure time is chosen symmetrically about the peak (maximum)
of the fluorescent light output.

An alternative technique to image-based fluorescent light detection and locking can be
based on employing a light-metering diode, which has an added value of being much less
sensitive to motion objects in the scene. In such a case, the same procedure of detection
and locking can be performed as previously described. However, the disadvantage of this
approach is that it requires an additional sensor, the measuring photo diode.

4.4 Experimental results of noise reduction by the exposure
bracketing technique

This section presents sample results of the performance of the proposed Extended Dynamic
Range (EDR) technique. The samples refer to one frame of a video sequence grabbed directly
at the output of a video camera. Fig. 4.24 shows a critical test image that was used for the
experiments, which will be explained first. The right side ofthe image, placed against the
light box, is covered with a dark foil to create a larger dynamic-range image. The data behind
the foil is not visible due to the low luminance levels, but will be made visible later by our
tone mapping experiments. The left side of the image is not covered, but simply shows dark
background. For our EDR experiments, we have to apply a Global Tone Mapping Function
(GTMF), which was taken from [22] since it was readily available.

Let us now discuss the results. Fig. 4.25 shows the difference between the standard
camera output (left) and the EDR camera output (right). In both cases, the GTMF is applied.
As can be observed in Fig. 4.25 (left), the SNR performance islimited when the exposure
bracketing technique is not incorporated. This is visible by the somewhat higher noise level
at the right and the coarse-grain nature of the noise. With the proposed exposure bracketing
technique (Fig. 4.25 (right)), the SNR is improved (though marginally visible after printing).

Since perception of details after applying the GTMF only is still poor, we have added
a further step, called the Local Adaptive Contrast Enhancement (LACE) technique from our
previous work [27], which was partially presented in Chapter 2. This technique enables
visualization of more details, especially in the dark parts. A further improvement of this
local tone mapping will be discussed in Chapter 6. Fig. 4.26 presents the local-contrast
improved images. We observe that the use of the exposure bracketing technique improves the
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Figure 4.26: (left) HDR image without exposure bracketing and after GTMFand LACE having an unacceptable SNR; (right) the same tone-mapped image
with improved SNR, using the exposure bracketing.

Figure 4.27: (left) HDR image with additional gamma function, without exposure bracketing after GTMF and LACE, better showing an unacceptable
SNR; (right) the same image based on the involved processing, with exposure bracketing, giving improved SNR.
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unacceptable SNR performance at the Fig. 4.26 (left), to a picture which has much less noise,
see Fig. 4.26 (right).

To further visualize the SNR improvement in a more clear way,we have applied an
additional gamma function to the images of Fig. 4.26. The result after applying the gamma
function to the images from Fig. 4.26 is shown in Fig. 4.27. Itcan be seen that the contrast is
decreased, but the purpose here is to show the SNR improvement in the dark image parts. It
can be observed that the noise becomes vary well visible in the image at the left, where the
EDR exposure bracketing is not applied.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have briefly presented several commonly-used dynamic-range extension
techniques for imaging sensors to overcome the intrinsic problems of the limited dynamic
range of capturing devices. Due to potential problems with image fidelity, color accuracy and
sensitivity with majority of these methods, we have adoptedexposure bracketing technique
for creating a significant extension of the sensor’s dynamicrange. After this extension, the
dynamic range becomes about 100 dB. The exposure bracketingis currently the only feasible
HDR solution for high-end real-time camera processing withacceptable costs. A good alter-
native for a moderate dynamic range extension with an outputdynamic range of about 90 dB
can be a technique where two types of sensor pixels are used: one with high and another one
with low sensitivity. This discussion is further elaborated in Chapter 10.

The exposure bracketing technique is not ideal and has certain drawbacks with respect
to motion in the scene, non-linearity of the sensor output, and the influence of light coming
from non-constant light sources. This chapter has contributed primarily in decreasing the
influence of non-linear sensor output and the influence of fluorescent light sources.

First, when addressing sensor nonlinearity, we have increased the operating range of
the sensor’s opto-electronic conversion function by applying a non-linear correction function
to the distorted sensor signal. Our contribution is to realize a good dynamically-controlled
match between the long- and the short-exposed image by connecting the sensor signal con-
version functions in a smooth and continuous way. This is achieved by applying a non-linear
correction function to the distorted sensor signal, implementing a second-order polynomial
with coefficients adaptively estimated from the signal itself. This match creates a jointly
combined conversion function yielding a larger dynamic range image. The smoothness in
the correction also avoids discrepancies in the transitionregion between the long- and the
short-exposed images.

Second, we have explained challenges of motion and artificial light sources such as fluo-
rescent lights and have proposed two mechanisms for handling fluorescent lights: automatic
fluorescent light detection and fluorescence locking. The fluorescent detector is based on
measurements of sensor signal intensity and color errors present in the short-exposed image.
These errors will show a sinusoidal behavior in scenes with fluorescent light. Unfortunately,
any motion in the scene and the appearance of other light sources can significantly distort
the sensor signal intensity- and color-error measurements. For this reason, we have filtered
the occurring motion and other (light) disturbances from these measurements to ensure more
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accurate and reliable results. This is followed by the detection of frequency, amplitude and
temporal consistency of the error signals. The algorithm for the fluorescent light detection
checks whether these measurement show a significant amplitude, the locking frequency is
smaller than 1% of the mains frequency and provides a good detection consistency. The de-
gree of consistency indicates the existence of the fluorescent light in the scene. If the detection
is positive, then a signal gain function is applied to the combined signal, so that the corrupted
image parts constituted of short exposure are removed from the output range. Consequently,
the long-exposed image parts that do not suffer from varyingillumination will constitute the
majority of the output signal. Additionally, color reduction (fading) will be applied to the
resulting image to remove remaining false colors. The light-detection experiments show that
it is possible to design a fluorescent light detector, but therobustness is not always ensured in
case of significant motion in the scene or with other interfering light sources. When motion
influence is below 40% of the total image, the detection is working properly.

An alternative algorithmic principle of fluorescence locking ensures that light integrated
during the short exposure time is constant over time and has acorrect color, which is not
influenced by the variable fluorescence light output and on-off switching effects of the fluo-
rescent tubes. This is achieved by synchronizing the exposure measurement with the mains
frequency. To this end, we have changed the camera system clock and phase to position
the capturing moment of the short-exposure integration at the optimal moment within the
fluorescent light period: at the peak (maximum) of the light output period. This frequency
locking and phase adjustment is achieved by using the intensity and color errors between
the long- and short-exposed images as a control signal to drive a Phase Locked Loop (PLL)
that minimizes these errors. In most cases, the synchronization of the capturing moment is
successfully established. However, the robustness of thissystem is difficult to achieve when
various interferences occur simultaneously. These phenomena still need further research.

The previous chapter of this thesis has introduced a video-level control subsystem in a
camera and has shown that it is possible to maximize the SNR ofthe captured image, while
perceptually improving the visual quality, especially with respect to contrast and clipping.
However, the discussed techniques in that chapter have their limitations for HDR scenes.
Therefore, this dynamic range problem has been addressed inthis chapter, where we have
discussed the dynamic range extension technique based on exposure bracketing and have
presented our solutions for two common problems related to this technique: sensor non-
linearity and influence of artificial lights. In this way, thecaptured image can be optimized
by using the video-level control to reduce or completely remove any signal clipping, will
having sufficient SNR for further tone mapping and visualization of all image details. The
mentioned tone mapping is an image enhancement technique, which can have a global and/or
a local character. This tone mapping is the subject of the subsequent chapters.

Global tone mapping is discussed in the next chapter, dealing with two aspects. First,
for HDR scenes, we develop a custom dynamic-range compression technique based either
on spline or a log function. This technique correctly and adaptively compresses the input
image dynamic range to a standard output dynamic range, but such that it minimizes the loss
of contrast and image details. Second, we propose a global contrast improvement technique
based on histogram equalization, that enhances visibilityof the image contrast for the camera
signal without significant information loss in the statistically less relevant areas.



CHAPTER5
Global tone mapping of dynamic

range and scene contrast

This chapter proposes a new system to combine dynamic range and contrast processing,
offering a strongly improved picture quality for real-timevideo and especially surveillance
applications. The key to our solution is to individually consider Dynamic Range Compression
(DRC) and a so-called Constrained Histogram Range Equalization (CHRE). The DRC auto-
matically transforms the digitized HDR sensor signal such that details of the low-luminance
parts are enhanced, while avoiding excessive contrast losses in the high-luminance areas.
Our DRC approach is more moderate in contrast compression and we will present, both an-
alytically and perceptually, an improved contrast with theoptimized function shape. The
CHRE technique enhances visibility of the global contrast for the camera signal without
significant information loss in the statistically less relevant areas. It will be shown that local-
contrast-preserving DRC functions can be created by representing the DRC function in the
gain domain and applying a low-pass or maximum filtering to this gain, instead of apply-
ing the standard gain. Evaluations of this proposal will exhibit clear improvements of the
perceptual image quality and good integration with furtherenhancement techniques.

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we study the dynamic range control and global contrast enhancement as ex-
amples of Global Tone mapping Functions (GTMF) of real-timevideo signals in surveillance
applications. Dynamic Range Compression (DRC) and global contrast enhancement are cru-
cial steps for obtaining good image quality. This global processing should accommodate for
the widely varying light and scene conditions and user scenarios of the equipment. Hence,
the video camera system should map camera sensor signals having either High, Standard-
or Low-Dynamic Range (HDR, SDR, LDR), to the display output in an optimal way. This
requires advanced camera video signal processing where image areas of poor quality are
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Figure 5.1: Simplified block scheme of the digital camera system with GTMF.

improved and subtle details elsewhere are preserved. This requirement cannot be satisfied
without applying non-linear techniques for image quality improvement.

The global tone mapping techniques are especially useful for HDR and LDR images
with sufficient SNR. To achieve a good capturing of these image types, we have to employ
the optimal video level control strategies described in Section 3.3. These control strategies
have a strong influence on the overall system performance, since they ensure that the image
is captured properly and that later enhancement stages can be employed efficiently. In such a
way, each part of the camera system is designed for a certain task and optimally supports not
only the video signal in that part of the processing chain, but also the remainder of the pro-
cessing. This approach contrasts with some commercially available proposals that are trying
to remedy and circumvent the negative aspects of the preceding processing stages, instead
of only further enhancing the image. The starting image should therefore not be under- or
over-exposed, since no other means or algorithms can fully recover the image quality without
deterioration of the SNR and signal losses.

Furthermore, for HDR images, the employed DRC tone mapping functions often have
very high gain in the lowest part of the luminance range, to increase the perception of details
in that region. However, the SNR is generally the worst in low-luminance regions and even
small signal gains bring visibility of the noise to a disturbing level. To cope with this problem,
we use multi-exposure sensors and exposure bracketing techniques and improve the SNR in
the dark areas where the signal is weak, which is exactly the area where expansion and signal
enhancement are often required. This principle was thoroughly explained in Chapter 4.

Prior to giving the problem description and system requirements for this chapter, let
us first position the GTMF within the framework of the complete camera system shown in
Fig. 5.1 (see Chapter 2 for a more detailed overview). After the image acquisition and pre-
processing stage, a color interpolation is performed to calculate the missing color components
at each pixel position and obtain a full RGB and luminance description of the input signal.
Subsequently, in the GTMF stage after the color interpolator, the proposed camera system
first adjusts the black level of the signal (Auto Black operation, as described in Chapters 2
and 3). In case of an HDR image, the DRC circuit transforms theHDR luminance signalY to
a standard dynamic range signalYDRC . This step is followed by the Constrained Histogram
Range Equalization (CHRE) algorithm, which results in theYCHRE luminance signal. This
luminance transformation is also copied to the R, G and B color channels, as explained in
Section 2.2.3. The remainder of the processing is depicted as a Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) block, and contains various functions, such as Local Adaptive Contrast Enhancement
(LACE), camera gamma processing and optional image compression.

This chapter particularly concentrates on the DRC and CHRE block, which have to sat-
isfy important system requirements. The resulting signal should have high subjective and
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objective quality with good visibility of details under allpossible light conditions and scene
scenarios. We have already explained in Chapter 2 that the discrepancy between the dynamic
range of the sensor signal (exceeding 100 dB) and the dynamicrange of the display (typically
40 dB), creates the challenging problem of optimally mapping the HDR signals. Additionally,
the video signal has usually a non-ideal luminance distribution, due to the properties of the
observed scene. Furthermore, in real-time imaging applications, almost no human interaction
is allowed for the enhancement (autonomous processing), while the computation complexity
must remain low, making the above system requirements difficult to satisfy simultaneously.

Up to this point, we have assumed that global tone mapping solution consists of two
stages: DRC and CHRE. Let us motivate why two stages are used.We have concluded
in Chapter 2 that various existing global tone mapping procedures are often incapable of
giving sufficient support to the dynamics and detail enhancement of camera signals simulta-
neously, particularly for desired low-cost real-time implementations. Although it is possible
to employ a single transform function in the form of for instance modified histogram equal-
ization algorithms [63][38], for the optimal support of HDRsignals the involved histogram
methods need an excessively high accuracy (number of histogram bins in the range of 100–
1,000,000), thereby making these solutions computationally very expensive. Furthermore,
when histogram equalization is performed on HDR images as proposed in these algorithms,
it can result in substantial contrast loss at statisticallysmall but visually important image
regions. Therefore, the total transfer function is split tooptimally support the different prop-
erties of the video signal in the various places of the processing chain. The DRC function
will map the input signal’s large dynamic range to the standard dynamic range of the moni-
tor, and CHRE will perform global contrast enhancement in the perceptual domain to support
increased visibility of important image details. By doing so, we will achieve better results
with reduced complexity, than with the conventional methods.

The sequel of this chapter is organized as follows (see Fig. 5.2). In Sections 5.2– 5.4,
a detailed description of the DRC transfer function stage isgiven. Our first contribution in-
volves two solutions for constructing the DRC function: (1)segmented function based on
quadratic splines, which gives us the freedom to optimize its shape with respect to contrast
compression, and the prevention of SNR degradation (Section 5.2.1), and (2) avariable log
analytical function which offers convenience of fast and simple prototyping and use in SW-
based image pipeline simulations (Section 5.2.2). For the sake of scientific comparisons
and reproducibility of results, we use variable log shape inthe remainder of this thesis (ex-
plained in Section 5.2.3). Using the previous functions, inSection 5.2.4 we formalize a
framework of calculating the contrast compression by DRC functions and show that the pro-
posed DRC function exhibits less local contrast compression, compared to other standard
solutions. These discussions are followed by Section 5.3 which presents a framework pro-
viding high-frequency local contrast preservation for anyDRC function, by using the local
low-pass (or maximum) luminance values of the image signal.The discussions on DRC func-
tions are finalized in Section 5.4, which provides a DRC control algorithm for determining
the optimal DRC function shape.

Section 5.5 addresses the second part of our total global tone mapping proposal: a CHRE
algorithm aimed at global contrast enhancement. First, in Section 5.5.1, a general framework
of the algorithm is presented. Then, in Section 5.5.2, we describe an approach to stabilize
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Figure 5.2: Schematic break-down of the remainder of this chapter. In the top row, we depict the
first part of the chapter being the DRC algorithm, and in the bottom row, the CHRE algorithm is
presented. At the end of the chapter, we show results of combined DRC and CHRE algorithms and
draw conclusions of this chapter.

the histogram measurement, which improves the algorithm’stemporal consistency and noise
robustness. Our first contribution is a solution for selective counting in the histogram, which
enables measurement in the textured areas only. In Section 5.5.3, the CHRE algorithm is pre-
sented, which offers a sensible global contrast stretchingwhile limiting noise deterioration
and excessive loss of statistically small but potentially visually relevant image regions. This
advantages are shown experimentally and discussed in Section 5.5.4. Finally, Section 5.6
compares our result with various global tone mapping results from several available con-
ventional video cameras. Conclusions and a future outlook are provided at the end of the
chapter.

5.2 Improved dynamic range compression functions

In this section, we present two proposals for a global DRC function. The first proposal is a
segmented luminance function based on splines, in which we control the individual segments
to achieve desired effects of range compression while optimizing the visibility of noise. The
second proposal is a direct analytic function based on a logarithm function. This function
is very suitable for general image processing tasks, while having a low complexity. In the
remainder of this section, we will describe how to include a step of contrast preservation in
the DRC function and we will determine the DRC function shape, based on the input signal
properties.
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Figure 5.3: Three spline functions with the basic spline in the middle.

5.2.1 Segmented DRC function

A. Constructing a DRC function with splines

The purpose of the DRC function is to enhance visibility in darker parts of the scene, while
compressing the dynamic range and details in the bright image parts. However, excessive
contrast losses in the high-luminance areas should be avoided. The DRC function should
be smooth and monotonous, so that annoying perceptual artifacts are avoided. Furthermore,
the optimal amount of enhancement/compression is dependent on the scene, illumination and
sensor characteristics. The objective of our algorithmic solution is that the implementation
should be possible in a real-time low-complexity circuit design.

The essential characteristic of a DRC function is logarithmic. This function should be
made adaptive to the scene characteristics. We have adoptedquadratic splines as basic func-
tions for our DRC function. This type of spline function is used due to its low complexity
(second order) and because it ensures the smooth transitionbetween the sections (continu-
ous first derivative and piece-wise continuous second derivative). The basic spline function
consists of three sub-functions:

f(x) =







c1 · (x+ 1)2 for − 1 < x ≤ 0,
c2 · (1− 2x(x− 1)) for 0 < x ≤ 1,
c3 · (x− 2)2 for 1 < x ≤ 2.

(5.1)

The function is designed for operation in the unity interval, but is defined as a super-
position of three functions in a wider interval, which will be explained in the sequel. In
Fig. 5.3, the basic spline function is depicted with a solid line, for c1 = c2 = c3 = 1.
The unity interval0 < x ≤ 1 is the “core” part of the function, while the tails extend in
the surrounding intervals. Tone mapping starts with splitting the luminance input range into
n segments, where in each segment, a spline function is used. When looking at one seg-
ment, the parameterc2 can be set freely, while the left and right neighbors contribute to the
exponential decay with amplitudesc1 andc3. As already mentioned, the shape of the func-
tion guarantees a smooth transition for all combinations ofc1, c2 andc3, when going from
one segment to the next. To calculate the overall function inthe unity interval, we have to
add the right part of the left-shifted (dotted) function andthe left part of the right-shifted
(dashed) function to the central part of the basic function (solid line). This yields the func-
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Figure 5.4: (a) Example set of spline-based DRC transfer functions for several values ofgDRC, ranging
from 0 to a certain maximum value. (b) Set of power (gamma) functionsf(x) = xγ , for variousγ
values, wherex represents the luminance value.

tion: f(x) = c1(x− 1)2 + c2(1− 2x(x− 1)) + c3x
2, which is rewritten to the second-order

polynomial form:

f(x) = (c1 + c2) + 2(c2 − c1)x+ (c1 − 2c2 + c3)x
2. (5.2)

Accordingly, each DRC segment is constituted from the functions from Eq. (5.2), where the
central function is dominant and assigned control parameter c2, and the adjacent functions
are assigned control parametersc1 for the left function andc3 for the right function. This
results in shifting the control parameters in accordance with the interval considered. The
tuning of the parameters is performed to optimize the behavior of the superimposed function
in the current interval, as defined in Eq. (5.2). Hence, the adjacent segment to the right has its
own c2 parameter, which also represents thec3 parameter of the actual segment. Similarly,
thec2 parameter of the previous segment is used as thec1 parameter of the current segment.
Let us now describe how to optimize the shape of the DRC function.

B. Shape of the spline-based DRC function

In general, when changing the shape of the DRC function, we have to control alln seg-
ment parametersc1, c2, . . . , cn. However, this is cumbersome and impractical. Instead, we
propose a specific relationship between segment parametersc1, c2, . . . , cn, that ensures a de-
sirable shape of the overall DRC function. It relates all segment parametersci to one control
parametergDRC , with which the overall DRC function can be controlled to a desired shape.
As a result, whenx is the input-interval variable andfi, for i = 1, . . . , n, is a set of functions,
the overall DRC functionf(x) is specified by:

f(x) = f(x, ci) = f(x, gDRC |ci = fi(gDRC)), for i = 1, . . . , n, (5.3)
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Figure 5.5: Spline-based DRC transfer functions, their differential gain and the output noise level (y-
axis), as a function of the input luminance value (x-axis): (a) Type 1 has too high differential gain;
(b) Type 2 amplifies the noise excessively; (c) Type 3 is a goodcompromise.

where the individual functions and their parametersci comply with the overall DRC function
specified by parametergDRC (see Fig. 5.4 (a)). The resulting DRC transfer functions from
our algorithm aresteep in the beginningof the input range to enhance dark details, while
introducingless compression in the last partof the input interval, when compared to the
power (gamma) functions or logarithmic functions (see Fig.5.4 (b)). As a final result, we
can reproduce the objects with a dynamic range that emulatesan expanded range which is
better than that of the standard display, while not significantly deteriorating the contrast in
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the bright areas. Besides the reduced contrast compressionin the bright image regions, it is
also important to achieve a good SNR.

Let us now give an example and better explain the choice of a DRC function shape and
its influence on the resulting SNR. Fig. 5.5 presents three examples of possible DRC transfer
functions (given by the “DRC output” shape). In all three cases, the exposure bracketing
technique is employed, which brings improvements of the SNRup to a certain intensity value,
as presented in Fig. 4.3 (b). The resulting output noise amplitudes of the system are presented
by the “Noise” functions, whereas the differential gains (first derivatives of the DRC function
specifying the local-detail gains) are shown by the “Differential gain” functions. The DRC
function Type 1 in subfigure (a) has quite good noise performance because of a good match
of the intensity regions featuring improved SNR with the region of DRC function with high
differential gain. However, this DRC function is amplifying dark details excessively, as it
has a very high differential gain, which is perceptually less attractive. The second example
represented by the DRC function Type 2 in subfigure (b) has poor noise performance in dark
areas, even though it is amplifying the dark details less (lower differential gain). This poor
noise performance results from the following explanation.The exposure bracketing improves
the SNR in dark areas. By a choosing an inappropriate DRC function, we create a less
good match between the SNR-improved intensity regions and the DRC function regions with
high differential gain. This results in a reduction of SNR for the input image intensities that
originate from the low-SNR regions (noisy, short-exposed image regions). A compromise is
made by the DRC function Type 3 in subfigure (c), which has a sufficiently high differential
gain and at the same time good noise performance. Hence, our strategy is to optimize the
shape of the DRC to the exposure bracketing and mixing technique employed at the previous
processing stages, to achieve the highest output SNR. This strategy determines the functions
fi from Eq. (5.3).

5.2.2 V ariable log DRC function

The presented DRC function based on splines is attractive for implementation, but it cannot
be expressed analytically and evaluated. For further comparisons in this chapter, it is desirable
to have a direct analytic expression of the DRC function. Therefore, as a second proposal,
we commence with a direct analytic function based on thelog function. The comparison of
DRC functions will be discussed later in this section. Let usnow first discuss drawbacks
of several state-of-the-art DRC functions, to motivate thechoice of a particular form of the
variable log DRC function.

A. Conventional DRC functions

A good overview of various global tone mapping functions andtheir relation to the properties
of the HVS is presented in [89]. As described, the basic and most straightforward operator
for the task of dynamic range compression is a logarithmic function like:

f(x) = xmax
log(1 + x)

log(1 + xmax)
, (5.4)
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Figure 5.6: Power (gamma) function with a variable exponent, where variablex represents the lumi-
nance signal.

wherex is the input variable that corresponds to input luminance values, while the base
of the logarithm is not relevant. For implementation, we employ e.g. a 16-bit luminance
representation prior to the DRC function, so that input variablex is in the range [0, xmax],
wherexmax = 216 − 1. In most cases, this basiclog function would not be sufficient to
properly handle signals of various dynamic ranges, as it would often create either an excessive
or insufficient compression of the image signal. The problemof this single function is lack
of shape flexibility and adaptivity. To address this problem, Dragoet al. [37] extended the
idea of logarithmic response curves to be able to handle a wider dynamic range signals by
effectively adjusting the base of the logarithm between 2 and 10. This function can better
accommodate different compression and preservation demands for various input intensities.
However, it still compresses the contrast more than desired. In addition, this solution is too
complex for real-time implementations.

An alternative tone mapping operator is a power (gamma) function [70], where the expo-
nent of the power function can vary, depending on the generalimage properties (image key).
The problem of power (gamma) functions, as well as the Schlick’s uniform rational quantiza-
tion function [91] is that the bright image parts are excessively compressed. Additionally, the
gamma function has very high differential gain for small input intensities, leading to a steep
rising curve. To solve the problem of excessive compressionin the bright image parts, an
alternative function is based on the variable-exponent power (gamma) function [75][15]. The
basic idea is to provide a pixel-intensity dependent exponent of the gamma function, which
ranges between values of[α−1, α], so that this function is specified by:

f(x) = xmax

(

x

xmax

)α
xmax/2−x
xmax/2

. (5.5)

The resulting transfer from this specification is depicted as “variable exponent” in Fig. 5.6 for
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α = 2. We can observe that we effectively interpolate between power (gamma) functions with
various exponents in the range[α−1, α] = [0.5, 2], thereby creating an S-shaped function. An
effective control of the shape of the curve is achieved by changing the parameterα, which
should be high for HDR images. For standard images, it shouldbe close to unity, which
corresponds to no correction. However, there are many applications where compression of
the lowest intensity values is not desired, since the primary interest for security imaging is
good visibility of dark image parts. In addition, the variable power function is complex for
implementation. Therefore, we would like to provide a simpler alternative.

B. Proposedvariable log DRC function

To this end, we propose to modify Eq. (5.4) to achieve less compression in the bright image
parts and at the same time allow controllability of its shapefor effective gain in the dark image
parts. We have noticed that the particular shape of thelog function depends on the range of its
input variable. If the input range is smaller, like in e.g. an8-bit representation (xmax = 255),
the resultinglog function will be less steep in the dark image parts and it would introduce
less compression for the bright input values compared to alog function with larger range of
the input variablex, where higher gain and compression are achieved. Therefore, we propose
the followingvariable log DRC function, specified by

fvarlog(x) = xmax
log(1 + x · gDRC(x))

log(1 + xmax · gDRC(x))
, (5.6)

wheregDRC(x) = 1/(a + bx). For b = 0, the modification of the parametera provides
an effective control in Eq. (5.6) of the input range of the resulting variablex/a. Hence, a
largera provides less compression (and gain) and vice versa. Forb 6= 0, we add the intensity-
dependent termbx, which provides less compression for the bright image parts(having higher
values ofx).

This property is illustrated in Fig. 5.7, where the solid line depicts this function for
variousgDRC values in the range of zero to unity. Effectively, small values of parameter
a lead to a standardlog function. These proposedvariable logfunctions, considered from
bottom to top functions, are created by changing the parametera from large to small values,
respectively, withb = 0. We also present the proposed variablelog function in cases when
b = 1/4 (dashed lines) and whenb = 1/12 (dotted lines). It can be observed that the
resulting function has the same shape as thelog function with the same parametera in the
beginning of the input range, but then, it starts to deviate from it, resulting in less compression
for the bright pixels. The smaller the valueb, the less compression for the bright parts is
introduced (compare the dashed line with the dotted line). In this way, we have designed a
flexible function which is not complex. An effective controlof the function shape can be for
instance achieved by setting a certain value ofb and varying the parametera, which modifies
the gDRC parameter. For smaller values ofgDRC , we have less gain/compression and the
function smoothly converges to a linear (unity gain) function, whereas for largergDRC , it
converges towards thelog function.
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Figure 5.7: Proposed family ofvariable log DRC function, for variousa and b parameters from
Eq. (5.6). The solid line depicts this function for severalgDRC values where parametera changes
from large to small values respectively, while parameterb was set to zero. The same values ofa are
repeated, but now forb = 1/4 (dashed line) and whenb = 1/12 (dotted line).

5.2.3 Discussion on choosing a DRC function

In general image processing and with the variable conditions in surveillance, details of how
the HDR sensor signal is created are typically not known or available, so that we cannot
optimize the function shape to the available SNR in the generic way. For continuation of
this chapter and for scientific reference, we adopt thevariable log DRC function, that is
less complex for simulation and testing, has a similar performance and which is specified
in an analytical form. The variable log function is applicable to many cases, but it offers
less flexibility and adaptability to the input signal properties. Nevertheless, we will use this
function further in this thesis1. We continue now with the variable log function to further
facilitate comparisons with other state-of-the-art techniques.

5.2.4 Contrast compression by DRC functions

This subsection will compare ourvariable logDRC function with often used and accepted
proposals that were published. We will discuss why our proposal has a better function shape
for tone mapping of images. It will be shown that our proposalexhibits less local contrast
compression in the dynamic range reduction process.

Monobeet al. [71] has shown a technique to counteract the compression of any DRC
functionf(x) by exactly compensating contrast loss with local contrast enhancement. Al-
though not specifically indicated, we have realized that part of their solution involves calcu-

1This choice is made primarily for scientific comparisons andreproducibility of results. In practice, the spline-
based function is employed in real camera systems, because of its flexibility and performance.
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lating a contrast compression of any functionf(x) as:

fCMP (x) =
x

f(x)
· df(x)

dx
. (5.7)

Here,x represents the input intensity range, whereas the value offCMP (x) denoting the
compression, is within the unity interval (i.e.[0, 1], where “0” representsmaximumcontrast
compression, and “1” corresponds tono compression). Hence, in terms of the contrast com-
pression, our aim is to have values offCMP (x) close to unity, but, at the same time, we need
to compress the dynamic range of HDR images, in order to visualize them on standard dis-
plays. Hence, a compromise should be made that avoids excessive, unnecessary compression
while still sufficiently enhancing dark image parts.

For example, we can notice that linear functions in the form of f(x) = ax do not intro-
duce any compression regardless of the value of the scaling parametera, since their corre-
spondingfCMP (x) = 1. We can now calculate and plot compression functionsfCMP (x) for
various conventional DRC functions, such asgamma, log, or our proposedvariable − log
DRC function. A gamma function has a constant compression value of fCMP−γ(x) = γ
for all input values. Alternatively, the compression of thelog function from Eq. (5.6) where
parameterb = 0 so thatgDRC(x) = 1/a, can be computed by inserting this function into
Eq. (5.9). After some calculation, and using a constant value of gDRC , we obtain that the
compression equals:

fCMP−log(x) =
gDRC · x

(1 + gDRC · x) log(1 + gDRC · x) . (5.8)

However, if we insert the proposedvariable-logfunction, wheregDRC(x) = 1/(a+ bx), we
have to perform a more elaborate computation and obtain finally a rather complex expression
for the contrast compression, yielding

fCMP−var log(x) =

x

a+ bx

(

a

(a+ (b+ 1)x) log(1 + x
a+bx )

+
bxmax

(a+ bx+ xmax) log(1 +
xmax

a+bx )

)

. (5.9)

By changing the parametera, the value ofgDRC(x) is changing, as can be seen in
Fig. 5.7, leading to a change in the steepness (differentialgain) of the DRCvariable-logfunc-
tion for low input intensities. By doing so, we obtain a variable amount of compression and
corresponding detail preservation. Let us now discuss the difference in contrast compression.
Fig. 5.8 portrays the compression functionsfCMP (x) with respect to the input luminance, for
various DRC functions and parameter settings. Observing these plots, we can conclude that
for a certain value of parametera (e.g. a=1,024 withxmax = 216 − 1 in this example), the
basic function obtained forb = 0 corresponding to a standard scaledlog function (thin solid
line) introduces a significant contrast compression for bright input intensities. By increasing
parameterb, contrast compression is reduced and the visual performance becomes now much
better than for the standardlog (or gamma) function. It is also visible that power (gamma)
functions offer a constant contrast compression throughout the whole intensity range, equal
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Figure 5.8: Contrast compression as a function of the input luminance, in the range [0..216 − 1], for
various DRC functions and parameters. The proposedvariable logfunction compresses details less
than the standardlog or gammafunctions.

to a value of the power exponent. Using those functions and for extreme HDR images, we
would have to use low power exponents (say1/6), which would significantly deteriorate the
overall image contrast. Hence, we can conclude that our proposal,variable log function,
has better properties than conventional DRC functions: it is very flexible to compress the
large input dynamic range, but it compresses the local contrast less than the other discussed
options.

A. Perceptual evaluation of contrast compression

We have performed a number of experiments to validate the proposed function, and evaluate
its performance in terms of obtained picture quality, whilebeing compared to the conven-
tional log function and a well-known photographic function[89]. An example of the ob-
tained visual results is shown in Fig. 5.9, where it can be observed that the proposedvariable
log function (subfigure (b)) compresses contrast slightly lessthan the conventionallog func-
tion in bright image regions. A comparison with thephotographictone mapping function is
more clear since that function has a significant contrast reduction in bright areas. The visual
impression ofphotographicfunction appears to be much brighter than our result.

Let us briefly discuss why this difference in visual performance appears. The photo-
graphic function from subfigure (c) stems from the Michaelis-Menten equation that models
the photoreceptor adaptation. The proposed photographic tone mapping function, scaled to
the full input range, can be written as:

fphotographic(x) = xmax
x/(x+ p)

xmax/(xmax + p)
, (5.10)

where the parameterp determines the adaptation state of the photoreceptor. The lower the
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Figure 5.9: Visual comparison between (a) the conventional scaled log function, (b) thevariable-logfunction and (c) a photographic GTMF. The
variable-logfunction gives the least contrast compression; (d) zoomed-in comparison between the functions of (a) (left), (b) (middle) and (c)
(right). Input HDR image is Bristol bridge, courtesy of GregWard [63].
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Figure 5.10: Shape of various DRC functions in a 16-bit data range: the proposedvariable logfunction,
the standardlog function and thephotographicfunction.

value of parameterp, the higher the contrast compression. We have found that using a value
of p = 3, 000 for xmax = 216 − 1, gives similar visibility of dark image details for this
image, as thelog function. However, this also implies much higher compression than the log
function. This can be further visualized in Fig. 5.10, wherewe draw the discussed function
shapes: the proposedvariable logfunction is shown in solid line, the standardlog function is
depicted as a dashed line, and thephotographicfunction is represented as a dotted line. The
similar slope of these function in dark luminance regions implies similar visibility of dark
details, however, these functions differ mainly in the middle and bright image regions, where
thephotographicfunction introduces the highest compression compared to other discussed
functions. We also observe that thelog function is still more compressive than the proposed
variable logfunction.

B. Metric-based evaluation of contrast compression

Up to this moment, we have presented a visual comparison of various DRC functions. Besides
the visual performance assessment, we would like to calculate the influence of the proposed
DRC functions on the local contrast and visibility of details in the image. We have observed
that by using DRC functions, certain contrast loss is introduced, particularly in bright image
parts, as well as perceptual contrast improvements in dark image parts. Contrast improve-
ments and degradations can be evaluated by calculating a local image contrast and visibility
of details in various luminance regions, prior to and after applying DRC functions. In this
way, the choice of using any DRC function becomes a compromise between the value of the
resulting local contrast and visibility of image details. In many cases, the optimal shape of
the applied DRC function is often not an extreme one, but offers a good compromise between
values of local contrast and visibility of details in dark, medium and bright image areas. We
will show that the proposedvariable logfunction gives a better balance of contrast improve-
ments and associated losses, compared to other DRC functions.
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Local Contrast (LC) and visibility of details can be measured from the resulting im-
ages as explained in the framework presented in Appendix C. Average local image contrast
LC can be obtained as the image-based average value of the pixel-based measure of Local
Contrast (LC) from Eq. (C.5). Visibility of image details can be analyzed by calculating a
binary Contrast Visibility Map (CVM), where a certain pixelis equal to unity if it is above
the Just Noticeable Contrast (JNC), as defined in Eq. (C.6). Hence, image elements from
CVM having unity value, represent pixels in the image that can be distinguished well from
the neighboring pixels. The value of the JNC depends on the so-called Weber’s constantCw

(used in the Weber’s law of vision [48]). In our experiments,we setCw = 0.04. Besides this,
we can also calculate the Contrast Visibility RatioCV R that represents the ratio between the
number of visible pixels from the CVM (pixels with contrast above the JNC value) and the
total number of pixels.

Our aim is to asses values ofCV R andLC in dark, medium and bright image regions,
in order to be able to quantify different contrast effects. For this reason, we split the image
luminance valueYt of the gamma corrected test image (defined in Eq. (C.4)) to three lumi-
nance ranges: “dark” (Yt ≤ 0.15 · Ymax), “medium” (0.15 · Ymax < Yt < 0.5 · Ymax) and
“bright” (Yt ≥ 0.5 · Ymax), as explained in Appendix C. HereYmax represents the maxi-
mum digital code value. This luminance splitting is appliedto the log DRC function, and
defines three sets of pixels which will be used to compare different DRC functions. In such
a way, identical pixels are always used for calculating values ofCV R andLC, regardless
of the applied DRC function. Thereby, we obtain values of total CV R, as well asCV R in
Dark (CV RD), Medium (CV RM ) and Bright (CV RB) image regions. The same notation
holds for values of the average local contrastLC in Dark (LCD), Medium (LCM ) and Bright
(LCB) image areas. Let us now compare thevariable logfunction to other discussed DRC
functions. Fig. 5.11 shows both the obtained image and the corresponding CVM, when ap-
plying various DRC compression functions: linear, log, variable log and photographic. These
DRC functions correspond to the following extreme DRC function shapes.

• “Linear” function (DRClin, as if no DRC function is applied). For example, the
visibility of dark and medium image details after theDRClin function is very poor,
whereas bright image details are well visible.

• Proposed “variable log” function(DRCv.log, with a = 512 andb = 1/8),

• Conventional “log” function (DRClog, with a = 512 andb = 0), and

• “Photographic” function (DRCphot, with p = 3000, having high gain in larger range
of low luminance values, but extremely compressive in bright image parts). The last
three DRC functions have a similar behavior in dark regions,but a different contrast-
loss balance in bright regions.

Generally speaking, when any of the above non-linearDRC functions is applied, visibility
of dark image regions and local contrast significantly improves, which is actually why DRC
functions are used. However, this improvement is at the expense of a reduced contrast in
medium and particularly bright image regions (see Table 5.1). The CVR has improved in all
areas, except in bright luminance regions where it is significantly decreased. Whereas the
LC and CVR are similar in dark and medium areas for all non-linear DRC functions, the
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difference is actually the performance in bright areas. Theproposedvariable log function
has the highest LC and CVR, particulary when compared to the photographic function. Sum-
marizing the issues with contrast compression, first, with respect to contrast compression,
the best DRC function shape is never extreme (either linear or very compressive), but is a

(a) Linear DRC function. (b) CVM for linear DRC function.

(c) variable log DRC function,a = 512, b = 1/8. (d) CVM for variable log DRC function,a = 512,
b = 1/8.

(e) log DRC function,a = 512, b = 0. (f) CVM for log DRC function,a = 512, b = 0.
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(g) Photographic DRC function,p = 3000. (h) CVM for photographic DRC function,p = 3000.

Figure 5.11: DRC compressed image “Bristol bridge” using the proposed DRC functions, and a cor-
responding Contrast Visibility Map (CVM), that representspixels in the image that are well distin-
guishable from the neighboring pixels.

LC LCD LCM LCB CV R CV RD CV RM CV RB

DRClin 0.0304 0.0230 0.0484 0.0281 0.0955 6 · 10−6 0.0147 0.0808

DRCv.log 0.0577 0.1007 0.0394 0.0197 0.1371 0.0583 0.0344 0.0445

DRClog 0.0584 0.1027 0.0401 0.0190 0.1290 0.0534 0.0347 0.0408

DRCphot 0.0600 0.1073 0.0412 0.0174 0.1134 0.0455 0.0354 0.0325

Table 5.1: Influence of DRC function shape on the average Local ContrastLC and Contrast Visibility
RatioCV R in Dark (D), Medium (M) and Bright (B) image regions.

compromise between the improvement and the loss of local contrast and visibility of image
details in dark, medium and bright image regions. For this reason, the application of extreme
DRC functions is avoided if possible, unless really needed to improve visibility of dark im-
age regions. Second, with respect to LC and CVR, any Global Tone Mapping Function alone
is not satisfactory, due to the inevitable loss of LC and visibility of image details in some
luminance regions.

In addition to less contrast compression compared to the conventional DRC functions,
the proposedvariable logfunction has very low computational complexity, thereby making
it a good candidate for general real-time tone mapping applications. However, none of the
presented DRC functions doesfully preservelocal contrast. An emerging question is if it
is possible to modify the DRC functions to include a further processing step for contrast
restoration. This research question will be addressed in the next section.

5.3 Contrast- and color-preserving DRC functions

Global DRC functions as discussed previously in this chapter have the tendency to reduce
the contrast in certain parts of the intensity range [89]. This effect is mostly visible in the
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Figure 5.12: DRC operation in the sensor signal domain.

bright image parts, and as a result, small details become less distinguishable. In addition
to this, DRC functions likegammaor log, which increase the brightness of the dark image
parts, have the unfortunate property to also increase the width of bright features within the
image [17].

By concatenating image processing techniques like image sharpening, it is possible to
restore part of the lost local contrast. However, if a DRC function is first applied followed by
an arbitrary contrast restoration step, there would be little correspondence between the loss
of local contrast caused by the DRC function and the increaseof local contrast by the addi-
tional processing, resulting in a less natural image and potential noise amplification. It would
be more interesting to specifically couple the contrast lossoccurring in the DRC with the
restoration step of contrast enhancement. Actually, it would be optimal to include a contrast
preservation step in the DRC function itself. Prior to addressing this concept, we will first
study the application of DRC functions in the color filter array domain (Bayer or comple-
mentary mosaic). This study will provide an appropriate direction for creating an integrated
solution for contrast preservation. Afterwards, we will discuss the actual modification of the
DRC functions that compensates the introduced local contrast loss.

5.3.1 DRC functions in the color domain

DRC functions are generally applied to the luminance channel to achieve the compression
of HDR signals. It is an interesting question whether this scheme can be applied to the
raw-sensor data i.e. the R, G and B pixels, prior to the color interpolation function shown
in Fig. 5.1. This operation is potentially beneficial for thesystem complexity and at the
same time, it mimics the operation of the HVS which processescolor in a nonlinear fashion,
resulting from the chromatic responses captured by the conemosaic in the human eye. This
non-linearity can be modeled by the Naka-Rushton equation [69], which is a type of a DRC
function.

A problematic issue that immediately emerges is that the application of the same trans-
formation function to separate R, G and B color channels would introduce color shifts and
non-linear distortions. Namely, if certain operations areperformed in a specific absolute
color system (say(α, β, γ)), hue and saturation of the color are preserved only if we apply
the same gain factor (e.g.κ) to all channels of that color system(κα, κβ, κγ). This is not
the case when applying the same DRC function to individual color channels: as R, G and
B components have in general different values, they would receive different absolute gains.
Consequently, we should apply approximately the same gainsto all color channels, and the
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most natural way for computing this gain is to derive it from the local luminance signal. The
same conclusion is valid for other types of sensors, e.g. thecomplementary-mosaic sensor
type with R, G, Ye and Mg color channels.

Figure 5.12 shows a block diagram of the DRC subsystem prior to the color interpolation
block. The input signal of the diagram is a mixture of individual color samples coming out of
the sensor (a so-called Color Filter Array (CFA) image). Thearrangement of color samples
is not relevant for the filtering concept, it would only change the filter coefficients. After
applying the low-pass filter LPF to the CFA input signalI, we effectively calculate the low-
pass (luminance) componentILPin of the input signal. This component is further processed
by a DRC transfer function, resulting in theILPout signal. Example of suitable impulse
responses of the low-pass filters for the Bayer-type sensor are given by:

hLPF =
1

16





1 2 1
2 4 2
1 2 1



 , or hLPF =
1

256













1 4 6 4 1
4 16 24 16 4
6 24 36 24 6
4 16 24 16 4
1 4 6 4 1













. (5.11)

Regardless of the actual position in the Bayer data, these low-pass filters always provide the
same absolute contributions of R, G and B samples to the low-pass output signal. The next
step is to calculate the total gain of the low-pass signal,G = ILPout/ILPin and apply it
locally to the current color samples (e.g. R, G or B) in the kernel.

By effectively using the same color gain in the local neighborhood of the color samples,
we can maintain the saturation of theI signal, thereby avoiding pale, “bleached” images
and prevent color value distortions. An effect of this operation is that we preserve the ratio
(contrast) between the neighboring color samples. For thisreason, the color gain (for the R,
G and B values) is made equal to the filtered signal gain for theactual sample considered in
the filter. Neighboring samples with different colors will obtain approximately the same gain,
thereby avoiding a change of the color balance. One important consideration is that the DRC
transfer function (and hence the applied chrominance gainGC ) should be monotonous and
decreasing to avoid annoying perceptual artifacts.

Although the above seems an elegant approach, we will not useit for the DRC operation.
We have the opinion that performing DRC in the color domain will lead to a lower quality
than performing it to the luminance signal, since the filtered output signal is a mixture of R,
G and B signals, but not a real luminance signal. In practice,a good color interpolator uses
an edge-adaptive color up-sampler and achieves better interpolation results at signal edges.
The use of a simple low-pass filter leads to large signal errors at the edges2. However, we
have introduced this concept because we can use it in a different way that is more attractive
for DRC. To do this, we will reuse Fig. 5.12 to still achieve local contrast preservation in the
real luminance channel. This will be discussed in the following subsection.

2Hence, we non-linearly change R, G and B color pixels, thereby making it more difficult for the color interpolator
to obtain a good estimate of the missing color components.
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5.3.2 Contrast-preserving DRC functions

The approach in this subsection is to first calculate the local contrast at the input and output of
the DRC function and then show that the DRC limits the output contrast. This computation
will provide a hint on how to employ a DRC function such that this contrast can be better
preserved.

Let us first calculate the image contrast before and after application of the DRC function.
Assuming that the neighboring pixels in an image have input luminance valuesY1 andY2,
we can define the input contrast as:

LCi =
|Y1 − Y2|
Y1 + Y2

. (5.12)

The influence of the DRC functionfDRC on these input pixels can be modeled as an intensity-
dependent gainG = fDRC(Y )/Y . Hence, we can calculate the output contrast (after appli-
cation of the DRC function) as:

LCo =
|G1Y1 −G2Y2|
G1Y1 +G2Y2

. (5.13)

Without loss of generality, we assume thatY1 < Y2, and knowing that the DRC function
assigns higher absolute gains to darker pixels (G1 > G2), we can conclude that|G1Y1 −
G2Y2| < |Y1 − Y2|, and henceLCo < LCi. To be able to have similar local contrast prior
to and after the DRC function, pixel gains at edges have to be similar, i.e. G1 ≈ G2 = G,
yielding the total output contrast [17]

LCo =
|G1Y1 −G2Y2|
G1Y1 +G2Y2

≈ G|Y1 − Y2|
G(Y1 + Y2)

= LCi. (5.14)

This property can be satisfied if we use the circuit from Fig. 5.12 for the DRC task. We
have already discussed in the previous subsection that the gain corresponding to the averaged
(low-pass blurred) input signal to which a DRC function is being applied, partially preserves
the local ratio between the input color samples. In other words, partial preservation of the
local contrast is achieved if we express the DRC function in terms of a gain factor. Therefore,
we replace the standard gainG(Y ) = fDRC(Y )/Y with a gain calculated using the low-pass
luminance signal, hence,GLPF (Y ) = fDRC(YLP in)/YLP in. Effectively, we are blurring
the gain map of the standard DRC function and hence applying very similar gain values at
both sides of the same edge. As a result, we are creating edge overshoots and undershoots
with the width of the applied low-pass filter, which now creates a subjective impression of
preserving contrast.

Instead of a standard low-pass filter, it is also possible to use a maximum filter, whose
output is equal to the maximum intensity value in its supportkernel. These possibilities
are presented in Fig. 5.13, where we show the input signal (black, dotted line with crosses)
and the output signal of the standard DRC function (blue, solid line with circles), as well
as three output signals created with the above-described contrast preserving method. We
show the results with a3 × 3 low-pass filter (magenta, dashed line), a5 × 5 low-pass filter
(black, solid thick line) and a3 × 3 maximum filter (green, dash-dot line). Standard DRC
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Figure 5.13: DRC transfer function with various filter kernel sizes, applied to the test image including
a step function.

functions compress the size of the edge compared to the size of the input edge. By using
the contrast preserving DRC function, we create overshootsand undershoots at the edge
which subjectively restore the lost local contrast from applying the DRC function. When
the maximum filter is employed, only undershoots are created[17], which can be interesting
in some applications, since this operation cannot introduce the clipping of the total signal.
However, there are some cases when results of this operationgive an unnatural impression,
especially with faces of people and for larger kernel sizes.

The contrast preservation in this form can be effectively applied only if the kernel support
of the low-pass filter is small (maximum5× 5 pixels or7× 7 pixels for high-resolution im-
ages). Otherwise, we would create very visible overshoots/undershootsat the edges (so-called
“halo” artifact). Therefore, we can preserve only a high-frequency small-kernel contrast. If
we wish to preserve larger-scale contrast that also includes lower feature frequencies, we
would have to use larger kernels in combination with the edgepreserving filters such as bilat-
eral filters. However, bilateral filters are intrinsically complex and expensive to use. For this
reason, we will adopt an alternative concept based on adaptive local contrast enhancement.
This idea will be exploited in Chapter 6.

In Fig. 5.14, we show the effect of contrast preservation forthe HDR test image “Doll”
(HDR image courtesy of Li [66]). We have used a5 × 5 Gaussian low-pass filter to blur the
gain map obtained by the proposedvariable-logDRC function. It can be observed that the
image resulting from the contrast-preserving DRC functionshows much more details and is
sharper than the image obtained by the standard DRC function. This is also visible in the
luminance line-plots depicted in Fig. 5.14 (e). Similar to Section 5.2.4 B, and as explained in
Appendix C, we calculate the binary Contrast Visibility Map(CVM) to be able to quantify
and visualize the effect of DRC contrast preservation. In this map, a certain pixel is equal
to unity if it can be distinguished well from the neighboringpixels. Besides this, we also
calculate the Contrast Visibility RatioCV R that represents the ratio between number of
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(a) Standard DRC function. (b) Contrast-preserving DRC function.

(c) Zoom: standard DRC function. (d) Zoom: contrast-preserving DRC function.
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(e) Luminance signalsYDRC from subfigures (a) and (b), for standard and
contrast-preserving DRC functions.

Figure 5.14: DRC transfer functions applied to an HDR test image “Doll”: (a) standard DRC function,
no local contrast preservation; (b) contrast-preserving DRC function, using a5× 5 low-pass filter.
(c) and (d) are zoomed versions of subfigures (a) and (b), respectively; e) luminance signals for
standard and contrast-preserving DRC functions.
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(a) Standard DRC function. (b) Contrast-preserving DRC function.

Figure 5.15: Map of visible pixels, from Fig. 5.14, when applying: (a) standard DRC function, no local
contrast preservation; (b) contrast-preserving DRC function, using a5× 5 low-pass filter.

LC LCD LCM LCB CV R CV RD CV RM CV RB

DRCnoCP 0.0420 0.0358 0.0504 0.0403 0.2228 0.0460 0.1477 0.0291

DRCCP 0.0898 0.0604 0.1263 0.0962 0.3560 0.0691 0.2391 0.0478

Table 5.2: Influence of Contrast Preservation (CP) to the average LocalContrastLC and Contrast
Visibility RatioCV R in Dark (D), Medium (M) and Bright (B) image regions, for the test image
“Doll”.

visible pixels from the CVM (pixels with contrast above the JNC value, now calculated with
Weber’s constantCw = 0.02) and the total number of pixels. For the rest we measure
exactly the same parameters as in Table 5.1. The selection ofluminance regions is based
on a luminance signal obtained when contrast preservation is not applied. We observe cases
from Fig. 5.14 when Contrast Preserving (CP) is not applied (DRCnoCP ) and is applied
(DRCCP ). Results are visualized in Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.15. When contrast preservation is
applied, we can observe much higher local contrast and many more visible pixels.

It is worth mentioning that the same procedure of local contrast preservation can be
applied to any function that introduces some form of compression of the local contrast, in-
cluding the gamma function. An effect of this operation for the gamma function when using a
3× 3 maximum filter, is presented in Fig. 5.16. We can observe thatthis operation preserves
the local contrast and significantly improves the output image quality. At the same time,
it gives the impression of a very sharp image, which originates from the fact that contrast
preservation does not allow the increase of the width of bright image features (observe the
tree leafs on the right side of the image in the subfigures added). However, although using
a maximum filter provides better contrast, it can create disturbing effects at faces of people.
Therefore, we will not employ it, and instead use a simple Gaussian5× 5 low-pass filter for
both the DRC function as well as the gamma function in the remainder of this thesis.
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(a) Standard gamma function. (b) Contrast-preserving gamma function.

(c) Zoom: standard gamma function. (d) Zoom: contrast-preserving gamma function.

Figure 5.16: Gamma functions applied to the HDR test image “Park”: (a) standard gamma function,
no local contrast preservation; (b) contrast-preserving gamma function, using a3 × 3 max filter;
subfigures (c) and (d) are zoomed versions of subfigures (a) and (b), respectively.
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5.4 Control algorithm to optimize DRC strength

5.4.1 Conventional methods for DRC strength optimization

In order to apply an adequate DRC function, we need to estimate a value of thegDRC pa-
rameter that gives the desired output tone result. We assumethat our images are not radio-
metrically calibrated and that the absolute luminance values of a scene are not known. This
is plausible since the opening (f # number) of the often used DC-iris lens is not known, as it
does not provide any feedback to the camera about its position (see Appendix A). Further-
more, many test images are not radiometrically calibrated.Therefore, heuristics are often
used to determine the lighting conditions of scenes. In particular, the image histogram can be
used to determine if the image is dark, medium or light, related to low, medium or high-key
images [88], respectively. Low-key images typically have the majority of pixels located in
the first part of the histogram, whereas for high-key images,the histogram often shows a high
pixel count at the bright side of the intensity range. Reinhard [88] calculates a position of
the log-average luminance with respect to the maximum and minimum image luminance, to
determine the optimal shape of the DRC function. He argues that the log-average luminance
very well correlates to the location of the histogram peak value (image mode), where the
majority of image data is positioned. However, this is not always the case for back-lighted
and front-lighted scenes, and this approach would provide sub-optimal DRC shape solution.

Alleysson and Süsstrunk [2] discuss that the curvature of the function that determines the
adaptation state of the HVS, depends on the mean log-averageluminance of the total field of
view in the scene or image. The idea behind their control of the applied range compression
is that the darker the input image (the lower log-average value), the stronger compression
is applied. This proposal is appealing, but due to their parameter choices, high or middle-
key images are not globally compressed, whereas the low-keyimages are. However, some
middle-key images also need a significant amount of dynamic range compression. A typical
example in real camera applications is a so-called back-lighted scene where the main fore-
ground object is dark, while the image background is excessively bright and often clipped.
As a result, the mean and the log-average values of the image can be biased by very bright
pixels, which would result in a lower amount of DRC than desired.

In our previous work [24], we have presented a control strategy to determine the optimal
gDRC value by relating the image median valueYmed to the mean video levelYavg after the
DRC tone mapping function (see Fig. 5.17 (a),Ymed andYavg). We achieve this by control-
ling the parametergDRC of the DRC function. Hence, we couple the DRC transfer-function
gain (shape) to the relation between the output median and average values. Increasing the
parametergDRC leads to a non-linear growth in the output average video level Yavg and
the median valueYmed. Because of the chosen DRC shape, the relative median increase is
larger than the average increase, which gives a stable solution, as long as the median value is
sufficiently smaller than the average value.

In Fig. 5.17 (b), we show an original example image histogramH(i) (solid line) and the
corresponding input values of the median and average luminance values (Ymed1 andYavg1).
After applying an adequate DRC function, the image histogram is redistributed to an im-
proved version (segmented line), giving changed values of the median and average luminance
(Ymed2 andYavg2). As a result, the median and average values are now closer toeach other,
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Figure 5.17: (a) Dynamic control of DRC function to optimize the displayed image; (b) an effect of the
DRC function on the image histogram.

which relates to a better visibility of dark image parts. An example of such a control is
realized by modifyinggDRC to achieve

gDRC = {gDRC |Ymed = c · Yavg ∧ c < 1}, (5.15)

where parameterc is a constant. Summarizing, by using a DRC function, we adjust the input
HDR image and create a standard (medium) key image from it. The setting of parameter
c can depend on the input image type and user preferences. For example, in surveillance
applications, the parameterc is usually set somewhat higher than in consumer electronics
applications, to obtain a good visibility of darkest image parts. The usual setting of the
parameterc is thatc ∈ [0.5, 0.7], where the valuec = 0.6 gives good results for various
camera input images. To control the extent of the DRC function, especially when the SNR
ratio of the input video signal is limited, min/max limitation values of parametera in the
functiongDRC(Y ) = 1/(a + b · Y ) can be introduced, which limits the range in which the
shape of the DRC function can change. Hence, control requirements are regularly such that
(1) images are not drastically changed and (2) the SNR of a signal is well controlled.

Although the presented algorithm offers good performance in many cases, there are some
specific scene conditions where its performance is not satisfactory. For example, this oc-
curs mainly when: (1) processing HDR images with very high dynamic range (more than
10,000:1) where the brightness of dark details is extremelylow, or (2) in case of images with
strong multi-modal histogram distribution. Typically, inboth cases, the proposed control
method can be unsatisfactory, as it would lead to insufficient visibility of dark image details.
An initial solution in these cases can be to use values of parameterc ≈ 1. However, the
control process may not converge to the desired level and does not reach a stable state, as the
median value should always be smaller than the average value, which cannot be guaranteed
for multi-modal histogram distributions. An example of such an image is “Niagara falls” pre-
sented in Fig. 5.18, (obtained from [97]), where the subfigure (a) shows the image histogram
and subfigure (b) presents the DRC tone-mapped image, usingc ∈ [0.6, 1]. We can observe
that the resulting image is too dark, as the resulting DRC function is almost linear. Since
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Figure 5.18: (a) 32 bins histogram of image “Niagara falls” displays a strong bimodal distribution;
(b) Insufficient DRC effect by the proposed function, forc ∈ [0.6, 1], as the DRC function will be
almost linear.

good visibility of dark details is of paramount importance in surveillance applications and
because many test images in this thesis have very large dynamic range or can exhibit strong
multi-modal histogram distribution, we need a solution that can handle these cases as well.

5.4.2 Proposed algorithm for DRC strength optimization: maximizing
visibility of dark image regions

In this subsection we propose to modify the control algorithm for calculating thegDRC value,
by estimating how many visually interesting details occur in the darkest image parts. For this
estimation, we will use a simple32-bin histogram of the luminance signalYDRC after the
DRC function (see Fig. 5.19). Then we have to measure whetherthose interesting details
occur in dark image parts and to what amount. Based on that amount, we modify thegDRC

parameter to improve visibility. However, to avoid unnecessary image deterioration (contrast
losses in bright image parts) and noise amplification (high signal gains in dark image regions),
our objective is to ensure that the process of visualizationof dark image details is enabled
only when visually interesting (salient) details are sufficiently present in these regions. The
detection of salient regions is elaborated in detail in Section 5.5.2 B. Let us now discuss the
proposed DRC shape determination algorithm, presented in Fig. 5.19.

1. Saliency map calculation.To select pixels that belong to the salient regions in the
image, we first calculate the binary saliency mapM from the input luminance signalY
in the perceptually uniformL∗ space. The selection of visually relevant image regions
is performed using the detail thresholdTHDRC = 0.5% (this threshold is similar to
the thresholdTHCHRE from Section 5.5.2 B).

2. Build the image histogramb(i) after the DRC function.Histogram binsb(i), with
i = 1, . . . , 32, are presenting the amount of salient pixels in various luminance regions.
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Figure 5.19: Proposed histogram-based algorithm for dynamic control ofDRC function to optimize the
displayed image.

This is achieved by building the image histogram using only pixels from the maskM
that makes a specific selection of pixels from theYDRC signal.

3. Find the optimalgDRC value in an iterative process.Our proposal is to calculate the
ratio of the amountbb of darkest (black) image pixels and the average valuebavg of
pixels in the histogram. To improve stability, we estimate the amount of darkest image
pixelsbb as a weighted average of the first histogram bins, as specifiedin:

bb =

k
∑

i=1

w(i)b(i)/

(

k
∑

i=1

w(i)

)

, (5.16)

wherek = 4 in our experiments. The corresponding weightsw(i) are set equal to [1.0,
0.75, 0.5, 0.25]. Furthermore, the average histogram countis calculated asbavg =
∑32

i=1 b(i)/32. To this end, our proposal is to calculate thegDRC value in an iterative
process, by increasing or decreasing its value, till the following condition is satisfied

gDRC = {gDRC |bb = c · bavg}. (5.17)

Hence, ifbb/bavg < c, the parametergDRC is decreased, otherwise, it is increased.
Typical values for the parameterc arec ∈ [0.5, 3], and by default,c = 1.

We have tested the proposed algorithm for various input image types. We will present the
algorithm performance for the already mentioned image fromFig. 5.18. As proposed in Sec-
tion 5.2, the parametergDRC(Y ) = 1/(a + b · Y ). In this example, a simple control is
presumed, where we increment or decrement the value of the parametera in the direction
towards a pre-set value ofc. In our control algorithm, we are changing the parametera in
a frame-iterative incremental way as presented in Fig. 5.20, while keeping the parameterb
constant (b = 1/8). The incrementing/ decrementing is simply performed witha variable
step size to achieve smooth convergence. Fig. 5.20 shows changes of control variablea, por-
traying the process of finding the optimal valuegDRC . Subfigure (a) presents the control case
when the parameterc from Eq. (5.17) is set toc = 1 (to facilitate the readers visibility, we
have depicted the amplified curve 10,000·a). Similarly, subfigure (b) shows the control case
when the parameterc from Eq. (5.17) is set toc = 0.5. We can observe smooth changes of
the control variables due to a change of thegDRC parameter in a particular frame iteration.
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Figure 5.20: (a) Control convergence of parametera, for (a)c = 1, yieldinga=15,410; (b) forc = 0.5,
yieldinga=6,628.

(a) DRC compressed image, forc = 1, yieldinga=15,341.

(b) DRC compressed image, forc = 0.5, yieldinga=6,628.

Figure 5.21: DRC compressed image, “Niagara falls” [97], (a) forc = 1; (b) for c = 0.5.
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(a) Linear DRC function. (b) DRC function,a=6,628. (c) DRC function,a = 1.

Figure 5.22: Resulting image “Niagara Falls”, when the proposed DRC function is applied. We show
a DRC compressed image and a corresponding contrast visibility map, that represents pixels in the
image that can be distinguished well from the neighboring pixels.

The visual results of DRC compression when using the new control algorithm are presented
in Fig. 5.21, where the top subfigure shows the DRC-compressed image, forc = 1, yielding
a=15,410, and the bottom subfigure is obtained forc = 0.5, yieldinga=6,628. These results
are much better than our earlier work, as the visibility of dark details has significantly im-
proved. If the parameterc ∈ [0.5, 1], the resulting parametera will converge to a value in
between [6,628, 15,410], resulting in the output image which is perceptually in between the
two previous images.

5.4.3 Discussion on influence of DRC strength optimization on local
contrast and visibility of details

Up to this moment, we have presented an algorithm for dynamiccontrol of the proposed DRC
function to optimize the displayed image and have shown someresults of its performance.
This algorithm optimizes the shape of the DRC curve (compression strength) to obtain a bet-
ter visual impression, compared to the starting image. As already explained earlier, choosing
any shape of the DRC curve is always a compromise between the value of the resulting local
contrast and the visibility of image details, and the optimal DRC function strength is often
not extreme. Namely, DRC functions introduce a certain contrast loss, particularly in bright
image parts, but can produce both contrast improvements or degradations in dark image parts.
Contrast improvements and degradations can be evaluated bycalculating a local image con-
trast and visibility of details in various luminance regions, for various DRC optimization
strategies. We will show that whatever the applied DRC strength, there is always a compro-
mise between the value of the resulting local contrast and visibility of image details in dark,
medium and bright image areas.

Similar to Section 5.2.4 B, and as explained in Appendix C, wecalculate the binary Con-
trast Visibility Map (CVM) to be able to quantify and visualize the effect of optimizing the
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LC LCD LCM LCB CV R CV RD CV RM CV RB

DRClin 0.0815 0.1192 0.0496 0.0413 0.1424 0.0594 0.0691 0.0139

DRCopt 0.0531 0.0825 0.0282 0.0219 0.1180 0.0766 0.0362 0.0052

DRCext 0.0389 0.0581 0.0228 0.0183 0.1192 0.0881 0.0270 0.0041

Table 5.3: Influence of the DRC function optimization algorithm on the average Local ContrastLC
and Contrast Visibility RatioCV R in Dark (D), Medium (M) and Bright (B) image regions.

proposed DRC function. In this map, a certain pixel is equal to unity if it can be distinguished
well from the neighboring pixels. Besides this, we also calculate the Contrast Visibility Ratio
CV R that represents the ratio between number of visible pixels from the CVM (pixels with
contrast above the JNC value, calculated with Weber’s constantCw = 0.04) and the total
number of pixels. For the rest we measure exactly the same parameters as in Table 5.1. The
selection of luminance regions is based on a luminance signal of the linear DRC function.

Fig. 5.22 shows both the obtained image and the corresponding CVM, when applying
DRC compression functions for three values of the parametera, corresponding to three ex-
treme DRC function shapes. These shapes are “linear” (DRClin), “optimal” (DRCopt, ob-
tained withc = 0.5, yielding value ofa=6,628), and “extreme” compressive (DRCext, ob-
tained witha = 1). Again, these settings show that a compromise must be made:gain in
some areas against losses elsewhere. For example, looking at the CVR score for this partic-
ular image, the visibility of medium and bright image details after theDRClin function is
very good, but dark image details are not well visible. WhenDRCopt function is applied,
more dark image regions become visible at the expense of reduced visibility (contrast) of
medium and particularly bright image regions. WithDRCext function, dark image regions
are even better visible, however, the visibility (contrast) of medium and particularly bright
image regions is further reduced. These conclusions can also be validated with the results in
Table 5.3. The general observations from the table results confirm the above visual findings.

5.4.4 Discussion and conclusions of the previous sections

The conclusions in this subsection apply to the previous sections on choosing the shape of the
DRC function, as well as the optimization strategy for balancing the amount of compression
versus the visual improvements and losses of contrast.

• We preferably avoid the use of extreme DRC functions, unlessreally required to im-
prove visibility of dark image regions. In all experiments in the past sections, the
applied DRC function is always a compromise between the lossof local contrast and
visibility of image details in dark, medium and bright imageregions. This even holds
for extreme functions.

• Since the choice of the DRC function and its shape is a compromise, we conclude that
the use of DRC functions (and in general, global tone mappingfunctions) alone is not
sufficient for obtaining a sufficiently high quality. The dominant loss in image quality
appears as (1) loss of local image contrast and (2) loss of corresponding visibility of
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various image details. The amount of losses is actually depending on the dynamic
range of the actual image and related characteristics.

• The work of finding a contrast-preserving DRC function is interesting, as it offers a
clear visual improvement in many cases. The key to this solution was to stabilize the
contrast gain of the DRC function with low-pass filtering. Unfortunately, this solution
is not always effective, as it preserves only contrast in features with high-frequency
characteristics. A second limitation is that the contrast cannot improve beyond the
contrast level of the original image.

Given the limitations in the above conclusions, there is only one clear path for further
improvement of local image contrast: employ a local contrast enhancement technique, such
as LACE, featuring a local improvement operation which is not coupled to a transforming
function that has to be applied to the whole image.

Up to this point, we have presented our DRC tone mapping function for the compression
of HDR images, and a corresponding algorithm for its shape control. For future work, it
is interesting to further optimize the shape of the DRC function by directly using metrics
for the local contrast and visibility of details. The optimization of the DRC functions is
not further elaborated in this thesis. Instead, we considerthat the DRC function is the first
part of the global tone mapping function GTMF. In the following section we will describe
a remaining part of the GTMF, which is a global contrast improvement algorithm ensuring
optimal utilization of the available display dynamic range, which also improves the overall
image perception.

5.5 Constrained histogram range equalization

5.5.1 Basic principles

This section outlines the Constrained Histogram Range Equalization (CHRE) global contrast
enhancement method, which succeeds the DRC subsystem, for further control of the transfer
function of the luminance signal. The enhancement is performed in such a way that a higher
contrast is achieved and disadvantages from conventional global histogram equalization are
prevented. The conventional concept of histogram equalization is that a high-quality image
is obtained by transforming the image such that the result has equal amounts of all gray
levels, thereby creating a flat picture histogram. However,we prefer to perform histogram
equalization in the perceptually uniform luminance space,since any changes imposed by
the histogram transfer function in that space would perceptually affect all image luminance
values equally. Therefore, prior to performing the histogram equalization, we transform the
luminancesignal to alightnesssignal according to the CIEL∗ function, which was standard-
ized by the CIE Committee to approximate the lightness response of the HVS. To reduce
complexity, the CIEL∗ function can be approximated by the 0.4-power function of the rel-
ative luminance [84]. When performed in CIEL∗ space, histogram equalization maximizes
the information transfer to the HVS and is achieved by increasing the local gain of the trans-
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Figure 5.23: (a) CHRE measurement and transfer function forming block and (b) an example of its
action. Time dependence of parameters has been omitted for simplicity.

fer function around the lightness levels that occur more often in the image3. However, the
disadvantages of full histogram equalization can sometimes prevail over the benefits [48],
making a straightforward application risky. For this reason, we will constrain this operation
by limiting the first derivative of the transfer function. After performing the proposed his-
togram equalization, we will transform the lightness signal back to the luminance domain,
using the inverse transfer function CIEL∗−1, which can be approximated by the 2.5-power
function of the relative lightness.

Figure 5.23 (a) shows details of the CHRE measurement and transfer-forming block. Fig-
ure 5.23 (b) portrays an example of the histogram measurement and a corresponding transfer
function obtained as a scaled cumulative histogram function.

The applied histogram transfer function is influenced by theindicatedHistogram anal-
ysis block, where the histogram is measured withink small intervals (bins) and gives bin
valuesB(i), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. In our implementation, we use a 32-bin histogram, which gives
a low algorithm complexity. As shown in Fig. 5.23 (b), we can use only the lower part of the
histogram measurement (left from the vertical line atLl/k lightness). This choice leads to
performing histogram equalization which excludes higher lightness values.

We also see the color handling of the histogram algorithm (see also Fig. 5.1), in which
we calculate the gain equal toGc = YCHRE/Y that is applied to the luminance and we also
copy this gain to the color channels, yieldingRGBCHRE = Gc · RGB. This operation can

3In practical camera applications, instead of transformingan image to the CIEL∗ space, it is easier to position a
CHRE processing block after the camera gamma function that can be approximated by a 0.5-power function of the
relative luminance. First, this operation is very similar to the transformation to the CIEL∗ signal space. Second, it
makes subsequent transformation to the CIEL∗−1 obsolete. Third, it is better for signal quantization noise.
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be performed directly on theR, G andB color channels, or on theU andV color difference
components (for more details on this topic, see Section 2.2.3).

Finally, in the digital camera system shown in Fig. 5.1, the camera user can set the mean
brightness of the image, depending on the observed scene andhis own desired perception.
However, the CHRE algorithm can potentially control the average luminance in a way that is
opposite to the user setting, which may be undesirable in some applications. This operation of
the CHRE block can be prevented by an additional control of the luminance transfer function.
However, this topic is beyond the scope of this thesis. More details can be found in [20].

5.5.2 Measurement considerations

As discussed in Fig.5.23 in the previous section, the measurement input for the CHRE algo-
rithm is the Histogram analysis block consisting of a countable number of bins. This will
be translated into a calculated transfer function. In this subsection, we concentrate on the
histogram measurement, while the transfer function is partof the CHRE algorithm discussed
in the next subsection.

A. Stability and noise robustness

It is known from literature that measuring a histogram basedon the individual sample occur-
rences per bin may lead to temporal instabilities in calculation of the transfer function [34] [57].
This is particularly the case when a large amount of pixels occurs at the border between two
bins: then only a small change of sample values can lead to a considerable change of the his-
togram. A solution for this problem is to define “fuzzy” decision levels: instead of counting a
pixel by one bin, we divide its occurrence over two neighboring bins, depending on the pixel
distance from the separation level.

Furthermore, in order to make the measurements as noise-free as possible, and to realize
smooth, gradual changes over time of the CHRE transfer function, a frame memory (field
memory for interlaced video) can be added for temporal pixelvalue averaging (within the
dashed block in Fig. 5.23 (a)). We calculate the filtered signal YLF used in theHistogram
analysis blockby

YLF (t) = c · YLF (t− 1) + (1− c) · YL(t). (5.18)

The parameter constantc is chosen close to unity, resulting in a strong filtering effect. The
IIR temporal filtering yields a more reliable measurement and an improved representation of
the image. Simultaneously, fast moving objects in the scenewill be removed, resulting in
not only more stable transfer function generation, but alsofewer dependencies from the fast
moving objects in the scene. For a reduced HW complexity, instead of using the frame/field
memory, it is also possible to perform recursive filtering onthe histogram bin values with
very similar results.

B. Histogram measurement in salient (texture) areas

A conventional histogram measurement has the property thatthe largest contribution to the
measurement can come from large, almost uniform areas. As a result, this would cause large
contrast gains and overstretching of irrelevant contrast,thereby giving annoying effects and
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significant noise. To cope with this effect, we can employ aselective countingprinciple.
Measuring histogram only at details and texture areas (salient regions) leads to enhancement
of details and textures, and not unimportant image parts.

B.1 Conventional algorithms for selective counting
For measuring a histogram, it is possible to consider only those pixels that differ from the
previously used pixel with at least a certain noise-dependent threshold [34]. A simple im-
plementation of this counting principle is to start at the beginning of each line and to select
only those pixels that are different from the previously selected pixel by a given threshold.
To improve the noise immunity for pixel selection, this selection criterion is extended to a
block-based processing [57]. Pixels of a certain block are considered salient and measured if
their average luminance value differs from the average luminance of the previous block by at
least a certain threshold. In this particular case, a relative difference is calculated to account
for the luminance-dependent noise component and the size ofthe JND that increases with the
luminance. However, an obvious disadvantage of these measurement methods (pixel/block)
is that only horizontal details are considered for simplicity. Another disadvantage is that the
pixel-based approach can only detect edge pixels and not thecomplete edge profile, because
it actually measures the differential gain of the pixels, which is only non-zero very close to
the edge center.

B.2 Proposed algorithm for selective counting
As an alternative, we propose to measure the histogram at salient image regions which are
defined as pixels at a position(m,n), where the low-pass filtered signalFLPΩ(m,n) suffi-
ciently differs from the input pixel luminanceYLF (m,n). The low-pass signalFLPΩ(m,n) =
YLF (m,n)⊗hΩ(i, j) is calculated as a convolution of the low-pass kernel of sizeΩ×Ω with
impulse responsehΩ(i, j). The salient pixels are defined by the following condition, based
on difference thresholdTCHRE :

|FLPΩ(m,n)− YLF (m,n)| > TCHRE . (5.19)

To improve the noise robustness in the measuring process, itis also possible to subtract two
filtered signals originated by two differently sized kernels: a standard kernel (Ω × Ω pixels)
and a small kernel (ΩS × ΩS pixels). Hence, we define a pixel to be salient and use it for
constructing the histogram if

|FLPΩ(m,n)− FLPΩS (m,n)| > TCHRE . (5.20)

In order to include some general image features in the measuring process, and to always
compute a certain histogram measurement regardless of the presence of textured areas, we
also select a subset of all input pixels. For instance, this operation can be performed by
always counting each10-th pixel, regardless if it is salient or not.

To be able to address the luminance-dependent noise component and the fact that the size
of the JND increases with the luminance, it is logical to use arefined threshold for saliency,
in the formTCHRE = max(Tfloor, σ ·FLPΩ(m,n)). In this specification,Tfloor is a noise-
floor value which, together with the parameterσ, depends on the camera settings for gain,
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exposure time and exposure bracketing. However, due to the operation in the perceptually
uniform CIEL∗ color space, this is not necessary [84], and we can use constant values for
the detail threshold in the form ofTCHRE = c · Ymax. Here, constantc is related to the
so-called Weber’s constantCw, andYmax represents the maximum value of the luminance
signal.

In Fig. 5.24 (a), we present only a gamma-corrected image andin (b) and (c), we show
the effect of using Eq. (5.19) and Eq. (5.20) withΩ = 17 andΩS = 5, respectively. For
the results, the parameterTCHRE = 0.01 · Ymax (1% of the maximum display range).
In Fig. 5.24 (b) and (c), white pixels correspond to calculated salient regions that are used
for building the image histogram. Although somewhat more pixels are considered salient
with Eq. (5.19), this does not lead to visual differences in the output result for this image.
Fig. 5.24 (d) and (e) show two algorithm results, without andwith histogram selective count-
ing operation, respectively. When selective counting is employed, it can be observed that the
histogram is calculated with preference for details and texture areas, and that large, flat areas
are omitted. This has a clear impact on the quality of results, since the output image quality is
deteriorated when all pixels are considered. This occurs because the algorithm enhances the
background more due to its size, at the expense of important areas like the face and cloths (see
Fig. 5.24 (d)). On the other hand, when the preference is given to details (using Eq. (5.20)),
we can observe that the visually important image contrast isimproved (Fig. 5.24 (e)).

As a conclusion, by calculating the histogram with dominantpreference for salient re-
gions, we obtain an improved image quality at the interesting salient regions of the image
and avoid the dominance of the large uniform areas in the histogram calculation. There is
an additional system aspect to the previous discussion. CHRE is in its basic form a global
technique for image contrast enhancement. With the above modification in the histogram
measurement, CHRE will also consider local signal statistics.

5.5.3 CHRE algorithm description

A. Algorithm concept

Let us now further elaborate on the CHRE algorithm. Assume aninput luminance signal
YDRC having values0, 1, . . . , Ymax where 0 corresponds to a black level andYmax is the
maximum luminance value. The signalYDRC is first transformed to a lightness signalYL

(see Fig. 5.23 (a)) and then to a temporally-filtered lightness signalYLF , which is an input
for the histogram measurement block. If the histogram measurement providesk bin val-
uesB(1), B(2), . . . , B(k), then histogram equalization is a procedure for transforming the
image lightness in such a way that the resulting bin values become equal. In practice, this
equalization is not perfect due to the finite precision of thenumber representation and modi-
fications of the histogram equalization algorithm that we will introduce. These modifications
are introduced for optimizing image quality and will be discussed later.

The concept of the equalization is to apply local gain factors that correspond to the bin-
valuesB(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , k. As suggested in Fig. 5.23 (b), not all bins have to be used in the
equalization process, but only the firstl of them, withl < k. This corresponds to using only
the lower lightness values (lower range of the lightness scale) in the equalization process. The
choice of the parameterl results from the observation that using and controlling higher light-
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Figure 5.24: (a) Gamma-corrected input image and a binary map of used detail pixels, when (b) salient regions are determined using Eq.(5.19), with
TCHRE = 0.01 · Ymax (1% of the maximum display range); (c) salient regions are determined using Eq.(5.20). CHRE output results when (d)
all pixels are taken into account; (e) only salient regions are taken into account, using Eq.(5.20).
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.25: Performance of the CHRE algorithm, when number of used binsl is equal to (a)l = k =
32 (all bins are used) (b)l = 0.75 · k = 24 (three quarter of the bins are used).

ness values can lead not only to a significant elevation of theaverage video level in the image,
but also to a possible higher lightness compression, as wellas very high gain factors in the
segments of the transfer function. All these effects can occur because usually the percentage
of bright areas in the scene is small, and using them in the histogram equalization process
would lead to a very strong influence of the lower-lightness bins in the equalization process.
Comparison of performance of the CHRE algorithm, when the number of used binsl is equal
to 75% of the total number of bins, is presented in Fig. 5.25 (b), andthe resulting image when
all bins are used is shown in Fig. 5.25 (a). Although using allbins in the algorithm yields a
higher contrast image, it also further changes the average luminance level of the image, and
reduces the local image contrast.

Discussion. When using a histogram in general, it would be most natural to employ all
the histogram bins in the equalization process. The above introductory experiment based on
using only a certain percentage of the bins, shows that a better local contrast can be obtained,
although the global contrast is somewhat lower. Depending on the application an the image
type, this behavior can be desirable or not acceptable. In the following paragraphs, we will
present an algorithm histogram equalization that takes this into account and offers flexibility
to the user for specific image quality optimization. Our approach is to design the algorithm
with a tunable number of bins and preserve this property throughout the complete system.
The usage of only a fraction of the bins is also expressed in the name of the algorithm:range
equalization, leading to the abbreviation CHRE. For the majority of the results presented in
this thesis, we have used a setting of 75% of the bin usage.

Algorithm. The following algorithm design is based on three important properties: (1)
the fractional usage of bins, (2) the use of a segmented transfer function, originating from
a finite number of bins, and (3) constraining the transfer function. The last step will be
presented in the following subsection, while the first two properties are incorporated in the
discussion below.
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The width of the histogram bins isYmax/k and the sumBS of the l used bins (l ≤ k)
equals

BS =
l
∑

i=1

B(i). (5.21)

The range probability density function of the input image, at borders between subsequent
bins is equal tofP (i) = B(i)/BS. This probability density function is used for calculating
a Cumulative Range Density Function (CRDF)fC(i), according to

fC(i) =

i
∑

j=1

fP (j), for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. (5.22)

Since bins represent an interval, we compute the values of the CRDF at the borders of the bins
(intervals), which are at multiples ofYmax/k, and values in between are interpolated. These
values will be used for constituting a transfer function. Wedefine a so-called Initial Transfer
Function (ITF) (fITF ) as the first step in the algorithm, which is then modified in further
limiting stages, as will be discussed in the next subsection. The ITF function is computed
from the CRDF by defining each function value at multiples ofYmax/k, according to the bin
values, so that

fITF

(

Ymax · i
k

)

=

{

fC(i)Ymax · l/k for 1 ≤ i ≤ l,
Ymax · i/k for l + 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

(5.23)

This lightness transfer function comprises ofk+1 points, in which there arek gain segments
corresponding tok bins, wherel of them are used in the equalization process. The value
of l is chosen as a constant. The lightness transfer function is implemented as the sum of a
linear growing functionYmax · i/k and a differential variable functionf∆ITF (i), that can be
positive or negative, and has a limited range. Hence,

fITF (i) = Ymax · i/k + f∆ITF (i), i = 0, 1, . . . , k. (5.24)

This description will accommodate the limiting stage that follows. The differential LUT
functionf∆ITF can be represented using the segment differential gainsg(i) of the transfer
function, that are equal tog(i) = x(i)/(Ymax/k). The valuesx(i) are proportional to the
first derivative of the ITF function in thei-th segment, hence:

x(i) = fITF (Ymax · (i + 1)/k)− fITF (Ymax · i/k), i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1. (5.25)

The differential transfer functionf∆ITF (i) is therefore equal to

f∆ITF (i) =

i−1
∑

j=0

(g(j)− 1) · Ymax/k, i = 0, 1, . . . , k. (5.26)

The reader should note that the differential gainsg(i) = 1 for i = l, l+ 1, . . . , k − 1, are not
used in the limiting stage described in the following subsection.
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Figure 5.26: Different stages of the CHRE transfer function limiting: (a) maximum gain; (b) maximum
compression; (c) maximum deviation.

B. Limiting stage

Some of the regions of this transfer function might have a gain, which can deteriorate the
resulting image. Furthermore, transfer function can introduce excessive contrast losses in
statistically less dominant luminance regions. One of the keys to our solution is to limit the
gains within the segments. It is possible to set a maximum anda minimum allowed gain value
per segment (depending on the section significance), or set global limits for all segments and
apply clipping afterwards. However, these possibilities are not further pursued due to their
higher complexity. Instead, we perform a scaling of the transfer function into a set of limited
boundaries. This has the advantage that the shape of the transfer function is preserved. The
boundaries are set by pre-determined parameters. Only the first l gain factors are scaled and
the remaining gain factors are assigned unity gain. The pre-determined set of parameters for
defining the scaling is defined as follows (see Fig. 5.26).

1. Maximum gain. This limitation protects against over-stretching of the contrast. Fur-
thermore, it prevents noise deterioration. First we will search for the maximum gain
value in all considered segments, hencegmax = {max(g(i)) | i = 0, 1, ..., l− 1}, and
compare it with the maximum allowed value of the gain,Gmax. If gmax > Gmax,
scaling of the differential LUT is performed as

f∆ITF (i)
′ =

{

f∆ITF (i)
Gmax

gmax
for 0 ≤ i ≤ l,

0 for l + 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
(5.27)

Otherwise, ifgmax ≤ Gmax, thenf∆ITF (i)
′ = f∆ITF (i), so there is no up-scaling

of the transfer function. The scaling of the differential transfer function results in new
segment gainsg(i)′. Typical values of parameterGmax areGmax ∈ [2, 4].

2. Maximum compression(equivalent to minimum gain). The minimum gain limitation
ensures an acceptable loss of the statistically less relevant details and ensures that the
image does not become too dark. We first find the resulting differential gainsg(i)′ of
the obtained transfer functionf∆ITF (i)

′ from the previous,Maximum gainlimitation
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step. Then, we find the maximum compression (minimum gain) value for all consid-
ered segments, hencegmin = {min(g(i)′) | i = 0, 1, ..., l − 1}, and compare it with
the minimum allowed value of the gain,Gmin. If gmin < Gmin, scaling is performed
according to

f∆ITF (i)
′′ =

{

f∆ITF (i)
′Gmin

gmin
for 0 ≤ i ≤ l,

0 for l + 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
(5.28)

Otherwise, ifgmin ≥ Gmin, thenf∆ITF (i)
′′ = f∆ITF (i)

′. Typical values of parame-
terGmin areGmin ∈ [0.35, 0.75].

3. Maximum deviation from the linear transfer function. This limitation preserves the
appearance of the image. If the maximum deviation from a linear transfer isdmax and
the maximum allowed deviation isDmax, and ifdmax > Dmax, scaling is performed
in every segment and results in a lightness transfer function fCHRE , so that

fCHRE(i) = Ymaxi/k + f∆ITF (i)
′′ · Dmax

dmax
. (5.29)

If the above conditiondmax > Dmax is not satisfied,fCHRE(i) = Ymaxi/k +
f∆ITF (i)

′′. Typically,Dmax ∈ [1/16, 1/8] · Ymax.

The previous limitations form the final stage of the equalization algorithm. To complete the
whole system according to the block diagram, we return to theluminance space. Let us
summarize that step in the sequel.

Finally, we transform the resulting image having the lightness valuesYCHRE
∗ obtained

by thefCHRE function to the luminance domain representationYCHRE . This is achieved
by using a luminance-lightness inverse transfer function CIE L∗−1, that can be approximated
by a 2.5-power function of the relative lightness. The output signalYCHRE is the resulting
output of the complete GTMF block, which is why we will simplify its notation and name it
YG in subsequent chapters.

Let us further explain the above three limiting parameters,Maximum gain, Maximum
compressionandMaximum deviation. Valuex(i) from Fig. 5.26 controls the contrast ex-
pansion and compression in each segmenti. After limitation of the maximum and mini-
mum gains, the variablex(i) is bounded in all segments within a certain interval, for example
x(i) ∈ [Ymax/k −△1, Ymax/k +△2], where△1 and△2 are positive parameters that con-
trol the allowed compression and expansion, respectively.Valuey(i) controls the deviation
of the f∆ITF (i)

′′ transfer function from the linear transfer function. Afterthis limiting,
y(i) ∈ [−△,+△], where△ is a positive parameter. These three limiting steps lead to a
new, modified, lightness transfer functionfCHRE . The modified luminance gain will also be
applied to all color components to preserve saturation, as described in Section 2.2.3.

5.5.4 Experiments and discussion on the CHRE algorithm performance

The visual effect of the limiting stage in the CHRE algorithmcan be observed in Fig. 5.27,
which presents an example output of the CHRE algorithm. The input HDR image “Memorial
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church” is commonly used as a test scene, whose dynamic rangespans through 6 orders of
magnitude (image is created by Debevec [87]). We processed this image using our GTMF
consisting of a DRC stage and the CHRE stage withl = 32 bins. The DRC algorithm is
performed withgDRC parametersa = 1 andb = 1/8. Fig. 5.27 (a) presents the result of the
CHRE operation where the transfer function is obtained without any limiting, whereas sub-
figure (b) portrays the result of CHRE equalization with a limited transfer function, having
Maximum gainGmax = 4 andMaximum compressionGmin = 0.5. When the limiting stage
is not employed, we can clearly observe the significant contrast loss in the bright image parts,
especially in the colored glass regions (subfigure (c)). In contrast with this, the limiting stage
of the CHRE algorithm significantly improves the visibilityof details and the contrast loss is
limited (subfigure (d)).

Up to this moment, we have presented the CHRE algorithm that optimizes the displayed
image contrast and the overall visual impression. Besides the presented visual impression,
we also would like to measure the influence of the CHRE algorithm on the resulting local
contrast and visibility of image details. Any histogram equalization method including the
CHRE transfer function, can introduce certain contrast loss in statistically less present (dom-
inant) luminance regions, while improving contrast in statistically more dominant luminance
regions. These contrast improvements and degradations canbe evaluated by calculating a
local image contrast and visibility of details invariousluminance regions. In particular, we
will observe the effect of the proposed CHRE algorithm (withthe limiting stage), as well as
two extreme cases of the CHRE algorithm, being the linear function (no histogram equaliza-
tion applied) and the full histogram equalization (withoutconstraints of the limiting stage).
We will show that the value of the applied CHRE strength is preferably not an extreme one,
but is a compromise between the visibility of details and thecontrast in dark, medium and
bright image areas.

Similarly to Section 5.2.4 B, and as explained in Appendix C,we calculate a binary
Contrast Visibility Map (CVM) in order to quantify and visualize the effect of CHRE function
optimization. In this map, a certain pixel is equal to unity if it can be well distinguished from
the neighboring pixels. Besides this, we also calculate theContrast Visibility RatioCV R
that represents the ratio of the number of visible pixels from the CVM (pixels with contrast
above the JNC value, calculated with Weber’s constantCw = 0.04) and the total number of
pixels. Furthermore, we finally calculate the average localimage contrastLC, in all, as well
as in dark, medium and bright image regions. The selection ofluminance regions is based on
a luminance signal of the CHRE function with applied limiting stage.

Fig. 5.28 shows both the obtained image and the corresponding CVM, at three observed
positions of the CHRE function:

• “linear” CHRElin, as if no CHRE function is applied,

• “optimal” CHREopt, as calculated in the CHRE function optimization algorithmwith
a limiting stage, usingMaximum gainGmax = 4 andMaximum compressionGmin =
0.5, and

• “extreme” CHRE functionCHREext, having no limiting stage.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.27: Performance example of the CHRE algorithm, with the used number of binsl = 32. The
DRC algorithm is applied with parametersa = 1 and b = 1/8. (a) no CHRE transfer function
limiting; (b) CHRE transfer function limiting, withMaximum gainGmax = 4 and Maximum
compressionGmin = 0.5. Subfigures (c) and (d) are zoomed-in (a) and (b) images, respectively.

These three settings reveal different image details, but atthe same time, compress some
other details. For example, for this particular image, the local contrast of medium and bright
image details after theCHRElin function are good, but the local contrast in the dark image
areas is low. Looking at the contrast measurement Table 5.4,we observe that as the strength
of the CHRE function increases (going from linear, optimal,and finally to extreme), the
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(a) Linear CHRE function,
CHRElin (no CHRE processing).

(b) CHRE processing with limiting,
CHREopt (proposed histogram
equalization).

(c) CHRE processing, no limiting,
CHREext (full histogram
equalization).

Figure 5.28: Resulting image “Memorial church”, when various CHRE functions are applied. We show
a CHRE processed image and a corresponding contrast visibility map, which represents pixels in
the image that are well distinguished from the neighboring pixels.

value of the overall average local contrast consistently increases. Hence, we improve the
local contrast of dark image regions, but reduce the contrast of medium and bright image
regions. The same holds for theCV R metric. As such, the role of the CHRE function is
clear: it improves visibility of details and local contrastin some statistically important image
regions, at the cost of reducing contrast and visibility of details in other regions. Comparing
the optimal and the extreme CHRE transformation, we can observe that the extreme CHRE
function has somewhat better overall local contrast and almost the same visibility of details
(CVR).
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LC LCD LCM LCB CV R CV RD CV RM CV RB

CHRElin 0.1069 0.1036 0.1367 0.2035 0.3366 0.2857 0.0502 7 · 10−4

CHREopt 0.1498 0.1515 0.1344 0.0893 0.4224 0.3738 0.0481 5 · 10−4

CHREext 0.1670 0.1725 0.1167 0.0280 0.4282 0.3868 0.0413 8 · 10−5

Table 5.4: Influence of the CHRE algorithm to the average Local ContrastLC and Contrast Visibility
RatioCV R in Dark (D), Medium (M) and Bright (B) image regions.

Let us now discuss the value of the limiting stage in the algorithm. We can observe
the value of using CHRE with limitations (CHREopt). While the extreme CHRE function
(CHREext) significantly lowers the local contrast in both medium and bright image regions
compared to a linear (CHRElin) function, this is not the case for theCHREopt function.
Local contrast of theCHREopt function in medium regions is almost identical to the one of
theCHRElin function, and in bright image regions, it is much better thanfor theCHREext

function. At the same time, visibility of details (CV R) of optimal and extreme functions
are very similar in dark and medium image regions, butCHREopt has much better visi-
bility of details in bright image regions, compared to theCHREext function. Thereby, the
CHREopt function offers much better visibility of details in the statistically less relevant
bright image regions (for instance, colored glass region inimages). Although statistically
small, this difference is visually very important, since otherwise these details would be lost.

As a conclusion, the limiting stage of the CHRE algorithm provides somewhat less over-
all contrast compared to the full histogram equalization (extreme case), however, it also yields
more contrast and higher visibility of details in certain important image regions. For this rea-
son, we do not accept extreme CHRE functions: the applied CHRE function is always a com-
promise between the loss and visibility of local contrast and image details in dark, medium
and bright image regions. Similarly with DRC functions, we can conclude that the use of
global tone mapping functions alone is often not satisfactory, due to an inevitable loss of lo-
cal image contrast and corresponding visibility of some image details. This is why we pursue
the improvement of local image contrast by means of local contrast enhancement techniques,
such as LACE.

5.6 Results of combined DRC and CHRE functions

We have tested our GTMF scheme on various input signals, bothin simulations and in a
real-time surveillanceapplication. Video sequences were chosen such that clipping of the
signals was avoided, if possible. In case of HDR video signals, this demand leaves us with
a rather dark starting image, due to the fact that we have to process and present this image
in a system that can handle only a fraction of the input dynamic range (going for instance
from 100 dB to 40 dB, as explained before). We have performed asubjective comparison
of various available cameras, since this is the most relevant comparison in the surveillance
application. The comparison was based on panels of viewers,ranking the subjective quality.
In this section we will briefly present global tone mapping results of two HDR scenes by
four cameras that are commercially available on the market.In Chapter 9 we will perform a
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.29: Results of several processing schemes: (a) standard cameraimage, (b) method from [32],
(c) method from [71], (d) our DRC&CHRE method.

more formal comparison of the complete proposed camera system with several state-of-the-
art methods known from literature. There, we will also use objective metrics and known test
scenes that are publicly available, to evaluate the image quality.

One of the interesting scenes used for subjective evaluation between various camera
manufacturers (see Fig. 5.29 (a)) is fairly complex and consists of both dark and bright areas
and several foreground and background objects. The most relevant foreground objects are
“Gamma chart” and “Macbeth chart”, which are used to check the correct luminance and
color rendering, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 5.29 (a), the standard camera process-
ing cannot handle the dynamic range of the scene. From all other proposals represented in
Figs. 5.29 (b), (c) and (d), our system has the best performance, not only in terms of the over-
all contrast, but also in terms of the sharpness and local contrast. This results from the fact
that the DRC processing stage will enhance the video signal sufficiently to create freedom for
the CHRE block to fine-tune and redistribute the luminance and chrominance signal in the
image, towards a clearly improved distribution.

In Fig. 5.30, another HDR scene is presented. One can observethe loss of details either
in dark or bright areas when using the other methods, and our clear improvement of dark
objects while keeping a good gradation in bright areas. Thisperformance originates from
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.30: Results of several processing schemes: (a) standard cameraimage, (b) standard DRC
processing with thelog function, (c) method from [71], (d) our DRC&CHRE method.

the GTMF that at the same time enhances details in the dark image parts, while moderately
compressing details in bright image parts. Other cameras often excessively compress details
in bright image parts.

5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we have introduced a new scheme and an approach for global tone mapping of
the sensor signal. Its key feature is splitting the overall global tone mapping function GTMF
into a DRC transfer function and a CHRE transfer function. Each function aims at solving a
specific problem.

DRC function.The DRC subsystem adapts the wide dynamic-range video signal to the
remainder of the system, which can handle only a fraction of the original dynamic range.
This operation is performed in such a way that at the same time, details in the dark im-
age parts are enhanced while details in the bright image parts are moderately compressed.
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Two approaches for DRC operation are proposed: a segmented luminance function based on
splines, to achieve desired effects of range compression and visibility of noise, and an analytic
function based on thelog function that gives us computational benefits. The choice ofthe
particular DRC function depends on the application: for general-purpose image processing
without detailed knowledge of the camera operation and parameters, it is more convenient
to use thelog-based function. For simplicity, the system controls the DRC function with
only one parameter,gDRC . At the same time, we have also presented a control algorithmfor
the DRC function control which uses image statistics and determines the amount of optimal
dynamic-range expansion/compression (DRC strength). Furthermore, we have demonstrated
that image quality can be significantly improved in the process of DRC compression provided
that a local contrast preservation step is included. This isachieved by translating the DRC
function to the gain domain and blurring the gain map of the DRC function.

CHRE function. The second part of the GTMF is a CHRE subsystem that fine-tunes
and redistributes the luminance (and color) signal in the image to optimize the amplitude
distribution and global contrast of the scene. The strong point of the CHRE processing is
its property that it can preserve details in statistically unpopulated, yet visually relevant lu-
minance regions. A further advantage of this global tone mapping proposal is its simplicity
and adaptability to the video signal. In addition, the system output is suited for further image
enhancement steps such as peaking, contouring, automatic adjustment of the black level and
optimal exposure, back-light compensation, local detail enhancement, etc.

Structure of the overall processing.Fig. 5.31 shows the break-down of this chapter,
marking our contributions with the * symbol. The figure showsthe major functions and
processing tasks to be performed for higher image quality. Below each processing task, we
have indicated quality and system aspects for the task involved and the possible benefit. In the
sequel of this section, we will address the system aspect andthe seven consecutive primary
processing tasks individually, and present the related conclusions for each processing task.

System aspect.We split GTMF such that the DRC function is performed prior tothe
CHRE function. In this way, it is possible to employ a low-complexity (32 bins) histogram
processing in the CHRE block and to impose moderate limitations to the transfer gains in the
CHRE sections. If we would skip the DRC stage and use only CHREprocessing, we will
not be able to sufficiently preserve details in statistically unpopulated, but visually relevant
luminance regions. This is why we use the DRC function to firsttransform HDR images to
standard dynamic range images, and only afterwards we optimize their contrast appearance.

Task 1: DRC shape optimization.Focusing on the DRC subsystem, we have studied
performance of various DRC function shapes and have proposed a novel shape such that it
simultaneously enhances details in dark image parts while only moderately compressing de-
tails in bright image parts. We have observed that the majority of the conventional DRC
functions excessively compress local image contrast. Our approach is to be more moderate
in contrast compression and we have shown, both analytically and perceptually, an improved
contrast with the proposed DRC function shape. The key to oursolution is that we distin-
guish between the dynamic range compression and the contrast compression. By separately
addressing them, we can optimize for specific benefits. Furthermore, we have demonstrated
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4. Transform image to CIE L* space
Enable perceptual uniformity of histogram equalization and maximize 
information transfer to HVS.

5. Temporal stability of the algorithm
Stabilize histogram measurements to ensure smooth control and fewer 
dependencies from moving objects.

Contrast improvement function: 
Constrained Histogram Range Equalization (CHRE)

1. DRC shape optimization *
New shape of DRC function with one effective control parameter:
- good visibility of dark image parts, but less contrast compression in

     bright image parts,
- good match with noise characteristics, limited noise amplification.

2. Contrast preserving DRC function
Preserve local contrast during the DRC step.

3. DRC strength optimization *
Control algorithm that estimates optimal strength of DRC function
- good visibility of details in dark image parts,
- moderate compression of details in bright image parts
- DRC strength optimization based on salient regions.

Dynamic Range Compression (DRC) function

6. Histogram measurements in salient regions *
Better detection of salient regions:
- by calculating histogram with dominant preference for salient regions,

     we obtain an improved image quality at the interesting salient regions
     of the image and avoid the dominance of the large uniform areas.

7. Improved histogram equalization algorithm *
Use of range equalization to obtain better local contrast
- by excluding higher lightness bins from histogram equalization, we 

prevent contrast losses and strong video level  elevation.
Constraining transfer function
- prevent excessive contrast losses in statistically less dominant

     luminance regions,
- prevent excessive contrast stretch and noise deterioration.

Global Tone Mapping Function (GTMF)
Splitting GTMF to DRC and CHRE steps:                                             *
- better support of HDR signals, enabling sufficient DRC and limiting
  contrast losses in statistically less dominant luminance regions,
- lower complexity.

Figure 5.31: Structure of this chapter, with * pointing out our contributions.
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that the DRC functionshapeshould be well matched with the noise characteristics and inpar-
ticular the exposure bracketing technique, in order to limit the noise amplification. However,
this can only be fully achieved with the spline-based DRC function which offers full freedom
of adapting the shape appropriately.

Task 2: Contrast preserving DRC function.We have shown that one of the indispens-
able steps of our system proposal is to preserve local image contrast in the DRC processing
(compression). This approach is known from the literature,but is often not mentioned, or
even not well understood. This is why we presented a feasiblesolution based on our own
and patented technology in this chapter, so that it becomes available and understood. The key
to this solution is to stabilize the contrast gain of the DRC function with low-pass filtering.
Unfortunately, this solution is not always effective, as itpreserves only contrast in features
with high-frequency characteristics. A second limitationis that the contrast cannot improve
beyond the contrast level of the original image. However, itshould always be included as a
building block of any image processing pipeline.

Task 3: DRC strength optimization.We have proposed an effective control algorithm
that estimates the optimal strength of the DRC function. An important design aspect is to
use only salient regions to calculate the DRC strength, and to provide good visibility of dark
image regions, while only moderately compressing bright image parts. The main conclusion
is that we preferably avoid the use of extreme DRC functions (both in shape and in strength),
unless they are really required to improve visibility of dark image regions. Consequently,
the applied DRC function is always a compromise between the loss of local contrast and the
visibility of image details in dark, medium and bright imageregions. For our, mostly security
applications, we emphasize a good visibility of dark image parts, but this may be less relevant
in alternative applications. As a result, for security we accept a higher local contrast loss and
need additional methods to restore this loss.

Task 4: Transform image to CIEL∗ space.Focusing on the CHRE histogram subsystem
for optimizing the image contrast, the first important step is to perform the CHRE algorithm
in the CIEL∗ space and not in the linear luminance space. By doing so, we enable perceptual
uniformity of histogram equalization and maximize the information transfer to the HVS,
which is a necessary step for imaging systems used by humans.In contrast with this, in
case of e.g. a machine vision application, this step is not required: the only objective is to
maximize contrast in the linear luminance space.

Task 5: Temporal stability of the algorithm.The temporal behavior of the CHRE algo-
rithm should be stable, with only a few dependencies from moving objects. This is achieved
by temporal filtering of the image, but stability can also be achieved by temporal filtering of
the histogram measurement bins. As a result, the CHRE transfer function changes in slow
pace and smoothly, with no jitter and sudden jumps. The same is valid for the DRC func-
tion, where the similar principle is applied. However, thistemporal stabilization step is not
necessary for processing single images.

Task 6: Histogram measurements in salient regions.It is concluded that the histogram
measurement should be designed with a preference for salient regions, which, in turn, en-
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sures picture quality optimization in those salient regions. Hence, we avoid dominance of
large, almost uniform areas in the histogram, that often spoil the resulting image quality. Our
contribution is an algorithm for better detection of salient regions, that is less influenced by
noise and automatically concentrates on visually important image parts. We have found that
high-frequency bands of activity correspond well with salient regions.

Task 7: Improved histogram equalization algorithm.First, we have shown that range
equalization, based on excluding higher luminance (lightness) bins from histogram equaliza-
tion, can lead to better local contrast and less video level elevation. Second, by bounding
the CHRE transfer function, we have achieved a higher image quality, as we can prevent
excessive contrast losses in statistically less dominant,but visually important image regions.
Moreover, the second spin-off of bounding the transfer function is that it prevents excessive
contrast stretching and strong noise deterioration, whichis particularly important when the
exposure bracketing technique is not applied.

At the end of this discussion, we present limitations of the proposed GTMF function.
For most of the scenes, our GTMF solves the problem of optimizing visibility of various
details in the scene, while only moderately compressing other details. At the same time, both
global –and to some extent– local contrast of the signal are preserved/enhanced. However,
the disadvantage is that a video system with only GTMF cannotpreserve local contrast for
extreme HDR signals sufficiently well. Furthermore, if the original local contrast in the scene
is low, it cannot be significantly improved. Also, it should be noted that the improvements
resulting from the proposed GTMF not always occur (althoughthey do mostly). For example,
sometimes scenes occur composed of two very different parts, yielding a measurement and
subsequent control in which the largest part dominates the overall quality. This behavior is
not typical for our system, but would apply to many other techniques as well.

Second, the choice of both the DRC function shape and compression strength, as well
as the CHRE transfer function is always a compromise, and these functions alone are not
sufficient for obtaining a sufficiently high quality in many cases. The dominant loss in image
quality appears as: (1) loss of local image contrast and (2) loss of corresponding visibility of
various image details. The amount of losses is actually depending on the dynamic range of
the actual image and related characteristics. As a conclusion, we need to combine our GTMF
solution with local contrast processing in the video signalprocessing chain. In this way, the
complete handling of extreme dynamic ranges can become feasible, so that that the above
GTMF limitations can be solved. This topic is addressed in the Locally Adaptive Contrast
Enhancement (LACE) block, which will be presented in the next chapter.



CHAPTER6
Locally Adaptive Contrast

Enhancement (LACE)

In this chapter we present the LACE algorithm used to obtain high-contrast output images in
more detail. “Halo” artifacts are the largest problem of local tone mapping techniques. We
will discuss several steps of designing an algorithm that can eliminate the “halo” artifacts
efficiently. We first investigate how to position LACE with respect to the camera gamma
function, the LACE band-pass frequency decomposition of images and the calculation of the
local energy used for the contrast gain. Furthermore, we discuss the type of low-pass filters
and filter banks in the LACE enhancement. To eliminate “halo”artifacts, we propose a novel
local contrast gain formula and introduce a local contrast metric. We provide additional
algorithms for preventing clipping of the output signal andimproving the noise performance,
thereby enabling a significantly higher visual quality.

6.1 Introduction

For digital video cameras, many complex scenes as well as low-quality video footage require
sharpness and contrast improvements that enable the best possible visibility of image details.
Although global contrast control algorithms can be applied[89][20][24][58][57][4], more
complex scene situations often occur, where contrast can bepoor in some parts of the image,
but adequate in other parts, or when the overall contrast is good but the local contrast is
limited. We have concluded in the previous chapter that GTMFs compress image contrast,
particularly in bright and/or statistically unpopulated image regions. In all of the above cases,
locally-adaptive contrast enhancement will provide significant advantages for the perceived
output image quality and the visibility of details [89][27][66][9][100][42][35][39][85]. For a
possible choice and development of a contrast enhancement algorithm, we have to satisfy the
constraints on low computation complexity and high efficiency, since the algorithm should
be feasible for real-time video processing in a surveillance camera.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic break-down of this chapter. At the left, the first part of the chapter presents the

LACE algorithm and initial improvements (Section 6.2). Thefinal requirements are defined in Sec-
tion 6.2.4 (the middle of the diagram). Sections 6.3, 6.4 and6.5 present improvements for preventing
“halos”, signal clipping and noise amplification, respectively (right part of the diagram).

In Chapter 2 we have briefly described the initial LACE algorithm which is attractive be-
cause of its performance/complexity tradeoffs. In this chapter, we extend this algorithm with
artifact reduction to improve the quality. We have found that the original algorithm shows
specific artifacts related to distinct scene object edges. These artifacts appear as excessive
contrast shadows around objects and are known as “halos”. However, when considered from
another view point, “halo” effects are actually increasingthe local contrast, and only when
not controlled well, they become harmful to the image quality. The position we take in this
chapter is that we accept “halos” around objects to increasecontrast, but the problem state-
ment is in defining a precise control of the “halo” phenomenon, rather than to completely
suppressing them. A secondary problem statement for this chapter is the control of signal
clipping and effective prevention of the noise-amplification, which is specifically related to
the LACE algorithm.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows (see Fig. 6.1). Section 6.2 first
describes LACE in more detail and positions it in the overallimage processing chain. In
the beginning of Section 6.2, we conduct initial explorations of the LACE algorithm, and
detail the “halo” artifacts problem. Section 6.2.4 identifies the unresolved problems and
system requirements and provides a research direction. In Section 6.3, we advocate a new
local contrast gain function which is specifically designedto handle contrast enhancement
for large signal transitions, particularly large edges. Wealso employ a local contrast metric
to solve “halo” problems for small-to-medium size edges. Section 6.4 proposes a soft clipper
to prevent clipping of the enhanced signal, and in Section 6.5 we discuss noise behavior
improvement. Finally, Section 6.6 concludes this chapter.

6.2 LACE properties and initial performance improvements

In this section we reintroduce the LACE algorithm, discuss some of its properties and propose
starting improvements of its various aspects. In particular, we propose the optimal position
of LACE in an image processing pipeline and discuss filters, the build-up of filter kernels,
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Figure 6.2: (a) Multi-kernel sliding window in the spatial domain; (b) To limit the enhancement effect
and amplification of noise, the contrast gain of thek-th kernelGk = Ck/LDk is limited between
the maximum contrast gainGmax and the linear functionGk ∝ LDk.

and calculation of the local energy. Afterwards, we draw intermediate conclusions, which
will guide us to the next section where we provide a better solution for “halo” artifacts, signal
clipping and the noise performance. Let us now first describethe original LACE algorithm for
creating a starting point for further improvements presented in the remainder of this chapter.

6.2.1 Original LACE algorithm

The LACE algorithm operates on the image luminance signal after the Global Tone Mapping
Function (GTMF), as depicted in Fig. 2.1. To further simplify the notation of symbols, we
name the input signal to the LACE processingYG, whilem andn are pixel coordinates1. We
will summarize the algorithm in terms of presenting the mostimportant aspects.

Multi-kernel processing.To enhance the local contrast in an image, LACE processes
an input imageYG(m,n) and creates the enhanced output imageYo(m,n) by means of a
multi-kernel algorithm2:

Yo(m,n) = YG(m,n)+

K
∑

k=1

Gk(m,n) · (YG(m,n)−Fk(m,n)) = YG(m,n)+∆Y (m,n).

(6.1)
Essentially, image improvement by LACE is obtained by amplifying medium and higher

frequencies in the image by a gain that is a non-linear function of the local deviation. The key
to the LACE enhancement is the added, high-frequent part of the output signal,∆Y . Here,

1The actual luminance signal at the input of LACE isYCHRE , which is the resulting signal from the global tone
mapping step of the previous chapter. To simplify notation,we call this signalYG throughout the chapter.

2The term multi-kernel should not be confused with multi-scale processing, where different image resolutions are
used in a single system. Here, we mean that different filter kernels are applied in parallel in a multi-branch system,
where the different filtered versions of the signal are summed up at the end.
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K is the number of kernels used,Fk is the local mean of the kernelk, as inFk = YG ⊗ hk,
where⊗ represents the convolution operator andhk is an impulse response of the low-pass
filter at the kernelk. The size of the filter kernels is in the range from(2a1 + 1)(2b1 + 1) till
(2aK + 1)(2bK + 1), often increasing with two or three times at each step when going to a
subsequent scale (i.e.,ak = 2ak−1 − 1 or ak = 3ak−1, Fig. 6.2 (a)).

Contrast gain.ParameterGk = Ck/LDk represents the contrast gain of thek-th ker-
nel. This formula forGk indicates that we will apply less enhancement when the localsignal
energyLDk is large, to prevent over-enhancement and “halo” artifacts. ParametersCk are
gain factors that control the enhancement level per kernel (the higher theCk, the higher
the contrast gainGk, see Fig. 6.2 (b)), whereasLDk is the local energy deviation of kernel
k (typically a local standard deviation). The parametersCk are so-called nominal contrast
parameters, since we are effectively first normalizing the contrast gainsGk with the local de-
viationLDk of a kernel, and then scaling them with a contrast parameterCk. This resembles
a signal characteristic with a varianceCk.

Noise suppression.To prevent amplification of noise, the contrast gainsGk of LACE are
further limited to a maximum gain valueGmax (see Fig. 6.2 (b)). ValueGmax can be selected
depending on the SNR of the input image and the allowed noise level in the output image.
Furthermore, the contrast gain is also limited by a linear functionGk ∝ LDk, following an
intuitive idea that very small values of the local deviationmost likely correspond to noise,
which should not be amplified.

6.2.2 Setting-up LACE: initial considerations and improvements

There are several important aspects of LACE that need to be considered and improved. Let
us now first discuss the position of LACE in the image processing chain, the use of frequency
bands instead of high-frequency regions, and the way of calculating Local Deviation (LD)
energy used in the contrast gain functionGk. Finally, we evaluate filter types used in the
enhancement.

A. Positioning LACE with respect to the camera gamma function

In the processing chain, the camera gamma function (having an approximate formyCAMERA γ(x) ≈
x 0.5) enables perceptual coding of images and serves as the compensation of the compression
property of the display gamma curve,yDISPLAY γ(x) ≈ x2.2), see [84]. In these approx-
imate curves, both input and output variables are normalized between zero and unity. The
camera gamma function has high local contrast compression for all luminance ranges (about
50%). The display gamma function will expand these regions afterwards, but all details that
are smaller than the compression threshold will be lost. In addition, gamma values of var-
ious monitors (often combined with or made by a LUT) are varying per monitor type, and
moreover, the shape of the gamma function does not strictly follow a power law due to an
offset [84]. For these reasons, we would like to always perform a certain level of contrast
enhancement, to prevent detail loss in the displayed image,irrespective of the gamma value.
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Figure 6.3: Parallel LACE enhancement, both prior to and after the camera gamma function.

In this subsection, we will adopt and present a solution for positioning the LACE en-
hancement with respect to the camera gamma function. This choice is based on an extensive
analysis in Appendix D, where a detailed investigation is performed, with various approaches
for combining the LACE enhancement with the camera gamma function. In this paragraph
we briefly summarize the findings. In Appendix D, we study the output image contrast de-
pending on the position of gamma function and LACE (LACE enhancement performed prior
to, in parallel, or after the gamma function). We use a small-signal model approach that ob-
serves the small-signal feature prior to LACE and camera gamma blocks, at the output of the
Global Tone Mapping Function GTMF from the previous step. Then, using Taylor expan-
sion series, we approximate the differential gain of the gamma function at each luminance
level with its first derivative. The output of the LACE algorithm is calculated according to
Eq. (6.1), using only one signal band. Finally, we calculatethe contrast value of the small-
signal feature, at the output of these schemes. Using this framework, we can exactly calculate
and analyze pros and cons of various enhancement schemes.

We have found that the best algorithm modality is to perform LACE enhancementin
parallel to the camera gamma functionand to add the LACE enhancement signal prior to and
after the camera gamma function (as in Fig. 6.3). This schemecombines the performance of
other enhancement schemes, since it can increase the performance of LACE in both dark as
well as in bright image parts. On one hand, adding enhanced high-frequency signal prior to
the camera gamma function (gaing1) increases the performance of LACE in dark image parts.
This is often desired due to the contrast glare, lower sensitivity of the HVS in the dark parts
and ambient light and reflections masking the details of the dark parts when displayed on the
monitor. On the other hand, adding enhanced high-frequencysignal after the camera gamma
function (gaing2) increases the performance of LACE in bright image regions.Enhancing
both dark and bright details is helpful when restoring the contrast lost by compression effects
of both GTMF and the gamma function. Concluding, the best wayto perform LACE contrast
enhancement is in parallel and motivated by the following rules:

• calculation of the multi-band decomposition gain is performed prior to the camera
gamma function (this improves the output image SNR in dark image parts);

• synthesis of the enhanced frequency bands is performed in parallel to the signal path;

• enhanced/compressed band-pass signals are added both prior to and after the camera
gamma function, to strongly enhance details in both dark as well as bright image re-
gions.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.4: Bristol bridge (HDR image courtesy of Greg Ward [89]). (a) NoLACE applied, and three
enhancement schemes, where LACE enhancement is performed,(b) both prior to and after the
camera gamma function, with ,g1 = 0.5 and g2 = 0.5 (see Fig. 6.3); (c) prior to the camera
gamma function,g1 = 1 andg2 = 0; (d) after the camera gamma function,g1 = 0 andg2 = 1;

LC LCD LCM LCB

LACEoff 0.0577 0.1018 0.0305 0.0191

LACEbefore and after gamma 0.2208 0.4306 0.0672 0.0693

LACEbefore gamma 0.2303 0.4611 0.0659 0.0573

LACEafter gamma 0.2036 0.3807 0.0701 0.0807

Table 6.1: Influence of the position of the LACE algorithm to the averageLocal ContrastLC in Dark
(D), Medium (M) and Bright (B) image regions.

We present the performance results of LACE with respect to its position to the camera
gamma function in Fig. 6.4. We can observe that the results correspond to the conclusions ob-
tained by the contrast calculations in Appendix D. Furthermore, our proposal in subfigure (b)
combines the best-of-both-worlds: it has a good visibilityof details in both dark and bright
image parts and by using different gainsg1 andg2, we can obtain enhancement results tai-
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Figure 6.5: Multi-kernel sliding windows in the frequency domain: overlapping frequency regions
Hk = YG − Fk marked as1, 2, . . . ,K, and non-overlapping bandsBk = Fk−1 − Fk marked as
1, 2′, . . . ,K′.

lored to a preference and application. Because the discussed contrast effects are not very well
visible in the printed subfigures, we additionally calculate values of the average local image
contrastLC, in all, as well as in dark, medium and bright image regions individually. These
calculations are performed similarly as in Section 5.2.4 B,and as explained in Appendix C.
The selection of luminance regions is based on a luminance signal in which LACE enhance-
ment is not applied. As can be observed, the values of the local contrast for the proposed
LACE scheme are in between the cases when the LACE enhancement signal is added only
before or only after the gamma function. Moreover, the proposed solution presents a good
balance between these two cases, as it can effectively enhance both dark as well as bright
image details.

B. Frequency bands for the enhancement

Intrinsically, the LACE algorithm from Eq. (6.1) is trying to equalize contrast and amplitudes
of all output features by assigning higher gains to image features with smaller energy (am-
plitude) and vice versa. This is valid for each kernel employed, although the range of spatial
frequencies that can be enhanced by different kernels depends on the kernel size [92]. An
example of a sliding kernel in the spatial domain is presented in Fig. 6.2 (a). In this enhance-
ment scheme, larger kernels cover smaller ones and also add certain new, lower frequencies
in the frequency domain. Basically, an overlap of the frequency ranges occurs: instead of
being responsible only for a certain frequency interval, a larger kernel enhances all smaller
frequencies as well (Fig. 6.5 (top) and Fig. 6.6 (a)). This isone of the reasons why the con-
trollability and resulting quality of any such multi-kernel contrast enhancement scheme is not
satisfactory. Instead, we propose to use kernels in which frequencybands are individually
controlledand provide individual enhancement (Fig. 6.5 (bottom) and Fig. 6.6 (b)).

Let us elaborate on the structure of the proposed multi-kernel LACE processing as de-
picted in Fig. 6.6 (b). At the left, the signal is divided overa filter bank based on a set
of low-pass filters. The next stage is key for the modification. The outputs of the filters
F1, . . . , FK are not only supplied to the subtractors, but also to the nextfilter output, to form
a subtracted, band-pass signal, specified byF1 − F2, . . . , FK−1 − FK . By subtracting the
output of kernels of two neighboring branches in the diagram, a difference is created that rep-
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Figure 6.6: Multi-kernel LACE processing resulting in (a) overlappingfrequency regions, as in
Eq. (6.1), (b) non-overlapping bands from Eq.(6.2). When using non-overlapping bands, better
perceptual results can be achieved.

resents a supplementary frequency band that may be individually controlled and enhanced3.
The enhanced frequency bands are finally added to a certain pixel neighborhood, given by:

Yo(m,n) = YG(m,n) +

K
∑

k=1

Gk(m,n) · (Fk−1(m,n)− Fk(m,n))

= YG(m,n) +

K
∑

k=1

Gk(m,n) · Bk(m,n) = YG(m,n) + ∆Y (m,n), (6.2)

whereF0(m,n) = YG(m,n), andBk(m,n) represents a band-pass signal component at the
pixel location(m,n).

Discussion. The reader may have noticed that the proposed scheme resembles the ar-
chitecture of the Laplacian pyramidal filter bank. However,there is a significant difference
between the Laplacian pyramid and our filter bank. That difference points to the combined
use of linear filtering and non-linear processing. Especially the last step involves functions
like non-linear gain multiplication for individual bands,which significantly violates the lin-
earity of the design. This requires a modification and when aiming at high picture quality,
that change is expensive. For example, in the Laplacian pyramid, the bands are subsampled to
their minimally required frequency. This property cannot be maintained for our scheme with
non-linear processing. Another important aspect is the absence of canceling aliasing compo-
nents at the reconstruction stage. The individual gains area further complicating factor with
this respect, as they influence not only the previous aspect,but also the stable reconstruction
of edges. Since every edge is divided over the frequency bands, the non-linear processing
will introduce frequency deteriorations at edges. This is why our scheme is further optimized

3The use of the multi-kernel band processing also relates to the HVS properties, especially to the lateral inhibition
mechanism [89]. Thelateral inhibition emphasizes luminance edges (Mach bands), which is a processthat can be
approximated by the subtraction of a two 2D Gaussian curves.Therefore, by decomposing the signal into frequency
bands, we are actually mimicking the operation of the HVS. However, we would like to have an additional control on
the amplitude of the Mach bands (“halos”) to be able to dose the amount of enhancement, which is why the contrast
gain control is employed.
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with respect to quality. Because the filters play an important role in this optimization, we
have chosen to present details of the filter kernels and modifications in the next subsection
(Section 6.2.3).

C. Calculation of LD energy

In the previous discussion, we have proposed to employ band-pass processing to decompose
an image signal. Let us now discuss where and how to measure the Local Deviation energy
LDk from Eq. (6.2), when operating on frequency bands instead onhigh-frequency signals.
We are particularly interested in the calculation ofLDk in the bandk only, versus spreading
that calculation over other bands as well.

Young [103] mentions that any scheme that attempts to suppress the “halo” artifacts has
to employ information from several bands to control the contrast gains. It was found that
gain control functions generated exclusively within each band do not provide good results.
Thereby Young has used the gain calculated in the low-frequency band as a mask for con-
trolling the gains at the higher frequencies. A similar ideahas been employed by Fattalet
al. [42], where the gradient compression function in the studied multi-scale system prop-
agates through all levels of the pyramid, starting from the coarsest level. As a result, the
gradient attenuation of each pixel at the finest level (whichis used for the reconstruction) is
determined by strengths of all the edges from different frequencies at the same pixel position.
Effectively, this is equivalent to merging the LD maps of allthe bands by summing them [66].
However, the achieved enhancement is moderate, since the summing operation increases the
LD, which in turn reduces the gain function significantly. Instead, we would favor much
higher gains to enhance important visual details, if necessary (as opposed to very moderate
gain functions in consumer cameras). The main reason for this is that security cameras should
always provide excellent visibility of all image details. Besides this aspect, we would like to
improve the limited contrast sensitivity of the HVS at dark image parts. Moreover, we desire
to maintain the visibility of details despite the very high contrast compression of the global
tone mapping functions used for rendering HDR images.

In [29] we have described several tests in which we have evaluated the effects of cal-
culating contrast gains within a frequency band versus using also other frequency bands for
that computation. We have found that the best way to control “halo” artifacts is to useband-
passprocessing, as in Eq. (6.2), while calculating local energyLD on acomplete high-pass
frequency signalHk = YG − Fk. Referring to Fig. 6.5, we for instance perform image en-
hancement on a frequency band 2’ but use the complete frequency range 2 for the calculation
of theLD, and so forth. This is a simple approach that offers good results and this con-
firms previous general findings of [103][42][66]. This is a conceptual idea that is not further
worked out here in this chapter. Instead, we have chosen to investigate the filtering in the
multi-band architecture and provide measures for quality artifacts. This investigation is more
effective for optimizing the picture quality. The next chapter is fully dedicated to finding an
efficient local energy metric LD.
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Figure 6.7: Frequency responses of 17-tap filters: a Box filter vs. raised-cosine filter. Box filters have
a significant energy content in the side-lobes and exhibit much stronger multiple-ripple character-
istics resulting in strong “halo” artifacts.

D. Filter types

Let us now discuss the influence of used low-pass filter typesh1, . . . , hK in the multi-kernel
processing to the perceptual image quality. The original enhancement algorithm employs the
commonly used box-kernel windows (having all unity values in its support and scaled for the
number of elements). Unfortunately, these filters yield rather poor frequency characteristics
at the side-lobes in the stop-band range of the filter. They have not only a significant en-
ergy content in the side-lobes (which intensifies “halo” artifacts), but they exhibit also strong
multiple-ripple characteristics which imply several overshoots/undershoots of a decreasing
energy. The resulting effects can be well observed at the dominant edges (multiple “halo”
artifacts). Instead, we propose to employ raised-cosine filters4, with much better frequency
characteristics and visual results, particularly at edges(see 1D case in Fig. 6.7). Due to their
much better suppression of the side-lobes in the spectrum, the obtained results are better and
without multiple-ripple artifacts.

Prior to continuing our discussion on filters, we provide a few test images showing the
differences between the existing and the modified filter-bank architectures. In a test image
given in Fig. 6.8, we present several objects of various sizes on an almost flat background.
Depending on the kernel size, smaller kernels will be able toenhance the contrast of smaller
objects, whereas larger kernels can also enhance larger objects. However, due to its character-
istics, the standard enhancement scheme obtained by Eq. (6.1) and the included application
of box filters introduces severe “halo” artifacts at the edges and the visibility of multiple rip-
ple characteristics (Fig.6.8 (a)). On the other hand, improving the filter characteristics and
changing to a band-pass processing, results in a much improved image (Fig.6.8 (b)), although
some “halos” are visible as small shadows positioned in the lower intensity side of edges.

4Other filter kernels such as e.g. Gaussian filters can also be used, but raised-cosine filters offer more HW-friendly
filter coefficients, that avoid multiplication operations.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: (a) Enhancement result using high-frequency regions and Box filters. (b) Frequency bands
in combination with raised-cosine filters with better side-lobe suppression result in a more appeal-
ing output, without very distorting artifacts.

6.2.3 Filter banks: challenges and artifacts

Multi-band signal representations [35] are natural structure (architecture) for handling local
contrast enhancement. Several multi-band algorithms for dynamic range compression have
been published [85][66][42][39][89][28]. Most proposed algorithms for multi-band systems
are different from each other, but their implementations doshare several common features.
First, by applying multiple low-pass filters, usually Gaussian filters, the scene image is de-
composed into a set of images that represent the mean of the image at different spatial reso-
lutions. In case of band-pass processing, these subsequentmean images are subtracted from
each other as in Eq. (6.2). Next, from the mean (low-pass filtered) images in the set, a set of
images that measure the local image contrast is derived, often by point-wise dividing mean
images of various spatial scales, or by calculating certainsignal statistics such as for example
local standard deviation. Finally, applying a compressivenon-linear function to each of the
band-pass images and the low-pass image, reduces the image dynamic range. In some cases,
compression is performed in the gain domain by using non-linear gain functions for improved
smoothness and reduction of artifacts and distortions [28][66]. Afterwards, the display image
is reconstructed from the modified band-pass images.

Let us now discuss the special aspects and modifications of the filter banks and to intro-
duce the problem statement of multi-band processing, whichare “halo” artifacts. First, we
explain a modification of the analysis/synthesis stage in the multi-band system for quality
improvement. Second, we introduce an enhancement for avoiding quantization problems.
Third, we illustrate the problem of “halo” artifacts in multi-band systems.

Modification of the analysis/synthesis stage.Fig. 6.9 shows an analysis-synthesis filter
bank as a part of some Local Tone Mapping Function (LTMF). We can observe one set of
filters,hA1, hA2, . . . , hAK for the analysis of the input signalY into sub-bands and another
set of filters,hS1, hS2, . . . , hSK for the synthesis filter bank to reconstruct the output signal.
It is common for the filter banks to be constructed symmetrically [66], so that the synthesis
filters are essentially the same as the analysis filters. In order to reduce filter size, the sub-
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Figure 6.9: LTMFs often employ multi-band decomposition using filter banks.

sampled image pyramids can be employed [66]. The sub-sampling can lead to problems with
aliasing, but in the absence of nonlinearities, the aliasing from one sub-band cancels that from
the others, by construction. However, when nonlinearities(non-linear compressive functions
or non-linear gain functions) are imposed, the aliasing cancelation of the synthesis bank no
longer holds, which can be problematic due to introduced artifacts [66]. A straightforward so-
lution is to avoid the sub-sampling within each band: the doubling of spatial scale is achieved
by a direct use of larger filter banks [66],[28]. Since the useof the additional (synthesis)
filters is expensive in real-time HW implementation, we havechosen for LACE to use exact
size low (band)-pass 2D-separable filters, which are optimized for the task of real-time image
enhancement (as explained in Section 6.2.2.D). Hence, we donot employ the synthesis filter
bankhSk, k = 1, . . .K, but only the analysis filter bankhAk = hk−1 − hk, wherehk is the
impulse response of a set of raised cosine low-pass filters with sizes3× 5, 5× 9, 9× 17 and
17 × 33 (see Fig. 6.6 (b)). Our aim is to carefully design the contrast gain functionsGk that
prevent any visual artifacts.

Avoiding quantization problems.Furthermore, we also add the LTMF enhanced signal
∆Y to the original input signal as inYo = YG+∆Y (and not to the low-pass signalFK from
the largest filter, as inYo = FK +∆Y ), to avoid potential quantization problems introduced
by the low-pass filtering operation.

“Halo” artifacts. “Halo” artifacts are often problematic in multi-band enhancement
schemes [35]. Fig. 6.10 shows the performance of a single scan line from the sinusoid-step
test image. The left subfigure of Fig. 6.10 shows the Gaussianband-pass decomposition
calculated for two signal bands. The subfigure in the middle presents the resulting contrast
images in these two signal bands. Because an edge includes many spatial frequencies, its
representation is spread across both resolution bands. If the contrast images are compressed
inappropriately, the reconstructed edge becomes distorted (“halo” artifact visible in the right
subfigure). These artifacts are fundamental to multi-band methods, and therefore, each reso-
lution band must be compressed appropriately and a system design has to address explicitly
the required absence of artifacts.
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Figure 6.10: Multi-band analysis of the sinusoid-step image (figure adapted from the work of DiCarlo
and Wandell [35]). In the left subfigure, image means are shown using low (band)- pass Gaussian
filters of different sizes (frequency decomposition); Middle subfigure presents local image contrast
for these two bands (contrast decomposition); Right subfigure shows the reconstructed display im-
age. The reconstructed image contains a “halo” because the enhancement/compression operation
scales each contrast image inappropriately.

6.2.4 Shortcomings and further improvements using LACE

We aim at high contrast gains, which are reduced only at places where it would harm the
output image quality. Given the nature of “halo” artifacts,we have the experience that this
problem cannot be sufficiently solved. For this reason, we will apply supplementary tech-
niques for improving the image quality, while using the multi-band LACE algorithm as the
processing structure. We will learn that the fundamental nature of “halos” is actually not
fundamental, and that “halos” occur due to erroneous combination of architecture and the
applied contrast enhancement functions.

Besides “halo” reduction, we supplementary address general aspects not valid only in
case of LACE, but also useful in many other systems. The LACE filter bank involves exten-
sive signal processing so that we will consider signal clipping of the output signal as one area
for improvement. Furthermore, noise amplification in case of gain computations can also
deteriorate the image quality. Third, for local processingsuch as contrast manipulation, we
need a metric to control the contrast enhancement. Therefore, we will explore the efficient
local energy as a means for selective quality control. This can be achieved by finding a new
efficient local energy metric. Finally, the LACE enhancement strength is not well matched
with HVS properties in the current framework. This calls fora perceptive optimization of the
complete enhancement stage. The above aspects are now discussed specifically, and will be
subsequently discussed in the remainder of this chapter andfollowing chapters (see Fig. 6.11).

• Preventing “halo” artifacts (Section 6.3).Our approach is to increase the local con-
trast with the LACE algorithm, where we specifically aim at eliminating “halos” for
medium- and high-contrast edges, as this is particularly important for HDR images.
Additionally, we also want to control the enhancement output for small-to-medium-
size edges5, since this requires a different algorithm. For the last stage, we will employ

5These are edges with small-to-medium dynamic range, in other words, edges that do not correspond to bound-
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Figure 6.11: Schematic break-down of LACE improvements in this and following chapters.

a Local Contrast (LC) function in addition to the Local Deviation (LD) measurement.

• Preventing signal clipping (Section 6.4).Irrespective of the occurrence of “halo” ar-
tifacts, we regularly notice signal clipping and waveform distortions, as a result of
enhancement. We contribute with a system that prevents the clipping of the enhanced
signal by a luminance-sensitive soft clipper.

• Preventing noise amplification (Section 6.5).We need to prevent noise amplification
more effectively, particularly in flat image regions where noise is very visible, and in
bright image regions where the noise amplitude is the highest.

• Efficient local energy metric (Chapter 7).The choice of the local contrast measureLD
plays an important role in the overall quality and complexity. It has to be simple and
2D-separable to enable real-time HW implementation. The original LACE algorithm
uses local standard deviationLSD as theLD metric. However, although beneficial
for the enhancement performance, this choice is too expensive for real-time HW im-
plementation. We will present an alternative for LSD that is2D-separable and offers
similar or even better performance.

• Perceptually uniform LACE (Chapter 8).As predicted by the Weber-Fechner contrast
discrimination model, a higher level of enhancement is required for bright areas, since
they have a large JND threshold. Opposite to this, when LACE is performed in the
linear domain, features of the same size are enhanced identically, regardless of their
average luminance. Therefore, we would like to explore the operation of LACE in
the perceptually uniform domain, which is potentially moremeaningful for the human
visual system. These investigations lead to operating LACEin the logarithmic domain.
The initial findings and comparisons will be discussed in Chapter 8.

6.3 Contrast gain functions for removal of “halo” artifacts

Section 6.3.1 discusses several conventional methods for the suppression of “halo” artifacts.
Section 6.3.2 presents our solution to improve the LACE algorithm with respect to “halos” for
medium-to-large edges, and Section 6.3.3 provides an algorithm for small-to-medium edges.

aries between various HDR regions.
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6.3.1 Conventional methods for ”halo” artifacts suppression

A first class of “halo” reduction methods employs special kernel supports such as edge pre-
serving filters, whereas a second class of algorithms strives to decompose the image into sim-
ple representations, which can decouple high contrast compression from medium-to-low con-
trast preservation. Both of these classes attempt to split the original image into low- and band-
pass components (the latter appearing as texture and surface reflectances) [100][35][39][85].
Afterwards, only the low-pass image (illumination) is compressed, so that texture details are
given more dynamic range for display. Furthermore, there isa third class of “halo” reduc-
tion methods [89], which avoids filtering across HDR edges byappropriately choosing the
largest filter size such that it does not contain HDR edges. The previously mentioned three
classes can be jointly characterized asspecial filtering methods. As these classes are the main
stream solution for the “halo” reduction, we will spend someelaborate discussion below of
these classes. However, this will not be our proposal in thischapter. Instead, there is a fourth
class of “halo” reduction methods that uses standard 2D filters but tries to utilizenon-linear
contrast gain functionswhich reduce or remove “halos” [27][30][66][11]. This is where our
proposal is classified. Let us now briefly review the underlying approaches of these four
classes.

A. Special filtering methods

The first class of “halo” reduction methods employs special kernel supports such as a robust
filter [35] or a bilateral filter [39]. These edge-preservingfilters include a second filter weight
that depends on the luminance difference between the current pixel and its spatial neighbor,
and therefore avoid “strong” filtering across the large edges. A nearby pixel whose luminance
is very different from the current pixel luminance is considered an outlier and its contribution
to the local mean is reduced. Hence, by preserving the sharpness at large transitions in the im-
age (that correspond to HDR edges), the low-pass filtered version of the image at such places
is very similar to the original image, yielding negligible high-passHk and band-passBk im-
age signals. Thereby, the creation of “halos” is minimized or completely reduced. However,
the implementation costs of edge-preserving filters are much higher than the costs of simple
FIR filters. In addition, they can also create double edges and false contours, because they
steepen concave/convex edges compared to the original edges in the input image.

The second class of “halo” reduction methods is representedby a method of Tumblin and
Turk [100]. It uses a form of anisotropic diffusion in an attempt to split edges into two types,
according to their dynamic range. In this concept, large edges (boundaries between the HDR
regions) can be compressed independently of the small-to-medium edges (image texture),
as long as the separation method is perfect. Unfortunately,this cannot be fully achieved in
practice, so that smooth compression across the different resolution bands is still necessary,
which is achieved by adjusting the compression coefficientsmanually. This algorithm reduces
the effects of “halos”, but it is computationally expensive.

The third class of “halo” reduction methods is the photographic tone mapping operator
which mimics the “dodge-and-burn” technique known from photography practice [89]. The
authors try to find the largest surrounding area of a pixel, that does not contain any large
contrast edges. This average of the largest local kernel canthen be used as the local average.
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This avoids the inclusion of large contrast edges, which then also avoids “halo” artifacts.
The first two classes of solutions are not very suitable for real-time implementation due

to their intrinsic high costs and complexity, particularlyfor large kernel sizes. However, the
original objective of using edge-preserving filters for HDRimage tone mapping is attractive,
but it is our aim to use it in a different form with preferably less “halo” artifacts, and with
a much lower computational complexity. An example of the third class has already been
implemented on an FPGA, and has proven to offer video processing performance in real
time [51].

B. Non-linear contrast gain functions

Instead of previous proposals, and in line with our previouswork and the findings of [66] and
[11], we prefer to use regular low-pass filters in the multi-band decomposition, combined
with non-linear contrast gain functions. We aim at reducing“halo” artifacts for both large
and small contrast features. Additionally, this approach should also enable an efficient real-
time HW/SW implementation.

In general, to improve the performance of any contrast enhancement algorithm, a pos-
sibility is to modify the original equations of the local contrast enhancement by making
the contrast gain anon-linear function of the signal energy and some other signal met-
rics. For instance, a basic LACE contrast gain formulaGk = Ck/LDk can be replaced
by Gk = f(LDk, p1, . . . pn), wherep1, . . . , pn is a set of parameters that represent addi-
tional signal features/preferences. Let us provide a groupof features and examples here. For
example, with respect to signal properties, it is possible to use parameters of local/global
noise measurement, local contrast, signal gradient measurement and local energy measure-
ments derived from other kernels. Furthermore, we can also employ characteristics of the
HVS, like contrast sensitivity functions. In addition to this, we can use characteristics of the
display medium such as CRT, LCD, paper, etc., or user preferences related to display, like
contrast gain, application-specific parameters, etc. Function f is non-linear and should have
a form that combines previously mentioned parameters in a beneficial manner. For example,
we have already discussed a way to improve the noise performance of our algorithm [24]
by limiting the original contrast gain and introducing theMaximum gainlimit and a linear
response of a gain function to the LD, henceG ∝ LD, (see Fig. 6.2 (b)). Let us now discuss
some possible modifications of the contrast gain function aiming at removing “halo” artifacts.

The authors of [66] and [11] use a nonlinear function to derive a contrast gain as in
Gk = (Ck/(LDk + ε))1/1−γ , whereε is a parameter used to prevent noise amplification and
gains going to infinity. Contrast gainGk is a monotonically-decreasing function, reducing
the gain at places where the LD is higher than the average energy and increasing the gain at
places where LD is lower than the average energy. Forγ = 0, this approach is identical to the
original LACE specification. Besides this, the parameterγ is employed to prevent excessive
contrast enhancements, as it turns out that when rewritten in the log domain, this adjustment
corresponds to a weighted average of the desired contrastCk and the original contrastLDk,
with a weight determined byγ. Additionally, to further prevent “halo” artifacts, higher gains
are employed at smaller filter kernels than at larger kernels. Similar to LACE, this approach
can prevent “halo” artifacts only for smaller contrast gains, which lowers the possible contrast
enhancement strength.
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Ji et al. [54] have employed a JND-guided gain approach that, in addition to LD, cal-
culates the average local spatial frequency of the signal. Working similarly to the HVS, it is
operated such that the lower the spatial frequency (going towards isolated edges), the lower
the applied contrast gain. If local details are above the visibility threshold level, the perception
of details in that region is considered acceptable and further enhancement is not performed.
Although having good performance, the disadvantage of thisapproach is the complex 2D
calculation of local spatial frequency of the signal.

In our initial work to remove “halos” [25, 27], we have first modified the standard
LACE gain Gk = Ck/LDk by proposing an offset for the gain calculation, leading to
Gk = Ck/LDk−a. This contrast gain formula modification concentrates on the gain behav-
ior for the often problematic large values of theLDk. If a > 0, less gain is applied to pixels
with largeLDk values and vice versa. In addition, to prevent image contrast distortions in
cases when gainGk is zero or negative, we introduce a minimum gain limit. We have noticed
that the choice of the parametera is important, as it directly controls the perceived contrast
and can prevent annoying perceptual artifacts. However, itis difficult to find a value of pa-
rametera that balances sufficient contrast improvement against absence of “halo” artifacts.
However, we have noticed that lowering the value of contrastgain for high values of LD in
general has a beneficial effect on the prevention of “halo” artifacts. This experimental obser-
vation will be used in the development of our new non-linear contrast gain function, which
will be discussed in the following subsection.

Furthermore, we have observed that the most critical cases of “halos” at which even small
overshoots create problems, occur at distinct transitionsbetween objects (isolated edges),
particularly when objects have a low spatial activity. We have used a detail-anisotropy detec-
tor [27] to detect these special signal conditions and reduce the gain symmetrically around
such edges. However, use of this scheme and the detection of special signal conditions is dif-
ficult and cannot balance well the desired contrast improvement and the absence of artifacts.
However, it has led us to the understanding that average-based energy measurements alone
cannot appropriately handle the isolated edges in cases when very large contrast gains are
used. This in turn has inspired us to use the local contrast measurement.

Up to this point, several considerations and techniques areindicated aiming specifically
at “halo” artifact reduction. We have already indicated that these are sometimes useful, but
not sufficiently robust or that they are too complex for real-time systems. The above discus-
sion is more dealing with the gain function and related manipulations to balance contrast en-
hancement and “halo” artifacts. Although we can obtain a somewhat improved performance
of LACE with the above considerations, we are still not satisfied with the overall results,
since we cannot achieve a reproducible, full control of the “halo” artifacts. The following
subsection describes our proposal for the contrast gain function that will prevent “halos” for
large edges by explicitly incorporating limitations in thedesign. Our motivation is that this
will enable a strong control and provide a better balance between contrast and “halos”. In ad-
dition, we will introduce a Local Contrast (LC) metric that will allow us to remove undesired
“halos” for small-to-medium size edges. For the overall approach of our proposal, we refer
to Fig. 6.11, where we have explained the importance of addressing small and large edges
separately, and finally applying an overall control to the complete system.
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6.3.2 ”Halo” artifacts suppression for medium-to-large edges

The key to our proposal is to further improve the general shape of the non-linear contrast
gain functionGk raising the LD to then-th power, so that the gain function becomesGk =
Ck/LD

n
k . In this thesis, we will use a value ofn = 2. Let us now first motivate this proposal

by relating it to our initial work to remove “halo” artifacts. We present the intention of
this proposal by discussing the algorithm background. Thenwe formally present the overall
“halo” reduction algorithm. Finally, in an example case we demonstrate the performance of
the algorithm and relate it to the previous proposal.

A. Discussion on the algorithm background.

Let us now explain the origin of the proposed function and raising theLDk parameter to
the power two. The idea of the proposed contrast gain function stems from the observation
that the scaled envelope of the shape of the|Bk| signal (Fig. 6.5 and Eq. (6.2)) very well
corresponds to the shape of the local energy signalLDk, like in LDk ≈ s · |Bk|, where
parameters varies between 2 and 4, depending on the band and steepness ofedges. This
implies that the envelope of the enhancement signal∆Y of a bandk, for the original gain
formula equals to

∆Yk = Ck ·Bk/LDk ≈ Ck ·Bk/(s · |Bk|) = ±Ck/s = const. (6.3)

This equation states that the resulting enhanced band-passsignal for a certain band is ap-
proximately constant, regardless of the input image. We limit the contrast gain explicitly by
specifying a Maximum gain, a Minimum gain and a linear gainG ∝ LD for smaller LD
values, as presented in Fig. 6.2 (b). Therefore, this amplitude equalization behavior is only
approximately achieved. When this amplitude-equalized enhanced band-pass signal is added
to the original image, we contribute relatively more to small- and medium-size edges than to
large-size (HDR) edges. This is valid because the signal of the same amplitude is added to
both small and large edges, and its relative contribution tolarge edges is much smaller than
the contribution to smaller edges. Such a behavior is beneficial in many cases, however, we
preferably do not add any signal to the upper-medium and large edges, because these edges
are already well visible and any enhancement would probablynot be appreciated. This is
why we propose the modified contrast gain formulaGk ∝ 1/LDn

k , wheren > 1, which, for
example, forn = 2 yields the following envelope of the enhancement signal of abandk:

∆Yk = Ck · Bk/LD
2
k ≈ Ck · Bk/(s · |Bk|)2 = ±Ck/(s

2 ·Bk) = const/Bk. (6.4)

Thereby, the larger the input signal amplitude of a band (Bk), the smaller the enhanced output.
This phenomenon will be further elaborated after the algorithm presentation.

B. Algorithm for “halo” suppression

• Step 1: Shape of the contrast gain function.The key to our proposal is to to further
improve the general shape of the non-linear contrast gain functionGk to the form of
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(a) Input signal: summed step andsinus functions.
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(b) Input and enhanced band-pass signals.

Figure 6.12: Input signal made by adding a step function and asinus function. The step function
simulates the large edge as in HDR images, which we do not wantto enhance, while thesinus
function models the local texture that we would like to enhance. We use two types of enhancement
functions:Gk = Ck1/LDk andGk = Ck2/LD

2

k.

raising the LD to then-th power, so that the gain function becomes

Gk = Ck/LD
n
k , n > 1, (6.5)

in order to gain a stronger control of the “halo” artifacts for medium-to-large edges.
The motivation for this type of function will be presented later in this subsection. In
this thesis, we will employ a value ofn = 2, givingGk = Ck/LD

2
k.

• Step 2: Scaling for a correct working point.In order to maintain a correct working
point for the contrast gain function, we need to employ a contrast gain factorCk2 =
29 · Ck1, whereCk2 is a contrast gain factor used forn = 2 (proposed formula), and
Ck1 is the contrast gain factor for the conventional contrast gain formula (whenn = 1).
This scaling is derived for a 16-bit representation of a luminance signal.

C. Example cases and comparison with previous function shape

Example with a test signal. In essence, when we perform a low-pass filtering across the
HDR edge, we would like to have amuchsmaller high(band)-pass output than when filtering
low- and medium-contrast edges. By doing so, we will completely remove the large over-
shoots and undershoots (“halos”) that are very typical artifacts of many local-contrast render-
ing algorithms (see also Fig. 6.12). This figure shows the example case of a step function with
a small periodic waveform superimposed on it and the responses of two gain functions. We
can observe that at the large (HDR) edge, the sum of the original band-pass signals already
manifests large over/undershoot behavior (see Fig. 6.12(b), signal labeled as “original”). Any
kind of linear gain control like basic unsharp masking [83] would completely distort the im-
age appearance on such an edge. The non-linear contrast gainof LACE, i.e.Gk = Ck/LDk

compresses and limits this large over/undershoot, but still creates distortions (Fig. 6.12, signal
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(a) No LACE applied.

(b) LACE applied, withGk = Ck1/LDk .

(c) LACE applied, withGk = Ck2/LD
2

k
.

Figure 6.13: Test image consists of uniform background with squares of increasing luminances from
left to right. We show the resulting image when (a) no LACE is applied; (b) LACE is applied
with contrast gain functionGk = Ck1/LDk; (c) LACE is applied with contrast gain function
Gk = Ck2/LD

2

k.

curveG ∝ 1/LD). To cope with this problem, we can for instance use a proposed alternative
gain function in the form ofGk ∝ 1/LD2

k which completely removes over and undershoots
at large edges. This is visible in Fig. 6.12 (b) (signal curveG ∝ 1/LD2), where the enhanced
output of the currently proposed gain function shows no “halo” artifacts. We can notice that
for a large edge, the band-pass output is much smaller than for a small edge, which results
in an almost unmodified total signal for the large edge, and a properly enhanced signal for
the small edge, as in Fig. 6.12(a). In essence, by using a special form of the gain contrast
function, we can mimic the same effect as techniques employing edge-preserving filters, but
at a much lower cost and complexity. Evidently, the proposedcontrast gain function is just a
feasible example of the explained principle and other similar functions can also be used.

Example with a real image.To visually observe the halo-suppression mechanism in a real
image, we have constructed a test image shown in Fig. 6.13, consisting of the uniform back-
ground with squares superimposed on it, having an increasing luminance from left to right.
This image is quite difficult to handle, since it has a uniformbackground where LACE yields
high contrast gains. Subfigure (a) presents the resulting image when LACE is not applied,
whereas subfigure (b) is a result with LACE when the conventional contrast gain function
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Figure 6.14: Contrast gain functionsGk with respect to the local deviationLD. We compare two types
of enhancement functions:Gk = Ck2/LD

2

k andGk = Ck1/LDk − a, with a > 0.

Gk = Ck1/LDk is used, withCk1=5,120. Finally, subfigure (c) presents the resulting im-
age with LACE, when the proposed contrast gain functionGk = Ck2/LD

2
k is employed

(Ck2 = 512× Ck1). It can be observed that the proposed function offers a clearly improved
visual quality.

Comparison with the initial “halo” reduction proposal. Let us now discuss how the new
contrast gain function relates to the initially proposed contrast gain solutionG = C/LD−a.
The proposed contrast gain formula behaves better than the initially modified gain formula
because it is difficult to find combinations of parametersC anda that at the same time, allow
good rendering of contrast in texture areas and at large contrast edges. Enhancement using
theG = C/LD− a function makes too large compromises between under-enhancement and
absence of “halo” artifacts. An example of this is presentedin Fig. 6.14. We compare the
proposed contrast gain functionG = C/LD2

k with the initially proposed oneG = C/LD−a,
for three values of the parametera, namely,a3 < a2 < a1, wherea3 > 0. By increasing the
parametera, we lower the contrast gains for larger values ofLD, but we also significantly
lower the contrast gains for smaller values ofLD. With the newly proposed gain function
this does not occur: we can employ a high gain value at lowLDs and a low gain value at
middle-to-highLDs.

6.3.3 Preventing “halo” artifacts for small- to middle-size edges

A. Initial considerations and definition of Local Contrast (LC) metric

As a main measurement input in LACE, we have used the local energy measurementLD to
distinguish whether a certain region has a good or a poor visibility of local details (contrast),
and likewise we have improved this visibility when necessary. However, theLD metric is
by nature an average measurement and cannot distinguish whether the measured local energy
results from many small-to-medium energy contributions (texture region), or results from a
single, large contrast edge (isolated edge). “Halo” artifacts mainly appear at isolated edges
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and we preferably need a metric that can distinguish the two previously mentioned cases. By
using our modified contrast gain, we can eliminate “halos” athigh-contrast edges, but it is still
possible to create “halos” at medium-size edges whenvery highcontrast gains are used. At
the same time and secondly, following the Weber-Fechner law, the perception of local contrast
depends on the local average luminance value: the higher thelocal average luminance level,
the higher the local contrast is needed to create an adequatevisual perception. A good metric
to consider both paradigms is the Local Contrast (LC) from [80], which can be defined as a
relative difference between the maximum and minimum luminance values in a certain filter
kernelk:

LCk(m,n) =
max(Y (m+ i, n+ j))−min(Y (m+ i, n+ j))

max(Y (m+ i, n+ j)) +min(Y (m+ i, n+ j)) + ε
, (6.6)

wherei = −ak, . . . ,+ak, j = −bk, . . . ,+bk, andε prevents infinite contrast values. The LC
metric can be calculated in a 2D-separable fashion, which isimportant for simple algorithm
implementations. The LD metric is a smooth function calculated by averaging a band-pass
signal in a window, whereas the LC metric can change significantly from pixel to pixel,
especially if the window just passes over a high-contrast edge. Thereby, using the LC metric
instead of the LD metric as inGk ∝ 1/LCn

k , would not produce pleasing results. The
presence of noise and outliers can also alter the real LC metric to some extent. To ensure
that the LC is less sensitive to noise and outliers, we can skip the outliers in the window by
demanding that a sufficient amount amount of pixels is defining the average maximum or
minimum.

As already stated, the LD metric is not sensitive to the luminance value: we need the
LC metric to limit the local contrast adequately with the properties of the HVS. As such, a
feature (edge) in a darker region needs less enhancement than the same size feature (edge)
in a brighter region. This is why we modify the developed formulation of the contrast gain
Gk = Ck/LD

n
k to include the LC measurement. Let us now present the LC control algorithm

and then discuss its background and performance.

B. LC control algorithm

For precise control of the local contrast gain, it is beneficial to exactly define a value of
the local contrast gain that is appropriate for the average luminance of that particular image
feature. The new function should realize the following aspects simultaneously: (1) reducing
the total gain so that it does not lead to undesired “halos”, especially for medium-size edges,
and (2) keeping the contrast gain high enough to sufficientlyenhance texture regions. Our
proposal is to reduce the contrast gain of a certain kernel iftheLCk metric indicates that
the local contrast in that kernel is already sufficiently high, and could possibly lead to “halo”
artifacts if further enhanced.

• Step 1: Calculate LC in kernelk. LC in kernelk is calculated using Eq. (6.6), in a
2D-separable fashion.

• Step 2: Reduce contrast gain at edges with sufficient contrast by applying a special
function. Reduce the total contrast enhancement gain from the defaultcontrast gain
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Figure 6.15: Use of the local contrastLC to limit contrast gain function.

Gdef
k calculated in the previous algorithm step to a value of the minimum contrast gain

Gmin
k that does not introduce “halo” artifacts, as shown in Fig. 6.15. This results in the

following three intervals.

LCk ≤ T a
k Gtotal

k = Gdef
k ;

T a
k < LCk < T b

k Gtotal
k decreases linearly fromGdef

k toGmin
k ;

LCk ≥ T b
k Gtotal

k = Gmin
k . (6.7)

A guideline for setting the thresholds is as follows. ParametersT a
k andT b

k are thresholds
related to JNDs. For example,T a

k corresponds to 5-10 JND levels andT b
k relates to a value

of local contrast that already begins to generate unacceptable levels of “halos” for a certain
application, for example 10-20 JND levels.

C. Discussion on the LC algorithm background

Let us now discuss the beneficial behavior of our proposal that offers precise control of the
local contrast gain. The explanation is related to techniques in photography for enhancing the
picture quality. Usually, the LC is calculated separately for each kernel and then it represents
a local contrast of that kernel. For example, when a certain kernel just passes over a high-
contrast edge, a sudden jump of theLC measurement occurs and we minimize the enhance-
ment contribution of that kernel. This contribution minimization will be reflected in lowering
the contrast gain gradually from its nominal to its minimum level (a sudden gain change
would introduce perceptual artifacts). This concept is somewhat similar to the one taken in
the design of the photographic tone mapping operator [89], which mimics the dodge-and-burn
technique known from photography. Here, the author tries tofind the largest surrounding area
of a pixel that does not contain any large contrast edges. Thelow-pass value of this (largest)
area will be used to stretch the local contrast and thereby preserve it. The larger this area can
be, the better the preservation of the low-frequency part ofthe local contrast. The low-pass
value of the largest kernel can also be viewed as the local adaptation level of that area of the
HDR image [89]. Photographic tone mapping is similar to our multi-band approach in the
sense that we add the enhanced band-pass signal created by kernels of increasing sizes to the
input signal. Our contrast gain function (Gk total from Fig. 6.15) should stop that process at
the moment when a sufficiently large contrast edge is crossed(defined byT b

k ). For example
(see Fig. 6.5), if we detect a large-edge transition in the 4th kernel, the contrast gain of the 4th
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(a) LACE applied, withGk = Ck1/LDk .

(b) LACE applied, withGk = Ck2/LD
2

k .

(c) LACE applied, withGk = Ck2/LD
2

k using the LC metric.

Figure 6.16: Test image consisting of a uniform background with squares having increasing luminances
from left to right. We show the resulting image with high contrast gains, when (a) LACE is applied
with contrast gain functionGk = Ck1/LDk, withCk1=10,240; (b) LACE is applied with contrast
gain functionGk = Ck2/LD

2

k, withCk2 = 512×Ck1; (c) same as in subfigure (b), but also using
the LC metric, withT a

k = 0.05 andT b
k = 0.3.

kernel will be almost zero and we add only enhanced bands 1, 2’and 3’ to the output signal.
Effectively, this is similar to using a high-pass band 3 only(largest band not containing large
edges), however, we still have the flexibility to shape contributions of different frequencies
of band 3 by means of the different contrast gains in its sub-bands 1, 2’ and 3’. This is why
we achieve favorable enhancement results [29].

To further visualize the effect of the new LC approach, we usethe same test image as
shown in Fig. 6.13 (a) consisting of uniform background withsquares of increasing lumi-
nance from left to right. However, we now employ even higher contrast gains. The obtained
results are presented in Fig. 6.16, where subfigure (a) showsthe LACE result based on the
conventional contrast gain functionGk = Ck1/LDk with Ck1 = 10, 240, while subfig-
ure (b) presents the LACE result with the proposed contrast gain Gk = Ck2/LD

2
k (with

Ck2 = 512 × Ck1). “Halos” are handled better with the proposed quadratic formula, how-
ever, they are still visible, particularly around the second and third square shape counted
from the left. When using the LC metric (shown in subfigure (c)), “halo” artifacts are further
reduced and an improved visual quality is obtained. However, the overall level of contrast
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enhancement is also reduced.

In previous subsections, we have proposed an improved contrast gain function that can
better handle “halo” artifacts. We have shown that this new function appended by the local
contrast metric can provide images with improved perceptual contrast results. The use of a
local contrast metric is particularly needed for low-to-medium contrast features, when using
high contrast gain settings. The local contrast metric is actually defined as the dynamic
range in a particular kernel relative to a local luminance signal, as defined in Eq. (6.6). This
luminance normalization is reflecting the operation of the HVS, especially with respect to
perceptual uniformity. One of the questions is whether LACEcan by designed to operate in
the perceptually uniform space, which would lower the need of using the LC metric. This
possibility will be investigated in Chapter 8 by transferring LACE to the logarithmic space
and specific limiting of the applied contrast gain.

6.4 Prevention of signal clipping

In the previous section, we have shown how to perform local contrast enhancement without
introducing perceptually annoying “halo” artifacts. An increased local image contrast is ben-
eficial for the perceived image quality and as such, it is desired in many image processing
systems. However, we have not yet considered the problem of signal clipping at maximum
and minimum signal values. Starting from Eq. (6.2), we observe that the output image is cre-
ated from the input image by adding an amplified band-pass signal. Adding this enhancement
signal can cause clipping of the total output signal, especially in cases when the original in-
put signal is close to its minimum or maximum value. This situation particularly occurs
when very compressive GTMFs are used, which significantly increase the signal luminance
at bright image regions. The clipping leads to a very annoying waveform distortion, which
should be prevented in any case. Since we control the contrast gain function, it is optimal
to avoid clipping at this position in the processing chain, instead of employing it at a later
processing stage, after the addition of the enhancement signal.

The sequel of this section is divided in two parts. In Subsection A we present a clipping
prevention algorithm, and in Subsection B we demonstrate its performance.

A. Clipping-prevention algorithm with luminance-sensitive soft clipper

We distinguish two cases: clipping at the minimum luminancelevelYmin (dark part clipping)
and clipping at the maximum luminance levelYmax (bright part clipping). We have to ensure
that the amplitude of the added enhancement band-pass signal ∆Y =

∑K
k=1 Gk · Bk does

not exceed the clipping level both at the low and high luminance levels. We have marked
the available range to the clipping level as the Remaining DistanceRD in Fig. 6.17 (a).
Therefore, the total output signal is bounded between the minimum and maximum luminance
level, such that

Ymin < YG +

K
∑

k=1

Gk ·Bk < Ymax. (6.8)
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Figure 6.17: (a) Remaining distance determines maximum gain; (b) Gamma function changes Remain-
ing DistanceRD.

Let us discuss which gain level should be used to prevent signal clipping. If we assume that
the amplitude contributions of the individualK bands are similar, then we can state for each
bandk, for k = 1, . . . ,K, thatYmin < YG +K · Gk · Bk < Ymax. For a negative sign of
the band-pass signalBk, the gain limit formula is:Gk < (YG − Ymin)/(K · |Bk|) and for
the positive sign ofBk, the formula isGk < (Ymax − YG)/(K · |Bk|). We have simplified
this limitation by noticing that the shape of the local energy signalLDk nicely envelopes
the shape of the|Bk| i.e. LDk ≈ s · |Bk|, for s ≈ 2. Thereby, we propose the following
gain boundaries to prevent signal clipping in dark regions (preventing excessive band-pass
undershoots,Bk < 0):

Gk < s · (YG − Ymin)/(K · LDk), for Bk < 0, (6.9)

and to prevent signal clipping in bright regions (band-passovershoots,Bk ≥ 0), we specify

Gk < s · (Ymax − YG)/(K · LDk), for Bk ≥ 0. (6.10)

In Section 6.2.2.A and Appendix D.1, we have shown that it canbe beneficial to perform
contrast enhancement in parallel with the gamma function, and to add the enhanced high
(band)-pass signal both prior to and after this function. Ifwe add this enhancement signal
after the gamma function, the Remaining DistanceRD from the signal clipping borders is
altered (seenew/old RD, Fig. 6.17 (b)). For example, the RD after the gamma functionis
decreased for higher values of the input signalYG and high-pass overshoots and the RD is
increased for the lower values of inputYG and high-pass undershoots. Therefore, the gain
modifications have to fit with the characteristics of the gamma function. This can be achieved
in a relatively simple way: instead of using the input signalYG in the gain limitation formula,
we employ a gamma-transformed input signalYγ . To perform this operation with costs, a
piecewise linear approximation of the gamma function can beperformed. Our gain formula
for the band-pass undershoots (Bk < 0) becomes now

Gk < s · (Yγ − Ymin)/(K · LDk), for Bk < 0, (6.11)
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and for the band-pass overshoots (Bk ≥ 0), the gain limitation now becomes

Gk < s · (Ymax − Yγ)/(K · LDk), for Bk ≥ 0. (6.12)

B. Evaluation of the clipping-prevention algorithm

To evaluate the performance of the proposed clipping prevention algorithm, we employ a
test signal at the input of the 16-bit image processing pipeline (simulating the sensor out-
put signal), as presented in Fig. 2.1. The test signal consists of the sinusoidal component
superimposed on the linearly increasing ramp signal, as presented in Fig. 6.18 (input data
curve at the bottom, line-dot line). We employ sinusoidal data having low frequency (sub-
figures (a) and (b)), and high frequency (subfigures (c) and (d)). We also use the proposed
DRC function from Section 5.2.2, with parametersa = 512 andb = 1/8. The global DRC
function, together with the gamma function, results in the output signal plotted as a solid line
in the middle. For the convenience of visualization, we haveadded an offset of 10,000 to the
resulting output signal. It can be observed that when clipping control is absent, waveform
distortions occur, since the resulting signal is clipped. The dashed line at the top presents
our proposed result obtained when using clipping control with parameter settings = 3. For
better visualization in this case, we have added an offset of20,000 to the resulting output
signal. It can be noticed that the proposed clipping controlavoids signal clipping only in
regions where clipping otherwise would occur, thereby retaining the original high level of
contrast elsewhere. This gradual effect towards clipping is better visible in the zoomed-in
subfigure (b). A similar effect is presented in subfigures (c)and (d), but now with a sinusoidal
input signal of two times higher frequency.

An example of the visual performance of the luminance-sensitive soft clipper for the
image “Japanese Lady” from Fig. 5.24 is presented in Fig. 6.19. Without clipping control
(subfigure (a)), we can very well observe the loss of details which are clipped at the bright
side of the luminance range (see collar of the blouse). Thesedetails become visible again
with the proposed clipping control (subfigure (b)). It is also important to notice that clipping
control does not reduce the level of enhancement in non-clipping areas. Hence, we can
conclude that soft-clipping control operates well and has agood discrimination capability and
a gradual clipping control between border-range image parts and regular image parts. More
specifically, the clipping control becomes gradually active when getting closer to the signal-
range borders. This gradual control avoids switching effects and signal distortions. This
property will be needed even more for bright image regions when operating in thelog domain
(to be discussed in Chapter 8), since due to a logarithmic transfer function, the luminance
signal is set much closer to the maximum luminance value.

6.5 Preventing noise amplification

In previous sections, we have presented solutions for the prevention of annoying “halo” arti-
facts and clipping of the enhanced signal at the boundaries of its range. We are now interested
in improving the noise performance of LACE. One possible approach for noise performance
improvement is to use an adaptive dynamic noise reduction totemporally/spatially filter an
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(b) Zoomed-in figure (a).
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(c) Clipping control.
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(d) Zoomed-in figure (c).

Figure 6.18: LACE enhancement performed with and without the proposed clipping control: (a),(b)
test signal is a sinusoidal signal superimposed on the ramp signal; (c),(d) test signal is a sinusoidal
signal with doubled frequency, superimposed on the ramp signal.

(a) No clipping control. (b) Clipping control.

Figure 6.19: LACE (a) without clipping control; (b) with the proposed clipping control.
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input image, depending on the locally-detected amount of motion and local structures, while
preserving image details. This concept is often used in video camera systems, however, it
is beyond the scope of this thesis. In this section, we are interested in preventing the noise
amplification of the LACE enhancement scheme, by controlling the noise-generation factors.
This will be achieved by reviewing the noise model of the image and modifying the LACE
contrast gain function in accordance with this model. As a result, a good solution for sensible
local contrast enhancement will be provided, which can successfully discriminate the image
details from noise.

6.5.1 Influence of noise on contrast gain and the noise model

To improve the noise behavior of LACE algorithm, the contrast gain is already limited to a
certain maximum value and a first part of this gain transfer function is made linear to suppress
noise for the lower Local Deviation (LD) values (Fig. 6.2 (b), Gk ∝ LDk). Furthermore, the
maximum contrast gain can be lowered in images with high noise content. One of the effects
of noise is that the LD values from Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.2) increase. We can prove this by
defining a noise-free input pixelxi,j and a noise-corrupted input pixel asyi,j = xi,j + wi,j .
If wi,j is a Gaussian-distributed random variable with expectation E[wi,j ] = 0 and cross
correlationCC(wi,j , wk,l) = σ2

nδi,kδj,l, whereδ is the Kronecker delta function, then, for
the average values of the signals, it holds thatxi,j = E[xi,j ] = E[yi,j ] = yi,j . Furthermore,
whenLD = LSD (local standard deviation), it holds that

LSD2 = E[(yi,j − yi,j)
2] = E[(xi,j − xi,j)

2] + σ2
n = σ2

i,j + σ2
n. (6.13)

whereσ2
i,j is the variance of the original (noise-free) input signal andσ2

n is the noise variance.
We therefore conclude that the variance of the original image is increased with the variance
of the noise. Looking at Fig. 6.2 (b), we can observe that an increase of the LD on one hand
automatically reduces the contrast gainsGk for higher values of LD, but, on the other hand,
it increases them in almost flat regions whereGk ∝ LDk. For moderate LD values, contrast
gains do not change, being equal to the maximum contrast gain. From this observation, it
becomes evident that the real problem of noise amplificationby LACE is in almost flat image
regions, for relatively small values of LD. However, the standard deviation of noise is not
constant with the luminance value, and the LD metric cannot discriminate noise from real
image details. Thereby, a good solution for noise-amplification prevention requires a good
estimate of the noise amplitude.

The complete calculation of the noise level at the input of the LACE block in the context
of a video camera system is presented in Appendix D.2. There are two basic methods for
noise amplitude estimation: (1) when knowing the noise model of the imaging sensor and the
camera parameters, we can obtain a good estimate of the noisefor each luminance level, and
(2) we can estimate the noise level from the image data. As expected, the derived exact sensor
noise model gives the best noise estimation. However, this model can be fully created only if
one has a control and knowledge over all image formation and processing steps prior to LACE
(like exposure bracketing, gain, sensor noise characteristics, shape of the GTMF, etc.), which
is the case only in real camera processing pipelines. Since we will use various test images
captured by unknown imaging systems for the comparison and demonstration of our proposed
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Figure 6.20: (a) Standard deviation of sensor noise as a function of the sensor signal value, for various
camera parameters; (b) Contrast gain function is modified toinclude the dependence on luminance
signal. Family of four functions is presented for pixel luminances equal toY1, . . . , Y4, whereY1 <
Y2 < Y3 < Y4.

processing, we cannot fully employ the exact noise model, but we are forced to implement
its simplified version. As explained in Appendix D.2, the exposure bracketing operation and
the GTMF approximately cancel each others influence on the noise level. Thereby, we can
utilize the basic sensor noise model to approximate the standard deviation of the noise at the
input of LACE, as in

σLACE
n (Y ) =

√

η · Y + φ, (6.14)

where the noise amplitude is now related to the luminance signalY of the input image (prior
to GTMF). A termφ represents the noise floor (non-luminance dependent systemnoise) and
parameterη is related to the dominant behavior of the photon shot noise for higher luminance
values. This noise function is presented in Fig. 6.20 (a) forvarious values ofη andφ. We
also present two constant noise sources (having parameterη = 0). From the noise model, we
can conclude that the noise amplitude increases with luminance, following a square-root law
and having a pedestal related to the noise-floor value.

6.5.2 Noise-model controlled prevention of noise amplification

We have already discussed that the problem of noise amplification by LACE is most apparent
in almost flat, low-detailed image regions, where theLD measurement is dominated by noise.
These image regions have presumably small LD values. However, from the noise model, we
can observe that the noise amplitude is not constant and increases with the luminance, follow-
ing a square-root law and having a pedestal related to the noise-floor value. The conventional
noise suppression method for the lower LD values is to limit the contrast gain values by a lin-
ear functionGk ∝ LDk, as in Fig. 6.2 (b). Since contrast gain only depends on the LD, and
not on the noise amplitude, effectively, this approach implies using a noise model predicting
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a constant standard deviation of the noise (as for exampleσn4 andσn5 from Fig. 6.20 (a)).
In this way, it is impossible to effectively prevent noise amplification when applying a gain
control. The solution of this problem is to make the gain control dependent of the noise level.
Consequently, we propose to modify our contrast gain function for low values of theLD,
such that it incorporates an estimate of the noise levelσLACE

n (Y ), and thereby prevent noise
amplification in (almost) flat areas.

A. The proposed function to prevent noise amplification

To fully exploit the benefit of incorporating the standard deviation of the noise, we propose
to modify the first part of our contrast gain function (G ∝ LD) to G = f(LD, σLACE

n (Y )),
where the non-linear functionf takes into account the square-root characteristics of the noise
with respect to the pixel luminance value (Fig. 6.20 (a)). For instance, we can deduce that for
low input pixel luminance, higher values of theLD probably correspond to authentic image
details, but for high-luminance pixel values, they can correspond both to details and noise. To
this end, we propose to incorporate a luminance-dependent noise parameter to a non-linear
functionf . This parameter is chosen in a simple way: we adopt the standard deviation of the
noise amplitude distribution, and use this as a noise estimation indication.

The key to our proposal is the following form of the functionf :

f(LD) = k
LD

σLACE
n (Y )

, (6.15)

where parameterk is a scaling constant. To reduce noise amplification, the contrast gain
function should beGk ≤ f(LDk), yielding:

Gk ≤ k
LDk

σLACE
n (Y )

. (6.16)

Let us now further illustrate the effect of the proposed function f (see Fig. 6.20 (b)). To
avoid the noise amplification, the contrast gain is further limited when the noise is at a high
level. We have already mentioned that according to the sensor noise model, higher noise
levels can be expected for higher pixel luminance values. The proposed prevention of noise
amplification is achieved by a specific form of thef(LD) function, such that it is inversely
proportional to the noise level (and thereby approximatelyinversely proportional to a square
root of the luminance value). The effect of incorporating the noise standard deviation into the
gain function can be observed in Fig. 6.20 (b). The figure portrays a family of four functions
for pixel luminance values equal toY1, . . . , Y4, whereY1 < Y2 < Y3 < Y4, which correspond
to sensor noise valuesσ1, . . . , σ4, whereσ1 < σ2 < σ3 < σ4. It can be seen that the largest
noise values lead to the largest reduction of the gain function for small values of the LD.

B. Experimental results of noise-amplification prevention

We will now show the effects of the conventional technique with a constant noise assumption
and the proposed prevention of the noise amplification for anexample image “Bristol bridge”.
For this purpose, we employ the proposed noise reduction mechanism as given in Eq. (6.16).
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(a) Standard noise-amplification prevention by
G ∝ LD.

(b) Proposed noise-amplification prevention by
G ∝ LD/σLACE

n (Y ).

Figure 6.21: Example of conventional and the proposed noise-amplification prevention in LACE.

Effectively, we can consider the conventional techniqueG ∝ LD as a special case of our
proposal, but with a constantσLACE

n (Y ) value. Thereby, in case of the convectional noise
reduction method, we have assumedσLACE

n (Y ) = 100. The proposed amplification preven-
tion employs a more realistic sensor noise model in the form of σLACE

n (Y ) = 190 ·
√
Y +10,

whereY represents the luminance value of an input image. With this setting, the conventional
technique uses a standard deviation that is in the middle of the noise amplitude range of the
proposed solution, similar to the horizontal dotted line inFig. 6.20 (a).

Fig. 6.21 (a) shows the effect of using the standard noise-prevention mechanism, whereas
Fig. 6.21 (b) displays the proposed approach. To better observe the noise and the enhance-
ment performance, we zoom in to the bright areas as shown in Fig. 6.22 and zoom in to dark
areas which are presented in Fig. 6.23. Due to the use of very high contrast gains, noise is
particularly visible in the bright areas at the top of Fig. 6.21 (a) (and Fig. 6.22), where it has
a higher amplitude (standard deviation). The noise is visible because at the bright luminance
level, the actual standard deviation of the noise is higher than the chosen constant value so
that the gain factor amplifies the noise. In contrast, our proposal given in Fig. 6.21 (b) shows
a much improved noise performance at these bright areas because the realistic noise model
leads to a gain reduction. Similarly, we can also observe that the algorithm achieves a higher
level of enhancement in dark areas, where the sensor noise model estimates a lower noise
level, compared to the constant noise level, so that a highercontrast gain can be chosen,
leading to a stronger contrast enhancement (see Fig. 6.23).

In order to further quantify and visualize the effect of noise reduction and detail enhance-
ment, we have applied the same measurement methodology, as presented in Section 5.2.4 B,
which is further explained in Appendix C. We calculate a binary Contrast Visibility Map
(CVM) where a certain pixel is equal to unity if it can be distinguished well from the neigh-
boring pixels. Besides this, we also calculate the ContrastVisibility Ratio CV R that rep-
resents the ratio of number of visible pixels from the CVM (ratio of pixels with contrast
above the JNC value and the total number of pixels. The value of the JNC depends on the
so called Weber’s constant (used in the Weber’s law of vision). In our experiments, we
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(a) Zoom in bright regions: standard noise-amplification
prevention byG ∝ LD.

(b) Zoom in bright regions: proposed noise-amplification
prevention byG ∝ LD/σLACE

n (Y ).

Figure 6.22: Noise-amplification prevention for LACE: zoom in bright areas. The proposed technique
prevents noise amplification better than the conventional technique.

(a) Zoom in dark regions: standard noise-amplification
prevention byG ∝ LD.

(b) Zoom in dark regions: proposed noise-amplification
prevention byG ∝ LD/σLACE

n (Y ).

Figure 6.23: Noise-amplification prevention for LACE: zoom in dark areas. Because of using the noise
estimation, the proposed technique enhances details in dark image parts better than the conven-
tional technique.

adoptCw = 0.03 in bright image parts andCw = 0.04 in dark image parts6. Furthermore,
we finally calculate the average local image contrastLC, which is obtained as the image-
based average value of the pixel-based measure of Local Contrast (LC) from Eq. (C.5) in
Appendix C.

Fig. 6.24 shows the contrast visibility map obtained for theconventional and the pro-
posed noise-amplification prevention in bright image regions (from Fig. 6.22) and in dark

6Weber’s constant is set somewhat higher in dark images partsbecause of image glare and reduced visibility of
details in dark image regions, as explained in Appendix C.
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(a) Zoom in bright regions: CVM for standard
noise-amplification prevention.
LC = 0.076, CV R = 0.4187.

(b) Zoom in bright regions: CVM for proposed
noise-amplification prevention.
LC = 0.0655, CV R = 0.3437.

(c) Zoom in dark regions: CVM for standard
noise-amplification prevention.
LC = 0.3378, CV R = 0.3653.

(d) Zoom in dark regions: CVM for proposed
noise-amplification prevention.
LC = 0.4396, CV R = 0.3918.

Figure 6.24: Contrast Visibility Map (CVM) demonstrates the noise-amplification prevention of LACE
in bright and dark image areas. The proposed technique prevents noise amplification in bright
image areas better than the conventional technique. At the same time, it allows visibility of more
details in dark image areas.

image regions (from Fig. 6.23). Looking at bright image regions, it can be observed that
for the conventional case, significantly more pixels that actually correspond to noise are
marked visible in CVM (subfigure (a)). These pixels are dominantly visible at the left side
of these figures (which corresponds to flat areas of the sky in the original image). This phe-
nomenon is also visible in the measures of theLC andCV R, being equal toLC = 0.076
andCV R = 0.4187. The proposed noise-amplification prevention (subfigure (b)) better sup-
presses noise in the output image, as less pixels are marked visible in CVM, and we measure
LC = 0.0655 andCV R = 0.3437. Hence, we can conclude that the noise is better sup-
pressed in bright image parts.

Dark image regions (subfigures (c) and (d)) mainly consist ofreal image details. We
notice that for the conventional case, less pixels that actually correspond to image details
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are marked visible in CVM (subfigure (c)), compared to the proposed case (subfigure (d)).
This is also visible in the measures of theLC andCV R, being equal toLC = 0.3378
andCV R = 0.3653 for the conventional case and toLC = 0.4396 andCV R = 0.3918
for the proposed case. Our conclusion is that the proposed noise-amplification prevention
allows stronger enhancement of dark image details than the conventional technique. Finally,
we conclude that the proposed contrast gain function enables better noise suppression while
improving detail visibility, as compared to the conventional technique.

6.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented improvements of the localtone mapping technique LACE.
We have particularly focused on removing the “halo” artifacts, signal clipping, and improving
the noise behavior. First, we have discussed various possibilities of positioning LACE with
respect to the camera gamma function and learned that we can improve the overall perfor-
mance in both dark and bright image parts by performing the LACE enhancement in parallel
to the gamma function, while adding its output both before and after the gamma function.
Furthermore, we have found that the use of better low-pass filters with less ripple in the stop-
band, combined with the use of frequency bands, forms a good start of the LACE algorithm.
We have also shown that the local energy used for the contrastgains should be calculated on
the high-pass image and not on the band-pass image.

After reviewing the previous solutions and problems with “halo” artifact reduction, we
have proposed a local contrast gain formula where the gain isinversely proportional to the
square of theLD metric, since this functional specification can handle the “halo” artifacts
very well for large edges. Namely, we have shown that this contrast gain function creates
a much smaller output value for large edges than for the smalledges, in comparison to the
constant enhancement output obtained with the standard LACE scheme. We can therefore
achieve very similar effects as when using edge-preservingfilters [39][35]: strongly enhance
small and medium-size edges, while not changing large edges. However, our result is ob-
tained with much smaller computational complexity. The savings in complexity can be sum-
marized as reducingM × N multiplications per kernel computation toM + N additions
plus one multiplication. Besides this, we have also introduced a local contrast metric that is
according to the Weber-Fechner law, weighting the contrastfunction with the growing lumi-
nance level. The result is a suppression of disturbing “halo” artifacts for smaller and medium
input edges. The advantage of the overall “halo” reduction technique is that contrast gains can
be set higher than usual and our non-linear contrast gain, together with the LC measurement,
will reduce contrast gains only at image locations where this is needed.

To prevent clipping of the output signal, we have used the property of the scaledLD met-
ric, which was found to envelop the band-pass signal used forthe enhancement. Effectively,
we reduce contrast overshoots when the pixel luminance is close to the bright-clipping level
and we decrease contrast undershoots for pixel luminance values close to the black level.
This is achieved by locally lowering the contrast gainonly at places where signal clipping
would occur, thereby maintaining the high level of contrastenhancement at all other places.
This is highly advantageous, since we considerably improvethe output image quality and
significantly limit the loss of details and signal distortions at the borders of the luminance
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range.
Noise amplification is a weak point of many image enhancementschemes. To avoid

excessive noise amplification, the maximum contrast gain islimited and a linear response to
smallLDs is introduced. However, this initial solution is not sufficiently effective. As an
improvement to this proposal, we have presented a new solution for the noise performance
improvement that better employs the noise model of the imaging sensor, in particular the
property that the noise amplitude increases with the input pixel luminance. Hence, we can
better distinguish noise from the relevant image details and prevent the noise amplification
that is particularly disturbing in the almost flat image regions. We have demonstrated that the
noise performance and contrast enhancement improve both perceptually and numerically, by
measuring the output image contrast both in flat and detailedimage regions.

Subjective evaluation of several images presented in this chapter shows that the improved
LACE algorithm maintains a high level of details in the texture regions, while controlling well
the disturbing “halo” artifacts, signal clipping and noiseamplification. Given this improved
performance, the modified algorithm can serve as a good solution for the local tone mapping
in our image processing chain. It can compensate low-frequency contrast loss originating
from the use of global tone mapping techniques, while ensuring a good visibility of all de-
tails. The modified LACE algorithm works well for various image types including standard,
HDR and LDR images, and provides good visibility of details.The quality of the modified
system will be further evaluated in an overall comparison inChapter 9.

The original LACE algorithm uses local standard deviation as a local deviation metric,
however, this choice is expensive in both HW and SW implementations. We therefore need a
simpler energy metric that provides a similar performance as the LSD. A new metric will be
described in detail in Chapter 7. Furthermore, an interesting question arises whether LACE
should be performed in thelog domain or in thelinear domain, since the image formation
model advocates a multiplicative form of the image illuminance and the local texture. Hence,
to operate on the contrast linearly, several tone mapping operators first apply a logarithmic
function to images making the local texture (contrast) additive. We will also exploit this
option, which is presented in Chapter 8.



CHAPTER7
Energy metrics for local contrast

enhancement

In the previous chapter we have presented a modified LACE algorithm, featuring multi-
window real-time high-frequency enhancement, in which gain is a non-linear function of
the detail energy, local contrast and the noise level. In this chapter, we discuss the computa-
tion of the commonly used local energy metrics that are used in LACE, and show that some
of these measurements can be calculated efficiently. Our contribution involves a new local
energy measurement APS that can be calculated more efficiently than the existing metrics in
a 2D-separable fashion. In addition, we also show that the new APS metric gives comparable
or even better overall performance in LACE than standard energy metrics.

7.1 Introduction

Image enhancement techniques often depend on measuring thelocal signal energy for their
processing. However, the computational complexity of the involved calculations can be very
high for large filter kernels. The large filter kernels are typically caused by the intrinsic high
image resolution, to achieve the desired level of quality improvement. In Chapter 6, we have
described the LACE algorithm that enhances image contrast by applying a non-linear contrast
gain functionGk(Ck, LDk, LCk) to each of thek kernels (k = 1, . . . ,K). ParametersCk

for various values ofk are gain factors that control the enhancement level per kernel,LDk is
the local energy deviation of kernelk andLCk is the local contrast of the kernelk. We have
presented several improvements of the basic LACE scheme to achieve better enhancement
performance without “halo” artifacts, signal clipping andnoise amplification. In this chapter,
we will show that the choice of the LD function plays a vital role in determining the output
video quality. The principal remaining problem related to the image enhancement without
artifacts is that the standard LD calculations can be very expensive in terms of HW/SW
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computations, because they are often not 2D-separable. In addition, the local energy metric
should be able to prevent “halo” artifacts.

Our approach to solve the complexity problem is to review theexisting energy metrics
and design a new alternative that has a good performance and at the same time can be effi-
ciently computed. To this end, in the review we also add the involved costs and complexity.
Afterwards, we propose our new energy metric APproximated Sum of absolute differences
(APS) that is 2D-separable and thus suitable for any HW/SW implementation. APS approx-
imates the well-known Sum of the Absolute Differences (SAD), but at the same time, it has
better properties than SAD, especially for “halo”-artifacts suppression. We also show that it is
possible to down-sample the APS computation and even further reduce the costs of HW/SW,
thereby further improving the efficiency of this method. It will be understood later that the
APS metric can be generalized to all applications involvinggeneric local energy measure-
ments.

The sequel of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 provides a review, imple-
mentation details and mutual relationship of several LD measurements. Section 7.3 discusses
separable approximate calculations of APS measurements and its down-sampled simplifica-
tion. Section 7.4 provides experimental results and Section 7.5 concludes this chapter.

7.2 Local energy metrics for image/ video contrast enhance-
ment

One important aspect of the proposed LACE enhancement scheme is the choice of the lo-
cal signal energy metricLD [27]. Let us now discuss some important possibilities and the
related consequences for the implementation complexity. This section concentrates on three
metrics: Local Standard Deviation (LSD), Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) and Vertical
Sum Horizontal Convolution (VSHC). Some other possible metrics and their properties are
described in Appendix D.4 and will not be considered in this section because of their lower
performance and, in some cases, also higher computational complexity. In order to simplify
notation in this chapter, we call the input signal to the LACEenergy measurement blockY
(instead ofYG). Let us now present the previously mentioned local signal energy metrics.

7.2.1 Local Standard Deviation (LSD)

LSD is an energy metric which is expensive in terms of hardware/calculation, but it gives a
good suppression of disturbing “halo” artifacts [27]. IfM = 2ak + 1 andN = 2bk + 1 are
the vertical and the horizontal kernel sizes in thek-th kernel, respectively, the square of the
biased LSD1 in a kernelk, at a spatial pixel position(m,n) is computed as:

LSD2
k(m,n) =

1

MN

ak
∑

i=−ak

bk
∑

j=−bk

(

Fk(m,n)−Y (m+ i, n+ j)
)2
. (7.1)

1Since the symbolσ is used for describing noise and we evaluate several metricslabeled as abbreviations, we
have used the name LSD for the standard deviation.
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Figure 7.1: Calculation of help signalsV 2

k andV Dk in thek-th kernel [27].

The 2D low-pass filtered signalFk represents the local mean of the kernelk, as a result
of Fk = Y ⊗ hk, where⊗ is the convolution operator andhk is an impulse response of
the low-pass filter in the kernelk. The signalFk can be pre-calculated by means of a 2D-
separable convolution. To calculate theLSD value at each pixel position, we have to perform
MN = (2ak + 1)(2bk + 1) multiplications (squaring operation) and additions, which is too
expensive for real-time low-cost processing. Therefore, we propose a less expensive solution
by modifying the original equation and introducing an intermediate step of calculation.

We separate the horizontal and vertical component of the 2D calculation to reduce imple-
mentation costs. To simplify the explanation, we mark all pixel values in an image window as
X = Y (m+ i, n+ j), while the average image luminance in the window centered about the
current position(m,n) is represented asX = Fk(m,n). The definition of energy variance
LSD2 is: LSD2 = (1/MN)

∑

(X − X)2. Knowing that the number of elements in the
summation equalsMN , we rewrite this equation to:

LSD2 =
1

MN

∑

(X −X)2 =
1

MN

∑

X2 −X
2
= (X2)− (X)2. (7.2)

This expression can be calculated in a 2D-separable fashion. We first compute the vertical
sumV 2

k of X2 of a certain column in thek-th kernel (see Fig. 7.1), which for the(n+ j)-th
column results in:

V 2
k (m,n+ j) =

1

M

∑

(n+j) -th column

X2 =
1

M

ak
∑

i=−ak
j=const

Y 2(m+ i, n+ j). (7.3)

Then we sum results of this calculation horizontally to calculate the total squaredLSD,
leading to
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LSD2
k(m,n) =

[ 1

N

bk
∑

j=−bk

V 2
k (m,n+ j)

]

− F 2
k

=
[ 1

N

bk
∑

j=−bk

( 1

M

ak
∑

i=−ak

Y 2(m+ i, n+ j)
)]

− F 2
k . (7.4)

In other words, we first calculate the help signalV 2
k from all pixels in the vertical columns

and then we perform horizontal summation of those values (all scaled with the number of
elements). Finally, after subtracting the square of the signal average valueF 2

k , we find the
LSD as the square root of Eq. (7.4).

These operations are easy to implement, since the image (video) pipeline performs pro-
cessing in the horizontal (pixel) direction and after finishing with one line, it proceeds with
the next line. However, although we can perform a 2D-separable LSD calculation, we need to
calculate the sum of squares of all elements, which is expensive due to the squaring operations
and large accumulators needed to preserve the intermediateresults forV 2

k . We notice that in
a non-separable LSD version, accumulators can be smaller, as we are summing differences
between the signal and its low-pass version.

Similar to the previous derivations, an unbiased version ofLSD, calledLSDu, is defined

asLSDu2 =
∑

(X −X)2/(MN − 1) = (
∑

X2 −MNX
2
)/(MN − 1). This metric can

also be calculated in a 2D-separable fashion as the biased LSD, where we only modify the
constant scaling valuesMN during the summation. Furthermore, previous calculationsare
derived for the case when the average value of the signalX is calculated as the expected value
of the variableX , by averaging all pixels in the kernel support with equal weight. For the
sake of the contrast enhancement, low-pass filters with better frequency characteristics are
often used (such as Gaussian or raised-cosine filters), having variable weights in the kernel.
Nevertheless, also in this case, it is possible to calculatea 2D-separable LSD value, so that the
complexity of the calculation is still limited. The 2D-separableLSD calculation including
various weights in the kernel, is presented in Appendix D.3.

7.2.2 Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD)

At this point, it is important to discuss the performance andcomplexity of SAD as a local
energy measurement. The SAD is a less expensive metric than anon-separable version of
LSD, but more expensive than the 2D-separable LSD [27]. The SAD is defined as:

SADk(m,n) =
1

MN

ak
∑

i=−ak

bk
∑

j=−bk

∣

∣Fk(m,n)−Y (m+ i, n+ j)
∣

∣. (7.5)

Unfortunately, the SAD cannot be calculated in a 2D-separable fashion. The enhance-
ment performance of SAD is somewhat better than the performance of LSD in the uniform
texture areas, although the LSD distinguishes small and large details better than the SAD, due
to its quadratic function [27]. As a result, LSD also gives less disturbing “halo” artifacts. To
prove this difference in performance, we discuss the computation of various averaging met-
rics, such as the quadratic and arithmetic mean. Starting from the inequality of the quadratic
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Figure 7.2: Visual representation of various means of two real numbersa andb (p = 2, with quadratic
mean Q, arithmetic mean A, harmonic mean H and geometric meanG (for more details see [14]).

and arithmetic mean, we will derive the validity of the aboveperformance claims.
First, for positive real numbersx1, . . . , xp we define a generalized meanMr with expo-

nentr (r is a non-zero real number) as in [14], giving

Mr(x1, . . . , xp) =
(1

p

p
∑

i=1

xr
i

)1/r

. (7.6)

Without loss of generality, whenr < q, then the following inequality of means holdsMr(x1, . . . , xp) ≤
Mq(x1, . . . , xp), where the equality sign is valid if and only ifx1 = x2 = . . . = xp. Some
interesting cases are obtained forr = 2, giving the quadratic mean Q (see Fig. 7.2),r = 1
yielding the arithmetic mean A,r = −1 resulting in the harmonic mean H, and forr → 0,
we find the geometric mean G. Forr = 1 andq = 2, we find that the inequality of quadratic
and arithmetic means results in:

(x1 + x2 + . . . xp)/p ≤
√

(x2
1 + x2

2 + . . . x2
p)/p. (7.7)

Second, suppose we now replacexl by |Fk(m,n)−Y (m+i, n+j)| for l = 1, . . . , p, cov-
ering all combinations of indicesi andj within the kernel, we would find thatSADk(m,n) ≤
LSDk(m,n) for all m, n andk. In the very special case, if local texture is uniform2, the SAD
is equal to the LSD. For edges and all regular cases, which refers to distinguishable (large)
signal changes, the inequality holds, so thatSADk(m,n) < LSDk(m,n). Therefore, using
the SAD matric in the LACE algorithm will always provide stronger enhancement than when
using the LSD metric, due to the fact that the contrast gainG ∝ 1/LD2. This leads to the
following conclusions

• For (large) edges, the LSD metric provides a higher value than the SAD. Hence, the
larger value of LSD at edges gives a lower contrast gain and correspondingly leads to
less “halo” artifacts.

2The previous inequality becomes equality, henceSADk(m,n) = LSDk(m, n) if and only if all terms are
equal, hencex1 = x2 = . . . = xp. This would mean that all terms|Fk(m,n)− Y (m + i, n+ j)| are equal for
i = −ak , . . . ,+ak , j = −bk, . . . ,+bk.
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• For small to medium-sized edges and textures, the SAD yieldsa higher enhancement in
these areas, since the metric does not lead to “halo” artifacts over there. The potential
higher enhancement of SAD at large edges is corrupted by the “halo” artifacts, so that
it is not attractive to use the metric in these areas.

Let us elaborate further on the value of the LSD metric compared to the other means in
a qualitative way. The above discussion clearly indicates that LSD is the upper bound and is
typically larger than the SAD. Looking at Fig. 7.2, where various mean values are presented
for two positive numbersa andb, we can notice that the quadratic mean Q (representing LSD)
gives the highest output in all cases. This means that LSD is simply the best metric at large
edges. When there are significant signal changes, the valuesin the metric computation are
considerably different, so that LSD gives a meaningful higher score compared to other met-
rics. This can also be observed from Fig. 7.2, which indicates that the larger the discrepancy
of valuesa andb (for a + b constant) is, the larger metric Q (LSD) will be, while A (SAD)
will remain the same. This can be extrapolated for more values than two samples.

Discussion
The previous conclusions point to the idea of using a new metric which combines the ben-
efits of SAD for small and medium-sized edges and textures, and LSD for the large edges.
Preferably, we would like to apply one metric and it should besimple to compute as well.
Therefore, in the next section, we aim at simplifying the SADcomputation by modifying it
into a 2D-separable calculation and then adding a componentthat is discriminative for large
edges like the LSD metric.

7.3 APS: New energy metrics based on the SAD calculation

7.3.1 APproximation of SAD (APS)

In this section, the first step of our new approach, called APS, estimates the 2D-inseparable
SAD measurement, such that it can be computed in a 2D-separable way. The second step
involves the redefinition of the approximation algorithm insuch a way that a new metric is
created.

Step 1.We separate the horizontal and vertical components of the 2DSAD calculation
to reduce the computational costs. We first compute the vertical sum of absolute differences
V Dk between a low-pass filtered valueFk at a certain position and all pixelsY in a vertical
column to which thatFk value belongs (see Fig 7.1):

V Dk(m,n+ j) =
1

M

i=ak
∑

i=−ak
j=const

∣

∣Fk(m,n+ j)− Y (m+ i, n+ j)
∣

∣. (7.8)

Afterwards, in the second pass, we perform a horizontal summation of the pre-calculated
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Figure 7.3: (a) Triangle inequality|C| = |A + B| ≤ |A| + |B|, used in Eq.(7.10); (b) Multi-kernel
low-pass filtering in the frequency domain.

vertical differencesV Dk, so that

V SHCk(m,n) =
1

N

bk
∑

j=−bk

V Dk(m,n+ j). (7.9)

VSHC forms a degraded SAD result computed in a 2D-separable fashion. The degra-
dation is caused as follows. Instead of always subtracting the low-pass value of the kernel’s
central pixel(m,n) (as in the 2D SAD approach), we now subtract low-pass values placed at
the center of the corresponding column(m,n+ j). This action decreases the energy value at
the edges, providing for the increased contrast gain (and likewise more “halo” artifacts) at the
edges. However, this operation is much less expensive than the original SAD computation
due to its considerably lower memory access and 2D-separability. Therefore, we will adopt
the VSHC approach for complexity reasons. However, to achieve better performance, we
further improve the VSHC approach in the succeeding second step.

Step 2. We aim at adding a term to the result of Step 1, so that the metric becomes
more discriminative and approaches the SAD calculation. Observing each member of the
original SAD and VSHC sums, we name the contribution to the SAD and VSHC calculation
from a single summation term at the position(m + i, n + j) assadk(m + i, n + j) and
vshck(m+ i, n+ j), respectively. Hence, it follows thatsadk(m+ i, n+ j) = |Fk(m,n)−
Y (m+ i, n+ j)| andvshck(m+ i, n+ j) = |Fk(m,n+ j)− Y (m+ i, n+ j)|. The reader
should note the difference in indices in theFk terms.

Furthermore, when we use the triangle inequality|A+B| ≤ |A|+ |B|, which holds for
all real numbersA andB, we obtain a new inequality (see also Fig. 7.3 (a)):

sadk(m+ i, n+ j)
= |Fk(m,n)− Y (m+ i, n+ j)|
= |Fk(m,n)− Fk(m,n+ j) + Fk(m,n+ j)− Y (m+ i, n+ j)|
≤ |Fk(m,n)− Fk(m,n+ j)|+ |Fk(m,n+ j)− Y (m+ i, n+ j)|
= |Fk(m,n)− Fk(m,n+ j)|+ vshck(m+ i, n+ j).

(7.10)
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In other words, by adding extra elements|Fk(m,n) − Fk(m,n + j)| around each pixel to
the known VSHC calculation, we find an upper bound for the SAD.Thus for a single term, it
holds that

sadk(m+ i, n+ j) ≤ vshck(m+ i, n+ j) + |∆Fk(j)|. (7.11)

The term∆Fk(j) represents the first order difference of the low-pass signalFk at a distance
j. The final result for the calculation of the APS at a position(m,n), after normalizing with
the number of elements becomes now:

SADk(m,n)

≤ V SHCk(m,n) + 1
N−1

∑bk
j=−bk

∣

∣Fk(m,n)− Fk(m,n+ j)
∣

∣

= V SHCk(m,n) + 1
N−1

∑bk
j=−bk

|∆Fk(j)|
∣

∣

∣

(m,n)
= APSk(m,n).

(7.12)

The scaling factor1/(N − 1) is used to compensate for the fact that we do not use the central
column (elements at a position(m + i, n), i = −ak, . . . ,+ak in the calculation. Therefore,
we haveN − 1 elements|∆Fk(j)| to normalize with.

The resulting new energy metric APS, which stands for APproximation of Sum of ab-
solute differences, is actually an upper bound for the SAD. In the low-detail (texture) areas
where|∆Fk(j)| approaches zero, we have a similar performance as the SAD energy measure-
ment, ensuring the usage of the high detail gain. For other edge types (like isolated edges),
the APS value is clearly larger than the original SAD value, and is in the range of the LSD
measurement, thereby enabling a better “halo” suppressionthan the SAD metric.

Summarizing, the way to calculate the APS metric in a 2D-separable way follows sim-
ilar steps as the calculations of the VSHC computation . First we perform vertical energy
calculationV Dk as in Eq. (7.8), and in the second pass, we perform a horizontal summation
of the pre-calculated vertical differences as in Eq. (7.9) and add|∆Fk(j)| factors, giving

APSk(m,n) =
1

N

bk
∑

j=−bk

[

V Dk(m,n+ j) +
N

N − 1
· |Fk(m,n)−Fk(m,n+ j)|

]

. (7.13)

7.3.2 Simplification of the APS calculation

Up to this point, we have presented a strategy to calculate a modified energy measurement
APS by adding an energy term|∆Fk| to the basic VSHC calculation. It is possible to use
this energy term, but also to apply any non-linear functiong(|∆Fk|) to that energy term,
that can reshape|∆Fk| to improve algorithm performance. However, we will not pursue this
idea in this thesis. Instead, we propose todown-samplethe |∆Fk(j)| energy signal terms in
Eq. (7.13), since it is by default a low-pass signal. By doingso, we will additionally reduce
the costs of computation. Let us further elaborate on this simplification.

When we build multi-scale sliding windows in the spatial/frequency domain (see Fig. 7.3 (b)),
the smallest low-pass kernel is preferably a half-band filter, meaning that it passes frequen-
cies below half of the Nyquist (fN ) frequency. The next, larger filter is a quarter-band filter,
which selects half of the pass-band at the previous scale, etc. Hence, thek-th window filter
is a(1/2)k -band filter. We focus on the frequencies above the low-pass band that we are fil-
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tering, because this would enable us to use down-sampling. In the ideal case, this means that
in thek-th low-pass window after filtering, there is no frequency content left for frequencies
higher than(1/2)kfN . If that would be true, we would be allowed to down-sampleFk and
|∆Fk| signals with a factor2k, meaning that we do not consider every sample in the|∆Fk|
sum, but only every2k-th sample. Thus, we only need2bk/2k samples. However, since
the applied low-pass filters are never ideal, some margin is preferred and we will lower the
down-sampling factor to half of that, thus2k−1. For example, whenk = 4, and the horizontal
number of samples in the kernel is 33, we only need 32/8=4 samples. In general, all kernel
sizes are related to the size of the smallest kernel by the following formula: bk = 2k−1b1,
and the number of samples that are needed to represent a|∆Fk(j)| signal is2bk/2k−1 = 2b1,
which is a constant not related to the current kernel size. Inthis way, we minimize the number
of operations and computational complexity (from2bk to 2b1, wherek = 1, . . . ,K). Similar
reasoning also holds for other kernel sizes and ratios between kernel sizes.

As a conclusion, we have managed to construct a 2D-separableenergy measurement
APS with a performance better than the SAD metric at isolatededges, and better than the
LSD in textured areas, because it then resembles SAD. At the same time, we have reduced
the computational cost needed to achieve that performance.With respect to the computational
complexity, the SAD metric requiresM × N subtractions andM × N additions, but being
2D-inseparable, it also requiresM × N memory-fetching operations per kernel. The 2D-
separable LSD metric hasM multiplications andN additions, withM memory-fetching
operations per kernel, whereas the APS metric needsM subtractions andN additions with
M memory-fetching operations per kernel, which makes it alsothe least complex metric.
Consequently, we have enabled a low-cost implementation ofthe local energy metricLD,
which can be used in the LACE algorithm.

7.4 Experimental results

In order to verify various claims on the local energy metricsand their mutual relations, we
have performed several experiments with both artificial test signals and real images. Let us
now first present our results with specific test signals. Initially, we want to observe the per-
formance of various metrics atisolated edges. In Fig. 7.4 we present an input signal that
is created by adding the step function (simulating the isolated edge) and thesinus function
(representing the local texture). We can notice in Figs. 7.5(a) and (b) (Kernels 1 and 4, re-
spectively) that the APS measurement is larger than the SAD and in most cases also larger
than the LSD measurement. The VSHC measurement is much smaller compared to the APS,
which explains the occurrence of “halo” artifacts. We can also notice that the Convolution
Energy (CE) measurement (presented in Appendix D.4) is evensmaller than the VSHC mea-
surement, particularly for the larger kernels. Furthermore, if we use theCEmax metric (also
presented in Appendix D.4) obtained by maximizing the absolute value of the corresponding
band-pass outputBk in a 5 × 5 kernel, the result is somewhat improved, but it is still much
worse compared to the APS.

Second, we assess the performance of various metrics onlocal textures. In Fig. 7.6 we
show an input image that consists of asinus function with a certain DC level (simulating
the local texture). Again, we can notice in Fig. 7.7 (subfigures (a) and (b) represent kernels 1
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Various luminance signals
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Figure 7.4: Input signalY and low-pass filter signalsF1 andF4.

and 2, respectively) that the APS measurement is larger thanthe SAD and in most cases also
larger than or similar to the LSD measurement. The original input signal represents a texture
with already significant amplitude, which is somewhat suppressed by low-pass kernelshk

(resulting in low-pass signalsFk). We can observe that the larger the low-pass kernel size,
the stronger the filtering is applied, the more it becomes valid that|∆Fk(j)| approaches zero,
implying that the APS energy metric becomes similar to the SAD metric. This is visible
in Fig. 7.6, where the amplitude of the low-pass signalF2 becomes small, and as a result,
in Fig. 7.7 (b), the valueAPS2 approachesSAD2. For even larger kernels (k > 2), this
becomes even more valid. The VSHC measurement is much smaller compared to the APS
and the CE measurement is even smaller than the VSHC measurement, particularly for the
larger kernels. If we use the sameCEmax metric from the previous experiment, the result
is somewhat improved, but again, it is still much worse compared to the APS. Hence, the
experimental results confirm that despite the computational simplicity of the APS metric, it
outperforms all the other local energy measurements.

Fig. 7.8 presents the resulting images when using the various metrics. The original image
is an HDR picture with a dynamic range of 87,962:1. For a correct rendering, we need to
perform a global tone mapping step in addition to the local contrast enhancement. In this
experiment, we focus on the local contrast enhancement stepusing the LACE algorithm. Let
us observe the performance in the texture areas (doll’s clothing, white toy bear, . . . ) and at
large edges (boundaries between the doll and the flat background). We also notice the quality
of the separation line between the wall and the floor in the background. The numerical results
are shown in Table 7.1. The VSHC metric provides the highest enhancement level in the
texture areas, enhancing the local contrast significantly,but it also gives the highest amount
of disturbing “halo” artifacts at the isolated edges, e.g. note the contours of the doll and
the wall-floor separation line. The application of the LSD and the SAD metric results in a
mutually similar visual performance. However, the SAD metric gives a slightly higher output
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(a) Various local energy measurements in kernelk = 1, applied to the input signalY from Fig. 7.4.
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(b) Various local energy measurements in kernelk = 4, applied to the input signalY from Fig. 7.4.

Figure 7.5: Output signal for various metrics using the input signal of Fig.7.4. The first four metrics in
the legend are as discussed in the text in this section. CE refers to convolution energy measurement
presented in Appendix D.4, and the superscript max refers tothe maximum value of it. Metric|B|
refers to the absolute value of the band-pass filter output.
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Various luminance signals
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Figure 7.6: Example input signalY and low-pass filter outputsF1 andF2.

contrast in the texture areas and a bit more “halo” artifactsin isolated-edge regions. The
APS metric enhances the texture areas in a similar fashion like the SAD metric, thereby still
having a better enhancement performance than the LSD metric. At the same time, the APS
metric performance is very similar to the one of the LSD metric at the large edges. Since
“halo” artifacts are still slightly visible for all used local energy metrics, we also employ
the LC metric from Section 6.3.3, withT a

k = 0.05 andT b
k = 0.3. The proposed solution

based on using the APS metric combined with the Local Contrast (LC) check (see Fig. 7.8 (f))
maintains a high level of details in the texture regions, butcontrols well the disturbing “halo”
artifacts, offering the best overall performance. For example, one can observe the “halo”
artifact at the floor-wall separation line is the smallest compared to all the other results. At
the same time, the performance in the texture areas did not reduce in quality: it remained
visually similar to the performance using the APS metric only.

To better observe the contrast effects, we also calculate values of the average local image
contrastLC, averaged over all image areas, as well as in individual areas with low, medium
and high texture. These calculations are performed similarly as in Section 5.2.4 B and Ap-
pendix C, using the Weber’s constantCw = 0.03. The selection of texture regions is based
on the local contrast signalLC defined in Eq. (C.5), and calculated on the LACE enhanced
image using the LSD metric. The areas with Low (L), Medium (M)and High (H) texture
are defined as follows: (L):LC ≤ 0.1, (M): 0.1 < LC < 0.3 and (H):LC ≥ 0.3. The
results from the table also indicate that the APS and LC metric offer the lowest contrast in the
high texture areas (giving less “halo”), maintaining a reasonable contrast for medium texture.
This matches with the perceptual results of our experiment,also confirming the performance
relationship between various metrics.
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(a) Various local energy measurements in kernelk = 1, applied to the input signalY from Fig. 7.6.
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(b) Various local energy measurements in kernelk = 2, applied to the input signalY from Fig. 7.6.

Figure 7.7: Output signal for various metrics using the input signal of Fig.7.6. The first four metrics in
the legend are as discussed in the text in this section. CE refers to convolution energy measurement
presented in Appendix D.4, and the superscript max refers tothe maximum value of it. Metric|B|
refers to the absolute value of the band-pass filter output.
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(a) Original, gamma-corrected image. (b) LSD.

(c) SAD. (d) VSHC.
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(e) APS. (f) APS and LC.

Figure 7.8: (a) HDR image “Doll” with contrast ratio 87,962:1 (HDR imagecourtesy of Y. Liet
al. [66]). The image is globally tone-mapped and then enhanced with the LACE algorithm using
the following LD metrics: (b) LSD, (c) SAD, (d) VSHC (e) APS and (f) APS and local contrast LC
check. We can notice that the proposed solution (f) maintains a high level of details in the texture
regions, and does not allow disturbing “halo” artifacts.

LC LCL LCM LCH

LSD 0.1650 0.0415 0.1773 0.5205

SAD 0.1781 0.0451 0.1906 0.5624

V SHC 0.2050 0.0571 0.2210 0.6281

APS 0.1730 0.0438 0.1851 0.5211

APS&LC 0.1610 0.0427 0.1811 0.4079

Table 7.1: Influence of the type of LD metric used by the LACE algorithm. We observe the average
Local ContrastLC in areas with Low (L), Medium (M) and High (H) texture.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the complexity and performance of various metrics for
local energy measurements, which are used for the local contrast enhancement in the LACE
algorithm. We have presented a major contribution: an efficient way of computing an LD
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metric APS, having beneficial properties: low complexity and good performance.
First, we have shown that the LSD metric, in contrast with theSAD metric, can be calcu-

lated in a 2D-separable fashion to reduce the complexity. Furthermore, using the generalized
mean inequality, it was found that the performance of the SADmetric is better than the con-
trast enhancement performance of the LSD metric for the texture regions, but worse for the
large-edge regions, resulting in somewhat larger “halo” artifacts. Additionally, the SAD can
be modified into a VSHC metric, which provides a much higher contrast enhancement than
all other metrics, but also gives the most disturbing “halo”artifacts. However, the complexity
of the VSHC metric is the lowest, which makes it attractive for real-time enhancement ap-
plications. We have also concluded that the other metrics such as Convolution Energy (CE),
Maximum Energy (ME) and Cross Approximation (CE) are often not a good choice for the
high-end image applications: CE can be possibly used in military applications where absence
of “halos” is not a prerequisite, ME is often a too conservative choice for image enhance-
ment and can be used for relatively small levels of enhancement as for the TV sets, whereas
the performance of the CA is not satisfactory, particularlyin the diagonal direction. Our
new proposal, called the APproximation of the Sum of absolute differences (APS), builds on
the low complexity of the VSHC metric (also 2D-separable). We have shown that the APS
measurement is optimal regarding the performance and computational costs, particularly for
large kernels. The key to the APS algorithm is that we pre-calculate vertical differences as in
a modified SAD calculation and add a correction term to this.

During the experiments, we have verified the claims about performance of various met-
rics, as presented during the discussion of some theoretical aspects. Both the subjective and
the objective evaluation of real images and test signals show that the proposed APS metric
maintains a high level of detail in the texture regions, but controls well the disturbing “halo”
artifacts, providing for the best overall performance compared to all other discussed metrics.

This chapter is the second chapter dealing with LACE. The first part of the LACE discus-
sion concentrates on establishing LACE as an enhancement technique, while this chapter has
indicated the relevance of a good metric for separating various texture areas in the image and
finding the balance between contrast enhancement and “halo”artifacts. The third contribution
based on LACE will elaborate on improving the visual qualityand perception of contrast en-
hancement. This is achieved by transferring the LACE algorithm to the logarithmic domain,
so that the improvement relates to the perceptual model of the HVS.



CHAPTER8
Perceptually uniform LACE

processing

In this chapter we present our first investigation results onperforming perceptually uniform
LACE processing in the logarithmic domain. It will become clear that, when working in the
logarithmic domain, it is possible to remove “halo” artifacts more efficiently, compared to
the case of linear LACE. This is performed by developing a newcontrast gain function. Since
we are now processing in the logarithmic domain, we have to rework our earlier solution
for signal clipping and also reiterate on the noise performance, to enable better visual re-
sults. Finally, we discuss and compare the performance of LACE in the logarithmic domain
with the performance in the linear domain. This comparison reveals that both schemes have
advantages, where logarithmic LACE is favorable for HDR andstandard images and linear
LACE is attractive for low-contrast images.

8.1 Motivation for LACE in the logarithmic domain

In the previous chapters, we have developed LACE algorithm in the linear domain. Let us
now first motivate why transferring LACE to the logarithmic domain may be attractive. The
image formation model in the physical scene often assumes that when imageI consists of
diffuse objects and light sources are not visible, it can be approximated as a product of scene
illuminanceL and surface reflectanceR [89], as inI = L ⊙ R, where “⊙” represents an
element-wise matrix product. For certain applications including HDR tone mapping inside
the video camera, it may be interesting to apply a similar model in the signal processing. Let
us suppose that the luminance component is modeled as the product of an HDR low-pass
signal related to the illuminance and the LDR high-pass signal related to the reflectance [79].
It may be desirable to separate these two components in orderto achieve a better performance
of the tone mapping algorithm. As a first step to achieve this separation, this product is
transformed to the logarithmic domain, where it becomes an addition. Then, under specific
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(b) Performing LACE in thelogarithmicdomain.

Figure 8.1: Block schemes of LACE inlinearand logarithmicdomains.

conditions, the two components can be separated and a different processing model can be
applied to them. Therefore, when applying the low-pass filtering in thelogarithmic domain,
we can approximately extract the modeled illuminance signal logL. At the same time, the
high-pass (the modeled reflectance) signal in the logarithmic domain (logR = logI − logL)
corresponds to the ratios (local contrast,R = I/L) in the linear domain and can be well
enhanced, since it is additive in the logarithmic domain.

As a conclusion, if filtering and image enhancement operations of LACE are now per-
formed in thelogarithmic domain (often called homomorphic filtering [48]), it is assumed
because of the previous discussion, that medium-to-high frequency components which are
usually enhanced, correspond to the reflectance image. In the logarithmicdomain, the amount
of local contrast enhancement will depend not only on the size of the edge (as in the linear
domain), but also on the average luminance value of the edge.Consequently, and as also
predicted by the Weber-Fechner contrast discrimination model, a higher level of enhance-
ment is achieved for bright areas since they have a larger JNDthreshold. Opposite to this,
when LACE is performed in thelinear domain, it operates on the high-pass image which is
not scaled to the local luminance value, and hence this component does not directly repre-
sent contrast. As a result, in thelinear LACE scheme, edges of the same size are equally
enhanced regardless of their average luminance.

Apart from the above discussion, it is possible to consider an alternative. Instead of
operating LACE in thelogarithmic domain, it is possible to uselinear domain LACE and
integrate the luminance dependence in the original contrast gain formulas. For example, we
can modify the contrast gain formula as inGnew

k = f(Fk) ·Gconv
k , wheref is some function

of the local average luminanceFk of the image andGconv
k is the conventional contrast gain. In

this way, we can set the contrast gain to automatically increase in the high-luminance image
parts to compensate for the well-known effect of increasingJNDs. However, the problem
with this approach is that we do not know how to exactly employthe dependence of the
contrast gain to the pixel luminance such that it does not lead to “halo” artifacts. For this
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reason, we will not further pursue this concept, but return to the original discussion.
We have employed in Section 6.3.3 the Local Contrast (LC) metric which is sensitive to

the average value of the signal. The aim of using the LC metricis to enhance local contrast
while preventing “halo” artifacts for small-to-medium size edges. Consequently, the contrast
gain will remain high in bright areas (where it is expected tobe high) and it is lowered in
dark areas and generally in areas with a sufficient contrast.In the remainder of this chapter,
we investigate whether operating LACE in the logarithmic domain removes the need to use
the LC metric.

Discussion. The reader should note that the investigation on employing LACE in the
logarithmic domain was performed at the end of the research period and presents recent,
ongoing work of the author, which still needs to be completed. This chapter therefore presents
the parts that are completed and on the basis of this, we conduct the performance comparison
of the linear and thelogarithmic-domain LACE algorithm at the end of this chapter.

8.2 Block diagram and adequate logarithm function

In Fig. 8.1 (a) we present the standard LACE operation in the linear domain, where LACE
is positioned after the Global Tone Mapping Function (GTMF), and its output is added both
before and after the gamma function, as proposed in Section 6.2.2.A. In case of operating
in the logarithmic domain, we also perform LACE after the GTMF, and after the logarithm1

function. Performing GTMF (or a gamma function) in the logarithmic domain is not useful,
since thelogarithm image has different properties and can have different ranges than the
linear image. When operating in the logarithmic domain, we therefore first perform the
GTMF, as in Fig. 8.1 (b).

For our implementation, we have to make a choice for a certainbit-width representation
of the image prior to performing the logarithm function. In order to process HDR images
with sufficient accuracy, we have chosen to operate with a 16-bit image representation at the
input of the logarithm function. We can assume a logarithm function in the form of

logs(YG) = YLG = Ymax · log(1 + YG/s)/log(1 + Ymax/s), (8.1)

where the input variableYG is in the range[0..Ymax] andYmax=65,535, while parameters is
a scaling factor (see Fig. 8.1 (b)). We preferably operate inthe positive range of the logarithm
function, which is why we add unity to the input variableYG. However, it is also possible to
operate with the input variable in the range zero to unity andinvert the sign of the result to
obtain positive values [43], but this operation is more complex in hardware.

Choosing the logarithm function shape
It has to be noted that the particular behavior and shape of the logarithm function depends
on the range of the input variable. If the input range is smaller, e.g. suppose it has an 8-bit
representation (values [0..255] shown aslog)B in Fig. 8.2), the logarithm function will be
less steeper for smallYG values and it would introduce less compression for the largeYG

1In this chapter, the word logarithm is usually to the conversion function that is defined on this page, and in
abbreviations we will add a subscript for clarity, to indicate the special nature of this function.
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Figure 8.2: logA, logB and logC curves in 16-bit accuracy (used as a logarithm function in
Fig. 8.1 (b)), and 0.4-power function that approximates theCIEL∗ function.

values, compared to the range [0..65,535] (shown aslogA in Fig. 8.2). We have observed that
when thelogA function is used in the processing, it significantly compresses the small details
in bright regions, which only downgrades the performance ofLACE. We have found that
the choice of the logarithm function plays a vital role in theperformance: it determines the
balance between the enhancement in dark vs. bright areas. The closer the logarithm function
is to thelogA function, the stronger the enhancement effect on the medium-contrast features
in bright areas. But at the same time, a weaker enhancement isachieved in the dark areas.
This corresponds with the global behavior of the curve oflogA. As a generalization, our
aim is to use the logarithm function in such a way that it enables aperceptually uniform en-
hancementthroughout the whole luminance range. This implies that anequal enhancement
strength leads to an equal visual perception of enhancement, regardless of the luminance
value. Fundamentally, this can be achieved by transformingthe luminancesignal to alight-
nesssignal according to the CIEL∗ function, which was standardized by the CIE Committee
to approximate the lightness response of the HVS. To reduce complexity, the CIEL∗ function
can be approximated by a 0.4-power function of the relative luminance [84]. Therefore, we
will scale the logarithm function such that it resembles the0.4-power function of the relative
luminance, which can be approximately achieved by calculating the logarithm function in the
range of [0..31], shown aslogC in Fig. 8.2). As a final conclusion, we will employ thelogC
function for operating LACE in the logarithmic domain, which is specified by

logC(YG) = YLG = Ymax · log(1 + YG/2
11)

log(1 + Ymax/211)
. (8.2)

We also present a power function with exponent 0.4 for comparison reasons. It can be noticed
that the 0.4-power function is similar to thelogC function.

After setting-up the LACE enhancement schemes in both linear and logarithmic domains,
we will evaluate which contrast gain function is best suitedfor LACE in the logarithmic do-
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main. Afterwards, we will investigate how to prevent signalclipping and noise amplification
in the logarithm domain.

8.3 “Halo”, clipping and noise in logarithmic LACE

8.3.1 Preventing “halo” artifacts in logarithmic LACE

In Section 6.3, we have proposed a new contrast gain functionthat prevents “halo” artifacts
in the linear LACE scheme. This new contrast gain formula employs a Local Contrast (LC)
function in addition to the Local Deviation (LD) measurement. In this subsection, we will
investigate which contrast gain function is suitable for the logarithmic LACE scheme.

Due to the application of the specific shape of the logarithm function that resembles the
CIE L∗ function, the enhancement output of LACE is approximately perceptually uniform
with the luminance. This implies that with one setting of thecontrast gain, we can realize a
similar perceptual enhancement effect for all luminance values. More specifically, the con-
trast enhancement of LACE is corresponding with the input luminance level: it is stronger in
bright luminance parts and weaker in dark luminance regions.

Looking at the basic LACE contrast enhancement function, the filter outputs of the fre-
quency bandsBk(m,n) = Fk−1(m,n) − Fk(m,n) at each pixel position(m,n) are multi-
plied with the corresponding contrast gain functionGk(m,n) of the kernelk, and are added
to the central pixelYLG(m,n), yielding the output pixel luminanceYOL(m,n), specified by

YOL(m,n) = YLG(m,n) +
K
∑

k=1

Gk(m,n) · Bk(m,n) = YLG(m,n) + ∆Y (m,n). (8.3)

For simplified notation, in the remainder of this section, weomit the pixel index(m,n), since
all processing covered in the equations is pixel-based processing. The LACE enhancement
signal∆Y (shown in Fig. 8.1 (b)) is equal to:∆Y =

∑K
k=1 Gk ·Bk. Since we are adding the

LACE enhancement signal∆Y to the input signalYLG (as in Eq. (8.3),YOL = YLG +∆Y ),
the amplitudeBt of thetotal output band-pass signal is equal to the sum of the original band-
pass signalsBk occurring in the input signalYLG, and the enhanced band-pass signal∆Y ,
so that

Bt = ∆Y +

K
∑

k=1

Bk. (8.4)

The second term in this equation is the sum of the band-pass inputs, whereas in Eq. (8.3),
this sum is represented byYLG which includes also a DC term. In order to prevent “halo”
artifacts, we should limit the absolute value of the total LACE band-pass signalBt, such that
it does not become too large, even for high contrast gains. The key to our idea is to limit
the signal|Bt| such that it is always smaller than a certain fractionδ of the dynamic range,
denoted by

|Bt| < δ · Ymax. (8.5)

Discussion.The previous limiting operation in Eq. (8.5) can be performed effectively only
in the logarithmic (perceptual) domain, and not in the linear domain. Namely, if we would
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Figure 8.3: Because of the inverselogC function (shown asLog−1 in Fig. 8.1 (b)), which is used to
return to the linear domain, a signalYLG + ∆Y consisting of a ramp and asinus signal with
constant amplitude (upper, dashed line) is mapped to a signal with a variable amplitude (bottom,
solid line). This non-linear mapping enables perceptual uniformity of the contrast enhancement
with the input luminance.

apply Eq. (8.5) in the linear domain, we would really obtain an enhancement signal with a
constant amplitude, as shown in the upper, dashed line in Fig. 8.3. In the experiment for
that figure, the output signal isYLG + ∆Y , consisting of a ramp signal with asinus signal
superimposed on it with a constant amplitude. The sinusoidal variation in the output signal
would lead to significant “halos” because its amplitude would be too high for low-luminance
regions. However, the same constant amplitude signal in thelogarithmic domain is mapped
to a signal with a variable amplitude (Fig. 8.3, solid curve at the bottom). This re-mapping
occurs because of the inverselogC Log−1 function (shown asLog−1 in Fig. 8.1 (b)), that
is used to return processing to the linear domain. This non-linear mapping is actually the
essence of operating in the logarithmic domain, as it enables perceptual uniformity with the
input luminance (for low-luminance signals, we obtain lower contrast enhancement than for
high-luminance signals).

A. Deriving the new contrast gain function

We aim at calculating the approximate amplitude of the totalLACE band-pass signalBt from
Eq. (8.4).

First, to simplify calculations, let us assume that the output amplitude of allK kernels is
approximately equal, henceBk = B for k = 1, . . . ,K. The amplitude of the total band-pass
signalBt is then equal toBt = ∆Y +

∑K
k=1 Bk ≈ ∆Y +K · B.

Second, we will estimate the LACE enhancement signal∆Y . To simplify calculations,
we have assumed that the same contrast enhancement gainsGk = G apply to all kernels
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k = 1, . . . ,K (in our caseK = 4). In this case, the value of∆Y is equal to:

∆Y =

K
∑

k=1

Gk ·Bk ≈ 4G · B. (8.6)

Finally, the total amplitude of the enhanced band-pass signalBt is approximated by

Bt ≈ 4B +∆Y ≈ 4B + 4G ·B = 4B(1 +G). (8.7)

We have found in Section 6.3.2 A that the shape of the local energy signalLD nicely
envelopes the shape of the absolute value of the band-pass signal |B|, as inLD ≈ s · |B|,
wheres ≈ 2. In that case,|B| ≈ LD/2. From this, we can calculate that

|Bt| = 4|B|(1 +G) ≈ 2LD(1 +G). (8.8)

In order to limit “halo” artifacts, we can for instance require that the absolute value of
the total LACE-enhanced band-pass signalBt is always smaller that a certain fractionδ of
the total dynamic range, as in Eq. (8.5):|Bt| < δ · Ymax. By plugging this inequality into
the Eq. (8.8), we obtainG < (δYmax − 2LD)/(2LD). However, the previous limitation
can yield negative gain values forδYmax − 2LD < 0. To prevent this, we set a minimum
gain value that does not introduce “halo” artifacts, such that G > Gmin, yielding G <
max{(δYmax − 2LD)/(2LD), Gmin}. In our experiments, we have observed that values
δ ≤ 1/8 give good results, which do not yield visible “halo” artifacts. The reader should note
that this constant value ofδ gives a desirableluminance-dependentvalue of the total LACE
band-pass signal. As a result, when usingδ = 1/8 andYmax = 216, the gain function is
limited to the following specification

Gk < max{(212 − LDk)/LDk, Gmin} for k = 1, . . . , 4. (8.9)

This limitation ensures that the amplitude of the total band-pass signalBt is approximately
smaller than 1/8-th of the total dynamic range (corrected for the local luminance value, see
Fig. 8.3), so that it does not introduce “halo” artifacts.

B. Discussion on contrast gain functions

In Fig. 8.4, FunctionA depicts the proposed contrast gain function from Eq. (6.16)for LACE
in the linear domain (shown with the solid blue bold line). As can be observed, the new
contrast gain limiting for LACE in thelogarithmic domain (depicted by FunctionB from
Eq. (8.9)) provides a stronger limitation for lower-mediumvalues ofLD, and similar limiting
for high values ofLD, compared to the contrast gain function for LACE in thelinear domain.
Therefore, because the limitation of the contrast gain for lower-medium values ofLD is not
sufficient when operating in the linear domain, we have introduced the LC metric, to remove
“halo” artifacts.

The contrast limit ofδ = 1/8-th of the dynamic range can be increased or decreased,
depending on the application (see Fig. 8.4). For example, Function C andD are obtained
for 50% higher and lower gain than in the proposed FunctionB, respectively. However, we
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Figure 8.4: LACE contrast gain function in the linear domain (FunctionA), and the proposed contrast
gain function from Eq.(8.9) for LACE in the logarithmic domain (FunctionB, representing the
limit |Bt| < 1/8 ·Ymax). Two additional cases of limiting are presented, corresponding to contrast
limitations of 50% more (FunctionC), and 50% less (FunctionD) than the proposed FunctionB.
FunctionE depicts the case of doubling the contrast gainCk of a standard FunctionA.

have observed that for most of the images,|Bt| ≤ 1/8 · Ymax depicted by FunctionB gives
good results with a sufficient contrast enhancement. When a higher contrast enhancement is
required, FunctionC, referring to 50% higher gain limiting, is considered as theupper bound
of the contrast gain, which already introduces just noticeable “halo” artifacts.

Let us now compare the obtained gain specification in the logarithmic domain with the
earlier specification of LACE in the linear domain, depictedby FunctionA, and study also the
influence of increasing the contrast gain factorCk. For example, FunctionE (shown with a
solid blue thin line) doubles the contrast gain factorCk. As a result, the effective contrast gain
increases significantly for lower-medium values ofLD (between 150–300), while it remains
very similar for higher values ofLD. This large increase of contrast gain for lower-medium
values ofLD is responsible for the introduction of unacceptable “halo”artifacts, which we
have combated in the linear domain using the LC metric. When operating in the logarithmic
domain, if we maintain the contrast gain limit from Eq. (8.9), the enhanced LACE signal will
be limited and smaller than1/8-th of the perceptually corrected dynamic range, and will not
introduce “halo” artifacts. Consequently and as a bonus, the LC metric is not required when
operating in the logarithmic domain.

We conclude this subsection by generalizing our result and use more generic factors
for our fractional limitation parameterδ. We have observed in Fig. 8.4 that by changing
the parameterδ, we are effectively changing the amount of local contrast enhancement. In
this sense, the parameterδ · Ymax has the same meaning as the local contrast parameter
Ck from the linear LACE, and we can actually employ different values of parameterδ for
each filter kernel, leading to a set of parametersδk, with k = 1, . . . ,K. In order to prevent
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“halo” artifacts for all bands, we will limit the maximum value ofδk to δk < 0.2, for which
the unacceptable “halo” artifacts become visible. Therefore, by optimizing the fractional
limitation per kernel, the contrast gain formula per kernelfor k = 1, . . . ,K, is now specified
as

Gk = max{(δkYmax − 2LDk)/(2LDk), Gmin}, with δk < 0.2. (8.10)

The parameterδk represents the new contrast gain parameter in kernelk, which leads to an
effective contrast enhancement without “halo” artifacts in the logarithmic domain. For our
surveillance application, using equalδk parameters in all kernels is sufficient in terms of
quality, whereas differentδk parameters per kernel may serve other application domains.

C. Experimental results of “halo” artifacts suppression

We have studied the visual performance of the proposed gain limitation from Eq. (8.10) and
have observed that its performance is quite good: no disturbing “halo” artifacts are introduced
and there is no need to use the local contrast metricLC from Section 6.3.3 anymore.

As a kind of verification, we have applied the gain limitationof Eq. (8.10) also to the
linear LACE processing. This actually corresponds to the convention LACE contrast gain
functionGk = Ck/LDk from the literature. As expected, this suboptimal approachis not
effective due to the non-perceptual uniformity of the linear luminance space. As a result,
some “halo” artifacts may be introduced due to gain settings, particularly in the dark regions.
This explains why the application of the LC metric still provides better results in the linear
luminance domain.

Let us now illustrate the effectiveness of operating LACE inthe logarithmic domain, and
in particular the use of the proposed contrast gain functionfrom Eq. (8.10). Fig. 8.5 presents
a test image consisting of a uniform background with squaresof increasing luminance values
from left to right. Subfigure (a) shows results of operating LACE in the logarithmic domain,
but still using the previously proposed contrast gain formula Gk = Ck/LD

2
k, derived for

operating LACE in the linear domain. We can observe in subfigure (a) that even though a
very high contrast gain is applied, “halo” artifacts are notvisible in the resulting image. This
property comes from operating in the logarithmic domain. Incase when using the same
contrast gain formula, but operate in the linear domain, “halos” are well visible and quite
disturbing (subfigure (b)). For this reason, we have employed theLC metric, giving the result
shown in subfigure (c). However, this involves additional calculations and still some “halo”
artifacts remain (e.g. note the 3rd square from the left). Furthermore, in the logarithmic
domain, we can employ even much higher contrast gains, as shown in subfigure (d), resulting
in very limited “halo” artifacts. “Halo” artifacts can be completely removed when employing
the proposed contrast gain specification from Eq. (8.10), with δk = 1/8, yielding |Bt| <
1/8 · Ymax, as shown in subfigure (e). This visually illustrates the suitable operation of the
proposed contrast gain function.

8.3.2 Preventing signal clipping in logarithmic LACE

When operating in the logarithmic domain, signal clipping is activated earlier than in the
linear domain, since the remaining distance till the maximum signal levelYmax decreases
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(a) Logarithmic LACE, withGk = Ck1/LD
2

k, andCk1=163,840.

(b) Linear LACE, withGk = Ck1/LD
2

k , identicalCk1.

(c) Linear LACE withGk = Ck1/LD
2

k, using the LC metric, withT a
k = 0.05 andT b

k = 0.3.

(d) Logarithmic LACE, withGk = Ck2/LD
2

k, andCk2 = 8 · Ck1.

(e) Logarithmic LACE, settings as in subfigure (d), with contrast gain limit|Bt| < 1/8 · Ymax.

Figure 8.5: Test image based on a uniform background with squares of increasing luminance. The
shown images refer to using high-contrast gains for varioussituations and settings as indicated
in the subfigure captions. (a) LACE in the logarithmic domain, giving no “halo” artifacts; (b)
LACE in the linear domain with the same contrast gain as in subfigure (a), resulting in visible
“halo” artifacts; (c) linear LACE with the LC metric, reducing “halo” visibility ; (d) LACE in the
logarithmic domain with extremely high contrast gain; (e) logarithmic LACE with the proposed
contrast limitation of Eq.(8.9), giving no “halo” artifacts.
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(see Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 6.17 b). In this sense, the function becomes more critical in performance
in bright image parts. Similarly to Section 6.4, we need to prevent signal clipping in black
(at the minimum luminance levelYmin) and clipping in white (at the maximum luminance
level Ymax). Effectively, we have to ensure that the amplitude of the added enhancement
band-pass signal

∑K
k=1 Gk · Bk does not surpass the amplitude range left until the clipping

level. Consequently, the total output signal in the logarithmic domain is bounded by

Ymin < YLG +

K
∑

k=1

Gk ·Bk < Ymax. (8.11)

From here, we can derive the contrast gain limits in the same way as in Section 6.4, to prevent
signal clipping in dark regions. This aims at preventing excessive band-pass undershoots
(Bk < 0), requiring

Gk < s · (YLG − Ymin)/(K · LDk), for Bk < 0. (8.12)

Similarly, to prevent signal clipping in bright regions (band-pass overshoots,Bk ≥ 0), yields

Gk < s · (Ymax − YLG)/(K · LDk), for Bk ≥ 0. (8.13)

As a conclusion, to prevent clipping, the above equations are used to constrain local contrast
gain, and these specifications will be included in the experiments.

8.3.3 Preventing noise amplification in logarithmic LACE

When we apply a non-linear function such as alogarithm to an input image, the profile of
details and noise changes significantly. As a consequence, the noise reduction mechanism of
LACE presented in Section 6.5 has to be modified accordingly to distinguish whether some
image feature is dominated by noise, or if it is a relevant detail. For example, thelogarithm
function compresses significantly all the small details andnoise at the input of LACE for the
bright input pixels. At the same time, due to the fact that thelogarithmicLACE scheme now
better follows the Weber-Fechner law, it enhances the bright image parts more than the linear
Lace scheme.

Let us now derive the noise model at the input of the LACE block. Appendix D.2 dis-
cusses that the influence of any global transfer function on small details and noise can be
modeled as multiplication with the first derivative of this function. We have also approx-
imated the noise model at the input oflinear LACE (point YG in Fig. 8.1 (a)) as a noise
component that depends on the input image luminanceY and a noise floor, as specified by
σn(Y ) =

√
η · Y + φ. For employing LACE in thelogarithmic domain, we have chosen

the logarithm function that is similar to the 0.4-power function. Therefore, if we define vari-
ablex = Y /65,535, the first derivative of the used logarithm functioncan be calculated as:
logC(x)

′ ≈ (x0.4)′ = 0.4·x−0.6. The standard deviation of the noise, after the used logarithm
function (pointYLG in Fig. 8.1 (b)) can be modeled as

σlog
n (Y ) = σn(Y ) · logC(x)′ = (

√
η · x+ φ) · 0.4 · x−0.6 ∝ x−0.1 ≈ const. (8.14)
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(a) Linear LACE. In the complete image
LC = 0.079, CV R = 0.258.
In the feature-free sky region, where noise is dominant,
LCnoise = 0.0143, CV Rnoise = 0.084.

(b) Logarithmic LACE. In the complete image
LC = 0.118, CV R = 0.302.
In the feature-free sky region, where noise is dominant,
LCnoise = 0.0115, CV Rnoise = 0.049.

Figure 8.6: Effects of contrast enhancement by linear and logarithmic LACE, using the standard con-
trast gain formulaGk = Ck/LD

2

k, withCk=327,680.

This finding implies that the square root characteristics ofnoise with relation to the image
luminance is approximately transferred to a constant noiselevel across all luminance values.
As such, when we operate LACE in the logarithmic domain, we will employ the noise model
σlog
n = c = const, where the value of parameterc is image dependent, and is set to half of

the maximum noise level that is employed by the linear LACE scheme. Therefore,σlog
n =

(
√
η · Ymax + φ)/2. Similar to preventing the noise amplification in the case ofthe linear

LACE algorithm (given in Eq. (6.15)), for logarithmic LACE we also limit the contrast gain
such thatGk < f(LDk), wheref(LDk) = k · LDk/σ

log
n . The reader should note that

the original noise prevention specification of LACE is also given byGk ∝ LDk, but when
operating in the linear domain, which is why it was not effective.

Finally, to combine the “halo” preventing gain limitation provided by Eq. (8.9) with the
effective noise suppression, we obtain the following contrast gain definition:

Gk = min{Gmax, f(LD), max{Gmin, (
δkYmax

2LDk
− 1) } }, with δk < 0.2. (8.15)

In our experiments, we have confirmed that using a constant value ofσlog
n offers a good noise

performance, and we have also found that the results in termsof noise performance in bright
image parts are often better than the noise performance of LACE in the linear domain. This
comes from the fact that the logarithm function significantly compresses noise in bright image
parts, so that noise is handled by the first, noise reduction part of the contrast gain function,
whereGk = f(LDk).

An example is presented in Fig. 8.6, which represents the Contrast Visibility Map of the
image “Bristol bridge”, which is calculated for Weber’s constantCw = 0.02 (as explained in
Section 5.2.4 B and in Appendix C). For the logarithmic LACE scheme, we can observe many
more visible pixels in real texture areas than for the linearLACE scheme. In the logarithmic
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scheme, a higher level of contrast is also visible in theLC andJV C metrics, calculated for
the complete image (see captions of Fig. 8.6 (a) and (b)). At the same time, the linear LACE
scheme shows clearly more noise pixels in the feature-free sky region of the image. We
have also calculated theLC andCV R metrics in the sky region, where only noise is present,
which we denote asLCnoise andCV Rnoise. The local contrast in these regions (representing
the average noise level) is on the average 25% higher for the linear LACE scheme, compared
to the contrast in the logarithmic scheme. This implies thatthe average noise level in bright
image regions is about 25% higher for the linear LACE scheme.

8.4 Comparison of LACE performance in linear and loga-
rithmic domains

In this section, we compare the results of LACE in thelinear vs. thelogarithmic domain
and verify whether the findings are in accordance with our expectations of a better enhance-
ment match with the HVS. The proposed contrast gain functionfor the linear LACE case:
Gk = min(Gmax, Ck/LD

2
k, f(LD)) as in Eq. (6.16) becomes obsolete when working in

the logarithmic domain, since it can be substituted by the more adequate contrast gain for-
mula from Eq. (8.15). However, in order to show comparable results in performance between
linear and logarithmic LACE algorithms (although they are very different), we will still use
the result from Chapter 6 for an honest comparison, and besides this, we will show the re-
sult of the new contrast gain function from Eq. (8.15), to verify the existence of any major
differences.

The initial requirement of this thesis is to design a local contrast enhancement algorithm
that has a good performance for all classes of images. Therefore, we verify the performance
of LACE for three image types: SDR, HDR, and low-contrast images (foggy scenes). This
comparison is illustrated for four typical images: “Japanese lady”, “Bristol bridge”, “Foggy
road” and “Shanghai”, presented in Fig. 8.7. To enable a faircomparison, we focus on pure
LACE performance differences, so that we do not employ the CHRE contrast enhancement
stage from Section 5.5 and we omit the contrast preservationstep from Section 5.3.2. For
a comparison with equal conditions, we use the same contrastgain function and settings
of LACE in both linear and the logarithmic domain (same contrast gain factorsCk in all
k = 1, . . . ,K bands). The experiment is simply looking to the differencesbetween linear
and logarithmic processing. Furthermore, in the linear domain, we employ the “halo” re-
duction technique using the LC metric from Section 6.3.3, with T a

k = 0.05 andT b
k = 0.3,

whereas in the logarithmic domain we either use the previously proposed contrast gain func-
tion Gk = min(Gmax, Ck/LD

2
k, f(LD)) from operating LACE in the linear domain, or

the newly proposed contrast gain function from Eq. (8.15). The contrast gain equation from
this section is well suited for operating LACE in the logarithmic domain, and we employ it
with δk = 1/16 andδk = 1/8, for k = 1, . . . ,K. Finally, we use adequate noise reduc-
tion and clipping prevention steps in both linear and logarithmic domains. In this chapter,
we focus on the visual performance comparison, whereas in the following chapter, we also
present a metric-based comparison between linear and logarithmic processing, using the Just
Noticeable Contrast (JNC) and the average local contrastLC metrics.
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(a) Standard dynamic range image. (b) HDR image after avariable log function.

(c) Low-contrast image. (d) Low-contrast image.

Figure 8.7: Test images without LACE enhancement: (a) SDR image “Japanese lady” (b) HDR image
“Bristol bridge” courtesy of Greg Ward[89], (c) low-contrast range image “Foggy road”, (d) low-
contrast range image “Shanghai”.

Let us now comment on the obtained visual results of both linear and logarithmic pro-
cessing. Both in the standard image Fig. 8.8 (”Japanese lady”) and the HDR image Fig. 8.9
(”Bristol bridge”), we can notice that the overall amount ofenhancement in all regions is
higher for the logarithmic scheme. This is visible for both dark details (the hair region of
“Japanese lady” and the vegetation region in ”Bristol bridge”), and for the bright image parts
(sweater region, face of “Japanese lady” and the sky region of ”Bristol bridge”). Moreover,
images enhanced by the logarithmic LACE scheme are perceived as more natural and less
noisy. This is because when operating in thelogarithmic domain, the contrast increase is
better related to the Weber-Fechner law. This property can be advantageous for increasing
the local contrast, however, special care should be taken tomonitor any excessive contrast
amplification and observe the naturalness of images. The absence of “halo” artifacts in both
linear and logarithmic LACE schemes indicates that the proposed “halo” reduction mecha-
nisms work well. Furthermore, in these cases, both the previously proposed contrast gain
functions for the linear LACE domainGk = min(Gmax, Ck/LD

2
k, f(LD)), or the newly

proposed contrast gain|Bt| < δ ·Ymax from Eq. (8.15), can provide similar results. The user
can set himself the desired amount of contrast enhancement.
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(a) LACE in thelinear domain,Ck=163,840. (b) LACE in thelinear domain,Ck=327,680.

(c) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,Ck=163,840. (d) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,Ck=327,680.

(e) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,δk = 1/16. (f) LACE in the logarithmicdomain,δk = 1/8.

Figure 8.8: “Japanese lady”– LACE performance comparison in thelinear and logarithmicdomain.
LACE in the logarithmic domain produces stronger contrast improvements.
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For natural images and for moderate contrast gain values, there is little difference be-
tween using the gain function for linear LACE and the new contrast gain function for log-
arithmic processing from this chapter. The performance of the logarithmic gain function
is better visible for artificial scenes if much higher contrast gains are used, which we have
demonstrated in Fig. 8.5. In all cases, one can notice that the new function with contrast gain
limit of δ < 1/8 provides good, naturally looking results.

We have concluded from the results in Figs. 8.8 and 8.9 that the performance of LACE
is better in logarithmic than in the linear domain for both standard and HDR images.

However, opposite to the LACE performance for both standardand HDR images, linear
LACE enhancement gives better visibility of details for low-contrast scenes. An example of
such an image is given in Fig. 8.10 (”Foggy road”), which is challenging to render, due to its
very low local contrast. We can observe that, for the same parameter settings (Fig. 8.10 (a)–
(d)), the amount of enhancement in the background of the scene (trees in the fog, left and
right from the central tree) is lower for the logarithmic scheme than with the linear scheme.
The newly proposed contrast gain function|Bt| < δ · Ymax follows this trend by giving less
performance than the linear LACE scheme.

It should be noted that the usual approach in which the image is stretched to the complete
output range by subtracting a black offset and applying a gain to reach the maximum value,
would not provide the necessary enhancement in this case, since the image has parts that are
already having minimum and maximum values. Also, global contrast improvement methods
such as CHRE can improve this image, but the majority of imagefeatures stays hidden.
Therefore, the use of local contrast enhancement is obligatory to achieve the best results.

To additionally check the performance of LACE for low-contrast images, we have con-
ducted another test with an image “Shanghai”, of which the results are presented in Fig. 8.11.
It can be seen that also in this case, linear LACE gives more details than logarithmic LACE,
e.g. note the city area across the river.

The change in performance for low-contrast images may be explained as follows. The
compressive property of the logarithm function makes it difficult for LACE in the logarithmic
domain to further enhance details. Those details have a lower LD and are considered as noise
and thus less enhanced. Also, the implicit assumption of operating in the logarithmic domain
to align with the image formation model, assuming that imageI consisting of diffuse objects
without visible light sources, can be approximated as a product of illuminanceL and surface
reflectanceR, as inI = L · R. However, this assumption may not be true in low-contrast
scenes, where the level of illumination is quite uniform. Perhaps, a linear or some other
image formation model better describes foggy scenes, thereby implying different optimal
processing of LACE.

8.5 Conclusions

The purpose of this chapter is to explore any possible improvement of LACE starting from
the linear processing, as developed in Chapter 6. To this end, we have developed a log-
arithmic processing version of LACE, which is motivated by an attempt to align with the
Weber-Fechner law and with the image formation model, whichspecifies that an image can
be approximated as a product of illuminance and surface reflectance.
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(a) LACE in thelinear domain,Ck=163,840. (b) LACE in thelinear domain,Ck=327,680.

(c) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,Ck=163,840. (d) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,Ck=327,680.

(e) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,δk = 1/16. (f) LACE in the logarithmicdomain,δk = 1/8.

Figure 8.9: HDR image “Bristol bridge” – LACE performs better in thelogarithmicthan in thelinear
domain.
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(a) LACE in thelinear domain,Ck=163,840. (b) LACE in thelinear domain,Ck=327,680.

(c) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,Ck=163,840. (d) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,Ck=327,680.

(e) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,δk = 1/16. (f) LACE in the logarithmicdomain,δk = 1/8.

Figure 8.10: LDR image “Foggy road” – LACE reveals more details in thelinearthan in thelogarithmic
domain.
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(a) LACE in thelinear domain,Ck=163,840. (b) LACE in thelinear domain,Ck=327,680.

(c) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,Ck=163,840. (d) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,Ck=327,680.

(e) LACE in thelogarithmicdomain,δk = 1/16. (f) LACE in the logarithmicdomain,δk = 1/8.

Figure 8.11: LDR image “Shanghai” – LACE reveals more details in thelinearthan in thelogarithmic
domain.
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As a proposal, we have developed a logarithmic function thatprovides approximate per-
ceptual uniformity with the luminance in accordance with the CIEL∗ specification. This
function can be modeled with a power function with an exponent 0.4. Based on this model,
we have developed a contrast gain function that fits better tothe logarithmic processing. The
key to our idea is to limit the total band-pass signal output such that it is always smaller than
a certain fraction of the dynamic range. This function, together with solutions to prevent clip-
ping and noise, has been compared to the linear LACE processing with various experiments.

We have provided experimental results and discussed performance of LACE in the loga-
rithmic and linear domain. We have concluded that the performance of logarithmic LACE is
better than the performance of linear LACE for both standardand HDR images. For those im-
ages, logarithmic processing provides a better contrast, which is particularly more increased
in bright image parts. Here, the assumption that it follows aWeber-Fechner contrast model
more closely than linear LACE seems to be true.

Besides the improved match with the HVS, the appearance of “halo” artifacts is also
reduced. The proposed contrast gain function introduces anefficient gain limitation in the
logarithmic domain, which can effectively suppress image over-enhancement and “halo” ar-
tifacts. Additionally, we have adapted the specification for signal clipping and for preventing
the noise amplification, to improve the overall performance.

Unfortunately, linear LACE enhancement gives better visibility of details for low-contrast
scenes and logarithmic processing degrades the visibilityof details compared to linear LACE.
Therefore, our final proposal for obtaining the best possible results is to detect the image type
with respect to dynamic range and contrast and perform LACE processing in the logarith-
mic domain for standard and HDR images, while performing linear LACE processing for
low-contrast images. The improvement and adaptation of logarithmic LACE for low-contrast
scenes in order to achieve better visibility of details is left for future work.

Besides previous considerations, in this thesis we have used the same contrast gain fac-
torsCk (or δk) for all kernels. It is possible to use different contrast gain factors in different
kernels, as for instance presented in Section 7.3.2 of [89].In that concept, we can effectively
give more weight to smaller kernels than to the bigger kernels (or the opposite). From our
experience, when larger kernels receive less gain, the amount of contrast enhancement is re-
duced, but the image naturalness is improved and possible “halo” artifacts are better avoided.
However, in some applications, image naturalness is less important than visibility of all de-
tails, so criteria to select such contrast gain settings arelargely dominated by the application.
In this thesis, we have always employed the same contrast gain factors in all kernels.

This chapter is the third and the last chapter dealing with LACE. We have established
LACE as an effective and simple enhancement technique offering low computational com-
plexity, thereby making it suitable for real-time video processing. We have provided solutions
to prevent “halo” artifacts, signal clipping and noise amplification. At the same time, the vi-
sual quality and perception of contrast enhancement are improved and better related to the
HVS. Up to this point in the thesis, we have presented the complete proposed image/video-
processing pipeline, consisting of both global and local contrast improvement and tone map-
ping steps. In the following chapter, we will compare the performance of our developed
proposal to several state-of-the-art techniques.



CHAPTER9
Performance comparison of the

complete system

In this chapter we compare the performance of our image processing pipeline with competi-
tive state-of-the-art methods known from the literature. We present two types of comparison:
(1) visual inspection of the performance, since it is the most relevant test in surveillance ap-
plications, and (2) qualitative comparison of increased local contrast using both the average
local contrast metric and the contrast visibility ratio method. We have observed that our
processing chain provides excellent results for a wide class of images, having the highest
output contrast in all cases, while some other methods perform well only for a certain class
of images. The purpose of this chapter is solely dedicated toa final comparison of techniques
at the end of the thesis, where various algorithms from previous chapters are combined.

9.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the comparison of our processing scheme with other state-of-the-art
methods for different types of images. This comparison willbe elaborated in two ways: a
comparison of resulting image quality and a corresponding discussion, and a metric-based
comparison using the local contrast metric and the contrastvisibility ratio method. We have
found that both the perceptual and the metric-based resultsof our processing are very good
in all of the scenarios and that our system outperforms conventional techniques in terms of
achieved high local contrast, while offering low computational complexity. In the follow-
ing paragraphs, we will indicate which combination of techniques is used and what type of
images are employed.

Input images. We use either standard test images from the literature or typical scenes
that represent a certain image class. The performance of various algorithms is measured for
three image types: standard dynamic-range (“Japanese lady”), high dynamic-range (“Doll”),
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and low-contrast images (“Foggy road”).

Functions in our processing chain. We present the functions in a processing order,
where we refer to Fig. 2.1 for details. For comparison purposes, our processing scheme con-
sists of the following four key functions, where we use the default values of all the parameters,
unless indicated otherwise.

• “Exposure control: Black and white point correction.”The “black and white point
correction” explained in Section 3.4 is used as a variant of the “Exposure control algo-
rithm”, in order to match the darkest part of the image to the darkest display luminance
and similarly, to match the brightest part of the image to thebrightest display lumi-
nance.

• Global tone mapping: GTMF.The GTMF consists of a DRC transfer function and
a CHRE transfer function. The CHRE function uses saliency parameterTCHRE =
0.005 · Ymax and limiting stage parametersGmax = 2 andGmin = 0.5, where the
number of used bins is equal to75% of the total number of bins, as explained in Sec-
tion 5.5. We employ thevariable log DRC function from Section 5.2.2 B, using the
contrast-preserving step from Section 5.3.2, and the control algorithm to optimize the
DRC strength from Section 5.4.2.

• Local tone mapping: LACE processing.We perform the LACE processing either in
the linear domain or in the logarithmic domain, with 4 filter kernels having sizes3× 5,
5× 9, 9× 17 and17× 33 pixels. For linear-domain LACE, the LC metric is employed
with T a

k = 0.05 andT b
k = 0.3 (as explained in Section 6.3.3). We will use LACE in

two ways, which is motivated below.

• Camera gamma function.Consecutively, a camera gamma function on R, G and B
color image channels is separately applied.

LACE usage motivation.In case of our processing scheme, we present two types of
results: with and without the LACE processing step. By doingso, we discriminate two solu-
tions with different performance and complexity levels of the overall algorithm. In relation
to this, we propose the small adaptation of the contrast-preserving step from Section 5.3.2.

• When processing images without the LACE algorithm, we perform the contrast preser-
vation step in the gamma function only.

• In case of employing the LACE algorithm, we perform the contrast-preserving step in
the DRC function only.

To motivate this, in case of standard and low-dynamic range images that generally do not
require the DRC step, the contrast preservation is not effective because the image signal is
not compressed. In that case, instead of applying the contrast-preserving step at the DRC
function stage, we can apply it at the gamma function stage. However, when used in combi-
nation with the LACE algorithm, the contrast preservation step at the gamma function stage
can excessively enhance the image contrast, which should beavoided.
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Alternative processing chains for comparison.Let us now briefly introduce processing
chains that will be used in the comparison with our algorithm.

Finlayson.One of the best methods for tone mapping and image enhancement is based
on Finlayson’s work [43], which is available as a test SW package [99]. This method is
the result of years of work of the author and experience in thefield of color processing. The
chain generally creates very consistent and appealing results for a broad class of input images.
However, because it is a proprietary work, its exact steps are not known, and therefore it is
not clear if this algorithm is suitable for low-complexity real-time implementations.

CLAHE.Besides this algorithm, we also compare our work with the well-known Contrast
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) algorithm [82], where the implementa-
tion for HDR images is combined with the tone mapping operation we have adopted from
the commercially available image processing toolbox [1] (the used implementation for tone
mapping is from [63] and [104]).

Reinhard, Durand and Fattal.Other well-known tone mapping methods are the photo-
graphic tone mapping operator of Reinhard [89], bilateral filtering of Durand and Dorsey [39]
and the gradient compression of Fattalet al. [42], which have been adopted from the freely
available Luminance HDR image processing SW [67].

Li. We have also performed comparison with the work of Liet al. [66], which similarly
to our method uses sub-band signal processing architectures in combination with histogram
equalization.

iCAM06. Furthermore, following a long line of research at the Munsell color science
research laboratory and the color appearance model iCAM of Fairchild [41], Jiangtaoet al.
developed the iCAM06 image appearance model for HDR image rendering. As this scheme
is based on the iCAM framework, it incorporates various processing models of the HVS for
contrast enhancement, like photoreceptor light adaptation functions that enhance local de-
tails in highlights and shadows, and functions that predicta wide range of color appearance
phenomena. As a result, this is a very extensive model of HVS that offers consistently good
rendering performance in both broad user acceptance and rendering accuracy. However, for a
good operation, iCAM06 needs radiometric calibration of the image data, or at least a value
of the maximum scene luminance given in cd/m2. If this value is not available (which is usu-
ally the case), it will produce sub-optimal results. In addition, this method is very complex
and uses large-size bilateral filters and many complex calculations, making it unsuitable for
real-time implementations. Despite these disadvantages,we would like to asses the perfor-
mance difference between iCAM06 and our work.

General remarks and conditions.First, we have noticed that all the presented methods
typically have a good noise performance. In some cases, thisresults from using only the
larger filter kernels (which do not introduce high-frequency noise), and perhaps, significantly
lower enhancement gains than the gain settings that we employ. Also, the operation in the
logarithmic domain contributes to the low-noise results.
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(a) Our proposal, all proc. steps except LACE. (b) Finlayson [44].

(c) CLAHE [82], window size112× 115. (d) CLAHE [82], window size28 × 28.

(e) Durand [39]. (f) Fattal [42].
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(g) Reinhard [89]. (h) Li [66].

(i) iCAM06 method [61]. (j) Our proposal,linear LACE, Ck=327,680.

(k) Our proposal,logarithmicLACE, δk = 1/8. (l) Our proposal,logarithmicLACE, δk = 0.15.

Figure 9.1: HDR image “Doll”– visual comparison of various algorithms.
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Second, during experiments with various processing methods we have evaluated various
parameter settings of algorithms, but the obtained resultshave not been consistent and ap-
peared to be both algorithm- and image-dependent. For this reason, we present results based
on default values of parameters for all of the involved processing chains.

Third, to our knowledge, some of the compared methods do not correct for the display
gamma function. As a result, image tone and color impressionmay vary compared to our
result. A typical example is that some images show a higher color saturation. However, we
cannot influence this and therefore we simply present the results as obtained.

9.2 Visual performance comparison

This section present the visual performance comparison of various methods. Afterwards, the
following section addresses a qualitative comparison of visibility of local contrast using the
Contrast Visibility Ratio (CVR) and the average Local ContrastLC methods.

A. Results for HDR image “Doll.”We first present a comparison result for the HDR im-
age “Doll” (Fig. 9.1)1. The required level of global tone mapping for this particular image is
extremely high, to allow visibility of details in the dark parts of the image. This operation re-
duces the local contrast in bright image parts. In our framework, both the contrast-preserving
step and the LACE algorithm rectify this loss and we show several output images that are en-
hanced with various contrast gains, and we compare them withresults of the other methods.
The reader should notice the performance in the dark areas (floor, wall), middle luminance
areas (doll’s clothing, white toy bear) and in the bright areas (ball, doll’s hair).

It can be observed that our solutions (Fig. 9.1 (a) and (j)–(l) maintain the highest level
of details in the texture regions and control well the disturbing “halo” artifacts, resulting in
an excellent performance. Fig. 9.1 (a) presents the output of our complete proposed scheme,
excluding the LACE algorithm. We can observe that this solution already provides a good
output image quality, which is acceptable for many applications. However, in addition to this
solution, LACE can enhance low-frequency contrast features, providing further image im-
provements. We can also observe that Fynlayson’s, Li’s and iCAM06 methods [43][66][61]
result in a very good output image, but they do not enhance local image contrast as much as
our processing scheme. The method of Durand and Dorsey [39] exhibits a significant loss of
details in bright image parts, while the method of Fattalet al. [42] results in an image with
lower sharpness and local contrast. Reinhard’s photographic tone reproduction method [89]
suffers from the low visibility of details in dark image parts. These result can be somewhat
improved by changing the processing parameters. However, in our experience, it was diffi-
cult to find adequate parameter values for this image. When performing the CLAHE-based
tone mapping, we have used somewhat higher values for the parameter “ClipLimit” (contrast
limitation for the local histogram equalization) in an attempt to increase the local contrast
more, while we first used a default value for the parameter “NumTiles”, yielding an effective
local window size112× 115 in this particular example (Fig. 9.1 (c)). We have also decreased
CLAHE’s processing window size four times in an attempt to add more high-frequency com-

1HDR image courtesy of Liet al. [66], contrast ratio 87,962:1.
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ponents to the enhanced image (Fig. 9.1 (d)), but instead of improvement, the disturbing
significant “halos” appear, further increasing with even smaller kernel windows. We can ob-
serve only a low-frequency contrast increase, but no high-frequency contrast improvement.
Changing the value of the contrast enhancement limit for this image does not result in a visible
change in the resulting image, but it increases the noise distortion. As a result of our exper-
iments with CLAHE, we conclude that finding an optimal windowsize is rather difficult for
the general case, which explains the advantage of multi-band enhancement schemes. We can
also observe the additional advantage of our algorithm (Fig. 9.1 (j)–(l)), which is that it can
reveal safely more image details and enhance local contrastto the extent of user preference
and the intended application. Performing LACE in the logarithmic domain (as explained in
Chapter 8), provides as expected stronger enhancement results than when processing in the
linear domain, but, overall, both the linear and the logarithmic LACE schemes result in a
very good output images. When applying the DRC tone mapping function, we have chosen
to not excessively enhance details in the very dark image parts due to possible quantization
and noise problems and since this could also lead to a higher compression at the bright image
parts.

B. Results for standard dynamic range image “Japanese lady”. Let us now present an ex-
ample of the standard dynamic range image in Fig. 9.2 (“Japanese lady”). We have observed
that algorithms specifically developed for HDR compression(as for instance [39][42][66])
have a problem of correctly rendering standard and low dynamic range images. They are
either not sufficiently adaptive to handle various image types, and/or the parameters used in
these algorithms are tuned for HDR images. We can notice thatLi’s method “washed-out”
the whole image, while the method of Durand and Dorsey [39] again exhibits a significant
loss of details in bright image parts. The method of Fattalet al. [42] also results in an image
with lower sharpness and “halo” artifacts around person contours, while the method of Rein-
hard did not significantly improve the image. Methods of bothFinlayson and Jiangtaoet al.
(iCAM06) provide good results, but, with a limited amount oflocal contrast enhancement.
Similarly, CLAHE enhances the global, low-frequency imagecontrast, but on the other hand,
it gives “halo”-like artifacts (shadows) in the flat background of the image. Furthermore,
these artifacts increase significantly for smaller kernel sizes. In contrast with this, our results
are very good and provide the highest output contrast compared to all other methods. This
conclusion holds for both the bright image parts (sweater, collar), middle luminance image
parts (a flower), as well as the dark image parts (person’s hair). Even when we exclude the
LACE algorithm from the proposed scheme (Fig. 9.2 (i)), we can again observe that this basic
solution provides an excellent output image quality, better than with the alternative methods.

C. Results for low-contrast image “Foggy road”.We now compare the performance for
a class of images with low local contrast, using a typical example (”Foggy road”), presented
in Fig. 9.3. For this particular image, the usual “black and white point correction” approach2

does not bring any enhancement, since the image already has clipped regions at dark and
bright borders. As previously stated, image processing schemes created and tuned exclusively

2The image is stretched to the complete output range by subtracting a black offset and applying a gain to reach
the maximum value, as explained in Section 3.4.
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(a) Original image (gamma corrected). (b) Li [66].

(c) Finlayson [44]. (d) CLAHE [82], window size180 × 320.

(e) Reinhard [89]. (f) iCAM06 method [61].
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(g) Durand [39]. (h) Fattal [42].

(i) Our proposal, all processing steps except LACE. (j) Our proposal, withlinear LACE, Ck=163,840.

(k) Our proposal, withlogarithmicLACE, δk = 1/16. (l) Our proposal, withlogarithmicLACE, δk = 1/8.

Figure 9.2: Standard DR image “Japanese lady”– visual comparison of various algorithms.
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(a) Original image (gamma corrected). (b) Li [66].

(c) Finlayson [44]. (d) CLAHE [82], window size106 × 160.

(e) Reinhard [89]. (f) iCAM06 method [61].
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(g) Durand [39]. (h) Fattal [42].

(i) Our proposal, all processing steps except LACE. (j) Our proposal,linear LACE, Ck=163,840.

(k) Our proposal,linear LACE, Ck=327,680. (l) Our proposal,logarithmicLACE, δk = 1/8.

Figure 9.3: Low-contrast image “Foggy road”– visual comparison of various algorithms.
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for HDR compression (like the methods of Liet al.[66], Durand and Dorsey [39] and Fattalet
al. [42]) do not provide good results, and can even result in “halo” artifacts. The methods
of Finlayson [44] and CLAHE [82] again produce very good results, followed by the results
of Reinhard [89], whereas the result of iCAM06 [61] is somewhat less attractive. Again,
our proposed basic solution excluding the LACE algorithm from Fig. 9.3 (i) provides a good
output image quality which is at a similar quality level as all the other methods, although the
majority of image features in the fog stay hidden. Our algorithm including LACE provides
a very good visibility of contrast throughout the whole image. It manages to reveal details
that are lost in shadows and fog and further improves detailsthat are already noticeable.
This is particularly visible in the image background (foggyparts) where many trees that are
otherwise not visible suddenly become well noticeable. Theamount of contrast enhancement
of our algorithm is thus by far the highest compared to all theother algorithms. However, we
can also apply less contrast enhancement, which can be attractive in consumer applications.

9.3 Metric-based analysis of visibility of contrast

In order to further quantify and visualize the effect of various processing methods for detail
enhancement, we have applied the same measurement methodology, as presented in Sec-
tion 5.2.4 B and which is further explained in Appendix C. We calculate the binary Contrast
Visibility Map (CVM) where a certain pixel is equal to unity if it can be distinguished well
from the neighboring pixels. Besides this, we also calculate the Contrast Visibility Ratio
CV R that represents the ratio of number of visible pixels from the CVM (ratio of pixels with
contrast above the JNC value and the total number of pixels).The value of the JNC depends
on the so called Weber’s constant (used in the Weber’s law of vision). We employ two values
of the Weber’s constant:Cw = 0.02 andCw = 0.04. Hence, we will be able to judge the
extent of the contrast improvement. The idea is to observe how strong contrast improvement
is achieved with a certain method and whether setting a higher threshold for the visibility of
contrast significantly changes theCVM map. Finally, we also calculate the average local
image contrastLC, which is obtained as an image-based average value of the Local Contrast
(LC) from Eq. (C.5) in Appendix C. Because methods of Durand and Dorsey [39] and of Fat-
tal et al. [42] consistently give lower-quality results, we do not usethem in this comparison.

HDR image “Doll”, with Weber’s constant Cw = 0.02

We first present results for the HDR image “Doll” in Fig. 9.4. For the value of Weber’s
constantCw = 0.02, we can observe that all the methods improved the local contrast since
CVM shows more “hits” compared to the case of conventional DRC-function corrected
image without the CHRE stage (results of conventional DRC-corrected image are shown
in Figs. 5.14 (a) and 5.15 (a), presented together with the values of Contrast Visibility Ratios
CV R in Table 5.2). We can also see that methods of Li and Finlayson, show visible contrast
in the image background. In case of Li, there are no real details in that area, and this is mainly
noise, whereas method of Finlayson does increase noise visibility, but also shows somewhat
more details (see also resulting images from these two methods in Fig. 9.1 (b) and (h)). We
can observe that method of Finlayson extensively enhances the very darkest areas of the
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image (image background) and reveals more details. However, both its LC and CVR scores
are typically lower compared to the other methods, meaning that visibility (tone) of the image
is well displayed, but local contrast is not really enhanced. We can also observe that iCAM06
scores similarly to method of Finlayson on CVR but provides somewhat higher local contrast,
coupled with almost no noise in the image background. Our basic method without the LACE
processing already provides very competitive results, which are further much improved when
LACE is included. With LACE both in the linear as well as in thelogarithmic domain, we
have the highest CVR scores and the highest local contrast. The average value of the local
contrast of the competitors five methods isLC = 0.0822, while LACE enhanced images
have much higher scores:LC = 0.1206 andLC = 0.1330. This represents from 47%–62%
more output contrast. We can also observe that our method improves the contrast not only
at the object edges, but also inside the object boundaries, providing very equalized image
impression.

HDR image “Doll”, with Weber’s constant Cw = 0.04

In case when the value of Weber’s constant is set toCw = 0.04, we can observe that most of
the methods now show less local contrast improvement and that CVM is more sparse (see
values ofCV R). The five methods of the competing methods show an average drop of 35%
compared to the case when Weber’s constant is set toCw = 0.02. In our case, the CVR drop
is also 35% in case when LACE is not employed, but only 24% whenLACE is used. We
can also observe that, with LACE employed, the contrast is still high not only at the object
edges, but alsoinside the object boundaries. Other algorithms show a local contrast decay
for a majority of the image features, both on the object edgesas well as within the object
boundaries. Again, CLAHE and Li’s method still have a relatively high CVR score, with less
visible noisy pixels in the image background.

Standard image “Japanese Lady”, with Weber’s constantCw = 0.02

“Japanese lady” is actually a quite difficult image for enhancement, due to the presence of
large, almost flat areas and particularly the delicate humanface where enhancement can de-
stroy the visual impression. Although not very visible at first glance, the background behind
the person is not completely flat and shows small structures and details. Due to the careful
handling of noise and contrast, our LACE schemes can enhancevisibility of various details
very well (face, sweater and flower region), while not destroying the noise performance in the
person’s face. This results in by far the highest CVR score compared to all the other methods.
Other methods cannot enhance the face region and sweater region so well (textures), while
not creating a perceptually disturbing image. CLAHE still enhances the texture regions well,
thereby reaching high scores, followed by the methods of Finlayson and iCAM06, while
other algorithms mainly improve the large object boundaries and do not enhance the texture.
The average value of the local contrast of the alternative five methods isLC = 0.0304, while
LACE-enhanced images have much higher scores:LC = 0.0556 andLC = 0.0735, which
represents an augmentation of 83%–142% more output contrast.
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(a) Our proposal, all processing
steps except LACE.

(b) Results from subfigure (a),
CV R = 0.3201,
LC = 0.0844.

(c) Li [66],
CV R = 0.3488,
LC = 0.1164.

(d) Finlayson [44],

CV R = 0.2510,
LC = 0.0533.

(e) CLAHE [82],
window size112 × 115,
CV R = 0.3171,
LC = 0.0837.

(f) Reinhard [89],

CV R = 0.2681,
LC = 0.0836.

(g) iCAM06 method [61],

CV R = 0.2605,
LC = 0.0739.

(h) Our proposal,linear LACE,
Ck=327,680,
CV R = 0.3811,
LC = 0.1206.

(i) Our proposal,logarithmic
LACE, δk = 0.15,
CV R = 0.3843,
LC = 0.1330.

Figure 9.4: “Doll”– comparison of visibility of contrast for various methods, forWeber’s constant
equal to Cw = 0.02.
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(a) Our proposal, all proc. steps
except LACE.

(b) Results from subfigure (a),
CV R = 0.2293,
LC = 0.0844.

(c) Li [66],
CV R = 0.2303,
LC = 0.1164.

(d) Finlayson [44],

CV R = 0.1449,
LC = 0.0533.

(e) CLAHE [82],
window size112 × 115,
CV R = 0.2138,
LC = 0.0837.

(f) Reinhard [89],

CV R = 0.1897,
LC = 0.0836.

(g) iCAM06 method [61],

CV R = 0.1757,
LC = 0.0739.

(h) Our proposal,linear LACE,
Ck=327,680,
CV R = 0.2911,
LC = 0.1206.

(i) Our proposal,logarithmic
LACE, δk = 0.15,
CV R = 0.2953,
LC = 0.1330.

Figure 9.5: “Doll”– comparison of visibility of contrast for various methods, forWeber’s constant
equal to Cw = 0.04.
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(a) Our proposal, all processing
steps except LACE.

(b) Results from subfigure (a),
CV R = 0.3094,
LC = 0.0545.

(c) Li [66],
CV R = 0.1664,
LC = 0.0229.

(d) Finlayson [44],

CV R = 0.2146,
LC = 0.0409.

(e) CLAHE [82],
window size180 × 320,
CV R = 0.2704,
LC = 0.0382.

(f) Reinhard [89],

CV R = 0.0557,
LC = 0.0134.

(g) iCAM06 method [61],

CV R = 0.1661,
LC = 0.0367.

(h) Our proposal,linear LACE,
Ck=163,840,
CV R = 0.3306,
LC = 0.0556.

(i) Our proposal,logarithmic
LACE, δk = 1/16,
CV R = 0.3700,
LC = 0.0735.

Figure 9.6: “Japanese lady”– comparison of contrast improvement for various methods, forWeber’s
constant equal to Cw = 0.02.
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(a) Our proposal, all processing
steps except LACE.

(b) Results from subfigure (a),
CV R = 0.1083,
LC = 0.0545.

(c) Li [66],
CV R = 0.0430,
LC = 0.0229.

(d) Finlayson [44],

CV R = 0.0541,
LC = 0.0409.

(e) CLAHE [82],
window size180 × 320,
CV R = 0.0858,
LC = 0.0382.

(f) Reinhard [89],

CV R = 0.0158,
LC = 0.0134.

(g) iCAM06 method [61],

CV R = 0.0634,
LC = 0.0367.

(h) Our proposal,linear LACE,
Ck=163,840,
CV R = 0.1546,
LC = 0.0556.

(i) Our proposal,logarithmic
LACE, δk = 1/16,
CV R = 0.1801,
LC = 0.0735.

Figure 9.7: “Japanese lady”– comparison of contrast improvement for various methods, forWeber’s
constant equal to Cw = 0.04.
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(a) Our proposal, all processing
steps except LACE.

(b) Results from subfigure (a),
CV R = 0.3964,
LC = 0.1076.

(c) Li [66],
CV R = 0.2118,
LC = 0.0344.

(d) Finlayson [44],

CV R = 0.3969,
LC = 0.0952.

(e) CLAHE [82],
window size180 × 320,
CV R = 0.3918,
LC = 0.0730.

(f) Reinhard [89],

CV R = 0.2258,
LC = 0.0442.

(g) iCAM06 method [61],

CV R = 0.3179,
LC = 0.0531.

(h) Our proposal,linear LACE,
Ck=327,680,
CV R = 0.6228,
LC = 0.1679.

(i) Our proposal,logarithmic
LACE, δk = 1/8,
CV R = 0.5939,
LC = 0.1651.

Figure 9.8: “Foggy road”– comparison of contrast improvement for various methods, forWeber’s
constant equal to Cw = 0.02.
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(a) Our proposal, all processing
steps except LACE.

(b) Results from subfigure (a),
CV R = 0.2357,
LC = 0.1076.

(c) Li [66],
CV R = 0.0992,
LC = 0.0344.

(d) Finlayson [44],

CV R = 0.2396,
LC = 0.0952.

(e) CLAHE [82],
window size180 × 320,
CV R = 0.2317,
LC = 0.0730.

(f) Reinhard [89],

CV R = 0.1026,
LC = 0.0442.

(g) iCAM06 method [61],

CV R = 0.1801,
LC = 0.0531.

(h) Our proposal,linear LACE,
Ck=327,680,
CV R = 0.4662,
LC = 0.1679.

(i) Our proposal,logarithmic
LACE, δk = 1/8,
CV R = 0.4544,
LC = 0.1651.

Figure 9.9: “Foggy road”– comparison of contrast improvement for various methods, forWeber’s
constant equal to Cw = 0.04.
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Standard image “Japanese Lady”, with Weber’s constantCw = 0.04

We can observe a major CVR reduction when increasing the parameterCw. The visibility of
contrast is lowered both at large edges as well as in textures. The alternative methods give
significantly reduced CVR scores of on the average 70%, whileour processing excluding
LACE shows only 60% lower visibility of contrast. In case of the LACE-based processing,
the average contrast visibility lowers less by an amount of 52%. CLAHE, iCAM06 and Li’s
method still preserve large-edge contrast, but local textures are much less visible in all alter-
native methods (except partially with CLAHE). Our method equally well preserves contrast
at large edges and in textures, resulting in less pronouncededges in the perceptual impres-
sion. This was also our objective with LACE processing, as wedo not pursue enhancement
of significant edges to prevent the appearance of “halo” artifacts, but we are more interested
in enhancement of texture areas. With respect to this aspect, our processing schemes provide
the best performance in texture areas.

Low-contrast image “Foggy road”, with Weber’s constantCw = 0.02

In the image “Foggy road”, the majority of details are hiddenin the foggy background. Due
to the careful handling of contrast, our LACE schemes can enhance visibility of these regions
very well, having by far the highest CVR score from all the other methods. Our processing
without LACE already intrinsically gives very competitiveresults. Therefore, we can exploit
the freedom to choose the extent of local contrast enhancement from low to very high values,
depending on the application. The alternative methods cannot sufficiently enhance very low
contrast textures regions. Only CLAHE and the method of Finlayson yield better scores com-
pared to other competitors, but they still provide not more than half of the output contrast,
compared to our method. The average value of the local contrast of the alternative five meth-
ods isLC = 0.0590, while LACE-enhanced images have much higher scores:LC = 0.1651
andLC = 0.1679. This corresponds to an increase of 179%–185% more output contrast.

Low-contrast image “Foggy road”, with Weber’s constantCw = 0.04

Similar to other images, a major CVR reduction occurs when increasing the parameterCw,
mainly in texture areas. The alternative methods show a significant drop in the CVR scores
of on the average 45%, while our LACE-based processing offers only 24% lowered average
contrast visibility. From the alternative methods, only CLAHE and Finlayson’s algorithms
still maintain reasonable contrast, having on the average 40% contrast visibility drop. Our
method preserves contrast in all areas, showing the best performance in all cases. Further-
more, we have noticed that the CLAHE algorithm often yields relatively high contrast results
for various image types, but it does not provide sharp imagesand has disturbing “halo” arti-
facts, especially for small kernel sizes.

General discussion on the results and enhancement setting

As the result of the extensive comparisons in this section, we want to conclude here by dis-
cussing a few general findings. Those findings are not specificto one image, but are more
related to the average behavior of the investigated techniques.
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Figure 9.10: Local contrast resulting from various algorithms, for three test images.

The reader may have discovered that the author is quite convinced about the quality of
the proposed enhancement scheme. Besides the subjective comparisons, our firm opinion is
based on objective arguments as well, which will now be further illustrated. In the preceding
figures with visual results, the CVR and LC values are provided in the figure captions. The
previous findings on the best CVR scores can also be observed by a visual representation of
the obtainedLC values. In Fig. 9.10 we present the local contrast values obtained for all
algorithms, for the three test images (“Doll”, “Japanese lady” and “Foggy road”). Our pro-
posals visualized at the right-hand side of the figure continuously achieve the highest values
of the contrast enhancement in all cases, and show consistent behavior. If we would increase
the contrast gains further, we could also further improve the CVR and LC scores, however,
this may not be perceptually desirable. Thereby, it should be noted that our proposal allows
for broadly selecting the local contrast enhancement from low to very high values. The alter-
native methods are more restricted in the selection of the enhancement strength.

As an additional argument, we have found that our solutionwithout the LACE algo-
rithm is also very competitive, having better or equal localcontrast performance compared
to the other best performing algorithms (see the third column from the right in Fig. 9.10).
Therefore, the proposed image processing chain forms a goodsolution for any video chain
involving quality enhancement, including systems with a constraint on low-complexity pro-
cessing. Starting from that basic configuration, the addition of LACE is particularly helpful
for improving HDR and low-contrast scenes.
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9.4 Practical evaluation of the presented work

The research work described in this thesis has been evaluated within several projects. As a
result, the proposed video processing techniques are embedded into several specific camera
designs and evaluated for various input signals, both in simulations as well as in real-time
operational systems, employing ASIC/FPGA implementations of our algorithms3. More
specifically, as a part of a design team, we have realized several Standard Definition (SD)
and High Definition (HD) video cameras. Regarding the SD cameras: Dinion and DinionXF
are based on a single ASIC implementation (Hercules chip from Table 9.1), whereas the
Dinion 2X cameras are based on an evolutionary ASIC implementation (Athena chip from
Table 9.1), to enable HDR camera processing. Besides these cameras, a new design is made
for HD (1920× 1080) resolutions: Dinion 1080p non-HDR and HDR cameras, based on an
FPGA implementation (Phenix chip from Table 9.1). The tableclearly shows the increase of
the video resolution and the memory usage, yielding more complicated camera designs and
algorithms realized in the continuously advancing CMOS technology. In recent years, the
PAL/NTSC analog video systems are being abandoned for the high-quality digital systems
with DVI and HDMI interfaces, whereas conventional CCD sensors with separate Analog-to-
Digital-Conversion (ADC) are replaced by high-resolutionCMOS sensors, having integrated
signal pre-processing and ADC. The broad acceptance of the presented work and its imple-
mentation in both ASIC and FPGA indicate practical validityand a proven feasibility for
real-time implementation.

9.4.1 Practical use in SD cameras

We briefly summarize here the application of our image enhancement in the Standard-Definition
(SD) surveillance cameras.

• Dinion 2X HDR day/night camera.The term 2X comes from the use of exposure brack-
eting (double exposure) technique to extend the sensor dynamic range. It incorporates
all capturing and digital signal processing steps described in this thesis implemented
within an Athena ASIC, offering excellent image performance under most demanding
lighting situations. Thanks to its outstanding and innovative imaging performance, this
camera has won the CPSE Golden Excellence Award in 2009, and the Product of the
Year 2010 PSI Premier Award4.

• DinionXF day/night camera.DinionXF is a high performance 15-bit non-HDR profes-
sional surveillance camera. It uses all image processing steps from this thesis, except
HDR capturing and the local contrast LACE processing. DinionXF provides good im-
age quality in non-HDR scenes, like in harsh light, low lightor back-light conditions.
In case of HDR scenes, exposure (level) control is used to enable visualization of dark
image regions, as described in Section 3.3. The DinionXF day/night camera has won
the NSCA Innovations in Technology Award 2005 for its outstanding innovative per-
formance.

3These cameras are commercially available in the market fromBosch Security Systems.
4These awards are given by independent test houses and magazines for security imaging.
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(a) Box cameras. (b) Dome cameras.

Figure 9.11: Dinion box and dome camera range [96].

Hercules Athena Phenix

Technology ASIC, C75,0.350µm ASIC, CMOS018,
0.180µm

FPGA, Spartan 6
LX100, 45nm

Area (mm2) 46.2 53 not known
Gate count 300,000 1,500,000 60,000 logic cells≈

1,000,000 gates
Microprocessor 8051 2 x E-warp 8051 Micro-Blaze
Program memory 64 Kbyte ROM 256 Kbyte Flash on

chip
4 Mbit Flash off-chip

Field/frame mem-
ory interface

SDRAM PC100, 3
video channels

DDR2-400, 8 video
channels

DDR2-800

Power Supply Dig 3.3V 1.8V 1.2V

Video ADC External 10 bit On chip 16 bit @
30MHz

External,
on CMOS sensor

Sensor format Mosaic, RGB Bayer Mosaic, RGB Bayer,
Dual Exposure

CMOS,
RGB Bayer,
Dual Exposure

Image size and
frame rate

0.3 Mpix, 525i60 and
625i50

1 Mpix, 525i60 and
625i50, 720p30

1080p30

Video DAC 2x 10 bit@ 30MHz, 1 x
9 bit@ 30MHz

3 x 10 bit @ 30MHz n.a.

Video Interface CVBS PAL / NTSC CVBS PAL / NTSC, D1
interface

HDMI, DVI

Package BGA156 LFBGA276 FGG484
Operational 2001 2007 2011

Table 9.1: Various video processing chips made throughout the years: Hercules and Athena ASICs,
and Phenix FPGA.

• Dinion camera.This camera is a basic, entry-level product, with main application areas
in well-illuminated spaces. Dinion cameras enhance picture contrast and counteract
fog, glare, mist and smoke with Auto Black and CHRE functionsfrom this thesis.

9.4.2 Practical use in HD cameras

The challenge of High-Definition (HD) processing is a demandfor higher pixel rates and
the speed of processing, compared to SD cameras. In addition, the increased image resolu-
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(a) Camera board with FPGA chip. (b) HD Box camera. (c) HD Dome camera.

(d) Evaluation setup with test scene, camera board, and the displayed video signal.

Figure 9.12: Dinion 1080p camera evaluation board and the derived products: box and dome cam-
eras [96].

tion coupled with the same sensor size, as well as the use of CMOS sensors, leads to much
higher noise levels and lower camera sensitivity. Therefore, the need for simple and effec-
tive image/video processing algorithms is much stronger than for the SD cameras, to even
maintain the quality obtained for SD imaging. For this reason, we have also evaluated the
video processing solution from this thesis for HD video applications, using the camera eval-
uation board with FPGA chip (see Fig. 9.12 (a)). Fig. 9.12 (d)presents the evaluation setup
consisting of an example test scene, the camera board and thedisplay. This setup is used
during the camera development phase to e.g. determine various camera settings and tune the
camera performance, as well as to develop and test various hardware image/video processing
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blocks and software control algorithms. After the evaluation stage, the real HD box and dome
cameras are constructed, as presented in Figs. 9.12 (b) and (c). We have evaluated both the
non-HDR and the HDR camera systems.

• Dinion 1080p non-HDR day/night IP camera.This camera has1920 × 1080 pixel
resolution with frame rates of 30 fps, to distinguish fine features in a scene. The Dinion
1080p non-HDR camera includes all steps from this thesis except HDR capturing, DRC
tone mapping and LACE, and achieves a good overall performance.

• Dinion 1080p HDR day/night IP camera.This true HDR camera also yields1920 ×
1080 pixel resolution at 30 fps, where the new generation FPGA will offer 60 fps. The
image processing is completely mapped in a Spartan 6 FPGA. The evaluated image
processing includes all HDR capturing and global and local tone mapping steps.

9.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented some of our contrast enhancement results and compared
them to other relevant state-of-the-art methods known fromthe literature. We have presented
results from LACE processing both in the linear domain and inthe logarithmic domain (as
explained in Chapter 8). We have shown comparisons at two levels: (1) visual inspection of
the performance, being the most relevant test for an imagingapplication, and (2) quantita-
tive/qualitative comparison of visibility of local contrast using the Contrast Visibility Ratio
(CV R) and the average Local ContrastLC metrics.

The experiments have been conducted using the following functions: (1) exposure con-
trol: with black and white point correction, (2) Global tonemapping, consisting of a DRC
transfer function and a CHRE transfer function, (3) with andwithout LACE processing for
local tone mapping, where the contrast preservation step isemployed either in a DRC step
or in the gamma function. The comparisons are made with knownmethods from literature
and have been referred to as Finlayson, CLAHE, Durand, Fattal, Reinhard, Li and iCAM06.
As far as we know, the proposals of Finlayson and Li are close to our proposal, whereas the
other methods rely on different methodologies.

First, we have concluded that our processing method provides excellent perceptual re-
sults for a wide class of images, while some other methods areperforming well only for
a certain image class (for example HDR images). This comes from the fact that both our
global and local contrast enhancement and tone mapping algorithms areadaptive to the im-
age contentand sufficiently adjustable to accommodate various image classes. Only methods
of Finlayson, CLAHE and iCAM06 approach our quality.

Second, due to the carefully chosen contrast gain function of LACE, we control the
“halo” artifacts quite well, so that we do not disturb the image appearance. The advantage of
our processing approach is that we can increase the amount oflocal contrast enhancement by
selective gain control, without introducing the disturbing “halos”. As a result, we can very
well enhance the texture areas which benefit from this procedure, and we do not deteriorate
significant edge transients.

The two conclusions above have been drawn under the assumption of surveillance appli-
cations and the associated settings. For example, in security applications use of high contrast
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gains is desired, to reveal all the details in the dark or low-contrast image parts, while preserv-
ing or further enhancing contrast in the bright image parts.In consumer-electronics applica-
tions on the other hand, it is often required to have a very natural image without excessive
contrast without enhancing dark or low-contrast image parts, due to the rendering intent of
the film maker. These requirements can be handled in our method by user preference control
of higher or lower contrast gains.

Third, we can observe that the noise performance of our algorithm is competitive and
often exceeding performance of the other methods. In addition, in surveillance or security
applications, the existence of noise is anyhow tolerated provided that interesting image fea-
tures are visualized. The added value of our algorithm is that it provides a customized balance
between contrast enhancement and disturbance of noise, depending on the application.

The use of the introduced metricsLC andCV R confirm what we have concluded in
the perceptual evaluations. The metrics indicate high values of the contrast enhancement,
especially in the texture regions, while not significantly lowering the noise performance.
This finding holds for both dark and bright image parts and forvarious image types. We have
also observed that, even with the increased value of the Weber’s constantCw, the amount
of contrast enhancement remains high in the texture areas, whereas other algorithms do not
achieve such a performance.

Besides the previous qualitative and quantitative aspects, we have also evaluated various
real-time camera applications (via an ASIC/FPGA approach), employing our proposed func-
tionality. These real time hardware evaluations and the received awards demonstrate both the
real-time feasibility and the high quality of the camera processing architecture presented in
this thesis. It is beyond doubt that the hardware evaluationand testing forms a significant
confirmation of the thorough evaluation and capabilities ofthe proposed solution.
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Conclusions and discussion

This thesis focuses on video capturing techniques and imageenhancement used in surveil-
lance video cameras, which are complex systems in terms of control and the amount of signal
processing involved. Surveillance applications demand high output image quality with very
robust and stable operation under difficult imaging conditions, combined with automatic, in-
telligent behavior without user interventions. These difficult imaging conditions lead to a
discrepancy between the dynamic range of input scenes and displays at the output, which is
one of the key problems of this thesis. For example, typical challenges are High Dynamic
Range (HDR) outdoor scenes with bright sunlight and very dark areas in the same image,
and low-contrast foggy scenes with overall poor visibilityof details. The desired result of
the camera processing are video signals with good contrast and discrimination of details in
all image parts, for HDR, SDR and LDR/low-contrast input scenes, while satisfying low
complexity and cost requirements to enable real-time videoperformance.

Our solution has identified several processing steps and algorithms to address the prob-
lem statement and satisfy the complexity requirements: (1)optimal image acquisition, con-
sisting of level (exposure) control and a dynamic range extension, (2) global tone mapping
and (3) local tone mapping. Let us now first recapitalize the individual chapters of this thesis,
and then return to the detailed Research Questions (RQ) and the System Requirements (SR)
from Chapter 1.

10.1 Recapitalization of individual chapters and their con-
clusions

Chapter 1: Introduction

After providing the background for this thesis, this chapter gives more details on the specific
image processing techniques required for the typical user scenarios of surveillance cameras.
This leads to a general, conceptual architecture description for surveillance video cameras.
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We describe various challenges of correct image capturing like HDR scenes and fluorescent
light sources, and discuss global and local tone mapping limitations. In particular, the prob-
lem of correct mapping of HDR and low contrast images poses challenges of not loosing the
local image contrast and not introducing various artifactssuch as “halos”, noise and signal
clipping. Besides the image quality aspect, a very important requirement for real-time sys-
tems is the low complexity of the overall solution. Previousdiscussions lead to the definition
of research questions and system requirements, followed bythe contribution of this thesis.
We conclude this chapter by providing the thesis outline andthe scientific background.

Chapter 2: Video camera system

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the most important camera functions, with a growing em-
phasis on dynamic range processing. We describe functions that are particularly important
for handling and improving the perceptual impression of theoutput images. After the pre-
liminary overview, we discuss the level (exposure) controland the creation of HDR images,
followed by some basic enhancement methods. Most attentionis devoted to global and local
tone mapping, because these steps are the key functions for good image rendering.

The conclusions of this chapter are that for HDR imaging, we select the exposure brack-
eting technique to extend the sensor dynamic range. For global tone mapping, we decide to
study an alternative function for dynamic range compression and employ a histogram-based
function for a general contrast improvement. For local tonemapping, we adopt LACE as a
starting point, but will extend it with respect to the artifact suppression and strive for higher
enhancement levels.

Chapter 3: Automatic level control for video cameras

The automatic level control in this chapter is addressed in two ways: video-level control
and optimal exposure strategies. The conventional solutions for this control are complicated
since the functions have interdependencies. For this reason, we separate the video-level con-
trol system including sensor, lens and gain, from the enhancement control functions, such
as Auto Black and tone mapping. As a consequence and representing a major advantage,
non-linearities from the enhancement part are removed fromthe level control loop, thereby
avoiding hierarchically nested control loops.

In the video-level control section, the sensor/lens control is conducted in parallel with the
gain control. The first is considerably slower than the second control type, and less reliable
in accuracy and stability. Therefore, the gain control has been designed to prevent control
delays and react promptly on the non-linearity, stability and accuracy problems of the lens
control. The proposed control algorithm for this integrates any dynamic lens behavior and
offers a good stability and smooth behavior.

The second part of the chapter discusses the use of the video-level control to enhance
the resulting image quality. To this end, we develop optimalimage exposure (level control)
algorithms for saturation and peak white control. The purpose of these two algorithms is to
maximize image contrast and SNR, while avoiding excessive clipping effects or other non-
linear limitations. With respect to peak white control, we optimize the amount of signal
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clipping in order to converge to a defined, desired peak whitelevel (set to e.g. 61% of the
maximum value) for regular scenes.

Chapter 4: Extending dynamic range by exposure bracketing

The exposure bracketing technique is extending the dynamicrange to about 100 dB and is
employed with a long and short exposure time. The associatedproblems of this choice dis-
cussed in this thesis are non-linearity of the sensor output, and the influence of light coming
from non-constant light sources like fluorescent light.

First, when addressing sensor non-linearity, we have increased the operating range of
the sensor’s opto-electronic conversion function by applying a non-linear correction function
to the distorted sensor signal. Our contribution is to realize a good dynamically-controlled
match between the long- and short-exposed image. This is achieved by connecting the sensor
signal conversion functions in a smooth and continuous way,while avoiding discrepancies in
the transition region. This match creates a jointly combined conversion function yielding a
larger dynamic range image.

Second, we have proposed two mechanisms for handling fluorescent lights: automatic
fluorescent light detection and fluorescence locking. The fluorescent detector is based on
measurements of sensor signal intensity and color errors present in the short-exposed image.
To avoid motion and light disturbances, we have filtered intensity and color error measure-
ments to ensure more accurate and reliable detection of fluorescence light. This is followed
by the detection of frequency, amplitude and temporal consistency of the error signals. If
the detection is positive, then the corrupted image parts are removed from the image/video
signal. The light-detection experiments show that it is possible to design a fluorescent light
detector, but the robustness is not always ensured in case ofsignificant motion in the scene or
with other interfering light sources. When the influence of motion is below 40% of the total
image, the detection is working properly.

The second contribution in this chapter is an algorithm for fluorescence locking, that
ensures that light integrated during the short exposure time is constant over time and has a
correct color, so that influence of variable fluorescence lights and switching effects of the
fluorescent tubes is avoided. This is achieved by synchronizing the exposure measurement
with the mains frequency. We control the camera system clockand phase to position the cap-
turing moment of the short-exposure integration at the peak(maximum) of the light output
period. This frequency locking and phase adjustment is achieved by using the intensity and
color errors between the long- and short-exposed images as acontrol signal to drive a Phase
Locked Loop (PLL) minimizing these errors. In most cases, the synchronization of the cap-
turing moment is successfully established. However, the robustness of this system is difficult
to achieve when various interferences occur simultaneously.

Chapter 5: Global tone mapping of dynamic range and scene contrast

This chapter proposes a content adaptive scheme for global tone mapping of the image. The
key feature is splitting the overall Global Tone Mapping Function (GTMF) into a Dynamic
Range Compression (DRC) transfer function and a Constrained Histogram Range Equaliza-
tion (CHRE) transfer function, in order to sufficiently preserve details in statistically un-
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populated, but visually relevant luminance regions. The DRC subsystem adapts the wide
dynamic-range video signal to the remainder of the system, which can handle only a frac-
tion of the original dynamic range. The CHRE subsystem fine-tunes and redistributes the
luminance (and color) signal in the image to optimize the amplitude distribution and global
contrast of the scene. Furthermore, both algorithms are performed in the CIEL∗ space. We
also provide an algorithm for better detection of salient regions in this space, which auto-
matically concentrates on visually important image parts.The operation in the CIEL∗ space
and focus on the salient regions enable perceptual uniformity of the transfer functions and
maximize the relevant information transfer to the HVS.

Focusing on the DRC subsystem, we have proposed a novel DRC function shape such
that it simultaneously enhances details in dark image partswhile only moderately compress-
ing details in bright image parts. Our method distinguishesbetween the dynamic range com-
pression and the contrast compression, to optimize for specific benefits. Moreover, we also
provide a DRC function control algorithm using only one parameter, which estimates the op-
timal strength of the DRC function from image statistics. Besides this, we have shown that
image quality can be significantly improved in the process ofDRC compression if a local
contrast preservation step is included. This is achieved bytranslating the DRC function to
the gain domain and blurring the gain map of the DRC function.Unfortunately, this solution
is not always effective, as it preserves only high-frequency features and it cannot improve the
contrast beyond the contrast level of the original image. Furthermore, we have demonstrated
that the DRC functionshapeshould be well matched with the exposure bracketing technique,
in order to limit the noise amplification.

The second part of the GTMF consists of the CHRE subsystem foroptimizing the image
contrast. First, we have shown that range equalization, based on excluding higher luminance
(lightness) bins from histogram equalization, can lead to better local contrast and less video
level elevation. Second, by bounding the CHRE transfer function, we have achieved a higher
image quality, as we can prevent excessive contrast losses in statistically less dominant, but
visually important image regions. Moreover, by this bounding, we prevent excessive contrast
stretching and strong noise deterioration.

We have concluded that the choice of any global tone mapping function is always a com-
promise, and the involved functions (DRC and CHRE) alone arenot sufficient for obtaining
a high quality in many cases. The dominant loss in image quality appears as: (1) loss of local
image contrast and (2) loss of corresponding visibility of various image details. Therefore
we need to combine our GTMF solution with local contrast processing in the video signal
processing chain to address extreme dynamic range cases andsolve the above GTMF limita-
tions.

Chapter 6: Locally Adaptive Contrast Enhancement (LACE)

This chapter presents improvements of the local tone mapping technique LACE. Four key
problems occur with real-time local contrast enhancement processing: (1) “halo” artifacts,
(2) clipping of the enhancement signal, (3) noise degradation and (4) the overall system com-
plexity. We have found that the overall performance can be improved in both dark and bright
image parts when performing the LACE enhancement in parallel to the gamma function,
while adding its output both before and after the gamma function. Furthermore, we have
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found that the use of better low-pass filters with less ripplein the stop-band, combined with
the use of frequency bands from multi-band frequency decomposition, forms a good start of
the LACE algorithm. We have also shown that the local energy used for the contrast gains
should be calculated on the high-pass image and not on the band-pass image.

Our “halo” artifact solution uses a local contrast gain formula where the gain is inversely
proportional to the square of theLD metric. Specifically, we have shown that this contrast
gain function creates a much smaller output value for large edges than for the small edges.
We can therefore achieve very similar effects as when using edge-preserving filters: strongly
enhance small and medium-size edges, while not changing large edges. Besides this, we have
also introduced a local contrast metric that is according tothe Weber-Fechner law, weighting
the contrast function with the growing luminance level. Theresult is a suppression of dis-
turbing “halo” artifacts for smaller and medium input edges. The advantage of the overall
“halo” reduction technique is that contrast gains can be sethigher than usual and our non-
linear contrast gain, together with the LC measurement, will reduce contrast gains only at
image locations where this is needed.

To prevent clipping of the output signal, we have used the property of the scaledLD
metric, which was found to envelop the band-passed signal used for the enhancement. This
is achieved by locally lowering the contrast gainonly at places where signal clipping would
occur, thereby maintaining the high level of contrast enhancement at all other places. The
advantage is that we considerably improve the output image quality and significantly limit
the loss of details and signal distortions at the borders of the luminance range.

We have also presented a new solution for noise performance improvement that better
employs the noise model of the imaging sensor, in particularthe property that the noise am-
plitude increases with the input pixel luminance. Hence, wecan better distinguish noise from
the relevant image details and prevent the noise amplification, which is particularly disturb-
ing in the almost flat image regions. We have demonstrated that the noise performance and
contrast enhancement improve both perceptually and numerically, by measuring the output
image contrast both in flat and detailed image regions.

Chapter 7: Energy metrics for local contrast enhancement

In order to provide simple local energy metric for LACE, we study the complexity and per-
formance of various metrics. Using the generalized mean inequality, we have found that
the performance of the SAD metric is better than the contrastenhancement performance of
the LSD metric for the texture regions, but worse for the large-edge regions, resulting in
somewhat larger “halo” artifacts. A major contribution of this chapter is an efficient way
of computing an LD metric called the APproximation of the Sumof absolute differences
(APS), offering both low complexity (2D-separable) and good performance. The proposed
APS metric is giving an optimal performance, since it converges to the SAD calculation in
the texture regions and approaches the LSD metric in the edgeregions. The key to the APS
algorithm is that we pre-calculate vertical differences asin a modified SAD calculation and
add a correction term to this. With subjective and objectiveexperiments, we have verified
the claims about performance of various metrics. We have shown that the APS metric offers
better performance tradeoff compared to the conventional metrics.
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Chapter 8: Perceptually uniform LACE processing

This chapter discusses the performance of LACE in the logarithmic domain and compares
it with LACE processing in the linear domain. For the logarithmic domain, a new contrast
gain function is derived which is only inversely proportional to the LD metric instead of a
quadratic dependence. This introduces an efficient gain limitation and can effectively sup-
press image over-enhancement and “halo” artifacts. We havealso developed contrast gain
modifications to prevent signal clipping and noise amplification. We have found that for
HDR and standard images, working in the logarithmic domain has advantages related to the
noise performance and strength of contrast rendering, which is better matched to the HVS.
Image contrast is particularly more increased in bright image parts, which follows a predic-
tion given by the Weber-Fechner contrast model. On the otherhand, LACE in the linear
domain can give stronger contrast enhancement and better visibility of details in low-contrast
scenes. Therefore, we conclude that for the best results we should detect an image type and
perform LACE processing in the logarithmic domain for standard and HDR images, whereas
performing LACE processing in the linear domain for low-contrast images.

Chapter 9: Performance comparison of the complete system

Chapter 9 compares the overall proposed processing scheme with other state-of-the-art meth-
ods. We have concluded that our processing method provides excellent results for a wide
class of images, while some other methods are performing well only for a certain class of im-
ages. Using both perceptual evaluation as well as average Local ContrastLC and the Contrast
Visibility Ratio CV R metrics, we have clearly found that our processing system can achieve
much higher values of the contrast enhancement compared to the other methods, especially
in the texture regions, while not significantly decreasing the noise performance. The average
contrast is augmented with 47%–185% compared to the averageof the other methods, and
can be adjusted for each application and image type.

10.2 Discussion on research questions and contributions

10.2.1 Image acquisition

The first area of research is on optimal level (exposure) control strategy, which is supple-
mented by the sensor dynamic range extension algorithm.

(RQ1) The optimal design and smooth and accurate operation of lens, sensor and gain
control, aiming at a controllable amount of signal clippingand high SNR. (SR1) The system
requirement is that a high perceptual quality is obtained for LDR, SDR, and HDR signals.

A first contribution improves the stability, accuracy and smoothness of the level control
by separating the video-level control system including sensor, lens and gain from the en-
hancement control functions, so that non-linearities fromthe enhancement part are removed
from the level control loop. The second contribution is the deployment of a parallel control
strategy, in which gain is controlled in parallel with the lens, to prevent control delays and
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react promptly on the non-linearity, stability and accuracy problems of the lens control. With
respect to quality, the combined use of the two previous contributions in one system mini-
mizes the undesired stability and inconsistency effects. The solution offers maximum image
contrast and SNR, while avoiding excessive clipping effects or other non-linear limitations.

The key to our complete contribution is that we have solved the non-linear lens control
and tone mapping steps with the aim to optimize the involved image quality in the context
of the complete camera system, rather than applying image processing algorithms without
including that context.

To reflect on our results from a different perspective, one could imagine to start with
the best possible image processing algorithms and then solve control and stability artifacts.
However, this cannot be done in surveillance systems without considering the SNR aspect,
as consecutive tone mapping steps often introduce high local and global gains in the signal.
Therefore, a good SNR is required throughout the complete image, which cannot be obtained
by only gain or contrast manipulation steps, but must be obtained by lens and exposure con-
trol. The objective scientific comparison of our result is difficult, since most of the work in
camera design is proprietary information.

(RQ2) Improvement of robustness of exposure bracketing, especially with respect to fluo-
rescence light artifacts and sensor non-linearities. (SR2) The image quality and color fidelity
should not be compromised.

In this thesis we have contributed primarily in decreasing the influence of non-linear sen-
sor output and the influence of fluorescent light sources, in the context of exposure bracketing,
without looking to the motion aspects.

To correct the non-linear sensor output and therefore increase the operating range of the
sensor’s OECF, we have applied a correction function to the distorted sensor signal which
implements a second-order polynomial with coefficients that are adaptively estimated from
the signal itself. The result is a good, dynamically controlled match between the long- and
short-exposed image.

To circumvent luminance flickering and color-error effectswith the exposure bracket-
ing technique, we have proposed a fluorescent detector whichis based on measurements of
the sensor signal intensity and color errors present in the short-exposed image. To increase
the detector robustness and reliability with motion in the scene and the appearance of other
light sources, we have applied various filtering steps. If the detection is positive, then the
corrupted image parts are removed from the image/video signal. However, with this solu-
tion, the achieved SNR advantage from the exposure bracketing is lost. The light-detection
experiments show that it is possible to design a fluorescent light detector, but the robustness
is not always ensured in case of significant motion in the scene or with other interfering light
sources. When motion influence is below 40% of the total image, the detection is working
properly.

The second contribution is an alternative algorithmic principle of fluorescence locking,
that ensures that light integrated during the short exposure time is constant over time and has
a correct color. This is achieved by employing a Phase LockedLoop (PLL) to synchronize
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the exposure measurement with the mains frequency. In most cases, the synchronization of
the capturing moment is successfully established, but the robustness of this system is not
ensured when various interferences occur simultaneously.

The proposed solutions for the problem of fluorescent light and the exposure bracketing
are novel and not considered in the scientific literature. For the application, a dedicated
measurement engine and the robust control algorithm are required, which adds complexity
and cannot be easily integrated in different camera systems.

The problems induced by fluorescent light in the scene are more critical in surveillance
applications than the quality problems resulting from local scene motion, due to the short time
difference between taking short- and long-exposed image. The key performance problem
when considering motion and fluorescent lights is that they generate artifacts simultaneously
which appear in a mixed form in the image. To solve both artifacts, opposite approaches have
to be followed, apart from separating them. Since this is notpossible, the adopted solution is
to remove fluorescent light artifacts from the image.

10.2.2 Tone mapping and contrast enhancement

The second area of research is adaptation of the resulting sensor signal for the display, to
maximize visualization of all image details. We have shown that both global and local tone
mapping steps are needed for obtaining the best results, especially for HDR and low-contrast
images.

(RQ3a) The application of global tone mapping functions to enable good dynamic range
compression and global contrast enhancement, while introducing only limited contrast com-
pression and loss of details. (RQ3b) Extension of global tone mapping with local contrast
enhancement based on multi-band processing, involving energy metrics for control. (SR3)
Good quality for all types of images/video signals, yielding good visualization of all image
details. At the same time, they should avoid signal clipping, noise amplification and “halo”
artifacts.

Our main contribution is a novel DRC function shape which is adaptive to the image
and simultaneously enhances details in dark image parts, while only moderately compressing
details in bright image parts. To support and compare its performance, we have extended the
framework of contrast preserving global tone mapping previously proposed in the literature.
The extended framework offers a quick test to determine whether a certain global tone map-
ping function can compress the dynamic range without significantly sacrificing the resulting
local image contrast. DRC functionshapeis well matched with the noise characteristics and
in particular the exposure bracketing technique, in order to limit the noise amplification. This
matching is usually not considered in the literature, as SNRis not a limitation for general
applications.

The second part of the GTMF is a CHRE subsystem for optimizingthe image contrast. In
the first contribution, we have shown that range equalization, based on excluding higher lumi-
nance (lightness) bins from histogram equalization, can lead to better local contrast and less
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video level elevation. The second contribution is that bounding the CHRE transfer function
results in a higher image quality, as we can prevent excessive contrast losses in statistically
less dominant, but visually important image regions. Moreover, another benefit of bounding
the transfer function is that it prevents excessive contrast stretching and strong noise deterio-
ration.

The approach of limiting and constraining the transfer function obtained by histogram
equalization is not new and is also advocated in e.g. [63] or [38]. However, these papers
use only a maximum contrast limit on the transfer function, while we also employ a mini-
mum contrast bound to limit the loss of image details. Our proposal therefore can easily be
augmented to existing systems and/or used in other histogram-based tone mapping solutions.

Let us also briefly mention a few system aspects and associated contributions. At the
system level, we propose to split the GTMF into the DRC transfer function and the CHRE
transfer function, although this is not a hard requirement.The benefit of our proposal is the
simplification of the algorithm and the ability to sufficiently preserve details in statistically
unpopulated, but visually relevant luminance regions. Alternatively, a combined GTMF is
more complex but could achieve a higher performance, so thisapproach should be investi-
gated in future work.

Another system aspect is the adopted color system. One of theimportant cornerstones
of the GTMF is that both DRC and CHRE algorithms are performedin the CIEL∗ space and
optimized for the salient regions, to enable perceptual uniformity of the transfer functions and
maximize the relevant information transfer to the HVS. Our contribution is an algorithm for
better detection of salient regions, that is less influencedby noise and automatically concen-
trates on visually important image parts. We have shown – both analytically and perceptually
– an improved contrast with using DRC and CHRE functions, compared to other standard
global tone mapping methods.

At the system level, we confirm that applying a GTMF is not sufficient and local en-
hancement processing is needed. Local image contrast is improved by the Local Contrast
Enhancement Technique LACE. We have contributed with one extension for LACE, address-
ing four issues at the same time: (1) “halo” artifact reduction, (2) clipping of the enhancement
signal, (3) noise prevention and (4) reduction of the overall system complexity. We provide
artifact reduction by a new contrast gain function based on local energy, contrast measure-
ments and noise estimation. By better distinguishing noisefrom the relevant image details
and limiting the local contrast gain only at places where clipping would be introduced, we
prevent several image quality deteriorations. Supplementary to this function, we have added
a discussion on executing LACE in the logarithmic domain, where we have derived a new
contrast gain formula that introduces an efficient gain limitation and can effectively suppress
image over-enhancement and “halo” artifacts. For the best results, we suggest to detect the
image type and perform LACE processing in the logarithmic domain for standard and HDR
images, whereas performing LACE processing in the linear domain for low-contrast images.

The value of our contributions have been broadly tested and have shown to be competi-
tive with other proposals with the benefit of lower complexity. This was explicitly highlighted
in the comparison chapter.
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10.2.3 Low overall system complexity

(SR4) The low complexity of the overall camera system and thedeployed signal processing.

This system requirement influences the complete design of the image processing chain.
All components of the camera system are simple and enable real-time implementation. The
addition of LACE to any image processing solution directly increases the overall complexity
and performance. However, it is possible to scale the LACE solution by scaling the number
and size of the processing windows (kernels) and use simplerfilters based on coefficients that
are fractions of a power of two.

The second possible complexity bottleneck can be the local energy calculation of LACE,
but this is alleviated by the proposed 2D-separable APS metric. For example, the SAD met-
ric requiresM × N subtractions andM × N additions, but being 2D-inseparable, it also
requiresM ×N memory-fetching operations per kernel. The 2D-separable LSD metric has
M multiplications andN additions, withM memory-fetching operations per kernel, whereas
the APS metric needsM subtractions andN additions withM memory-fetching operations
per kernel with one multiplication operation, which makes it also the least complex metric.
The proposed APS metric is unique and not limited to the LACE algorithm only, but can also
be used in other applications including the calculation of the local signal energy.

Besides the above arguments, we have listed ample practicalevidence of the real time im-
plementation of our algorithms in FPGAs and ASICs, used in commercially available surveil-
lance cameras, which were awarded for their image quality.

10.3 Processing alternatives and future work

Improved image acquisition and exposure bracketing

The exposure bracketing is a very challenging candidate forcreating HDR images, due to its
inherent complexity and problems with motion in the scene and artificial light sources.

A good alternative to our adopted HDR exposure bracketing solution can be a technique
where two types of sensor pixels are used: one with high and one with low sensitivity. This
would yield a moderate dynamic range extension with an output dynamic range of about
90 dB. High-sensitivity pixel output mimics long-integration time output and low-sensitivity
output corresponds to short exposure time. This technique has the advantage that integration
time of both types of pixels is the same and can be set equal to afluorescent light period in
order to also solve the fluorescent light problem. However, this approach has lower sensitivity
due to smaller pixel sizes. In specific sensor implementations, instead of having two sets of
pixels, only one set can be used with two different conversion settings, which maintains
the image resolution and sensitivity [46]. This approach works well also in the presence
of moderate motion, and only when fast motion occurs in the scene, we may have to lower
the integration time and loose the benefit of an increased SNR. An alternative to lowering
the exposure time is the use of a so-called “flutter shutter” camera, where the shutter of the
camera lens is opened and closed during the field/frame time,with a binary pseudo-random
sequence [86]. This method enables the recovery of high-frequency spatial details for objects
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with constant motion. However, this approach often requires a special, more expensive lens,
which might not be acceptable for the user due to its size and cost, so that a standard lens
may be considered.

Besides this aspect, consumer cameras use different lens types, which yield different
problems to the overall level control system, but they are often much easier to control due
to the well-defined behavior. This trend is emerging for surveillance cameras, with the in-
troduction of a so-called P-iris lens. This implies that theoptimal exposure algorithms using
saturation and peak-white control can operate with less control difficulties in the future.

With the introduction of more recent CMOS sensor types, exposure bracketing and non-
linearity problems are increasingly addressed in the sensor-integrated processing. In many
cases, a user is given a set of parameters to fine-tune the sensor characteristics, which gives
less freedom and often less performance, but offers the costreduction of the integrated solu-
tion.

To solve the fluorescent light problems, an alternative measurement technique to the
image-based fluorescent light metering can be designed witha light-metering diode, which
is much less sensitive to motion objects in the scene. In sucha case, the same procedure of
detection and locking can be performed as described in this thesis. Although less complex
than our proposal, the disadvantage of this approach is thatit requires an additional sensor,
the measuring photo diode.

Improved tone mapping

By means of contrast compression and local contrast metrics, we have shown the superiority
of our tone mapping solutions. Instead of using these metrics for performance measurements,
we may include these metrics in the design of the tone mappingoperations directly.

Improved adaptation of processing to input signal properties

When reusing our proposed solutions outside the surveillance application, the designer should
carefully consider the imaging conditions of the source material. For example, in the large
variety of scenes in the consumer domain, it might be attractive to pre-classify the quality
and type of images and perform their enhancement based on their SNR, image coding arti-
facts such as blocking, and image content and other evident factors, like displays and user
preferences. Otherwise, any lens, sensor or compression (blocking) artifact will be consid-
ered an authentic image detail and will consequently be enhanced, thereby making it visually
disturbing. These adverse effects can only be improved if deformation models are known in
advanced so that contrast gains can be locally or globally reduced.

At the end of this thesis, it is interesting to think of extensions that are emerging in
other domains, and may be of interest for surveillance in thenear future. Two significant
trends can be witnessed in the consumer domain. One trend is multi-modal signal processing
and the other is the trend towards 3D video systems and films. The use of more sensors
for surveillance is certainly valuable and it contributes to higher levels of intelligence. The
usefulness of 3D processing in surveillance is for some people still a question mark and
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for others an indispensable element in the future. Despite the poor quality of the obtained
depth maps with several experimental techniques at presentand the specific constraints of the
surveillance domain, the author is convinced that the trendfor more intelligent cameras with
integrated content analysis will drive the need for gradually adopting such techniques and the
associated processing.



APPENDIXA
Measurements and controls types
for level control in video cameras

A.1 Introduction

A correct exposure control is a fundamental requirement forany high-performance video
camera. This function is very important since it provides a basis for all the subsequent image
processing algorithms and tasks, and as such it is a pre-requisite for a high image quality.
With high quality we mean that we pursue a high-fidelity output image where all relevant
scene details have a good visibility and the image as a whole conveys sufficient scene context
and information for good recognition. This Appendix and Chapter 3 give an overview of the
complete level (exposure) processing chain and present several improvements for that chain.
Our improvements are applicable for both standard as well asHigh Dynamic Range (HDR)
image processing pipelines.

It is evident that a good image exposure control starts with agood exposure metering
system, performing stable and correct control and improving image fidelity. It should also
align well with tone mapping and enhancement control. The discussed techniques have re-
ceived little attention in publications, while a good exposure control is at least as important
as all the other stages of the image/video processing chain.

In practice, high performance imaging should give a good quality under difficult circum-
stances, i.e. for both HDR and Low Dynamic Range (LDR) scenes. It will become clear that
special signal processing techniques are necessary for correct rendering of such scenes. The
required image processing functions involved with “standard concepts of exposure control”
are e.g. iris control, sensor integration time and gain control. These functions have to be
combined with signal processing tasks such as tone mapping,image enhancement and mul-
tiple exposure techniques. Summarizing, the integration involves therefore the marriage of
both exposure techniques and advanced processing. This brings new challenges which are
addressed in this thesis.
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The discussed themes are build up from the beginning. We start with an overview of
measurement areas and types for the exposure control. This gives ideas “where and what” to
measure. We will only consider digital exposure measurement techniques that are performed
on the image (video) signal self (so called through-the lens), and do not use additional sensors.
These measurements are used to control the iris, shutter andgain of the camera, where each
item is controlled in a specific way for obtaining a high quality. In Chapter 3, we continue
to develop level (exposure) control strategies, to optimize the overall image delivery of the
camera, for example, by optimizing the SNR, stability of operation under varying conditions
and avoiding switching in operational modes. There, we willalso spend some attention to
remaining issues that were not addressed by the previous considerations, but which still have
a considerable impact on the quality and performance under extreme conditions like LDR
and HDR imaging.

This appendix is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we explain metering areas and
commonly used metering systems. Then, in Section 3.3, we discuss types of signals describ-
ing the image content and their application. Finally, Section 3.4 describes different exposure
control types used for the control of lens, integration timeof the sensor and gain control.

A.2 Metering areas

Each exposure control algorithm starts with exposure metering. We will discuss three meter-
ing systems which are used depending on the application or camera type. In some cases, they
can even be used simultaneously, or as a fall-back strategy if one metering system provides
unreliable results.

A.2.1 Zone metering systems

The image is divided in a number of zones (sometimes several hundred) where the intensity
of the video signal is measured individually. Each image zone has its own weight and vari-
ous zone contributions are mostly combined into one output average measurement. Higher
weights are typically assigned to the central zones (center-weighted average metering [7][98],
or zones in the lower half of the screen, following an assumption that interesting objects are
typically located in that area. Simultaneously, we avoid measuring in the sky area, which
mostly occurs in the upper part of the image. The zone weightscan also be set based on
an image database containing a large number of pictures withoptimal setting of the ex-
posure [102]. Here, the authors describe a system where images are divided in 25 equal
zones and all weights are calculated based on the optimization procedure, having values as
in Fig. A.1 (a). In some cases, the user is given the freedom toset the weights and positions
of several zones of interest. This is particularly important in the so-called back-lit scenes,
where the object of interest is surrounded by very bright areas in scenes containing tunnel
exits, persons entering the building on a bright sunny day while the camera is inside of the
building, or in a video-phone application where a bright skybehind the person dominates the
scene. These solutions are often used for low- to medium-dynamic range sensors which can-
not capture the dynamics of the HDR scenes without loosing some information. Generally,
these problems were typically solved by over-exposing the image so that details in the shad-
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Figure A.1: Multi-zone metering mode used by several camera manufacturers, adapted from [7] and
[102]. (a) The weighting matrix in a 25-zone system ; (b) 14-zone honeycombs; (c) 16-zone rectan-
gulars; (d) 16-zone flexible layout.

ows have a good visibility. However, all the details in the bright parts of the image are then
clipped and lost. In case when no object of interest is present, the exposure of the camera is
reduced to correctly display the background of the image. This explains why it is important
to correctly set the metering zones to give a higher weight toimportant foreground that is
often darker than a bright background. Otherwise, the object of interest will be underexposed
and will vanish in shadows. This scheme is called back-lightcompensation and is discussed
further in Chapter 3.

A.2.2 Matrix (multi-zone) metering

This metering mode is also called honeycomb or electro-selective pattern metering, as the
camera measures the light intensity in several points of theimage and then combines the
results to find the settings for the best exposure. The actualnumber of zones can range
from a few up to a thousand, and various layouts are used (see [7] and Fig. A.1 (b)-(d)).
A number of factors are considered to determine the exposure: the auto-focus point, areas
in focus and out of focus, colors in the image, dynamic range and back-light in the image,
etc. A database of features of interest taken from many images (often more than 10,000)
is pre-stored in the camera and algorithms are used to determine what is being captured and
accordingly determine the optimal exposure settings. Matrix metering is mainly used in high-
end digital still cameras, whereas this technology is not very suitable for video cameras due to
its complexity and stability for dynamic scenes. This is whyother types of metering systems
are needed to solve the problem of optimal exposure for video.

A.2.3 Content-based metering systems

The basic problem of the classical zone metering system is that large background areas of
high brightness are spoiling the measurement, resulting inan underexposed foreground.
To avoid this situation, intelligent processing in the camera can consider only important
scene parts, based on statistical measures of e.g. “contrast” and “focus”, face and skin-
tones, object-based detection and tracking, etc. For example, it can be assumed that well-
focused/high-contrast/face/object regions are more relevant compared to the others and will
be given a higher weight accordingly. Content-based metering systems are described in more
detail in Section 3.2.2.
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A.3 Measurement types for exposure control

In this section we discuss various measurement types used for the exposure controller. Start-
ing from the standard average measurement, we will introduce other types of measurements
which are used in some specific applications, for instance HDR scenes. We will not discuss
focus, contrast, skin-tone or other types of measurement that are not directly based on the
image intensity [7][102].

A.3.1 Average luminance measurement (AVG)

The average luminance measurementYAV G is used in most exposure applications. It is de-
fined as an average value of pixel luminance in the area of interest, and is measured by
accumulating pixel luminance values within the measurement window. Depending on the ap-
plication, different weights can be used throughout the image, by dividing the measurement
window to subareas. In cases when video-level controller uses only AVG measurement, it
tunes camera parameters to make the measured and the desiredaverage values equal.

A.3.2 Median and mode measurement

Using a median intensity measurement within an area of interest has certain advantages over
the average intensity measurement. Namely, exposure problems with the HDR scenes result
from the fact that the average luminance measurementYAVG of such a image is high due
to the very bright background image, so that an interesting foreground image remains dark.
On the other hand, the median valueYMED of such an image is much lower due to a bulk
of dark pixels belonging to the foreground, as in Fig. A.2 (a)[94]. Consequently, the actual
brightness of the pixels in the background is irrelevant, since the median of the image is
not taking them into account if there are enough dark foreground pixels. This is in most
cases satisfied, particularly for the HDR images. Themodeof the histogram distribution can
also be used in a similar manner, as in [40], where a camera exposure system is presented
that finds the mode of the histogram and controls the exposuresuch that the mode drifts
towards a target position bin in the histogram. In case of a simple video-level control with
only one measurement input, the median is a better choice than the average measurement.
However, in more complex video-level control algorithms which include saturation control
from Section 3.4.2, an average level control suffices.

Unfortunately, the output of the median calculation can show large variations. LetCF
be a scaled cumulative distribution function of an input image, normalized to a unity interval.
The median is calculated as a luminance valueYMED that is defined byCF (YMED) = 0.5.
In other words,YMED = CF−1(0.5). For instance, in cases when the input image histogram
is bi-modal with a similar amount of dark and bright pixels, as in Fig. A.2 (b), a small change
in the input image can move the median value from the dark sideof the image to the bright
side. This is illustrated in Fig. A.2 (c), where we present a cumulative histogram function of
image from Fig. A.2 (b). It becomes obvious that if histogramH(i) changes from a starting
shapea to a shapeb, its CF changes fromCFa to CFb, which can considerably change the
position of the median (the median changes fromCF−1

a (0.5) toCF−1
b (0.5)). This change of

control measurement would introduce potential instabilities and large changes in the response
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Figure A.2: (a) Median of the input image is less sensitive than the average to very bright pixels in the
background. (b) Histogram of two input signals,a andb. (c) Cumulative functions based on input
signalsa and b. Although not very different, they yield very different medians, which can lead to
instability. We propose to modify calculation of the medianby looking at its 2δ neighborhood.

of the system. To mitigate this effect, it is possible to calculate the median asYMED =
[CF−1(0.5+ δ) +CF−1(0.5− δ)]/2, whereδ is a small number (for example 0.05). In this
way, large changes of the median are lowered, even if the standard-definition median would
change considerably, thereby improving the stability of the exposure control.

A.3.3 Peak White measurement (PW)

In some cases, especially in the HDR scenes, where high-intensity parts of the image are
clipped, a Peak White measurementYPW is used in addition to the average measurement
to fine-tune the exposure level of the camera and decrease thenumber of the clipped pixels.
Thereby, user can see potential details of the image that were lost (clipped at bright intensi-
ties). There is no unique definition for the computation of the PW measurement. However, its
result in terms of control should be that the overall intensity level is lowered globally, for the
sake of visualization of important bright details. Let us first give some introductory comments
about the use of the PW measurement, after which we briefly discuss several definitions.

Firstly, using only PW measurement in the exposure control of the camera is not desired,
since it can lead to control stability problems when bright objects or light sources enter (ap-
pear) or leave the scene. In these cases, large variations inthe measured signal lead to large
average intensity variations as a response to the exposure controller.

Secondly, if very bright light sources like lamps and sun or large areas of specularly
reflected pixels are directly visible in the scene, it is difficult to decide whether they should
be included in the PW measurement. Lowering the average intensity value of the image to
better visualize clipped bright areas is then not effective, due to a very high intensity of these
areas which can be several times higher that the available dynamic range of the imaging
sensor. We now discuss three possible PW measurements.

A. Max of min measurement

The PW measurement can be naively defined as the brightest luminance pixel in the image,
but to avoid noisy pixels and lonely bright pixels, it can be better defined as a global maximum
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value of the local minimum of pixel luminanceY in a small window of size(2ak+1)(2bk+1).
By finding the local minimum valueminl around each pixel (at a position(m,n)), we can
exclude outliers from the subsequent calculation of a global maximum valuemaxg in the
image:

PW = maxg(minl(Y (m+ i, n+ j)), i = −ak, . . . , ak, j = −bk, . . . , bk. (A.1)

By adjusting the size of the local window, we can skip small specular reflectance pixels which
do not carry any useful information. Still, with this approach, we cannot control the amount
of pixels in the image that determine the peak information. This is why we would like to
include number of pixels in the PW calculation, which will bedescribed next.

B. Threshold-based measurement

The PW measurement can also be defined in terms of the number ofpixels above a certain
high threshold: if more pixels are above that threshold, a larger reaction is needed from the
controller. However, this kind of measurement does not reveal the distribution of pixels and
can lead to instabilities and challenges for smooth control. Particularly, if pixels are close
to the measurement threshold, they can easily switch their position from one side of the
threshold to the other. In one case, we would measure a significant number of bright pixels
and in the other case much less or even none. From the previousdiscussion, it is clear that
a better solution is required to solve such difficult cases. This solution is a histogram-based
measurement.

C. Histogram-based measurement

A histogram measurement provides a very good description ofthe image, since it carries
more information than just the average intensity or the brightest pixels in the image. We
propose a better definition of the PW measurement that is the intensity level of the topn%
of pixels (usuallyn is in the range from0.5%− 3%). Likewise, we combine information of
the number of pixels with their corresponding intensity to ensure that a significant number
of the brightest pixels is considered and that all the outliers are skipped. If a large number
of specularly reflected pixels exists in the image, we can consider applying a pre-filtering
operation given by Eq. (A.1) to skip them.

A.4 Control types in video cameras

Video cameras contain three basic mechanisms for the control of the output image intensity:
a controllable lens (for instance DC or AC iris lens), variable integration time of the sensor
and the applied gain (analog or digital) to the image. Each ofthese controls has its own
peculiarities, different behavior and effect on the image.The task of the video-level control
algorithm is to maintain the correct intensity value of the displayed image, regardless of
the intensity of the input scene and its changes. For example, when certain object moves
into the scene or if scene changes its intensity due to a lightswitched on or of, video-level
controller reacts to maintain a correct visibility of imagedetails, which would otherwise be
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either lost in shadows or over-saturated. If the scene becomes darker, level control is achieved
by opening the lens or using the lager sensor integration time or larger value of gain, and vice
versa. The level-control process should result in a similaroutput image impression regardless
of the intensity level in the scene, and should be fast, smooth and without oscillations and
overshoots. The video-level control input is often an average input exposure valueYAV G, or
some other derived feature of interest, as described in Section 3. We briefly address the above
control mechanisms and then present specific control algorithms for each of them.

The control its opening, the AC iris lens has a small integrated amplifier, which responds
to the amount of scene light. The amplifier will open or close the iris automatically to main-
tain the same amount of light coming to the image sensor. To obtain a stable operation of AC
iris lenses, they are constructed to have very slow responseto dynamic changes. There are
cases where the response is fully absent or follows special characteristics. First, such lenses
often have large so-called dead-areas in which they do not respond to the driving signal. Sec-
ond, the reaction to an intensity change can be non-linear and non-symmetrical. Third, a
stable output value can have static offset errors. The operational usage of an AC iris lens is
as follows. It has typically an average and peak knobs on the lens body, where turning them
can increase and decrease the camera output signal and change its response to peak signals.
However, this activity is quite cumbersome, so we have developed a way to control this lens
by modifying the input video signal that an AC iris lens uses to determine its opening. By
adding positive or negative offsets and multiplying this video signal, we explicitly guide the
controller in the lens, to open or close the iris.

The DC iris lens has the same construction as an AC iris lens, but there is no ampli-
fier integrated in the lens. Instead, the amplifier is in the camera which drives the lens iris
through a cable plugged into the camera. For the DC-iris lens, the signal that controls the
iris opening and closing should have a stable value if the input signal is constant and should
increase/decrease when the input signal decreases/increases. This control is most of the times
achieved by a PID controller [5]. Since it is not known in advance which DC iris lens will be
attached to the camera, a PID loop should be able to accommodate all DC iris lenses. Hence,
such a control is designed to be relatively slow and stability problems often occur due to the
large variations in characteristics of the various lenses.

The sensor integration time and applied gain can also be usedfor video-level control.
The control associated with these parameters is stable and fast (change is effective next video
frame already) and offers good linearity and known response. In addition, any possible mo-
tion blur reduces only with the shorter exposure time and notwith closing of the lens. There-
fore, when observing motion scenes like traffic or sport events, the sensor integration time is
set deliberately low (depending on the speed of objects in the scene) to prevent the motion
blur. For traffic scenes, integration time can be as low as 1 msfor license-plate recognition
applications.

The above discussion may lead to the desire of using the integration time for the exposure
control. However, except for the fast motion scenes, lens control is preferred to integration
time or a gain control, even though it is less stable and more complex. While the operating
range of the integration time is from 1/50 s (or 1/60 s) to 1/50,000 s (a factor of 1000), this
range is much larger for lenses with iris control. Lenses arebetter suited to implement light
control, as they form the first element of the processing chain. For example, when the amount
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of light is large, we can reduce the exposure time of the sensor, but still the same light reaches
the color dies on the sensor and increases their deterioration and burn-in effect. Besides this,
closing the lens also improves the field of depth and sharpensthe image.

A.4.1 PID control for adjustable iris lens

The iris is an adjustable opening (aperture), that controlsthe amount of light coming through
the lens (i.e. the “exposure”). The more the iris is opened, the more light it lets in and the
brighter the image will be. A correct iris control is crucialto obtain the optimum image
quality, including a balanced contrast and resolution and minimum noise. The iris control
can be fixed or adjustable. Adjustable iris lenses can be manual or automatic. The former
use a fixed setting, while the latter feature a dynamical adjustment following a measurement.
If this measurement occurs in the lens unit, using the actualvideo signal as input, it is said
to be a video (AC) iris lens. Here, the control occurs in the lens unit. Alternatively, when
the measurement occurs outside the lens unit, it is called a DC-iris and an external signal is
used to drive the lens. This lens type is less expensive than the video iris type, as it lacks the
built-in amplifier which is incorporated into the camera. Inaddition, it allows the use of a
custom PID type of video level control with enhanced performance compared to AC iris lens
type [5]. For high-end video applications, the DC-iris lensis adopted and discussed further
below.

The working principle of a DC-iris lens consists of moving a blocking part, called an
iris blade, in the pathway of the incoming light (Fig. A.3). To prevent the iris blade from
distorting the information content of the light beam, the iris blade must be positioned before
the final converging lens. Moreover, the iris blade should becircularly shaped, blocking the
incoming light beam equally over a concentric area. A voltage delivered to a coil controls
the position of a permanent magnet, and hence the opening of the lens via a fixed rod. Two

Figure A.3: Adjustable iris control.
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forces occur in this configuration:Fel – resulting electrical force exerted on the magnet as
a result of a voltage on the coil, andFmech – mechanical force exerted on the magnet as a
result of the rigidity of the spring. WhenFel = Fmech, the current position of the iris does
not change (the equilibrium, lens set point). ForFel < Fmech, the mechanical force is larger
than the electrical force, and as a result, the iris closes until it reaches the minimum position.
Finally, forFel > Fmech, the electrical force is larger than the mechanical force and the iris
opens until it reaches the maximum opening position.

The core problem for DC-iris control is the unknown characteristics of the forces and the
attached DC-iris lens as a system. Each DC-iris lens possesses a specific transfer function
due to a large deviation of the lens set point in addition to the differences in friction, mass,
driving force, equilibrium force, iris shape, etc.. Using asingle control algorithm for all lenses
results in a large deviation of control parameters. To cope with this variable and unknown
characteristics, we have designed an adaptive feedback control. Here, the basic theory valid
for the linear time invariant systems is not applicable, butit is used as a starting point and aid
for the design.

The Lens Set Point (LSP) is defined as the point for which the mechanical force from
the spring is canceled by the electro-mechanical force fromthe actuator (the equilibrium).
The friction and mechanical play result in a momentous dead area around the LSP. DC-iris
lenses have a large spread in LSPs: for example, temperatureand age influence the LSP in a
dynamic way (e.g., mechanical wear changes the behavior of the DC-iris lens and with that
the LSP). An initial and dynamic measurement of the lens’ LSPis required. The initial LSP
is fixed, based on an averaged optimum value for a wide range oflenses, and the dynamic
LSP value is obtained by observing a long-term “low-pass” behavior of the lens.

The control system is realized by software, controlling an output voltage for driving the
iris. The driving voltage in combination with the driving coil and the permanent magnet result
in the electro-magnetic force. The simplest way to control aDC-iris is with a progressive
control system. However, a major disadvantage of such a controller is the static error, which
is enlarged by the presence of the dead-area. An integratingcontrol is added to the control
system software to reduce the static error to acceptable levels. Software integrators have the
added advantage that they are pure integrators and can theoretically cancel the static error
completely. Finally, derivative action anticipates wherethe process is heading, by looking at
the rate of change of the control variable (output voltage).Let us now further discuss the PID
control concept for such a lens.

We will mark the Wanted luminance Level of the output image with YWL and measured
average luminance level withYAV G. An error signal∆Y = YWL − YAVG is input to the
exposure controller, which has to be minimized and kept at zero if possible. However, this
error signal is non-zero during the transition periods, forinstance, during scene changes or
changes of the WL set by the user. The mathematical representation of the PID controller is
given by [5]:

V (t) = LSP + kp ·
(

∆Y (t) +
1

Ti
·
∑

∆Y (t) + Td ·
d(∆Y (t))

dt

)

. (A.2)

Here,V (t) represents the driving voltage of the DC iris lens,LSP is a Lens Set Point, and
terms1/T i ·∑∆Y (t) andTd · d(∆Y (t))/dt relate to the integral and the differential action
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Figure A.4: (a) Proportional gain factorkp as a function of a given error; (b) Integrator pa-
rameterTi as a function of a given error.

of the controller, respectively. The DC iris lens is a non-linear device, and it can be linearized
only in a small area around the LSP. To achieve the effective control of the lens, we have to
deviate from the standard design of the PID control and modify the controller. This discussion
goes beyond the scope of this thesis, so we will only mention several primary modifications.

First of all, LSP and dead area are not fixed values but are lensdependent and change in
time. This is why an initial and dynamic measurement of the lens’ LSP is required. Secondly,
proportional gainkp is made proportional to the error signal. Likewise, we will effectively
have a quadratic response to the error signal, by which the reaction time for DC-iris lenses
with a large dead area is decreased. The response is given by alook-up table, interpolating
intermediate values, such as depicted in Fig. A.4 (a).Thirdly, the integrator speed has been
made dependent on the signal change, in order to decrease theresponse time for slow lenses
and reduce the phase relation between the progressive and the integrating part. The larger the
control error, the faster the integrator will react. A representation of the integrator parameter
in shown in Fig.A.4 (b). In addition, if the error is large andpoints at a different direction
than the integrator value, a reset of the integrator is performed to speed up the reaction time.
Once stability occurs, the necessity for the integrator disappears. The remaining integrator
value keeps the driving voltage at one of the edges of equilibrium, which a small additional
force can easily disturb. The strategy is to slowly reset theintegrator value to zero which also
helps in the event of a sudden change of the LSP value, as the slow reset of the integrator
value disturbs the equilibrium and adds a new chance for determining the correct LSP.

A.4.2 LUT-based control

A simulated Camera Response Function (CRF) gives an estimate of how light falling on
the sensor converts into final pixel value. For many camera applications, the CRF can be
expressed asf(q) = 255/(1 + exp(−Aq))C , whereq represents the light quantity given
in base-2 logarithmic units (called stops) andA andC are parameters used to control the
shape of the curve [7]. These parameters are estimated for a specific video camera, assuming
that the CRF does not change. However, this assumption is notvalid for many advanced
applications that perform global tone mapping and contrastenhancement. If the CRF is
constant, or if we can estimate parametersA andC in real-time, then the control error prior
to the CRF is equal to∆Y = f−1(YWL)− f−1(YAVG). The luminance of each pixel in the
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image is modified in a consecutive order, giving an output luminanceY ′ = f(f−1(Y )+∆Y ).
The implementation of this image transformation function is typically based on a Look-Up
Table (LUT).

An alternative realization of the exposure control system also uses a LUT, but does not
try to compensate for the CRF. It originates from the fact that the measured average value of
the image signalYAV G is made as a product of brightnessL of the input image, Exposure
(integration) TimetET of the sensor, gainG of the image processing pipeline and a constant
K, see [62], and computed withYAVG = K · L ·G · tET . The authors derive a set of LUTs
that connect exposure timetET and gainG with the brightnessL of the object. Since the
brightness changes over more than four orders of magnitude,the authors apply a logarithm
to the previous equation and set up a set of LUTs in the logarithmic domain, where each fol-
lowing entry ofL is coupled with the previous value with the multiplicative factor. Likewise,
they set up a relationship LUT structure between the logarithmic luminance of the object and
tET andG, giving priority to the exposure time to achieve a better SNR.

Since the previous two methods are based on a LUT implementation, they are very fast,
however, they are more suitable for the digital still cameras. Namely, the quantization errors
in the LUTs can give rise to a visible intensity fluctuation inthe output video signal. Also,
they do not offer the flexibility needed for more complex controls such as a saturation control.
In addition, the size of the LUT and correct estimation of parametersA, C andK limits these
solutions.

A.4.3 Recursive control

As an alternative to a PID control, we propose a new control type that is based on recursive
control. This control type is very suitable and native for the control of the exposure time
of the sensor (shutter control) and gain (gain control). Theadvantage of the recursive con-
trol is its simplicity and ease of use. Namely, for a PID type of control, three parameters
have to be determined and optimized. Although some guidelines exist for tuning the control
loop, numerous experiments have to be performed. However, for each particular system to be
controlled, different strategies are applicable, depending on the underlying physical proper-
ties. This discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, we recommend [13] and [5] for more
information.

A. Exposure control

Image sensors (CCD and CMOS) are approximately linear devices with respect to the input
light level and charge output. A linear model is then a good approximation of the sensor
output video levelY = C · tET , whereY is the output luminance,tET is the Exposure
Time of the sensor andC denotes a transformation coefficient (which also includes the input
illumination function). If a change of the exposure time occurs, the output average luminance
change can be modeled as∆Y = C · ∆tET , yielding a proportional relation between the
output video level and the exposure time. Let us specify thismore formally. A new output
video levelY ′

AV G is obtained as:

Y ′
AVG = YAVG +∆Y = C · t′ET = C · (tET +∆tET ), (A.3)
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by change of the exposure time with

tET (n+ 1) = tET (n) + ∆tET = YAVG(n)/C +∆Y (n)/C, (A.4)

which results in:

tET (n+ 1) =
YAV G(n)

C

(

1 +
∆Y (n)

YAVG(n)

)

= tET (n)

(

1 +
∆Y (n)

YAVG(n)

)

. (A.5)

Hence, the relative change of the video level∆Y/YAVG = ∆tET /tET . The parametern is
a time variable which represents discrete momentsnT , whereT is the length of the video
frame (in broadcasting sometimes interlaced fields). Such acontrol presumes that we will
compensate the exposure time in one frame for a change of∆Y = YWL − YAV G. For
smooth control, it is better to introduce time filtering withfactor k, which determines the
speed of control, so that the exposure time becomes

tET (n+ 1) = tET (n)

(

1 + k · ∆Y (n)

YAVG(n)

)

, (A.6)

where0 ≤ k ≤ 1. A small value of parameterk implies a slow control and vice versa
(typically k < 0.2). This equation presents our proposed recursive control, which we will
use to control the exposure time of the sensor and the gain value.

B. Gain control

The output video level1 after applying the gainG equals toYout = GY , so the same propor-
tional relation holds between the output video level and thegain (assuming that the exposure
time is not controlled), being∆Y /YAVG = ∆G/G, leading to a controlled gain

G(n+ 1) = G(n)

(

1 + k · ∆Y

YAV G

)

. (A.7)

In this computation, parameterstET andG are interchangeable and their mathematical
influence is equivalent. The difference is mainly visible intheir effect on the noise in the
image. Namely, increasing the exposure time increases the SNR, while increasing the gain
generally does not change the SNR (if the signal is not clipped), but it increases the amplitude
(and hence visibility) of the noise. This is why we prefer to control the exposure time, and
only if the output intensity level is not sufficient, the controller additionally starts using gain
control. As mentioned, for scenes including fast motion, the exposure time should be set to a
low value, and instead, the gain (and iris) control should beused.

1If clipping of the signal is not introduced.



APPENDIXB
Intensity and color-error detector

for artificial light sources

This appendix gives a detailed description of the intensityand color-error measurements used
for the detection of artificial light sources. Both measurements types are used in parallel, as
we want to avoid any annoying artifact and increase the correctness of the detection.

B.1 Color error measurement

Fig. B.1 presents a measurement block performing the fluorescent light detection described
in Section 4.3. The differences in sensor signal intensity and color between the long- and the
short-exposed pixels depend on the exposure times and phaserelation between the exposure
moments and the mains frequency. Accumulators/countersCr andCb calculate the differ-
ences in color between the short- and the long-exposed pixels (the accumulatorCr measures
error of Cr color and the accumulatorCb measures the error of Cb color). To calculate the
color differencesCd, we implement a differentiator (FIR filter with coefficients1 and -1),
whereas a pixel-alternating-sign multiplier is used to always take the same sign of the dif-
ference. For example, for CMYG type of sensor, the color differenceCd is always equal to
“Cyan-Yellow” in a Cr line and “Green-Magenta” in a Cb line, whereas in the RGB Bayer
sensor, color differenceCd is always equal to “Red-Green” in a Cr line and “Green-Blue” in
a Cb line. For spatial consistency, it is required that neighboring pixel also satisfies detection
conditions, which is why logicalandoperation is performed on two neighboring pixels. The
color differences are measured in a range that can be set withBASE andTOP registers,
hence, if theLong Exposure Imagepixel ILc is betweenBASE andTOP values, signalen1

is active. To exclude large color differences that potentially come from moving objects, we
only allow reasonably small differences, which are between−LIMBASE and+LIMTOP ,
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Figure B.1: The fluorescent light detection block.

checked by a signalen2. If both signalsen1 anden2 are active, then both pixels are accu-
mulated and the counter is incremented. The accumulator/counter values are copied to the
registers at the end of the field/frame.
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B.2 Intensity error measurement

The lower part of the detector block measures accumulated intensity of the normalizedLong
Exposure ImageILc andShort Exposure ImageIS in n programmable bin ranges, from which
differences betweenILc andIS can be calculated. One such range is selected byBINTOPj

andBINBASEj registers (j = 1, . . . , n). We also useLIMBASEj andLIMTOPj regis-
ters to remove extremes that could spoil the measurement. Such extremes can for instance
occur in the presence of motion and/or light changes in the scene. UsingLIMBASEj and
LIMTOPj as well asLIMBASE andLIMTOP registers, we will exclude the majority of
these disturbances from the image: if long- and short-exposed signals are very different from
each other, we assume that these differences originate fromdisturbances and not from flu-
orescent light. Likewise, we will disable the measurement of these image parts, by setting
the signalsens, en1 anden2 to zero. Looking at Fig. B.1, the enable signalensj is equal to
unity for thej-th signalj = 1, . . . , n whenBINBASEj < IS < BINTOPj . If the signal
ensj = 1, then the selector switches to:base = LIMBASEj andtop = LIMTOPj . When a
Short Exposure Imagepixel value falls into a bin, a second test is done where the normalized
Long Exposure Imagepixel value should fall in a range about theShort Exposure Imagepixel
value. If both testsens = 1 andensk = 1, then accumulatorj is enabled and it accumulates
long and short sensor intensity signals and counts the number of pixel occurrences within the
intensity rangej.
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APPENDIXC
Analysis of visibility of contrast

and details

C.1 Defining Local Contrast, Just Noticeable Contrast and
Contrast Visibility Ratio

To be able to quantify and visualize the effect of our image processing pipeline on visibility
of local image contrast, we will like to create a binary Contrast Visibility Map (CVM) where
certain pixel is equal to one if it is above the Just Noticeable Contrast (JNC), as defined
by Kretz [60]. Besides this, we can also calculate the Contrast Visibility Ratio (CVR) that
represents the ratio between the number of visible pixels from the CVM (pixels with contrast
above the JNC value) and the total number of pixels. Hence we can measure the effect of
improvement and deteriorations of local contrast by various image enhancement methods
and processing steps, and see the effect of varying algorithm parameters.

Weber’s law is the simplest law that describes values of luminance thresholds [48]. It
claims that ifL andL + ∆L are just noticeably different luminances, then∆L/L is nearly
a constant, equal to a so-called Weber’s constantCw. However, more accurate experiments
show that this is true for high luminances, but as the background luminanceL decreases,
∆L/L increases slowly. This is also one of the reasons why the visibility of dark image
parts should be improved significantly. In addition, in complex images, the background is
not uniform and is composed of many regions of different luminance and spatial frequencies.
In such cases, use of local band-limited contrast is beneficial [80]. Moon and Spencer [72]
found that both the immediate surround luminanceLb and the global (field) luminanceLf

should be taken into account for the calculation of the contrast. Using previous measurement
results, they found that the JNC can be approximated by the equation

JNC =
(Lb − L)threshold

Lb
=

Cw

Lb

(

A+
√

La

)2

. (C.1)
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HereA is an experimentally measured constant equal to 0.8 Blondels. To solve for the case
of the non-uniform background luminance, Moon and Spencer introduced a concept of adap-
tation luminanceLa that represents the equivalent uniform luminance which produces the
same effect in the HVS as actual non-uniform luminance in thescene (Holladay’s principle).
After experimentation, they found that for a specific viewing conditions, the adaptation lumi-
nance can be expressed asLa = 0.923Lb + 0.077Lf , Lf being the average luminance value
of the field of view (test image) [72][73]. Later, Kretz [60] expressed JNC as a function of
the adaptation luminanceLa, as:

JNC =











Cw

Lb

(

A+
√
Lb

)2
if La ≥ Lb

Cw

Lb

(

A+
√

L2

b

La

)2

otherwise.
(C.2)

Looking at the original measurement data that Moon and Spencer used to derive Eq. (C.1),
we have found that constantA, as well as the original data were expressed in the old lumi-
nance unit called “Blondel”. On the other hand, we have a digital image representation
(having a certain bit-width) that we want to use to calculateJNC. Hence, we need to relate
this digital value to the values presented in Eq. (C.2). We can notice that due to the division,
values in this equation are relative (except for the constant A) and we can directly use digital
values from the image data. However, we need to convert constantA to equivalent digital
representation having the same bit-width as the other luminance values.

First, we will expressA in cd/m2 using the relation1 Blondel = 1/π cd/m2, which
gives a value of constantA = 0.257 cd/m2. Furthermore, the original experiments used a
measurement of luminance present on the target scene. However, we mainly view our images
on TV or computer screens without the knowledge of the real luminances. We can assume
that typical monitor can produce aboutBmax = 100 cd/m2 and that maximum digital value
xmax in a certain bit-width representation of a luminance corresponds toBmax (for instance
xmax = 65535 in a 16-bit representation). From these values, we can derive that a value of
constantA in a digital representation,Adig = A(cd/m2) · xmax/Bmax(cd/m2). We can use
this value in Eq. (C.2) directly instead of the original value of constantA.

There are two more points of attention: monitor gamma and visibility of details in the
darkest image parts. First, if our digital image representation is observed at the very output
of the processing chain (after the camera gamma function), it still will be transformed by the
monitor gamma function before being viewed by the HVS. As a solution for this, we propose
to also compensate camera-output digital values by the monitor gamma function (having the
exponent valueγ = 2.2), prior to using them for the calculation of the LC and JNC values.
By doing so, the image data will correspond to values that we would perceive on the monitor
(after the monitor gamma function).

Second, glare from other light sources or simply streaking and blooming effects of the
image sensor are disturbing the darkest image portions and decreasing already limited dy-
namic range of displays, which in uncontrolled environments rarely exceeds 50:1 or even
20:1. As a result, effective visibility of details on the computer monitor, in darkest image
parts is very limited. To cope with this effect, we propose toconsider details in the dark-
est image parts (smaller than 2 % of the output monitor range)as non-visible. After this
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operation, we can use this transformed value ofAdig in Eq. (C.2) and calculate the JNC.

The value of Local image ContrastLC, can be defined as

LC = (L− Lb)/Lb. (C.3)

Using properties of HVS, it was shown by Belkacem [8] that we can use a 3x3 surround of
the pixel to calculate local mean-gray valueLb being the average of 8 neighbors of the central
pixel.

In digital representation, we first take the luminance signal of the image we would like
to observe and calculate its LC. Typically, the observed image is a result of various steps of
the image processing pipeline, as for instance presented inFig. 2.1, and which we can name
afinal image, having luminanceYf . Then, as discussed, we first compensate this image with
the monitor gamma function, having a power exponent 2.2, as in: Y γ

f = Ymax·(Yf/Ymax)
2.2,

whereYmax represents a maximum digital code value of the image representation.

To calculate LC from Eq. (C.3), we first need to find the immediate surround luminance
Lb as a mean luminance valueY γ

f of a3×3 pixel kernel (excluding the central pixel), centered
at the current pixel position(m,n), as:

Lb(m,n) = Y γ
f (m,n) =

1

8

1
∑

i,j=−1; i,j 6=0

Y γ
f (m+ i, n+ j). (C.4)

Thereby, the definition of LC in the digital domain is

LC(m,n) = |Y γ
f (m,n)− Y γ

f (m,n)|/Y γ
f (m,n). (C.5)

The value of the JNC can be calculated from the digital image representation as:

JNC =











Cw

Lb

(

Adig +
√
Lb

)2
if La ≥ Lb

Cw

Lb

(

Adig +
√

L2

b

La

)2

otherwise.
(C.6)

In this equation,La = 0.923 · Lb + 0.077Lf , with Lf being the mean luminance value of
the gamma corrected image:Lf =

∑

Y γ
f /(MN), whereM andN represent vertical and

horizontal image size, respectively. From these values, wecan also calculate the Contrast
Visibility Map CVM as follows:

CVM(m,n) =

{

1 if LC(m,n) ≥ JNC(m,n) ∧ Y γ
f > 0.02 · Ymax

0 otherwise.
(C.7)

From CVM, we can also calculate the Contrast Visibility RatioCV R that represents the ratio
between the number of visible pixels from theCVM (pixels with contrast above the JNC
value) and the total number of pixels.
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C.2 LC and JNC in a certain luminance region

In some cases, it is our aim to observe values ofCV R andLC in dark, medium and bright
image regions, to be able to quantify various effects that certain operations have on contrast
and visibility of details. For this reason, we can split the image luminance value of the final
imageY γ

f to for instance three ranges: “dark” (Y γ
f ≤ a1 · Ymax), “medium” (a1 · Ymax <

Y γ
f < a2 · Ymax) and “bright” (Y γ

f ≥ a2 · Ymax), whereYmax represents the maximum
digital code value (for example 65,535 in a 16-bit digital representation). Often used values
of parametersa1 anda2 area1 = 0.15 anda2 = 0.5. This luminance splitting determines
a mask which always selects the same pixels if for instance weare comparing effect of two
different operations on the same starting image. Thereby, we ensure the use of the same
pixels for all images that are compared. Hence, instead of calculating only global values of
CV R andLC, we can also calculateCV R in Dark (CV RD), Medium (CV RM ) and Bright
(CV RB) image regions. Similarly, we can also determine values of the average local contrast
LC in Dark (LCD), Medium (LCM ) and Bright (LCB) image regions.



APPENDIXD
LACE

D.1 Positioning LACE with respect to the camera gamma
function

In this appendix, we are going to investigate the influence ofplacing the LACE enhancement
block with respect to the camera gamma function, having an approximate formyCAMERA γ(x) ≈
x0.5. The gamma function enables perceptual coding of images andserves as the compen-
sation of the compression property of the display (so-called monitor (display) gamma curve,
yDISPLAY γ(x) ≈ x2.4), see [84]. In these equations, both input and output valuesare
normalized between zero and unity.

Let us now investigate where to perform the LACE enhancementwith respect to the cam-
era gamma function. We will study the output image contrast depending on the position of
gamma function and LACE. Gamma function has an interesting property of contrast scaling.
Let us assume at the input of the gamma function a ceratin texture featurex = X + ∆x.
This feature will be mapped at the output toy = Y + ∆y. HereX andY are background
luminances before and after the gamma function respectively (all values are scaled between
zero and unity). Further, for small value of∆x it holds:

∆y

y
= γ

∆x

x
⇒ Cy = γCx. (D.1)

In other words, the output contrastCy is obtained by multiplying the input contrastCx by
a factorγ independent of the input background luminanceX . We would like to express
the output contrast on the basis of the amplitude of the smallinput feature, so we rewrite
Eq. (D.1) as∆y = γxγ−1∆x. We can conclude that whatever the amplitude of the small
detail prior to the gamma function, on its output it is multiplied by a differential gamma gain
(first derivative of the gamma transfer function) at that point, equal toγxγ−1.

We will find that for a relatively small contrast (edge signals), it is not important whether
our image signal used for LACE enhancement scheme is taken before or after the camera
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Figure D.1: LACE enhancement performed after the camera gamma function.

gamma function, because the gainG of our enhancement scheme is inversely proportional
to the amount of local energyLD. In other words, if no gain limiting is employed, but the
local contrast gain function is having the formG(C,LD) = C/LD, the results images are
the same, regardless of the position of the local contrast enhancement. We can prove this by
means of a small experiment.

A. LACE enhancement performed after the camera gamma function

In Fig. D.1 we present a part of the image pipeline where LACE is positioned after the camera
gamma function. We aim at calculating the image contrast at the output of this scheme (the
position marked as Point 3), provided that the small featureat its input (prior to the gamma
function, and after the Global Tone Mapping Function GTMF) has an amplitude∆x. If we
assume that theLD metric used by the LACE algorithm is a Local Standard Deviation (LSD),
and that LSD is equal to a valueσ for this feature, then gamma function multiplies it with
its differential gain at that point, and transforms it to a value σ1 = γxγ−1σ. First, we will
calculate the small signal amplitudes at intermediate locations Point 1 and Point 2 and then
at the output (Point 3). We mark these amplitudesA1, A2 andA3 respectively.

A1 = γxγ−1∆x, A2 =
C

σ1
A1 =

C

γxγ−1σ
γxγ−1∆x =

C∆x

σ
(D.2)

A3 = A1 +A2 = γxγ−1∆x+
C∆x

σ
. (D.3)

The output contrast at Point 3,CA is given by

CA = C3 =
A3

xγ
= γ

∆x

x
+

C∆x

σxγ
. (D.4)

B. LACE enhancement performed in parallel to the gamma function

In Fig. D.2 we present a part of the image pipeline where LACE is placed in parallel to the
gamma function. Similarly, we would like to calculate the image contrast at the output of
this processing chain. We first calculate the small signal amplitudes at intermediate locations
Point 1 and Point 2 and then at the output (Point 3). Again, we mark these amplitudesA1,
A2 andA3 respectively.
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Figure D.2: LACE enhancement performed in parallel to the camera gamma function.Î ÏÐÑÒÓÔÕ Ö×ØÙÚÛÜÝÝÞßàáâãä àÜåæçÜØÜååÜèéêëì×íêî ï ð Õñòó

Figure D.3: LACE enhancement prior to the camera gamma function.

A1 = γxγ−1∆x, A2 =
C

σ
∆x, A3 = A1 +A2 = γxγ−1∆x+

C∆x

σ
. (D.5)

The output contrast at Point 3,CB is

CB = C3 =
A3

xγ
= γ

∆x

x
+

C∆x

σxγ
. (D.6)

Therefore, in a first approximation, the contrast output on small image details is the same
as for the case when LACE scheme is performed after the cameragamma function. We have
performed several experiments and have found that this approximation works well for small-
to-middle-size features in images, as expected. However, for the larger gradients, results
are not completely equal. For large high-pass signals, we simply want that these values are
compressed, as opposed to the small signals. In addition, the noise performance of these two
schemes is different due to the contrast gain limits introduced to prevent noise amplification.

C. LACE enhancement performed prior to the camera gamma function

Fig. D.3 shows another possible processing order, where we will also calculate the image
contrast at its output (Point 3). We also first calculate the small signal amplitudes at interme-
diate locations Point 1 and Point 2 and then at the output Point 3, and mark these amplitudes
A1, A2 andA3 respectively.

A1 =
C∆x

σ
, A2 = ∆x

(

1 +
C

σ

)

, A3 = γxγ−1A2 = γxγ−1C∆x

σ
. (D.7)
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The output contrast at Point 3,CC is

CC = C3 =
A3

xγ
= γ

∆x

x
+

C∆x

σ

γ

x
. (D.8)

We have concluded that first two schemes have a similar performance with respect to small
details. We will now calculate the contrast difference between the third and the second
scheme,CC − CB . This contrast difference is

CC − CB = C
∆x

σ

(

γ

x
− 1

xγ

)

, (D.9)

and it is greater than zero forx < 1
γ

1/(1−γ)
. For standardγ value of 0.45, this equals to

x < 0.23 or y < 0.52. In other words, for background luminance values that are lower than
23% of the range prior to gamma function (or lower than 52% after the gamma function), the
LACE enhancement scheme where LACE is performed prior to thegamma function yields a
higher output contrast. On the other hand, for brighter image parts, the opposite holds.

Although the LACE scheme which is performed after the cameragamma function has
somewhat better noise performance in the bright image partsdue to the compression of the
gamma function, however, the performance in the dark parts is less good since noise is se-
quentially enhanced first in gamma function, and then in LACE. This is not the case for the
second proposal, which therefore has better noise performance in dark image regions. Fur-
thermore, if we combine the performance of the latter two schemes and add result of the
LACE enhancement before and after the camera gamma function(as in Fig. D.4), we can
increase the performance of LACE in the dark image parts, which is often desired due to the
contrast glare, lower sensitivity of HVS in the dark regionsand ambient light and reflections
that mask the details of the dark image areas when displayed on the monitor. In addition, the
GTMF (similar to the gamma function) often compresses the local contrast in both dark and
bright image parts. We have learned that a camera gamma function yCAMERA γ(x) ≈ xγ

compresses the contrast in all brightness regions with a factor γ. The proposed scheme of
Fig. D.5 can restore part of the otherwise lost contrast in both dark and bright image re-
gions. For these reasons, our current conclusion for the best way to perform LACE contrast
enhancement is as follows:

(1) the multi-band decomposition gain calculation is performed prior to the camera
gamma function (better for the output image SNR in dark imageparts), and

(2) the synthesis of the enhanced frequency bands is performed in parallel to the signalôõö÷øù úûüýþÿ������� ������ü����	
��û�� ù�ô�� ����
Figure D.4: LACE enhancement both prior and after the camera gamma function.
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Figure D.5: Bristol bridge (HDR image courtesy of Greg Ward [63]). Results of four enhancement schemes are shown, where: (a) LACE enhance-
ment is performed after the camera gamma function and three additional possibilities, where the input signal for LACE istaken before the
camera gamma function, but result is added (b) after the camera gamma function; (c) before the camera gamma function, and(d) both before
and after the camera gamma function, withg1 = 0.5 andg2 = 0.7 (see Fig. D.4).
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path, and
(3) the enhanced/ compressed band-pass signals are added both prior to and after the

camera gamma function, to strongly enhance details in both dark as well as bright image
regions.

These aspects are incorporated in a diagram depicted in Fig.D.4. To visually show
similarities and differences of these approaches, we present the performance results of various
LACE options in Fig. D.5. We can observe that the results correspond to the conclusions
obtained by the contrast calculations. It can also be noticed that our proposal (d) combines
the best-of-both-worlds: it has a good visibility of details in both dark and bright image parts,
and by using different gainsg1 andg2, we can obtain good results tailored to a preference
and application.

D.2 Noise model at the input of LACE

There are two basic methods for noise estimation: (1) when knowing the noise model of the
imaging sensor and the camera parameters, we can obtain a good estimate of noise per lumi-
nance level, and (2) we can estimate the noise level from the image data and obtain a noise
level per pixel. We will present both methods briefly and learn that the exact sensor noise
model gives the best noise estimation. Unfortunately, thismodel can be fully created only if
one has a control and knowledge over the image formation and processing steps (like expo-
sure bracketing, gain, sensor noise characteristics), which is the case in real image camera
processing pipelines. However, since we will use various test images captured by unknown
imaging devices for the comparison and demonstration of ourproposed processing, we can-
not fully develop the noise model. For this reason, we will simplify the used noise model.

A. Sensor-based noise model: analytical approach

If we know (or measure) the noise model of the imaging sensor per luminance level, we can
use the knowledge of the camera parameters such as gain and double exposure settings, to
obtain a good estimate of noise at the input of LACE. The noiselevel prediction is based
on the fact that all noise sources and (non)-linear operations in the camera are known. The
noise level is built from the luminance dependent shot noiseand non-luminance dependent
noise sources, such as thermal noise, quantization noise, Correlated Double Sampling (CDS)
noise and Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) noise, fixed patter noise, pixel leakage noise,
etc. The non-luminance dependent noise sources are characterized by temperature, sensor
architecture, shutter time, CDS figure of merit and ADC performance. Similar to findings of
Boscoet al.[12], standard deviation value of sensor noise (and hence the distribution of noise
amplitude) depends on the value of the input sensor signal intensityI as in:σn =

√
η · I+φ.

Two dominant noise sources are photon shot noise caused by the discrete nature of light and
thermal noise of the sensor. The parameterφ is related to the noise floor (non-luminance
dependent system noise) and termη is related to a dominant behavior of the photon shot
noise for the higher sensor signal intensity values. This function is presented in Fig. D.6 for
various values ofη andφ. We also present two constant noise sources (having parameter
η = 0). From the noise model, we can conclude that the noise amplitude increases with
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Figure D.6: Standard deviation of sensor noise as a function of the sensor signal value, for various
camera parameters.

sensor signal intensity, following a square-root law and having a pedestal related to the noise
floor value.

The noise standard deviation (and amplitude) at the input ofthe LACE algorithm are also
determined by the operations preceding LACE, such as analog/digital gainG, Global Tone
Mapping Function (GTMF)fGTMF and double exposure operation (exposure bracketing).
While some parameters such as gain value are known and staith-forward to use, we have
to make a good model of the influence of non-linear operationssuch as GTMF and double
exposure function on the noise level. The total noise standard deviation at the input of LACE
algorithmσLACE

n can be estimated using the standard deviation of the sensor noiseσn, and
employing small signal linearization around the current luminance levelY as in:

σLACE
n (Y ) = σn ·G · f ′

GTMF (Y ). (D.10)

Thereby, the standard deviation of noise is multiplied by the differential gain of the GTMF,
which is estimated from the current shape of the GTMF. When segmented GTMF is em-
ployed, we can use the knowledge of the segments to calculatethe differential gain of the
piece-wise linear function. If logarithmic (or other explicit) function is used as a GTMF, we
can calculate the analytical value of the first derivative.

One complication in the noise estimation is the exposure bracketing operation (see Chap-
ter 4), as the noise behavior will be different for the dark parts (long exposure time) and for
the bright parts (short exposure time) in the image. Since wecontrol the mixing operation,
we can reconstruct the details of this operation and estimate the noise model in the whole
sensor-signal intensity range. This operation can be modeled as mixing (or switching) of two
sensor noise curves: longσnL =

√
ηL · I +φ and shortσnS =

√
ηS · I +φ. The parameters

ηL andηS are linked by the ratio of long and short exposure timesηL/ηS = RD ≈ TL/TS

(see Section 4.2.1. for further explanation). For example,looking at Fig. D.6,σnS = σn1 and
σnL = σn3. In case of switching between long- and short-exposed images (as in Fig. 4.4 (b)),
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the resulting sensor noise estimate can be obtained by making use of the following relations:

σn =

{

σnL if IS < IT ,
σnS otherwise.

(D.11)

In this equation,IT stands for pixel intensity threshold,IS is the intensity value of theshort
exposure image, andσn represents the combined noise output signal after the exposure brack-
eting operation. When mixing between long- and short-exposed images (as in Fig. 4.4 (a)),
the resulting sensor noise estimate can also be obtained by the identical mixing gains. Finally,
we can conclude that a method in which we explicitly use the knowledge of the noise model
is very accurate, since it is based on the actual, known system values.

B. Noise model estimated from images

If knowledge of the sensor and camera settings is not available, we need another approach
to estimate the noise level at each pixel from the image itself. We can construct a noise-
measurement detector by comparing the input pixel value to its noise-poor version that is
obtained by temporally recursive-filtering on the band-passed input image. Band-pass filter-
ing is used to exclude motion information from the filtering process, and the spatially filtered
luminance signal will be used as basic input because of the spatial consistency of this sig-
nal. Image-based noise estimation method is less accurate than the sensor-based method and
it needs a frame memory for a correct estimation of noise. In addition, motion cannot be
completely filtered out from the measurement signal and fluorescent light sources can influ-
ence its performance. But, in many cases, it can provide a good-enough performance. For
some related approaches, which also estimate the noise level from a single image, we refer
the reader to a nice overview given in Section 3.3 of [34]. Furthermore, a very good method
for noise estimation and building the noise model was recently proposed by Foiet al. [45].
The disadvantage of image-based noise models is that they have a limited sucess in making
a good estimate of noise when exposure bracketing and non-linear operations are performed
prior to the noise estimation step.

C. Noise model used in this thesis

As explained in previous subsections, the derived exact sensor noise model gives the best
noise estimation. However, this model can be fully created only if one has control and knowl-
edge over all image formation and processing steps prior to LACE (like exposure bracketing,
gain, sensor noise characteristics, shape of the GTMF, etc.), which is the case in real camera
processing pipelines. Since we will use various test imagesof the unknown origin for the
comparison and demonstration of our proposed processing, we can unfortunately not fully
employ the exact noise model, but must use its simplified version. First, to simplify the noise
estimation, we model the influence of exposure bracketing onnoise as one of lowering (mul-
tiplying) the noise by a scale factor. Second, the influence of GTMF on noise can also be
approximated as one of scaling the overall noise level, since GTMF can be approximated
by two linear segments (as in Fig. 6.17 (b)), whose derivative is constant in the first func-
tion segment (see Eq. (D.10)). Typically, the improved (lowered) noise value obtained by
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the exposure bracketing operation is consumed by GTMF in dark areas, so these operations
approximately cancel each other. In remaining areas, the noise level is linearly scaled. This
means that, in the first approximation, we can use the basic sensor noise model to approxi-
mate standard deviation of noise at the input of LACE.

Noise model when exposure bracketing is used cannot be easily found from images.
Exposure braketing lowers the noise floor (increases SNR). GTMF can be approximated as a
2-stage piece-wise linear function. The derivative of the first part of this function (where the
SNR is improved) is a constant. This lowers the noise floor in turn. Hence, we can further
simplify in this thesis the overall noise model by just simply using theσn =

√
η · I + φ

formula, whereη andφ can be estimated from flat image areas or simply taken as parameters.

D.3 Generalization of LSD calculations

In the equationLSD2 = (1/MN)
∑

(X −X)2 where the number of elements in the sum-
mation equalsMN , the expressionX = Fk(m,n) is usually calculated as a low-pass filtered
version of the input signalX = Y (m,n) using Box-filters having all equal values in their
support (equal weightsw = 1/(MN) = 1/((2ak + 1)(2bk + 1)):

Xk(m,n) =
∑

k

wX =
1

MN

bk
∑

j=−bk

ak
∑

i=−ak

Y (m+ i, n+ j). (D.12)

However, for the sake of the contrast enhancement performance, often better low-pass fil-
ters (Gaussian filters, raised cosine filters) are used, which have improved frequency char-
acteristics compared to a Box-filter [27]. Most importantly, these filters have much less
energy in the side-lobes (stop-band), creating images withmuch less perceptual “halo” ar-
tifacts. For this reason, the formulas for the LSD are reworked. Starting from the definition
LSD2 = E(X2)− (E(X))2, whereE(X) represents the expected value of the variableX ,
we now use filter weightsw that are not equal:w 6= 1/(MN). For example, we often give
higher weights to central pixels in the window. The expectation of variableXn, (n = 1, 2) is
therefore:

E(Xn)k =
∑

k

wXn =
∑

k

(wh ⊗ wv)X
n =

∑

k

wh ⊗ (wv ⊗Xn) =

bk
∑

j=−bk

wj

[

ak
∑

i=−ak

wiY (m+ i, n+ j)

]

. (D.13)

Here, the 2D vector of filter weightsw is created as a 2D-separable convolution of 1D
horizontal and vertical vectors (w = wh ⊗ wv, wh = wj , wv = wi, where⊗ represents the
convolution operator). Hence, if a low-pass filter is 2D-separable, then it is also possible to
calculate a 2D-separable version of the low-pass filtered signalFk. This holds for both the
E(X) andE(X2) calculation. Therefore, when using generalized, improvedfilters, it is also
possible to calculate a 2D-separable LSD value, so that the complexity of the calculation is
still limited.
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(a) (b)

Figure D.7: (a) Input image, vertical frequency sweep, horizontal linear offset increase; (b) Output
image is contrast insensitive to frequency and offset.

D.4 Other energy metrics for local contrast enhancement

D.4.1 Convolution Energy

For simplicity reasons, the calculation of the “local standard deviation” can be replaced by
the calculation of the “local absolute difference” to avoidthe need forx2 and

√
x operations.

Let Hk = Y − Fk represents an input high-pass signal in thek-th kernel,hk be for example
ak-th square box filter (having all equal weights) and⊗ is a 2D convolution, which leads to
Fk = Y ⊗ hk. We define a Convolution Energy (CE) as a sum of the absolute differences
between the input image and the low-pass image, as in

CEk = |Y − Fk| ⊗ hk. (D.14)

Some interesting properties hold for CE (for their proof, see the end of this subsection):

• Ho (enhanced high-frequency output) is invariant to changes in the gain and the offset
of the input image, so:

Ho(a · Y + b) = Ho(Y ). (D.15)

• Ho is proportional (scaling s) to the parameter C, that is

Ho(s · C) = s ·Ho(C). (D.16)

The first property ensures that variations in lighting of theinput image are in fact com-
pensated. The second property indicates that parameterC (contrast gain) can be used to
determine the required amount of contrast in the amplified high-pass image, regardless of
the amount of contrast in the input image. An example is presented in Fig. D.7. The input
image in subfigure (a) shows a vertical frequency sweep that increases in amplitude from left
to right. The average intensity (offsetb from Eq. (D.15)) also increases from left to right. As
one can observe, the output image (b) is “corrected” from these variations. It should be noted
that the above properties hold only for the amplified high-pass imageHo and not for the
output imageYo, because the latter also includes the low-pass image. Gain modifications for
prevention of the noise boosting and “halo“ artifacts will decrease the validity of the above
properties, but they will benefit the results.

In general, the original CE measurement creates the largestproblems compared to other
LD metrics, as it is the smallest at edges and the resulting images show non-acceptable “halo”
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Figure D.8: An example of a single horizontal edge [27].

artifacts. For the centralized energy calculations, such as SAD or LSD, the current pixel is
subtracted from the average pixel in the center of a kernel. In the CE approach, the current
pixel is subtracted from the average pixel value calculatedfrom the kernel, where the current
pixel is the central pixel. Likewise, the kernel size is effectively increased two times hori-
zontally and vertically, yielding an effective kernel sizeincrease of four times. This means
that the signal energy is accumulated over a much larger area, which can be partly beneficial
for the image enhancement in the texture regions. However, this approach does not measure
energy on non-steep horizontal and vertical signal slopes (e.g., saw-tooth signals) yielding a
smaller CE value. The reason for this is that the low-pass signals on a symmetrical slope are
equal at each point to the image signal itself. This fact willdrastically increase the signal
gain at those places (as the measured CE energy will be zero).Similar reasoning holds for
isolated edges, where the difference between the low-pass signal taken at the position of the
current pixel and an image signal is much smaller than the difference between the low-pass
signal in the kernel’s center and the actual image signal. Anexample is depicted in Fig. D.8,
and this property is more formally expressed as:

|Fk(m,n)− Y (m+ i, n+ j)| > |Fk(m+ i, n+ j)− Y (m+ i, n+ j)|
= |Fk(m,n+ j)− Y (m+ i, n+ j)|. (D.17)

The last equality is valid as we assumed a horizontal edge in the above discussion. To im-
prove the performance of CE on medium-to-large edges and avoid “halo” artifacts, instead of
accumulating the energy in the kernel, it is better to use themaximum energy of a kernel, as
in CEmax

k = maxk|Y −Fk|. Although this operation can remove “halo” artifacts, it will re-
duce enhancement capabilities of the algorithm to a large extent as it will always use the lower
bound of the gain. To still maintain a certain enhancement performance, a compromise can be
achieved if maximum is sought in a smaller kernelKs < k, as inCEmax

k = maxKs |Y −Fk|,
where kernel sizeKs can be for instance5× 5 or 7× 7 pixel. As this kernel is not too large,
we do not prevent features near the large edges to be boosted.Also, as kernel is not too small,
we avoid partial “halo” artifacts suppression and possibleappearance of the remainder of the
“halo” artifact several pixels away from the edge.
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CE energy measurement is 2D-inseparable, and as such expensive for most embedded
systems, which motivates the desire for using less expensive energy calculations. In addition,
the starting idea to have equalized high-frequency signal output regardless of the input fre-
quency (and amplitude) might lead to unnatural images, since Fourier spectra (amplitude of
frequency components) of natural images follows a power law, with an exponent of roughly
-2 [81]. However, the original CE approach is particularly beneficial for e.g. military appli-
cations for termal/nigh vision or other remote sensing applications where visibility of all the
details is desired and the absence of “halo” artifacts is notrequired.

A. Proof of propertyHo(a · Y + b) = Ho(Y ).
Starting from the definitionH = Y − F = Y − Y ⊗ h (we omit kernel indexk), let us define
B to indicate a matrix with all elements equal tob and with the same size as the input signal
matrixY. Vectorh represents a square box filter (having all equal weights). Itfollows that:

H(a · Y + b) = a · Y + B − a · Y ⊗ h− B ⊗ h = a · (Y − Y ⊗ h) = a · H(Y ). (D.18)

The last equation is valid because of the special nature ofh (box-filter): h ⊗ B = B.
Let us denote “⊙ ” and “/ ” to be the element-wise multiplication and division, respectively
(rather than matrix multiplication and division). Local energy measurementCE = |H| ⊗ h
determines the default local contrast gainG together with the contrast gain factorC as in
G = C/CE. The high-frequency output image is thus

Ho(H(Y)) =
C

h⊗ |H(Y)| ⊙ H(Y). (D.19)

Scaling the high-frequency input image results in

Ho(a · H(Y)) =
C

h⊗ |a · H(Y)| ⊙ a · H(Y) = Ho(H(Y)). (D.20)

SubstitutingH(a ·Y +b) = a ·H(Y ) in the previous equation, we obtainHo(H(a ·Y +b)) =
Ho(H(Y )), or in other words,Ho(a · Y + b) = Ho(Y ), which concludes the proof.

B. Proof of propertyHo(s · C) = s · Ho(C).
Starting from the definitionHo(C) = (C/CE)⊙H, scaling the contrast gainC with s results
in Ho(s ·C) = (s ·C/CE)⊙H = s ·Ho(C), giving the desired expression, which concludes
the proof.

D.4.2 Maximum Energy

Maximum Energy (ME) can be used to come close to the performance of the original SAD
metric. Instead of performing horizontal convolution (summation) as in VSHC to find the to-
tal energy, we take the maximum value of the pre-calculated vertical energy factors, specified
by

energyMk(m,n) = maxbk
j=−bk

V Dk(m,n+ j). (D.21)
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Effectively, we concentrate on the peaks of the energy estimate, which actually reasonably
follows the shape of the SAD function behavior. Fortunately, the calculation of this energy
measure is much simpler. The observed effect is that this energy estimate gets closer to the
real SAD and LSD at the strong edges, which is beneficial for avoiding ringing artifacts.
However, the LSD metric still has better results in other parts of the image. A problem with
the ME approach is that the focus on energy peaks gives gain reduction at image locations
where artifacts would not occur, thereby resulting in a lower level of enhancement at places
where this is not needed. It is also possible to perform both vertical and horizontal maximum
operations on the|Fk(m,n)−Y (m+i, n+j)| terms. To perform this operation in a separable
way and keep HW costs low, first the maximum in the vertical direction can be found and
then the maximum in the horizontal direction. This operation ensures that no “halo” artifacts
occur, but the level of enhancement in other image areas is rather limited.

D.4.3 Cross Approximation

Cross Approximation (CA) is another energy metric that is 2D-separable and that tries to
perform similar to the SAD metric. The term “cross” refers toonly using kernel elements on
the horizontal and vertical axis crossing at the origin, leading to the vertical energy calculation

energyVk(m,n) =
1

M

ak
∑

i=−ak

∣

∣Fk(m,n)− Y (m+ i, n)
∣

∣, (D.22)

and to the horizontal energy calculation

energyHk(m,n) =
1

N

ak
∑

i=−ak

∣

∣Fk(m,n)− Y (m,n+ j)
∣

∣. (D.23)

Finally, we can calculate the CA metric as in

energyCk(m,n) = (energyHk(m,n) + energyVk(m,n))/2. (D.24)

Unfortunately, the performance of this approach is not satisfactory, particularly in the
diagonal direction. Also, due to a small amount of averagingelements (out of (2ak+1)(2bk+

1) total support elements, only2(ak + bk) + 2 elements are used), CA still exhibits a lot of
high-frequency elements, which can be disturbing for display of details and leads to a lower
visual quality.
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